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Soil degradation is one of the major problems confronting agriculture 
throughout the world. Deforestation, intense cultivation of vulnerable land, 
overgrazing, and poor soil and water management all reduce the produc- 
tive capacity of soils and pose constraints to increased food, feed, and 
fuel production. The ability of developing countries to feed rapidly grow- 
ing populations relates directly to wise natural resource management. Scien- 
tists and development planners alike agree that a sound agriculture rests 
on a stable natural resource base. Both groups of experts now stress the 
in~portance of maintaining and improving the productivity of the world's 
soil resources and call for efforts to reduce soil erosion and degradation. 

While many experts believe that the majority of expansion in agricultural 
production between now and the year 2000 will come from land that is 
cultivated at the present time, rnarginal land-both steep and flat-is becom- 
ing increasi~gly imporlant in many parts of the developing world due to 
rapid population growth and the shortage of good arable land. As a result 
of poor soil quality and unfavorable climatic conditions, misuse of this 
land can result in serious and often irreversible degradation. 

Historically. most natural resources were coilsidered common property 
and provided a productive base for crops and many other basic necessities 
of life. This system worked well when resources were plentiful and people 
were few. Ecosystems had ample t' 7e to regenerate after periods of heavy 
use. Today, this is no longer the case. Continued dependence by larger 
numbers of individuals on a finite natural resource base results in the 
degradation of the resources and a serious loss ir, their productive capa- 
city. In addition, misdirected development policies and other policies that 
discriminate against agriculture deprive farmers of the capacity and in- 
centive to adopt productive, conservation-conscious farming practices and 
technologies. In developing countries, high prices for cash crops encourage 
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farmers to allccate their best land to crops they will sell-oftcn nonfood 
crops--to the exclusion of food crops. which are relegated to marginal land 
more prone to degradation. Artificialiy low food prices. on the other hand. 
discourage soil snd ivatcr consemation and the use of appropriate inputs 
that promote higher, sustainable yields. 

Security of tenure is another importrlnt factor affecting long-term invest- 
ment in soil and water conservation. Many countries have found thnt en- 
suring secure rights to land and improvements indt:ces significant increases 
in household investment. 

Soil degradation is a complex process in which pliysical, chemical, andlor 
biological hctors contribute to the loss o ia  soil's productive capacity. Fonns 
of soil degradation vary from region to region. For example, in  Latin 
America, soil erosion by water is the major hrnm of degradation that mainly 
al'fects areas cleared of vegetation for shifting cultivation and for settlements, 
cattle ranches. and other purposes. In Southeast Asia and North Africa, 
the most dominant problems are those associated with irrigation. while 
in sub-Saharan Africa. the mcst severe degradation is that associated with 
the intensive use of arid and semiarid land. 

Scil erosion and land degradation are not problems confined to the less 
developed countries. however. The United States. for example, loses about 
three billion tons of its va:uable topsoil each year. That, despite 50 years 
sir?rc establishment of the Soil Conservation Service and expenditures of 
tens of billions of dollars since the Dust Bowl. Sin~ilarly. soil degradation 
has become a problenl in all regions of Canada as a result of changes In 

production practices since Wrld  War 11. 
In the United States, Canada. and western Europe, many negative effects 

of soil erosion on crop yields have been masked by iniproved crop varieties, 
heavy use of fertilizers. better pest and disease control, and improved tillage 
and plantins methods. All are technologies thnt are becoming more and 
more expensive. at least in many developing countries. 

The focus of this volume is on soil and water conservation on steep lands. 
Many important technical and socioeconornic issues from throughout the 
world are discussed and analyzed in detail. One major conclusion from 
the case studies cited is this: While understanding the physical causes of 
soil degradation helps in identifying corrective measures, purely engineering 
zpproaches that 40 not take into consideration the underlying socioeconomic 
factors have generally failed. This holds true as well for soil degradation 
problems on less steep land, for example, the problems associatcd with 
rainfed agriculture, irrigated agriculture, and the farming of arid land. 

While soil degradation problems are widespread and could have signif- 
icant impacts on the world's ability to meet future food demands, oppor- 
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tunities exist in both the technical ar.3 policy arenas for promoting better 
resource utilization and manqgenient. Many known technologics rind prac- 
tices for conserving soil and water resources enhance crop productivity, 
at least in the short term. However, long-term actions, such as policy reforni 
and institutional adjustments, coupled with long-term funding commitments, 
are the key to resolving niany of the world's problems of resource manage- 
ment and agricultural productivity. Such policies includc the promotion 
of small-holder agriculture through the provision of producer incentives, 
rural credit, reasonable food crop prices, adequate market and transport 
systems, strong ugricultural research and extension programs, and the pro- 
motirn of farming systems that do not degrade land and water resources. 
These far-sighted goals, however, require continuity within national govern- 
ments and international assistance agencies. There have been too many five- 
year plans that did not last more than a yzar or  two and too niany shifts 
in the direction and emphasis of development plans and programs. 

Just as niany techniques for soil and water conservation can only be suc- 
cessful if they are site-specific. so too policies must be devised with the 
ultiniate beneficiaries in mind. As catchments and watersheds are often 
the planning units for soil and water conservation programs, countries and 
large geographic regions within cour.tries must be viewed as the plarlning 
units for policy analysis and recommendations. For example, studies pro- 
ducing long, comprehensive lists of methods ar,d policies that can be suc- 
cessful on global, continental, ~r even ecosystem bases are only important 
first steps. Policies and institutional adjustments must bc devised to f i t  the 
social and economic climate of a given country. In many cases, govern- 
ments do not have the capabilities or  the political will to choose from long 
menus of good actions. They need to know what specific policies might 
work better in their countries, what economic benefits will result, and what 
institutional adjustments will be needed to carry out successfully these policy 
recommendations. 

Efficient resource use is key to the long-term sustainability of agricultural 
production. Policies initiated now to achieve these goals will go a long way 
toward narrowing the growing gap between supply and demand for food 
and other agricultural products and will have lasting benefits for the future 
health and welfare of mankind. In addition, progress in managing the world's 
natural resources can be niade through '-otter management of the inter- 
action brtween development and environmental interests, despite the gap 
that still exists in our information base and knowledge. Fortunately, this 
volume is an important contribution toward closing that gap. 

Mohatrted T El-Ashry 



Preface 

Material for this book was originally presented at a workshop, "Soil 
and Water Conservation on Steep Lands," held in San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
March 22-27, 1987. That wcrkshop was organized by the World Associa- 
tion of Soil and Water Conservation and the Soil Conservation Society 
of America (now the Soil and Watzr Conservation Society). Workshop 
sponsors included the United States Soil Conservation S'ervice, the United 
States Agency for International Development, and the World Resocrces 
Institute, with considerable help from the United Nations Food and 
Agriculture Organization and the Swedish International Development 
Authority. A total of 132 persons from 27 countries participated in the 
workshop. Forty-one presentations were given by individua!~ from the 
Caribbean region; North, South, and Central America; Africa; Australia; 
Thailand; Indonesia; and Taiwan. 

The workshop had three objectives: (1) to compare experiences from 
successful soil and water conservation projects on steep lands as a means 
of determining the comnlon principles involved that might be applied 
worldwide, (2) to publish the invited papers as a record of the magnitude 
of soil erosion worldwide and what accounts for the success or failure 
of efforts to deal with the erosion problem, and (3) to develop a manual 
that can be used by field technicians to integrate soil and water conserva- 
tion measures with improved agricultural production systems. 

After examining the manuscripts presented at the workshop, it was decid- 
ed that instead of a proceedings containing these verbatim a more useful 
book would result from editing these manuscripts to adhere rigidly to the 
theme. This resulted in fewer and shorter manuscripts, but the editorial 
committee finds the result a more useful book. 

The second publication resulting from the workshop and considerable 
work afterward by N. W. Hudson, David Sanders, Eric Roose, Jerome 
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Arledge, Max Schnepf. myself. and especially T. F. Shaxson developed 
~iiuch differently than cxpectcd. It was found that there are a great niany 
guidelines available for field technicians. What bvas r-ceded ,bvere gliidelines 
of much broadcr 'ipplication. The result is n manu:rl that can be used by 
a 0: nrid spectrum of intercs!~, from soil conservationists attcrnp;irig to raise 
the awdreness level of policyniakers, to project leaders atteni~:ing to ex- 
plain protrlenis and solutions to their administrators or  fundin3 groups, 
to nonrcii~sel vationists charger! with establishing conservation measures 
whi!c nrodlrcing agronomic and forest crops. 

/\side h n l  the tangible contribution to the two publications, the workshop 
rc*,ulted in nlany contacts among soil conservationists from widespread 
geographic and climatic areas of the world. Efforts are being made by the 
World Association of' Soil and Water Conservation ar,d the Soil and Water 
Conservation Society to ensure that i1:ese contacts can be maintained. 



I N T R O D U C T I O N  



Tilting at windmills 
or tighfing real battles 

N. W. Hudson 

Don Quixote was famous for his inclination to tilt at windmills, imagining 
them to be enemies that had to be attacked. In my keynote address at the 
start of the workshop, I suggested that participants sho~lld not waste time 
fighting imagiaary problems. I did so for two reasons: because in recent 
years therc have been major changes in thinking about soil conservation 
and because there are new principles that are now generally accepted, even 
though there may be a delay in them being applied in practice. At the end 
of the workshop, we used the information that came out of the papers and 
the discussions to refine my assessment of which problems are real and 
which are only windmills. 

What emphasis "soil conservation"? 

I suggested that we no longer need to argue that soil conservation is 
of little va!ue alone. It must be an integral part of general agricultural 
developn~ent and not an isointed discipline run by specialists who do nothing 
else. The workshop reinforced this approach, even to the point of sug- 
gesting that "soil conser\;ation" is no longer the most appropriate name. 
AII alternati-;e was "conservation farming," which changes the emphasis 
from "conservation" to the real subject, which is "farming." Another 
strong contender for the ti:!e was "land husbandry," with its implications 
of stewardship and caring mailagenlent of the land resource. 

We can also take for granted that mechanical protection works, such 
as ditches, drains, and earthworks, may have a part to play, but they are 
of no use in isolation. What conservation farming is looking for today are 
packages that start with improveci farming and only include mechanical 
protection work as a component when it cannot be avoided. This concept 
was also strongly supported in many of the country case studies and dur- 
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ing the field trips, where the theme came out clearly that improved pro- 
duction should lead to better erosion control instead of the other way round. 
One delegate put this neatly saying, "We have spent too niuch time on the 
terraces and not enough on what happens between the terraces." 

Ironically. this shift in emphasis-  laying down the concept of soil con- 
servation as a separate discipline needing a special servic-e to handle it-is 
today moving most slowly in countries that in the past led in the establish- 
nient of successful soil conservaticj,i services. It is they who will be trying 
to catch up during the next decade. After 50 years of the soil conservation 
movement pressing hard for the establishment of soil conse~vation services, 
it will not be easy to put the machine into reverse and say, "We got it wrong. 
We want a different approach now." Countries in the process of develop- 
ing a national policy for the use of tlieir natural resources are more likely 
to choose to follow the model of countries like Brazil or  Zimbabwe, where 
soil conseivation is absorbed within extension, than countries that in the 
past led the world in soil conservation. An example of forward thinking 
is provided by G. Robertson, the commissioner for soil conservation in 
Western Australia, who asks, "Are soil conservationists going to be 
dinosaurs? Or can they adapt to the changing conditions'?" 

Bottom-up planning 

Tile next issue that I identified only as a windmill was the thought that 
all soil conservation activities must be planned with the full knowledge 
and cooperation of the farmers. They must be bottom-up progranis, not 
top-down. It would be an exaggeration to suggest that every case study 
showed that this principle has been adopted, but it was definitely accepted 
by the majority of speakers and is likely to be soon accepted by the others. 
Some of the farsighted papers on planning conservation policies pointed 
out that when we talk about getting the cooperation of farmers to operate 
the pro-ject we are still only part of the way toward full farmer involve- 
ment. We should be going farther back in the planning process and getting 
the assistance of farmers to define the problem and to be involved from 
the beginning in considering how improvements could be made. Another 
good quote was this: "We have to stop thinking of farmers as part of the 
problem, and make them part of the solurion." 

The matter of timing 

The time scaie of soil conservation was another important topic. I sug- 
geqted that evidence is mounting that technical assistance from aid organiza- 
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tions is more successful when applied through long-term programs than 
through short, fixed-term projects. Also, it is better to operate through exist- 
ing government ministries and departments rather than to set up a separate 
project organization. The country case studies confirmed this, but we should 
not dismiss this as a battle already won while the entire operation of most 
of the large multinational and bilateral aid organizaiions is entirely struc- 
tured around limited-term pro-jects. Setween the Puerto Rico workshop a~id 
the publication of this volume, there have been several important discus- 
sions of development assistance-the publication of the Brundtland Report, - 
"Our Common Future"; the International Institute of Economic Develop- 
ment Conference on Sustainiible Developnlent, and the Nordic Conference 
on Environment and Development. ,411 of these showed that there is a general 
acceptance that the changes required in the developirg world, toward more 
effective use of their natural resources, depend heavily upon the idea 
summed up in the new buzz-word "sustainability," which is another way 
of saying that a steady, sustained pressure is better than throwing large 
amounts of money at the problem for a short time. The message coming 
from the aid agencies is that they appreciate the need for major changes 
in their policies and operations, but they are like the oil supertanker;-.so 
large and ponderous that after a decision on the bridge to change direction 
the vessel continues for miles before the change is noticeable. 

Another aspect of timing is hat,  to gain acceptance by farmers, any pro- 
posed soil conservation activity must offer short-term benefits to farmers. 
Peasant farmers work to a short time scale. It is no good talking about 
the effect of degradation 10 years in the future when the immediate prob- 
lem is how to keep the family fed during the next six months. When defin- 
ing benefits, the issue is what the farmer perceives to be a benefit. For 
most peasant farmers the question of cash profitability per hectare is irrel- 
evant. An increase in yield is usually desirable, but sometimes improving 
the reliability of yield may be more important than the quantity. A desirable 
benefit might be to improve the production per unit of labor. This might 
be by increasing production with existing labor, or by maintaining present 
production with less labor. It is becoming increasingly unrealistic to assume 
that in developing countries there is a large pool of unused labor available 
for agricultural tasks. Case studies have shown that the amount of labor 
that can be invested is a critical constraint on conservation farming. 

L 

Prevention versus mitigation 

Another windmill is the need for pictures of gullies and land devastated 
by erosion. At one time this was necessary to catch the attention of political 
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leaders and the general public. in the same way that thc famine in Ethiopia 
was only realized by the public af!er the pictures of starving children were 
seen on television screens. In the case of the two related problenls of soil 
degradation and insufficient food production, we must take emergency 
measures, like gully control in the first case or farnine relief in the second, 
but the main thrust should surely be on the positive side, preventing the 
problem before i t  arises instead of trying to cure it afterwards. 

In my keynote address I sugges:ed that these principles are sufficiently 
well accepted, that we did not need to pursue them at length during the 
workshop. But after hearing the country case studies, this assessnient needed 
sonie nlodification. Instead of slides of gullies and devastation, we had a 
horrific sequence of examples of attempts to cultivate land of ever-increasing 
steepness. It is a considerable iniprovemenp in conservation thinking that 
we have moved ;\way from the concept of capability classification and the 
idea that land steeper than "x" percent should not be cultivated. However, 
I think the workshop showed a swing too far in the other direction, toward 
the thought that if steep lands are going to be cultivated then our only duty 
and obligation is to work out how they can be farnied to minimize the 
damage. 

I believe that as advisors on the use of land we have to strike a balance r~ 
between realism and idealism. We saw many exarnples of cultivation on 
land steeper than 45 degrees that can never be made sustainable by physical 
solutions. There is no way of avoiding or  defeating gravity, and on steep 
slopes with high rainfall, cultivation will inevitably cause much more ero- 
sion than there would be in the undisturbed state. It was clear from the 
country studies that there are too few governments that have accepted the 
need for a national strategy on the use and development of their land 
resources. There is really no excuse for this when there are today so many 
methodologies for systems of land evaluation or classification and the tech- 
niques for gathering the necessary information are becoming more effi- 
cient with each rlew development in satellite imagery. Thert: must be some 
trade-off between the duty of specialists to devise means to overcome the 
degradation problems that exist and their role to press for better policies 
to try to avoid the problem arising in the first place. In accepting the con- 
cept that steep lands are going to be farmed, therzfor; we must find solu- 
tions, there is danger of forgetting that prevention is better than cure. 

This is particularly the case when many of the factors leading to degrada- 
tion on steep lands have a root cause outside of agriculture. If the problem 
is an unreasonable pressure of cattle and human populations on the land, 
soil conservation is not going to solve the problem. Nor is soil conserva- 
tion going to solve the problem when the causes stem from political and 
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social issues of land ownership and land tenurc. Sometimes the solutions 
to inappropriate land use lie outside agronomy, for example, when the alter- 
natives depend upon creating different cropping patterns and markets, or 
nianipulating the price of agricultural products. 

The money and manpower factor 

The other main land use problem was beyond the reach of the workshop, 
but we should keep drawing attention to it. That is the fact that many develop- 
ing countries are not prepared to devote enough manpower and money to 
developing their agriculture. Too often these resources are allocated to 
national prestige projects, sometimes quite unnecessarily. Even worse are 
the examples of countries that spend an absurd proportion of their budget 
on armaments while their people are starving. It is becoming difficl~lt for 
the famine-relief agencies to attract support when the problem is 
compounded by the intransigent policies of repressive governments. 

The real problems 

Turning to what we as technicians should see as the windmills and the 
real problems, I think that after the workshop I can safely repeat two sug- 
gestions I made in my keynote address. First, we should stop thinking that 
wc must only make recommendations to achieve the ideal solution and 
eliminate erosion. Instead, we should be thinking in terrns of tactics to 
minimize damage in the real circumstances. For example, to solve degrada- 
tion of the Sahel, some suggest that the numbers of livestock 5e reduced. 
But since that is not going to happen in the near future, the pragmatic tac- 
tic is to look for ways of reducing the damage, like better management of 
the grazing and the water supplies. The second point is that we should be 
careful not to try to reinvent the wheel. What one of us sees as a new and 
unsolved problem may have already been solved somewhere else. The wide 
range of country reports showed that this is true of many conservation pnc- 
tices, although unanswered questims about erosion processes on steep lands 
remain. 

The objective of the workshop was to share experience in practical soil 
conservation on steep lands and to make this experience available to others. 
Speaking for those who instigated and planned the workshop, it was very 
successful, particularly because it provided a forum where many new 
thoughts and ideas could be hammered out in argument and debate. This 
volume presents the more formal part of the results of the workshop, a 
record of the proceedings. The cornpanion volume embodies the recom- 
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mcndations and will hopefully provide guidelines or signposts for the way 
ahead. The worksnop confirmed our thought that there have been impor- 
tant changes in thinking about land use and soil degradation in recent years, 
and it provided the opportunity for a definition of how the new approach 
to conservation farming can be put into practice. 



Conserving soil by stealth 
T. F. Shaxson 

Experience suggests at least three reasons why frontal attacks on soil 
erosion have not always resulted in soil conservaticn: (1) We have not 
always paid attentim to how farmers or other land users feel about ero- 
sion or about our reconlnlendations for dealing with it. (2) We have tended 
to attack erosion by itself when the problem is inapprcpriate land use and 
management. (3) We have recommended inappropriate practices. 

Farnlers, graziers, and foresters are primarily interested in plant pro- 
duction, not conservation per se. Therefore, recon~mendations must fit 
the agronomics and econoniics of what they are trying to achieve (Figure 
I). It is necessary to get soil conservation integrated with plant produc- 
tion rather than vice versa. Improving soil conditions for rooting and im- 
proving soil structure ar~d icfiltration capricit;r will achieve bc '- purposes. 

Some social aspects 

far me;^, graziers, and foresters are the final arbiters of what will be 
done in fields, pastures, and forests from day to day. Their perceptions 
of how recommendations fit in with the agronomics and economics of what 
they are trying to achieve will affect whether or  not they decide to irnple- 
ment the recommendations and maintain them. 

In situatiol~s where things have not gone well, it is important to find 
out why land users did not adopt, implement, and maintain recommended 
practices. Possible reasons might include: (1) Ignorance of what is recom- 
mended. Is there cor1:sct with Extension agents? Do the Extension agents 
know what the recommendations are? Are there options for action that 
can be offered? (2) Lack of resources to implement recommendations in 
an acceptable time-frame. If so, can the individuals costs be subsidized 
in cash or  in kind by the local or wider community? Does the present land 
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use system produce enough output to bear the expected costs? Can costs 
be reduced by changing the recammendations? (3) The land user is unwill- 
ing to implement the recommendations. Is this because he or she judges 
the expected results to be unworkable or uneconomic in terms of costs and 
benefits or social consequences? 

Given these possible reasons for nonadoption of soil conservation recom- 
mendations, it could be said that projects whose chief objective is only 
to conserve soil are, in fact, the least successful in doing so. 

The types and sequences of plants that land users grow are dictated by 
considerations of profit and/or subsistence. The types and sequmces of 
plants that conservationists may recommend are often dictated by a primary 
concerii for soil conservation. Plants used to achieve the two goals may 
or n~ay not be different. Emphasizing activities that improve soil condi- 
tions for rooting favors the farmer's aim of more vegetative production per 
hectare. Crop cover and plant residue assist the farmer's goal of good 

Small farmer 

'cnvclope' of forces 

W~thout Exlernal Forces W ~ l h  Exlcrnal Forces 

Large farmer 

Ideal 

Figure 1. "Distortion" of the farmer, with and without external forces. 
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Figure 2. Integrating water and soil conservation with agriculture (3). 

Plant 
production 

t 

infiltration capacity and soil structure, which are also the conservationist's 
aim (Figure 2). 

Vegetative 
growth 

Some technical aspects 

A major challenge we have is that of increasing plant production per 
hectare per year without degrading or destroying the soil in the process. 
We have not been very successful so far in achieving both aims simulta- 
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Following a similar line of thought: If erosion has been occurring because 
there is too much bare ground exposed to erosive rainfall, the construc- 
tion of banks across the slope to reduce runoff effects will have little im- 
pact on the real problem. 

In defining the possible options for solving any problem of erosion by 
water. we must consider how to maintain appropriate overall combinations 
of the following key features: (1) effective depth for rooting, (2) structural 
soil conditions in this effective depth, (3) duration plus density plus fre- 
quency plus above-ground location of plant and residue cove]; (4) steepness 
of slope, and (5) lei~gth of slope. Most commonly, slope steepness and soil 
depth are relatively unchangeable. Slope length often can be modified. But 
the most critical variables under control of the land user are those of cover 
and soil structure. Changing one of the above factors without making com- 
pensatory adjustments in  the others usually proves insufficient to stabilize 
an unstable situation. 

Soil productivity is a matter not only of fertility but of organic matter 
and physical conditions, such as aeration and water relations generally. The 
national centers for soya research and for wheat research in Bnzil recently 
stated that many farmers are unable to achieve expected yields because the 
soil environment for rooting of plants has been severely degraded by pul- 
verization of the surface and compaction of the subsoil (2, 3, 4). 

Erosion is not an invisible disease stalking the land in search of soils 
to destroy, but is. in fact, 2 foreseeable ecological response to inappropriate 
land use and management. Because it happens as a consequence of altered 
interactions between various factors of the environment-climate, soil, 
vegetation, water, topography, and others-it behooves us to try and iden- 
tify the root causes of any land degradation problem and thus avoid the 
"knee-jerk" reaction of recomtnending terraces and land use change in 
every situation. which has happened all too often in the past. Identifica- 
tion of real causes allows much more reasonable reccmmendations of appro- 
priate action. The answers may be social or economic rather than purely 
technical. 

Another major cause of hrmers' disaffection with conservzltionists' recom- 
mendations for land use is the rigidity with which we interpret and map 
erosion hazard, particulzrly with refe.icr;ce to "nonarable" classes. All too 
often the brosd type of use-pasture, rough grazing, plantation forestry- 
are automatically attached to classes VI and VII. It may be unrealistic to 
make this link automatically. Small farmers confined to steep land have 
no option but to cultivate that land. However, government authorities may 
be unwilling or unable to move them in the interests of better land use. 
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To solve this serious problem, it is necessary to define type of land use 
and management in terms of the combinations of cover, soil structure, soil 
depth, slope length. and steepness that a farmer's preferred type of use- 
even annual planting of crops on steep slopes-must achieve if it is to re- 
main stable. Annual cropping with minitxum tillage and retained residue 
cover may be a better alternative on a steep slope than overgrazed, poorly 
managed pasture. The important thing in determining whether or not a par- 
ticular land use and management scheme is acceptable is the effect it has 
had on the land over time. 

Three criteria suggest themselves as measures of adequacy for any chosen 
type of land use: (1) Is production sufficient? (2) Does the preferred use 
provide and maintain sufficient cover and good soil structure conditions'? 
(3) Is the soil eroding at an excessive rate? 

Examples of failures 

Where schemes and projects aimed primarily at soil conservatio~: have 
not put the satisfaction of farmers' requirements at the head of the list of 
goals, farmers have been lukewarm, if not downright antagonistic. On the 
other hand, where projects have paid due attention to farmers' aims, using 
ccnservation as one criterion of success, enthusiasm and involvement have 
bcen markedly greater and overall success more frequent. 

Following are several examples of failure in soil conservation efforts 
because the people became disillusioned: 

In some central African countries, well-meant programs requiring 
villagers to construct contour banks on cultivated iand provoked severe 
resentment of government officials (4). The programs also provoked 
widespread mistrust ~f the departments of agriculture when villagers who 
refused to undertake the task were fined or imprisoned for noncompliance. 
People were especially embittered when they saw that even where banks 
were constructed the problem of erosion did not end. 

111 India, construction of lever contour banks by government personnel 
over wide areas of vertisols led to waterlogging for significant portions of 
the rainy season, which reduced crop production. The antagonism this 
generated toward government personnel effectively halted, for several years, 
the work of soil conservation as well as other forms of ex!ension concern- 
ing crop and animal husbandry. 

In a large-scale land developnient program in central A h a ,  with signifi- 
cant loan funding from the WcAd Bank, the method adopted to prevent 
channels from becoming choked with eroded soil from interbank areas was 
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to increase runoff tlow velocity by increasing the gradients. The govcrn- 
Inent remained responsible for repayment of the loan even though the por- 
tion used fr>r bank construction niay well have bren of little or no net benefit. 
Because the villagers, across whose lands the banks were constructed, 
perceived no particular benefit froni niost of the banks (except those pro- 
viding all-weatl~er road access), thcy were unwilling to undertake main- 
tenance (clean-out) of the channels, which would have maintained their 
effectiveness in preventing erosion and possible gullying. The governnlent 
then had to decide whether to abandon the banks once the channels were 
choked, or to spend further resources on undertaking maintenance. 

Again, in central Africa, an attcmpt was niade to implant a textbook 
denionstration of planned land use in accordance with the crosion-hazard 
classification of several hundrcd hectares of village lands. The government 
fenced off areas deemed suitable only for grazing, constructed an integrated 
network of gradient banks, protected waterways and crest roads, and built - 

danis that provided stock-watering points and key road crossings. However, 
driving heavy earth-mcjving machinery across the large number of densely 
cultivated plots of village farmland generated so much resentment that within 
a few nionths of completion of constriction works little could be seen, 
even froni the air, save a few tracks and some of the dams, none in a 
reasonable state of repair. 

Examples of successes 

On a happier note, sonic exaniplcs of success counterbalance the above 
gloon~y picture: 

The approach taken to conservation on tea estates in Malawi was to tell 
managers that a significant reduction in the costs of producing tea could 
be achieved by reorganizing the road system to allow uninterrupted access 
to the tea gardens during the rains, the main production and harvest period. 
The challenge was accepted, and a system was devised for areas of new 
plantings and replantings. Earth roads were aligned wherever possible along 
topographic crestlines and integrated with lateral roads and c:onservation 
banks along contoured lines on controlled gradients. The contoured layout 
promoted the alignment of tea rows relative to the contour, rather than in 
straight rows, which had been the practice. This assured that weeding and 
harvest practices tended to impede downslope movement of any runoff water. 
Agronomic research had shown that mulching benefited the growth of young 
tea. This was undertaken also along the contour, which not only benefited 
the young plants but simultaneously provided protective cover to the soil. 
Roads along crests were not subject to damaging cross-flows, and roads 
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on cl- immediately below controlled-gradient conservation banks were 
satisfactorily drained and remained passable at any time. Many managers 
who implemented the layouts said that while the costs of putting the layout 
on the ground were somewhat higher than those of the conventional system 
annual maintenance costs were very much reduced. This was because of 
the reduction in runoff, which had damaged roads, and of erosion, which 
carried off soil and fertilizers and choked the channels of the coriservation 
banks. The bttraction was the reduced cost of production; a 5;ealthy result 
was the reduction of land degradation. 

At Indore, in central India, a village development project was originally 
designed with strong emphasis on the installation of a conventional system 
of soil and water conservation. Because insensitive government action in 
previous attempts to control erosion had severely antagonized the villagers, 
it was quickly seen as inappropriate to insist that, true to textbook recom- 
mendations, conservation activities should begin at the top of the catch- 
ment and work progressively downslope. In fact, it was initially inappropriate 
to suggest soil conservation measures per se. The strategy adopted was to 
first investigate the factors that farmers !::It were limiting their efforts to 
achieve a better life and gain farmers' con.l,!;dence with various agreeable 
improvements. These included the ilitroduction of better varieties of sorghum 
and encouraging the use of fertilizers, promoting the use of irrigated Berseem 
clover, demonstrating that maize could be grown with fertilizers on parts 
of the virlage land never before used for the purpose, helping to sort out 
problems of electricity supply to village irrigation pumps, and helping to 
alleviate other common problems. Farmers' confidence both in themselves 
and in their extension advisers greatly incre.ased. Improved productivity 
provided more surplus crops for sale; protective storm drains rcduced tem- 
porary waterlogging and loss of seeds and fertilizers; soil damage by high- 
energy rainfall declined as a result of better crop cover; extra cash income 
enabled farmers to haul themselves out of debt to the :ocal moneylenders; 
and a generally cooperative spirit developed between villagers and their 
advisers. After three years, the villagers decided to restrict the previously 
uncontrolled communal grazing on a poorly grassed hill to allow the plant- 
ing of trees for use as firewood and timber. The grass growing between 
the saplings had opportunity to seed, and the density of herbage increased 
quickly on what had been a severely overgrazed area. Soon there was a 
good bulk of fodder for cutting and carrying. A noticeable result was a 
reduction in runoff affecting the pasture and cultivated lands at the foot 
of the hill. In the end, farmers said that they were now ready to do whatever 
might be necessary to tackle the problem of gully erosion, which, after 
the removal of more pressing problems, was the next difficulty to be Fdced. 
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At the western end of the state of Santa Catarina in southern Brazil, there 
are sn~all farmcrs growing annual crops in large areas with average slopes 
over 20 percent. The conibination of soil types (reddish clays derived Sroni 
basalts) and rainfall regime (some rain in most months of the ycar, but 
often very erosive) has allowed the development of nlinimum-tillage systems 
for annual crops, such as beans. maize, and soya. These systems are char- 
acterized by the maintenance of 100 percent cover practically throughout 
ihe year with living and dead niulches of vetches and other low-growing 
legumes. Annuals are contour-planted through these mulches either in nar- 
row furrows or  using punch planters. The farmer:; describe the soi!s as 
being "fatter" in terms of organic matter content and soil stnlcture, and 
they are able to maintain yields with less fertilizer and reduced pesticide 
use. In passing, they also mention that runoff and erosion is significantly 
less than before. 

Across the state border, in P~rana ,  on somewhat siniilar s ~ i l s  but lesser 
slopes, excessive use of disk equipinent in growing soya and wheat in rotation 
had caused serious problems of compaction at the bottom of the disk layer. 
This results in large volumes of runoff and removal of eroded soil and re- 
quires municipal authorities to spend large sums annually on rural road 
maintenance, to the detriment of financing other more positive social pro- 
grams. Crops often suffered from mid-season moisture stress in dry periods 
during the summer rainy seasop because of shallow root systems. Winter 
wheat suffered similarly from moisture stress within its restricted root range. 
The local rivers and streams were choked with sediment end polluted with 
pesticides and fertilizers brought down by !he runoff and erosion. After 
extension agents promoted deep tillage to break up the ccmpacted layer 
and encouraged farmers not to hurn crop residues, road damage declined 
to a startling degree, springs that had dried up early in the dry season started 
to flow more strongly and longer, possibilities for fish-farming and irriga- 
tion have incr w e d ,  and water quality in streams and rivers is greatly irn- 
proved. 

Through programs aimed at improving water n~anagemerlt and making 
cropping more secure. conservation of the soil has been achieved as a con- 
sequence of improved land use. 

Satisfying land user aims 

Because erosion is a consequence of inappropriate land use, conserva- 
tion of the soil in situ will be a consequence of appropriate land use. Our 
challenge is to devise ways in which the land users' aims can be satisfied 
with systems that are also conservation-effective. 



Using this line of thought, we might invert the wording in the notice 
of this workshop. It now reads: "There are numerous examples around 
the world of successful systems for controlling soil erosion while increas- 
ing crop production ..." Should it not read: "There are numerous examples 
around the world of successful systems for increasing plant production while 
controlling soil erosion"? 
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Soil conservation on deep 
lands in the tronlcs 

Maurice G. Cook 

The tropics constitute the world's major battleground between 5fforts 
to attain food self-sufficiency and to preserve fragile ecosystems. During 
the last decade, real increases in food production per capits were achieved 
in Asia and Latin America that virtually prevented a worldwide food crisis 
(2). Estimates for the next decades, however, are less positive, partly 
because most of the f o ~ d  production increases have been achieved on land 
with fertile soils, irrigation, and adequate infrastructure. Worldwide esti- 
mates indicate that, in addition to increasing crop yields on this favored 
land, an additional 200 million hectares of new land must be in produc- 
tion by the year 2000 to maintain the present, but largely inadequate, levels 
of world per-capita food production ( I ) .  

Limitations to production 

Most of the land that is currently not farmed and that has sufficient rainfall 
and temperature for productive agriculture is in the tropics. Much of that 
land is marginal. though, because the prime land is essentially fully occu- 
pied. Steep lands constitute about 400 million hectares of that marginal 
land in tropical Latin America and the Caribbean. This is more than 25 
percent of the total land area in these two regions. In addition, the carry- 
ing capacity of most tropical steep lands is already exceeding its limits. 
Potential and actual misuses of these steep lands have caused worldwide 
concern about widespread deforestation, erosion, and silting of reservoirs 
downstream. 

The most extensive limitation on steep lands is severe soil erosion. Because 
of the extreme slopes often encountered, the stability of the soils after clear- 
ing is often low. Calculations using the universal soil loss equation indicate 
soil losses of 500 tons per hectare or more. Actual rates may not be that 
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high. Nevertheless, erosion rates of 100 !ons per hectare will remove the 
topsoil completely in about 20 years. Mas.,. .;xamplcs can be seen of soils 
that are abandoned after a couple of decades of abuse. 

A second major concern on steep lands is a pronoi;nced dry season in 
about two-thirds of the steep land area. Many steep lands are in sfmiarid 
climates and, therefore, combine some of the worst attributes of the fragilc 
land. During the long dry season, plant cover is either sparse or nil, leav- 
ing the soil exposed to the first intense rains of the wet season, a perfect 
setting for erosion. On the remaining one-third of steep lands, which have 
21 udic soil moisture regime and no long dry season, the soil is protected 
t)y a plant canopy that dramatically minimizes the erosion hazard. Rainfall 
distribution patterns, therefore, help explain differences between places such 
as the relatively prosperous steep lands of Pasto, Colombia, with no strong 
clry season, and the Choata Valley in nearby northern Ecuador, which has 
a strong dry season, and the hills are literally sliding down. 

Steep lands also have soil fertility problems in addition to their erodibility 
and the semiarid climate. Low nutrient reserves and aluminum toxicity are 
significant problems on at least a third of all steep land areas. 

Socioeconomic consequences 

The danger of massive land deterioration on steep lands also poses serious 
socioeconomic concerns. Level, fertile land is the obvious choice of any 
farmer. The fortunate land settlers occupied such land in the tropics. With 
time, these settlers became more powerful, and the less powerful were 
gradually displaced to the adjacent steep lands. Tradi:ional technologies 
developed by the initial settlers of steep lands allowed for sustained pro- 
duction systems, although at very low yield and income levels. Thus, most 
steep lands had relatively stable, sustained production systems with minimum 
environmental damage up to the first half of this century. 

However, increased population growth during the last few decades has 
resulted in further fragmentation of small holdings on steep lands and an 
increasing number of landless, rural bmilies. Many of these families chose 
to migrate either to the urban centers or to the sparsely populated humid 
tropics. Attracted by prospects of industrialization that did not materialize, 
migrants settled in slum areas, swelling the population of cities that already 
were large. Liraa, Peru, for example, had a population of about 2 million 
people in 1960, but the city has grown to nearly 6 million today. Half of 
Lima's population lives without electricity, sewer systems, or running water. 
There is massive poverty in the cities, and this is one of the main causes 
for widespread civil unrest common in many countries. 
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What happens to those left behind on steep Inntls'? Family growth forces 
further frngnientation of land into vely small parcels. Women are increas- 
ingly in charge of flirniing because many migrants leave thcir families 
behind. Many men commute between thcir traditional homes on steep lands 
;~nd their outposts in other areas every few months. As farms decline in 
size. another serious consequence is that farrticrs are forced to use destructive - 
farming practices. For example, in the Dominican Republic highlands, 
female farmers arc: now plowing old pastures on 100 percent slopcs in order 
to plant corn and beans. When interviewed, the women state candidly that 
they are aware the land will likely erode to bedrock in three to five years. 
But they do not have any other place to grow food. After a few years, they 
will probably migrate to a city, thus making the urban problems even worse. 

Deforestation is severe on steep lands, and trees are seldoni replaced 
either naturally or  by reseeding. They are first used for building construc- 
tion, which tends to use the best timber. The remaining trees are used for 
fuelwood. A landholder who wisnes to maintain his land in trees is seldom 
able to do so because his neighbors stage continuous invasions of his land 
to gather firewood. 

Off-site effects of soil erosion 

Not to be ovcrlooked are the off-site effects of soil erosion on steep lands. 
The off-site effects are variable and not well quantified. Nevertheless, it 
is known that the eroded soil moves into rivers or reservoirs in many cases, 
and this problem can only become worse unless erosion cn steep lands 
can be reduced. 

Steep land problems are more severe in some countries than others. Coun- 
tries with the combination of steep lands and a long dry season face the 
greatest , i ril. Obvious examples are Haiti and El Salvador. There is little 
doubt thc;, steep lands with all their ramifications are a major factor caus- 
ing civil unrest in both countries. Other potential powder kegs are Peru, 
Jamaica, Guatemala, and Mexico. 

Unfortunately. there are numerous constraints to improving these fragile 
steep lands. ?;I,,= constraints may be divided into three broad groups: 
(1) information and awareness, (2) institutional and policy, and (3) tech- 
nological. These three areas must be tackled simultanenusly in order for 
progress to be made. 

The main information and awareness constraints are twofold: (1) A ma- 
jority of the public is generally not aware of fragile steep land issues. This 
ignorance is widespread on erosion and flooding and the eventual social 
impacts, such as reduced agricultural profitability, increased cost of agri- 
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cultural commodities, social costs of human relocation, and increased cost 
to public work facilities and transportation systems due to sedin~entation 
and flooding. (2) Because 9f general public ignorance, poiiticians and in- 
terest groups assign little in~portancc to steep land issues. Steep land dwellers 
do not have a clientele that is intluential in social, economic, and political 
circles. These people are a low priority for budget outlays. 

The main institutional and policy constraints include the rbllowing: 
(1) Lack of continuity in government development policies, resulting in fre- 
quent reorganization with little, if any, improvement. (2) Policies designed 
to placate the urban population with low food prices that discourage farmers 
and result in disinvestments in lands. For example, in an extreme case, 
a government may import a key commodity, such as rice, near harvest time 
to lower the price paid by consumers. This, in turn, depresses the price 
paid to farmers. The net result of these policies is more migration into the 
cities. (3) Lack of an effective agricultural credit system, coupled with in- 
sufficient transportation infrastructure. This inhibits the delivery of farm 
outputs and farm products in a timely fashion. Countries such as Ecuador 
have placed special emphasis on this issue, and they clearly have a higher 
potential for improving the management of their steep lands. 

The main technological constraints are (1) lack of a sufficiently detailed 
land resource database where land constraints are systematically identified 
and interpreted according to up-to-date technology, (2) lack of adequately 
trained specialists to live and work in steep land areas, and (3) lack of well- 
coordinated technology transfer networks for steep land areas with similar 
technological constraints. 

A plan of action 

Much more could be said about the problems of and the constraints to 
improving steep lands, but the critical question is this: What can and should 
be done? One important next step is to establish a mechanism to address 
the problems and constraints that have been described. 

This organization should be established (or an existing one identified) 
that would have a major coordinating role in networking the myriad of 
organizations involved in conservation. It could carry out such activities 
as preparing and distributing a newsletter and conducting technical 
workshops and conferences in relevant countries. These and other efforts 
would allow individuals to stay in touch with each other and to keep up- 
dated on what is working successfully and what is not. It could also serve 
as a resource base for organizations trying to strengthen their efforts in 
conservation. 
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A major need rind something that an organization such as this could 
address is the matter of econon~ic incentives to local farmers. All of our 
best technical efforts will come to nought unless they provc !9 be helpful 
to those who depend upon the land fbr their livelihood. One such area where 
progress can be made is in the marketing and transport of produce from 
fragile lands. In general, farmers on steep lands are isolated from markets, 
which makes their access to buyers expensive and often inlpractical. There 
needs to be developed better marketing alternativcs, such as improved han- 
dling of agricultural products or cooperative transportation. The conser- 
vation alternatives shou!d improve the economic viability of farni systems 
on fragile lands. They should provide frirmers with a better cash flow. in- 
crease the value of their land, and, thus, provide a real incentive for soil 
conservation. 

Obviously, financial resources arc needed to enable this organization to 
succeed in this worldwide endeavor. I t  is proposcd that a donor support 
group for steep land problenls be formed. I t  could include representatives 
from such well-known organizations as the U.S. Agency for International 
Development, World Bank, InterAnlerican Development Bank, U.N. Food 
and Agriculture Organization, and many others. The Soil and Water Con- 
servation Society and the World Association of Soil and Water Conserva- 
tion stand ready to support further initiatives on this subject to the extent 
available technical and financial resources will permit. We need to act 
quickly. At stake is the quantity and quality of the soil resource in steep 
land regions. But even more critical for the niillions of people who live 
and work in steep land regions, the issue at stake is life itself. 
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Planning and implementing 
soil conservation projects 

Ted C. Sheng and James R. Meiman 

Soil conservation projects are difficult to sell because results from them 
often require a long time to materialize, benefits are widely dispersed and 
not easy to identi@, and individual farmers must invest heavily in the proj- 
ects. Individuals and nations both are looking f ~ r  quick, direct retlims on 
their investment. However, if  planned and implemented properly, it is often 
possible to enco'inter fewer problems and achieve both short-tern~ and long- 
term benefits. Each country has its own unique set of circumstaxes. The 
factors mentioned here are generally applicable, but they should be ex- 
amined closely in each case. 

As scientists, many of us tend to look at conservation problen~s in tzrms 
of soil-plant-animal-water relationships. We neglect the roots of [he prob- 
lems in social, economic, and political terms. Technical and sociceconomic 
solutions are equally important. 

Soil conservation projects are people- or process-oriented. By people- 
oriented we mean that the biophysical treatments proposed begin 2nd osd 
with the people living on the land. The approach is becoming well-known 
through experience with on-farm water management in irrigation systems, 
community forestry, and farming systems techniques (3) .  

A process-oriented approach means that we should not start with all the 
answers and draw up a plan as we would in desig~ing a bridge. Rather, 
we start by looking at the environment in the way the people living in 
the area see it. From this starting point, a 1earnir.g-by-doing process is 
begun, and adaptations are made as necessary. One can start small and 
demonstrate what can be done for a particular problem area before moving 
to larger areas. This allows enough time for successful solutions to evolve. 
The small start should show some ta~gible results quickly. At the same 
time, external factors that affect people living in the area, such as laws, 
policies, incentives, services, and markets, should be addressed. The pur- 
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pose is to bring bottom-up and top-down approaches together. 
An effective, interdisciplinary approach is needed for any soil conser- 

vation project. Teamwork must be stressed. Experience has shown that if 
the project is designed from the start as a team effort there is a better c k c e  
of success. 

Planning co~lsiderations 

Single or rnultipitrposeproject. One of the questions facing the planner 
at the beginning of any proposed soil conservation project is whether the 
project should be solely for erosion control or for more than one purpose. 
Experience has shown that in developeA countries or economically advanced 
developing countries both the government and the peclple are usually con- 
cerned with conservation and environmental protection. In these countries, 
projects with the single purpose of erosion control or land conservation 
will likely get public support. 

In less developed countries, "production" or "development" is often em- 
phasized. Conservation becomes secondary because it slo\vs down the rate 
of resource use, spreads benefits over a longer period, or simply cannot 
earn foreign currency. While a nation is struggling for survival, any proj- 
ect aiming only at conservation or environmental protection will hardly 
get government and farmers' support. In thesz countries, soil conserva- 
tion projects should be designed to achieve multiple purposes. The usual 
strategies are to include in the conservation projects some production goals, 
such as crop production, water production, or power production, and to 
integrate soil conservation with other development projects, for example, 
rural development, v.utershed developinent, land settlement, or irrigation 
development (4). So long as conservation work will be carried out to benefit 
the land and the people, the name of a project is not important. 

The planner should, however, be concerned about the adequacy and effec- 
tiveness of such integration. Inefficiently involving too many other activities 
or inadequately introducing conservation work will defeat the purpose. 

Targets agairzst capabilities. Targets should net be too ambitious, bear- 
ing in mind that a small success is better than a big failure (5). They should 
match the capabilities of the nation's institutions and of the farmers in the 
project area. This is quite obvious, but many conservation or watershed 
management projects repeat this mistake over and over. The reasons are 
not difficult to understand. 

Governments take the opportunity to seek as much foreign aid as pos- 
sible, while the international agencies tend to inflate the targets and benefits 
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in order to make justifications. For example, a conservation agency pro- 
poses 1,000 hectares to be treated in a year. The ministry in charge then 
alters the target to 2,000 hectares. The government planner or the inter- 
national agency later increases it to 5,000 hectares. Without understanding 
the working conditions, many people mistakenly think that if only the neces- 
sary funds are provided the work will be carried out. 

People must realize that institutional strengthening has limits (5). A con- 
servation agency may not be permitted to outgrow simi!ar government agen- 
cies. Temporarily employed technicians in a conservation project may be 
dismissed once the project is terminated. This will cause frustration and 
a waste of time, training, and human resources. 

Personnel training requires time. A conservation projzct :annot rely 
mainly on new recruits, giving them some training and sending them out 
to do a successful job. Experience shows that a college graduate in soil 
conservation may need several years of field experience to be able to do 
independent work. L ess qualified persons may need even more time and 
require more supervision. Yet in many developing countries there are not 
enough professionals in this field who can do independent work as well 
as supervision. 

Institutional coordination is also a problem in developing countries. 
Qualified professionals are scarce in every cgency, especially the engineers, 
hydrologists, soil scientists, and economists needed in soil conservation 
projects. Often, only after an agency's own business is taken care of, may 
they lend their hands to others. 

It is most important to consider the acceptance of farmers and their 
capabilities. Farmer acceptance is always gradual. We know of some proj- 
jects where, after several years of intensive extension and incentives, farmer 
acceptance in a wztershed or project area was still less than 50 percent. 
Even when farmers accept the project, their capability should still be con- 
sidered. For Instance, if terracing a hectare requires 450 man-days, the 
project should not expect each family to accomplish that much a year. 

Resources and schedule cortflicts. After a realistic overall target is 
planned, the next consideration is to set a time schedule based on the flow 
of resources. Critical stages and bottlenecks should be identified and solu- 
tions sought. Realizing that it takes time to get human and other resources 
in place to carry out the planned activities, thorough consideration and 
preparation are necessary. A comprehensive network analysis is usually K 

needed. 
Alternative courses should be adopted in case there are conflicts. Reg- 

ulating resources flow, modifying technology, and adjusting progress are 
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solne of' the techniques to overcome the conflicts. 
When farmers' acceptance is slow and the project is process-oriented. 

a progressive work schedule is desirable. At the beginni~g, work can in- 
volve pilot farmers and grow gradually as trained staff arc available for 
assisting them. As lcssons are learned and the confidence of farmers and 
technicians increases, the project can accelerate. This is why projects often 
require a long duration. 

Appropriate plantring apprvaciles and tecirtriques. Planning is a dynamic 
and iterative process, and all conservationists should realize that plans are 
points of depaaure rather than rigid fiats. Any plan should allow for con- 
t in~ous refinement as experience is gained during the project life. 

A major problern usually confronting the planner is how to reconcile 
"what should be done" and "what can be done." What shortld be done 
can be found by physical surveys of topography, soils, present land use. 
and erosion hazards so that a rank of priority areas can be set. What cml 
be dorle is limited by socioeconomic conditions and the capabilities and 
interests of individual farmers. Success will occur only if soil conserva- 
tion practices are integrated into the farming system by the farmer. This 
takes time and effort. An effective plan will show how resources will be 
used lo bring together what should and can be done. 

Eventually, farm planning for each farm or for groups of firms in a proj- 
ect arca will provide the necessary bottom-up information. But at the stage 
of piarining and before project appr~val and implementation, it is too time- 
consuming to complete such work on individual farms. Instead, some 
siniplified bottom-up planning techniques can sometimes be used, such 
es conducting sample surveys of fimners' needs, developing farm models, 
or carrying out reconnaissance-type socioeconomic surveys in the project 
area. Whatever it is. the design of questionnaires and survey forms should 
be done carefully, and farmers should be well informed about the objectives. 

Technical criteria used for classifying land capability and for estimating 
conservation needs should be practical and reliable. If not, it will cause 
difficulties in the later implementation stage. The conservation practices 
ro be introduced rnust be effective in erosion control. Otherwise, the main 
objective of the project will not be fulfilled. 

Implementation consideratio,-.s 

Effective rnecitanisrns for assisting farmers. An c ffec tive mechanism 
for assisting farmers is the key to successful implementation of such proj- 
ects. 'The problems always are which organizations should be involved and 
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how will they be organized'? Emphasis should first be put on establishing 
field offices that can offer effective assistance to farmers. Many top-heavy, 
traditional institutions in developing countries should alter their structure 
and shift more resources to the field, delegating more authority to the 
regional and field offices (4). 

The effective delivery of soil conservation techniques to farmers involves 
an understanding of a farmer's system. This requires an interdisciplinary 
team to work with the Farmer. The team niay be led by one agency, such 
as a soil conservation service, a forestry department, or an extension agency. 
Thcre is no single answer: circunistance vary from country to country. The 
problem for extension services is that their field agents usually have been 
overloaded with too many other duties. In other agencies the problem is 
that staff normally lacks experience, resources. and a network to deal with 
farmers. 

Experience shows that a joint approach and teamwork among the field 
officers of the agencies can serve the farmers better. At the beginning of 
conservation projects, time should be spent in organizing and developing 
kid teanis fully supported by subject-matter specialists. 

Incerttivc needs. The need for incentives to encourage farmers to adopt 
conservation practices has been well documented (1, 2). The reasons are 
twofold: Many farmers have few resources to invest in conservation, and 
many soil conservation benefits accrue in the future and to others. 

The popular and niost direct incentive is to give cash subsidies for work 
performance or  as partial wages. Food and other items are also used as 
incentives. There are advantages and disadvantages in using cash as a sub- 
sidy. Cash is easy to handle, but it can be misused by farmers. On the other 
hand, giving commodities increases management problems, such as trans- 
portation and storage, and also involves farmer preference. 

Indirect incentives, except technical assistance, are used far less in 
developing countries. Some, like tax exemption or  deduction and security 
in land tenure, may require exhaustive discussions and years of planning 
with land and tax authorities. Such proposals often need legislative sup- 
port. Others, like farm credits and marketing service, can be effective if 
a project takes an interdisciplinary approach. 

Effective use of incentives requires a detailed knowledg~ of the farming 
system as well as a thorough understanding of the farmer. A good incen- 
tive wiil promote the farmer's goals, will encourage eventual self-reliance 
on the part of the farmer and the community, and will fit into both short- 
term and long-range plans. A special consideration in conservation work 
is to provide incentives for proper maintenance. 
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Incentives should also be given to government staff who work in the field. 
The working conditions in rural areas, especially in upiands, are mostly 
rough and inconvenient. Without proper incentives, such as adequate per 
diem, priorities for promotion, and opportunities for advanced training, 
the project will have difficulty in attracting and maintaining competent, 
dedicated personnel. 

Adequate adr~zirristmhve sirpport. Good administrative support is essential 
but otten neglected. Administrators tend to pay more attention to head- 
quarters than to the field offices. Services to field offices in many coun- 
tries are poor, and staff assigned there have a sense of being downgraded. 
Sufficient vehicles need to be provided to them for field use. Necessary 
equipment should be available in the field. These are essentials because 
soil and water conservation work is field-oriented. In many countries there 
is no delegation of authority in the field regardless of the difficulty in corn- 
niunication. Another serious problem is frequent changes in  project leaders 
and key personnel, without concern for continuity. 

In the real world it is not uncommon for field staff to be bogged down 
because of a lack of transportation, equipment, funds, leadership, and/or 
authority. 

Training and research needs. Staff training is an element vital to the 
success of conservation projects. A project can only grow as fast as trained 
persons are available to implement the plan ( 5 ) ,  but professional training 
in soil conservation or watershed management is rather rare in the Third 
World. Although young people can get trained abroad, the physical and 
socioeconomic conditions are so different that they need to be re-oriented 
when they return home. What really is needed is a well-designed and con- 
tinuous in-service training program tailored to local needs. Such in-service 
training programs should offer to involve young professionals of various 
disciplines, along with technical officers and field assistants. Experience 
shows that four to five weeks should be an appropriate duration for the 
initial, basic training of professionals and sub-professionals, including 
substantial time for field practices. For field assistants and extension officers, 
the duration can be shortened. 

In addition to s ~ f f  training, farmer training should also be carried out 
as early as possible. Usually, awareness campaigns and project introduc- 
tion meetings can be employed at the beginninz of a project and carried 
on as long as needed. Special training for farm leaders and contact farmers 
should follow as soon as technicians and exterision officers are properly 
trained and denionstration plots start to show tangible results. 1 
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Problem-solving and practical research should be included in the proj- 
ect. Adaptation trials for nnw species and for transferred technologies are 
also needed (2). These are short-term, applied experiments that govern- 
ments and international aid agencies should agree to include as a part of 
the project. Many applied, on-farm field studies provide a most cffective 
mechanism for linking together technicians, farmers, and extension workers, 
as well as for developing an interdisciplinary approach. 

Morlitorirrg arrd evaluation systertrs. Lack of basic data and evaluation 
resuits are common short-comings of many soil conservatior~ projects in 
developing countries. With competition for resources, these are necessary 
to continue to attract investment in conservation projects. Final evaluation 
results should be made known and should include physical accomplishments, 
economic benefits, and social and environmental impacts. 

Using an inexpensive personal computer and existing software, a proj- 
ect's data base can be established gradually. During the project's life, con- 
tinuous monitoring should compare the planned targets with actual 
achievements. Such internal and continuous self-monitoring becomes a 
strong building force and ensures that a learning process approach is put 
into practice. 

Evaluation mechanisms should be built into a project with the method- 
ology clearly defined. Establishing iw independent unit for evaluation, partly 
involving outside experts, is an ideal approach. Because the benefits of soil 
conservation are difficult to assess, only the most important becefits need 
to be taken into consideration. For instance, evaluation c:c.n be centered 
on major land use changes, farmers' income, sedimentation rates, water 
quality, etc., as required. Once the items are determined, the methodology 
should be spelled out and necessary equipment installed. 'roo often evalua- 
tion is a last-minute endeavor, without proper data, that prsves ineffective. 

Soil conservation work takes time. A project should 5r: given a suffi- 
cient period to show results. Often, when a project is baltly started, groups 
of outside evaluators are at the doorstep disrupting the prqiect and its staff. 
Outside interference should be kept to a minimum, especially in the early 
phases of a project. 

In conclusion 

There are many more considerations in planniny and implementing suc- 
cessful projects, but the most important of those we have identified here 
are as follows: 

Projects must be looked at as cornplica!ed systems, requiring an inter- 
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disciplinary approach that combines biophysical and socioeconomic 
clen~ents. 

b A process or learning approach must be used that involves the larniers 
or  land users in r:;~ch step. In such an approach, thc land users and tech- 
nicians iearn from each other. 

b Project activity tltkes place in the field; therefore, legislative, technical, 
and administrative support should focus on field operations. This support 
should be acc'ornpanied by delegation of authority to field officers. 

b A project's duration is usually a brief part of the long-term horizon 
needed for successful conservation programs, and this should be realized 
in the planning and implementation of a specific project. I t  is each coun- 
try's responsibility to develop and control this overall conservation pro- 
gram. no matter how much project help it may obtain. 
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Options for conservation 
of s t e e ~  lands in subsistence 

asiicultural systems 
Hans Hurni 

About eight percent of the world population arc farmers living in sub- 
sistence agricultural systems on steep lands. Many of these farmers are 
threatened by land degradation. mainly soil erosion or  problcms associated 
with steep land irrigation. Because of various limitations, few conserva- 
tion options remain for these farmers on specific ficlds when all econoniic. 
sociocultural, ecological, technological, and political fiictors are applied. 
The Ethiopiar. case denionstratcs why this is so. 

Options in soil conservation 

Soil conservation always rnelns change. "Traditional" ways of using the 
soil resource have failed to conserve i t  and call for a different way of agri- 
culture. If soil consematior? as a goal has been acceptcd, change must be 
accepted as well. The key questions, however, are these: What type of change 
is needed? What type of change is possible'? 

While the first question usually can be answered with a list of'measures, 
the second eliminates many of them. Following are six groups of potential 
changes, which are discussed in the context of steep land subsistence 
agricultural systems and the two aforementioned questions. 

Land rtse. There exists severe economic constraints to land use change. 
Subsistence agricultural systems normally are organized in a very refined 
way and provide many internal options to common hazards. If, for exam- 
ple, rains are late or crops are destroyed by hailstorms, reseeding or  replant- 
ing is done immediately. A variety of crops is grown on a field to cope 
with selective occurrence of diseases or pests. Livestock is an integral part 
of the farm and can be used as financial stock, draft power, and a source 
of food products. 
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In such systems any change in land use means reorganization of the whole 
frlrni, or  even the neighboring community. Even slight changes affect the I 
wl~ole comn~unily much more than in nonsubsistencc systems. Morcovcr, 
land use changes rnay not be feasible ecologically, as in drier zones where 
a dense cover on the ground can hardly be attained, especially if livestock 
grazing is involved. 

The most effective measures to reduce soil erosion are changes in land 
use leading to a more dense vegetative cover. For example, the conversion 
of cultivated land to grassland will reduce erosion to at least one-tenth, 
if not one-hundredth, of current rates. Changes in land use, however, can 
only be justilicd if no other options for soil conservation exist. For cxam- 
plc, cultivation on steep lands with a very short future use due to already 
shallow soils must be changed to land use systems with a much more dense 
vegetative cover, such as permanent grass, even if this poses problems for 
the farmer and the community he lives in. Therefore, if major changes 
of land use are inevitable, farmers must change their subsistence system, 
in most cases to "modern" farming with economic interdependence. 

Grocrtld cover, Changes in ground cover offer a promising alternative 
within present agricultural systems, especially i f  no change in land use is 
required. Potential soil conservation measures improving ground cover in- 
clude dry seeding, intercropping, agroforestry, alley hrming, grass strips, 
grass develn,nnlent on bare ground, and grassland improvement. While some 
techniques, such as dry seeding, arc appropriate only in areas where the 
onset of the rainy season is reliable. and while intercropping is already 
applied in traditional systems in many parts of the Third World, the re- 
mainder of the measures aimed at increasing ground cover offer good oppor- 
tu~itics for both conservation and development. Furthermore, gully borders, 
earth bunds, waterways, and cutoff drains can best be protected against 
erosion by establishment of a dense vegefative cover. 

Many constraints to changes in ground cover are ecological. For fodder 
and fruit trees in agroforestry systems, there is an altitudinal limit at about 
2,500 meters above sea level and a second limit toward drier zones. In com- 
bination with cereal crops, trees arc generally not estecn~ed by farmers, 
especially at higher altitudes, where subsistence farmers are concentrated 
due to more favorable environmental parameters, such as lower temperatures, 
reduced diseases (except pneu~nonial diseases), and higher reliability cf 
rainfall. Grass strips are only useful on cultivated land if grazing is avoided 
throughout the year, a difficult option in subsistence systems. Intercrop- 
ping cannot be practiced for every crop, especially not for wheat and barley. 
If these crops are applied solely, that will not reduce erosion to tolerable 
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levels on slopes steeper than about 15 percent, especially if at the onset 
of the rainy season there is no vegetative cover. 

Land mnrtagernent. Options for change in land management include con- 
tour plowing and minimum or zero tillage for cultivated land and controiled 
grazing, cut and carry, and area closure for grassland. However, the tillage 
options require weed control beyond the capacity or possibility of a sub- 
sistence community, and contour plowing alone will reduce erosion on 
cultivated land by only about 10 percent, an amount insufficient to ensure 
sustainable production. The grassland opticns, on the other hand, offer 
much better possibilities with fewer constraints. 

Slope lertgtlt. Slope length can be reduced with all types of physical struc- 
tures that either retain or divert surplus surface runoff. Furthermore, 
measures such as agroforestry techniques designed along the contour con- 
tribute much to reduced slope length. However, agroforcstry requires suf- 
ficient nioisture and temperatures high enough to grow legunlinous trees, 
thereby limiting its ecological applicability in many situations. 

On steeper slopes, shortened slope length alone docs not reduce crosiori 
sufficiently. Drainage systems to divert runoff to a adjoining river or arti- 
ficial waterway arc critical elements in any conservatior, system designed 
to shorten slope length. Moreover, biological measures are only effective 
so long as they provide dense ground cover to reduce the speed of overland 
flow. Livestock grazing cannot be allcwed. 

Soilproperties. Higher humus content, better infiltration, and increased 
water storage capacity of the soil all reduce soil erodibility (8). Mulching, 
natural and artificial fertilization, and zero or minimum tillage may all con- 
tribute to more favorable soil properties. 

The main constraint in subsistence agricultural systems, however, is the 
fact that all materials to be used for increasing organic matter in the soil 
are used for other purposes. Crop residues are fed to cattle or burned for 
cooking. Dung is also burned because of the shortage of firewood and for 
its excellent heating qualities. The option of improving soil properties cannot 
be applied without solving the firewood problem and the necessity for using 
animal wastes for fuel. Reduced tillage practices pose the problems pre- 
viously mentioned. 

Slope gmdient. In traditional subsistence agricultural systems, the option 
of changing slope gradients is the one most frequently used, even without 
irrigation. Terraces in Yemen, Nepal, localized areas in Ethiopia, Kamerun, 
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Peru, and many other countries, testify to the popularity of structures to 
reduce slope gradients (3). 

The main constraint in the construction of terraces is the high labor in- 
put required to attain reduced slope gradients. Recent research has focused 
on tievelopmcnb whereby natural erc~sion. land nlanagenlent, andlor animal 
power are used to build rcrraces over longer periods of time, rather than 
direct construction. Furthci-..ore, it has beer, shown that many of the tech- 
niques applied in direct construction are not suitable to local ecological 
and sociocultural situations. Level structures in high rainfall arcas cannot 
retain nlaximum rilrloff during heavy storms, especially on cultivated land. 
Livestock rllust be excluded fronl areas where terrace-forming practices 
are applied. be they physical or biological. Also, there may be a limit to 
terrace formation because of insufficient soil depth and excessive slope 
gradient. These factors must be considered at the design stage of conser- 
vation activities. 

However. the options of cerr;ice tbrrnation or construction probably remain 
the best means of soil conservation on cultivated land-if proper care is 
taken in consideration of the site-spccific agroclirnatic and ecological con- 
ditions and if the technologies are adapted to the sociocultural and economic 
environment. 

The Ethiopian case 

I n  Ethiopia, about 20 million people. half the pclpulation, are subsistence 
fiirrners o n  steep lands; another 35 percent have better environmental con- 
ditions on tlatter land. Only 15 percent of the population live outside the 
subsistence agricultural sector in towns. 

Ettviror~me~ttal dcgmdatiort. The Ethiopian Highlands, situated in the 
eastern Sahel k-'!, are favored by their altitude with much more rainfall 
than the surrounding lowlarids. As a result, they have been a center of 
civilization for many millenia. Major deforestation started 2,060 years ago 
( 4 ) .  and ox-plow agricultural systems developed first in the northern parts 
of the country and later in the South ant1 West. Studies of an early civiliza- 
tion, the Aksumite Kingdom, famous since the third century A.D., revealed 
that soil degradation probably was the cause of its decline in the seventh 
century A.D. ( I ) .  Thereafter, response to degradation was by expansion 
into new areas with better soil. Lalibela, between the 11th and 14th cen- 
turies, and Gonder and Menz, between the 16th and 17th centuries, prob- 
ably are locations of developed civilizations further south witb a subsistence 
agricultural system alld a later decline due to soil degradation. 
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Froni an original 40 percent tree cover, natural forests have been reduced 
in Ethiopia to barely 3 percent at present. Much of the reduction has come 
during the last 100 years. Soil degradation is extreme in the areas of early 
agriculture, namely in the northern regions of Eritrea, Tigray, Wcllo, Gonder, 
and northern Shewa. Not by chance, these areas coincide with Finline areas 
in the last two major famines, in 1973-1974 and in 1984-1985. Without directly 
correlating famine to soil erosion, the latter certainly undermined sustainable 
production. The human perception of the seriousness of soil erosion seems 
to be a major obstacle to soil conservation (2, 5). 

Activities of rclrabilitation. The organization of the Ethiopian peasants 
into about 20,000 associations since the 1974 revolution provided favorable 
conditions li>r rehabilitation activities. In addition, external support through 
"food-for-work" programs, bilateral support, and technical assistance were 
initiated in 1974 and continuously expanded over the past 13 years. Today, 
annual inputs into soil conservation, afforestation, and community forests 
amount to about US $50 million. The program. administered through the 
Ethiopian Ministry of Agriculture and carried out with labor-intensive works 
organized within the peasant associations, concentrates its activities in about 
100 selected watersheds. These watersheds are situated along the most 
degraded pa ts of the Ethiopian highlands. 

So far, through these activities, about 600,000 kilometers of earth and 
stone bunds have been cofistructed on cultivated land, about 300,000 
kilometers of hillside terraces have been built up for afforestation of steep- 
lands, about 100,000 hectares of hilly land have been closed for natural 
regeneration, thousands of checkdams have been constructed in gullies, 
and millions of tree seedlings have been raised ir! nurseries and transplanted 
on the afforestation sites. The main problems with the program have been 
the food-for-work approach, which diverts the interest of a farmer from 
conservation to grain; the uniform application of contour bunds, despite 
ecological problems; overintensive application of physical structures in 
places where no measures of this kind would have been needed; and in- 
sufficient training to promote the conservation idea in schools, among tech- 
nicians, and, most importantly, among farmers. 

The main advantage of the program is the creation of awareness of soil 
erosion and promotion of conservation in many parts of Ethiopia, the im- 
provement of the food situation through the distribution of grain and oil, 
and the incorporation of soil conservation as an integral part of agriculture 
on steep lands. In thc last 10 years, about 15 percent of the land in need 
of soil conservation has received a first treatment w~th  the above program. 
An increase in activities is still required if the country is to achieve a stable 
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Knowledge of place of work 
1 

(Crops, traditional conservation, soils, natural trees) 

Step 1: 
"In which agroclimatic zone do you work?" 

Land use Current land use type 
changes P (or required change planned) 
required (as 

- Slope gradient 

I -- 

Soil depth 
(as measured) 

(See figure 2) Nine agroclimatic zones 

1 

Selection of individual package of conservation measures 
I for each specific area in the catchment I 

2? 2 CJ .= 

I Step 3 
1 "Descr~ption of each soil conservation measure" 

of Ethiopia (differentiated 
according to rainfall and 
altitude, zones identifyable 
with knowledge of working 

1 I Technical information (2 pages) for each consezation measure 1 

5 .$* z L Increasing rainfall place) 

Step 2 
"Which conservation measure do you apply?" 
(Repeated f3r each zone) 

:igure 1: Flow chart f o ~ a  stepwise approach to arrive at recommended options 
>n conservation measures for local selection (6). 
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situation within the next generation. 
In view of these considerations, it became necessary to improve design 

and planning of soil conservation, to include mcasures recommended by 
evaluators and experts but not yet apnlied, to group measures according 
to local conditions, and to prepare a tc-chnical manual for use by farmers 
and field technicians. Guidelines in the tbrm of optional measures for local 
situations were discussed and prepared in a first phase for development 
agents of the Ministry of Agriculture. These agents are active in most peas- 
ant associations of the country and number about 5,000 people. In a later 
phase, the plan is to preparc further tcchnical niaterials at the farmer's level 
baseti on the guidelines described below. 

G'uidelirtes on soil cortservatiorz. The process of creating a technical 
manual for development agents consisted of three major phases: (1) in- 
dividual soil conservation measures either in use in Ethiopia at present 
or strongly reconimended and of proven applicability were compiled, de- 
fined, and described; (2) agroclimatic and ecological parameters influenc- 
ing the applicability of the conservation mcasures were defined and the 
measures grouped according to this classification; and (3) the first draft 
of a handbook written at the level of a 12th grade student with some 
agricultural experience was designed and prepared. A first edition of 5,000 
copies was printed in English (6). The book was also translated into the 
local language, and a synchroneous print of 5,000 copies in Amharic was 
prepared to facilitate communication at all levels. 

Figure 1 is an overview of the design process that a development agent 
will follow when using the document for conservation implementation. The 
following example demonstrates how the process is implemented in the field. 

In step 1 of the approach, the developnlent agent, wi:h the help of figure 
2, identifies the agroclimatic zone in which he is active. Assuming that 
he identifies the "Moist Weyna Dega," this will lead him to pages 24-25 
in the manual where he will find a description of his zone as well as recom- 
mended soil conservation measures, according to land use and ecological 
parameters (Figures 3-6). 

In step 2 of the approach, the development agent will start planning on 
a selected slope, say with cultivated land. Soil texture is identified there 
with the finger test described in the book. Because the soil is sandy to 
silty, he will generally look for level structures to apply in combination 
with cutoff drains for this specific agroclimatic zone. Next, the develop- 
ment agent measures the slope gradient. The slope is about 25 percent grad- 
ed, so he must measure soil depth as well. It is 0.8 meter deep. 

Option 1 package, according to the manual, is level b~tnds at 2-meter 
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Figure 2: Agmclimatic zones of Ethiopia. On the vertical is altitude, increas- 
ing upward. On the lateral is annual rainfall, increasing toward the right side. 
Each box represents one agmciimatic zone for which sets of conservation 
measures are recommended, according to ecological and socio-cultural 
parameters (6). 
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(See page 26) 
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(See page 30) 
A: Sorghum rare, tef 
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(See page 16) 
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Figure 3: Graded fanya juu physical structures on cultivated land. These struc- 
tures are designed to retain some runoff while allowing excess runoff from 
heavy storms to be drained through the lower ditch. Drawings like this are 
used for training and extension in Ethiopia. 

Figure 4. Cut and carry is a recommended practice for managing degraded 
grassland. Free grazing of livestock is prohibited, but the grass may be cut 
and brought to the animals for feed. 
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Figure 5. Microbasins are used'for tree planting in afforestation sites in dry 
and moist agroclimatic zones. This small physical structure assists in the 
preservation of surface runoff while leaving the soil at the planting spot vir- 
tually undisturbed. 

Figure 6. Brushwood or stone checkdams are applied for gully control. Local 
material available in the vicinity of the gully is used to reduce the velocity 
of flow. Simple structures need to be densely spaced if they are to remain 
functional for a longer period of time. 
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vertical intervals with ciitoff drc~ins in between. Thc bunds have to be 
developed into hencl~ terrtrces in the course of some years of continuous 
maintenance. 

Option 2 package is as option I, but with level far~ya jicii instead of level 
11unci.s for faster terrace development, but higher maintenance inputs. 

Option 3 package is recommended if options I and 2 are too narrow 
in spacing for the farmer. Here, cilley cropping is recommended, but part 
of the cultivated land must be converted to grassland. 

All options are discussed with the farmers involved until an agreement 
is reached. Implementation follows after careful design of the structures 
cn the ground. The main contribution of the manual is presented in step 
3, where 18 conservation measures used in the Ethiopian context are de- 
scribed in detail. 

The future. At the speed of soil conservation implementation in Ethiopia 
over the last 10 years, i t  will take another 70 years to cover the essential 
parts of the country. During this time, the population may increase from 
42 million people to some 200 million if present trends continue. Motiva- 
tion of the run1 masses for population control and environmental rehabilita- 
tion will be key issues. 

However, activities can only be launched if they are properly guided. 
The technical guideline presented here is merely a beginning for a more 
refined system of conservation planning and application. Its broad distribu- 
tion in Ethiopia is supported through the design of training materials based 
partly on the drawings of the manual. Development agents have the possi- 
bility to use posters with similar drawings or photos of the measures as 
in the book, thereby synchronizing what they use and what they teach. Cer- 
tainly, much more must be done in the future, not only in Ethiopia, but 
on all land threatened by degradation, especially steep lands used by sub- 
sistence farmers who are extremely vulnerable to the consequences of 
reduced agricultural yields (7). 
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Soil erosion research 
on steesl lands 

R. Lal 

Most research on soil erosion and its control has been on flat or rolling 
land with a rnaximuni slope of about 20 percent. Such research on steep 
lands, with slopes cxcceding 20 percent, has been neglected because steep 
lands traditionally have been considered marginal for farming. Therefore, 
little research information is available to help plan effective resource manage- - 
ment strategies on such land or to dcvelop sustainable land use systems. 

This does not imply that steep lands are not being used or cultivated. 
Sam? countries, with high human and animal populations, have no choice 
but to expand their land bases to include steep lands for food production. 
Count] ies in this situation include those in the Himalayan-Tibetan ecosystem, 
the Andean region, eastern Africa, and the Pacific and Caribbean regions. 

Pcoplz in thc most densely populated regions, where land pressure is 
too great, have no choice but ro cxploit steep lands. For example, in Nepal, 
hill slopes up to abo~it 45 percent are cultivated. In Ethiopia, 54 percent 
of the total land area has a slope gradient exceeding 8 percent, and 29 per- 
cent has ii slope gradient exceeding 30 percent. In comparison, only 6 per- 
cent of Sudan's land area exceeds a slope gradient of 30 percent (3). 

Extreme!y steep slopes also are being used in the Andes and the Carib- 
bean, and steep lands are cultivated in temperate regions. In North America, 
Purnell ( 3 )  estimated percentages of land area in different slope classes 
as follows: 36 percent in the 0-8 percent class, 50 percent in the 8-30 per- 
cent class, and 14 percent exceeding 36 percent. The corresponding percent- 
ages for land areas in Europe and North Asia are 43, 38, and 19, respectively. 

Magnitude and extent of the problem 

To adopt a "cry wolf' attitude would be counter-productive. It is im- 
portant to be objective. to define the magnitude ard severity of the prob- 
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lcni more precisely. I t  is difficult to dcvclop cffcctivc solutions to soil cro- 
sion and erosion-causcd degradation on stcep lands if we (lo not precisely 
know the problem's cxtcnt and thc regional and geographical distl-ibutions 
of the diffi!rent slope classcs. It is cqually important to know the major 
soils being cultivated, or likcly to be cultivated, in differcnt slope classes, 
along with their physical, nutritional, and biological properties as well as 
their productive potentials and major limirations. 

What are the current or existing land uses or farming systems'? What 
arc the likely trcnds in farming systems due to changing nccds within the 
next 20, 50. or 100 years'? What arc the productivitics of existing farming 
systems? What are soil, climate, and sociopolitical constraints to increas- 
ing production of the existing farming systems'? 

Some rclevi~nt information appears in this book, and additional data arc 
available from the Food and Agriculture Organization. For example, Purnell 
( 3 ) ,  using a soil map of the world, estimated percentages of areas of slop- , 
ing ldnd for differcnt regionslcontinents (Table 1). This is useful informa- 
tion indeed. However, the information derived from soil and topographic 
maps based on reconnaissance surveys at 1:5,000,000 scale has limited utility 
for detail and effective land use planning. Attempts should be made to pro- 
duce topographic and soil maps using semi-detailed surveys at 1:25,000 
to 1:100,000 scale. Most information now available is scanty, sketchy, often 
unreliable, obtained with nonstandardized methodology, and difficult to 
use in comparisons, so valid generalizations and conclusions are not 
possible. 

It will be an important step forward if reliable esiimates are obtained 
(a) of the soil types in different slope classes, (b) of current and projected 
farming systems, and (c) of important limitations to increasing production. 
Available information must be collated and new data obtained to build and 
strengthen the needed data base. The desired land resource inventory in- 
formation needed for a region based on a semi-detailed soil and topo- 
graphical survey includes the percentage of land in each soil order (Soil 
Taxonomy, USA) on slopes of 0-8 percent, 8-30 percent, and greater than 
30 percent. This information should be complemented with surveys of the 
vegetation and land resources. 

Research needs in soil erosion and its control 

Soil and water loss. Quantitative, reliabl!: measurements of soil erosion 
in relation to different f~ctors and causes ui'erosion are few. Research in- 
formation is needed for the following: 

Soil erosion and land use. It is important to quantify soil erosion and 
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Table 1. Area of sloping lands in tropical mgions (3) -- 
Percentage of Lund Area by Slope Class 

Slope Southwest South Central SouN~east Total Area 
( 0 0 )  Africa Asia America America - Asia -- 7O"a (0/0) 

0-8 56 45 52 35 40 3,340 51 
8-30 34 3 1 30 40 31 2,107 33 
>30 - 8 24 18 25 29 1,048 16 

runoff in relation to existing and new farming systems for different slope 
gradients and slope length and for different soils and rainfall regimes. 
Although the literature on soil erosion is volumir~ous, accurate, reproduc- 
ible, and reliable field data are still needed. Such data can provide the 
basis for developing conservation-effective land use systems. 

"Conservation-effective" needs further clarification. Attempts have been 
- 

made to estimate erosion potential using empirical models, such as the 
USLE (universal soil loss equation), MUSLE (modified universal loss equa- 
tion), and other- variations of parametric models. Simulation nlodel results, 
however, are useful only when they can be validated against actual field 
data. The field data must be obtained by uniform, standardized rnethod- 
ologies so that results from different soils and ecological regions are com- 
parable. The data published in tables with an added footnote "the storage 
tank overflowed for x percent of rains" is useless because it is the heavy 
rains that cause the most damage. Runoff and soil-loss equipment must, 
therefore, be properly designed, installed, and operated. 

Erosion can be measured on hillslopes using field runoff plots, in agri- 
cultural watersheds, or in small river catchments. Although sediment yields 
from river catchments can provide useful information on denudation rates 
over the catchment, knowing the "delivery ratio" far different parent ma- 
terials, land uses, and topographics is a major bottleneck. To know ero- 
s im potential from agricultural land, it is important that soil losses are 
measured on field runoff plots and/or small agricultural watersheds. 

Erosion-inducedproductivity decline. Erosion-caused alterations in soil 
properties and crop yields should be assessed to establish levels of tolerable - 
soil losses for* different soils, crops, and management systems. For many 
shallow soils in the tropics and subtropics, the presumed levels of toler- 
able soil loss, based on U.S. experience, are too high. Tolerable levels 
of soil loss should be evaluated on the basis of the erosion-caused produc- 
tivity decline aild the rate that new soil is formed. The magnitude of each 
of these factors is unknown in most regions where steep lands are inten- 
sively used. Also not known are the short- and long-term economic losses 
caused by on-site afid off-site effects of accelerated erosion. 
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Erosion procossrs. it is not known whether the physical proc:csses gov- 
erning enviion on stcep lanils ~ 7 :  the same as on Ilat or gc:ntly sloping lands. 
Subtle differences are likcly. 

Slopc grtrtliorrt crtlcl Ietrgrl~: 'The efkcts of slope gradient and slopc length 
on stccp slopes presumably differ from those on gentl.: slopes. Some re- 
searclicss bclicvc that these effecrs can be easily computed from physical 
principles. That may be the case lbr regular slopes with uniform soil char- 
acteristics. In nature, however, regular slopes arc the exception rother than 
the rule. The effects of slope gradient on soil erosion and runoff should, 
thercfbre, be assessed fbr different shapes, lengths, a ~ d  slope aspects. How 
does overland flow originate'? What arc the threshold slopes for different 
soil types at which a rill is transformed into a gully? 

Directiotlcil rainstorttu: There is another important but less understood 
aspect of slopcs-the interaction between directional rainfall and aspeck 
In relation to soil detachment and splash downslope for different slopc gra- 
dients. Researchable questions include the following: What is the nlclsimum 
cjfective rainfall on a given steep slopc'? What effects does a directional 
storm have on interrill erosion'? Is interrill erosion as important on steep 
lands as on gentle to roll~ng landscapes? Some researchers argue that i t  
is not ( I ) .  

Rlritl .s/)/r.sh crtltl overl~rtrtlflo~r~: What is the interaction between sheet- 
wash and rainsplash at high slopc angles? Some rescarchcrs argue that this 
interaction differs drastically Fronl that on gentle sl. *pes ( I  ). However, the 
interaction has not been widely studied for different soils, rainfa!l regimes, 
slope angles. 

Higlrly er-oclihle: Where are the highly erodible areas in catchnic~ts with 
steep terrain, and what are the factors that determine the critical areas? 
How does the run-on of a steep slope compare with that of a gentle slope? 

Mass ttlovcltncttt: Mass movement is a common prcblem on steep lands, 
both cultivated and uncultivated, but the process is not yet adequately 
understood. It should be assessed in relation to surface soil thickness and 
the hydrological, pedological, and edaphic properties of the subsoil (6 ) .  
What is the critical shear strength below which mass wasting is common? 
What :ffect docs antecedent moisture index have on mass movement? Can 
mass movement be predicted with some index of antecedent precipitation 
and soil profile characteristics? 

L.und capability evalicatiotr. One approach to developing appropriate land 
uw systems for conserving soil aiid water resources is to use the !and for 
whatever it is capable of under management that is not ecologically un- 
desirable. In this regard, land evaluation is an important step for conser- 
vation and land use planning. The FA0 framework for land evaluation (2) 
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is a system of land evaluation that can be applied to sloping lands. 
- Erosion is caused by bad fclr~ii pr:tctices. Packages of cultural practices - 

and management systcrns that have proven successful under similar condi- 
tions elsewhere should be validated and adapted for dil'l'crent soils and envi- 
ronnlents. The "Sloping Agricultural Lantl Technologies" (SALT) should 
be assessed and i~dapted in dif'fercnt regions (5). Appropriate SALT 
technologies to be evaluated include conservation tillage, stripcropping, 
cover crops, contour terraces, alley cropping and agroforestry, and mixed 
cropping. Suitable con~binations of different technological coniponents may 
differ for different soils and climatic regimes. 

Elasiotl control. Some countries and regions have no choice but to use 
nialginal land for the production of food, fuel, fodder, and fiber. The scien- 
tific comnlunity cannot say no to the use of lands with a slope excccding, 
say. 8 percent. We must test and evaluate l ~ n d  uses and soil and crop man- 
agement systems that permit sustainable production on these lands. Even 
on flat land, soil and water conservation is a continuous, never-ending 
endeavor. On steep lands, one must be extra careful. 

Soil and water conservation systems are not restricted to engineering 
techniques designed to altcr slope length or  gradient. Biological measures 
that provide an effective cover close to the ground surface are likely to 
be more effective, more ecologically con~patible, a r~d more durable. 

Erosiorz-irzduced soil degradatiorz. The term "soil degradation" is used 
to describe qualitatively a decline in soil quality. Erosion-caused degrada- 
tion includes reductions in effective rooting depth, plant-available water, 
nutrient reserves, organic matter content, and structural properties. Research 
data should be obtained to establish critical limits for these soil properties 
that affect crop production. The limits may differ with soil, prevailing 
climate, land use. crops, and ecological regions. If the critical limits of 
organic matter content, water and nutrient status, porosity, and compac- 
tion are not known for major soils and crops, it is tiifficult to judge whether 
a soil is degraded and, if so, to what degree. 

There is a lack ~f basic information about the physical processes of - 
erosion-caused soil degradation, for example, compaction, porosity, critical 
rooting depth, and plant-available water reserves. The amount and kirld 
of soil organic matter necessary to maintain adequate structural condition 
viries by soil type and environment, and neither amount or  kind is known 
in many circumstances. 

Restomfiort oj'degmded lartd. Currcntly, there are an estimated 1.5 billion 
hectares of laild cultivated in the world. An additional 2 billion hectares 
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of land that were once biologically productive have gone out ofproduc- 
tion. It  is also feared that some 5 to 7 niillion hectares of cultivated land 
arc now lost Ibr agricultural production every year through soil degrada- 
tion (4). 

One wonders how reliable these estimates are. Because we do not know 
either the critical levels of degradation or the responses of different crops 
to different soils under different nianagenicnt conditions, are we crying 
wolf ~ i t h  regard to the magnitude and trends in soil degradation? Or is 
soil degradation a genuine threat to mankind? If the estimates are anywhere 
ncar correct, the consequences are alarming indeed and are the basis for 
one of the greatest challenges facing the scientific community. 

Regardless of the reliability of the data on degraded land, it is apparent 
that the wc~rld is running out of good, arable land. As population increases, 
the greatest opportunity for increasing world food supply lies in restoring 
productivity where it has been lost by misuse. To improve world food secur- 
ity, we must develop systems for continuously recharging our soil and water 
resources. Soil restoration involves more than just physically saving the 
fragile soil. It involves restoring or  even enhancing its productive capacity 
by improving its organic matter content, porosity, infiltration rate, available 
water capacity, and biotic activity. 

Systematic, long-term research aimed at restoring degraded steep lands 
shguld be initiated on different soils in various ecological regions. Degraded 
ecosystems can be restored through jildicious land use and by adopting 
management systems that do nai cause gross imbalances in the soil-water- 
climate equilibrium. Because soi! IS a finite, nonrenewable resource, there 
is no choice but to restore the productivity of degraded land. Through 
technological innovations, we have the capacity to do it. 

The network approach 

Networking is a likely approach to accomplish the ~nammoth research 
task outlined in the previous two sections. For example, if the World Associa- 
tion of Soil and Water Conservation were to undertake the task, it could 
develop a series of regional networks. A hnctional structure of such regional 
networks is shown in figure 1. Regional networks, coordinated by the 
WASWC secretariat, would be organized for each of the eight regions 
through a network coordinating committee. In addition to coordinating 
research, the WASWC secretariat could establish a central data bank. The 
data would be centlally analyzed to compare results obtained from different 
regions and the information shared with all regional networks. The WASWC 
secretariat would develop strong linkages with international organimtions 
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Network Coordination 
Committee (NCC) 

World Association of Soil and Water Conservation 

Basic Research Training Extension 
1. Field plots and Workshops 1. On-farm demonstration 
2. Watershed measurements 2. Guide books 
3. Laboratory and simulation studies 3. Films 

Eight regional networks 
(E. A., ME, FE, AA, NA, 
CA, SA) 

- -- -- -- -- 

Figure 1. A functional structure of SALT networks. (E-Europe, A-Africa, ME- 
Middle East, FE-Far East, AA-Australasia, NA-North America, CA-Central 
America, SA-South America). 

organizations 
1. FA0 

having similar interests in research, extension, and training activities. Some 
important international organizations that WASWC would seek support from 
include: FAO, International Agricult-~ral Research Centres, United Nations 
University, United Nations Environmental Programme, International Society 
of Soil Science, International Association of Hydrologic Sciences, Inter- 
national Union for Conservation of Nature and Natura! Eesources, and 
others. The nefwork coordinating committee would be comprised of 
members from the participating countries, and the committee would work 
closely with the national institutions. In addition to research projects, the 
committee would conduct regional training courses and workshops and per- 
form extension duties. In collaboration with the regional coordinators, the 
network coordinating committee would also develop strong linkages with 
national programs. 

The program outlined in figure 1 could function only with adequate finan- 
cial support for WASWC or any other organization that takes on the task. 
Even if WASWC functioned closely with other international organizations 

2. IBSRAM 
3. IARC's 
4. UNEP 
5. U:JU 
6. ISSS 
7. IAHS-ICCE 
8. IUCN 
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having similar interests and had their l i ~ l l  support, i t  would need its own 
tinancial resources. In addition to financial, logistic, and personnel sup- 
port from i:lterniitionnl organizations and regional networks, the WASWC 
secretariat would need to seek independent financial support from such 
donors as the U.S. Agency for International Development, several founda- 
tions, Canadian Agency for International Development, International 
Development Research Council, International Federation of Institutes for 
Advanced Studies. Austrdlian Centre for International Agricultural Research, 
anti other financial organizations representing each of the eight regions listed. 

I t  will require complete dedication from 311 involved to make a network- 
ing system work. 'The success of such an endeavor depends upon the en- 
thusiasm and dedication of all participants from the headquarter's secretariat 
to field hands ovcrsceing day-to-day ticld work. And, of course, f. dr~ners 
will provicle the acid test of SALT'S applicribility. 

Conclusiorls 

Sloping lands, which account for a substantial portion of the land resources 
in the world, are intensively cultivated in many of the world's regions. 
However, a precise resource inventory based on semi-detailed soil and 
topographic survey is not available for many regions. Sloping lands are 
components of fragile ecosystems that are susceptible to rapid soil degrada- 
tion due to physical, chemical, and biological processes. 

Research needs on soil erosion include reliable measurements of soil 
and water losses under different land use systems. It is also important to 
evaluate thc economic consequences of soil erosion, including knowledge 
of erosion-caused productivity declines. Basic research is also needed on 
the relative importance of different processes involved in sediment origin 
and transport in relation to slope gradient and length, direction of rainstorms 
and effective rains, rainsplash and its interactions with overland flow, critical 
areas contributing to sediments and water runoff, and mass movement. 
Assessing the degree of soil degradation and developing methods of restoring 
the productivity of degraded lands arc important research priorities. Prov- 
en agricultural technologies for sloping lands are needed. so these lands 
can be properly managed. 

Networking is a likely approach to accomplish this task of important 
research and development priorities. The research and training activities 

I 
should be organized at the regional level. Overall coordination of the net- 
works, performed by the WASWC, should involve active participation of 
such uther international organizations as FAO, IARCs, IUCN, IAHS, ISSS, 
and others. 
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Food and Agriculture 
Organization activities 

in soil conservation 
D. W. Sanders 

Until rcccntly. soil conservation received relatively low priority in the 
plans of most developing countries. Priority was generally given to pro- 
grams of a more spectacular nature or to those that produce quick, obvious 
returns for the time and money invested. Generally, there was a feeling 
that land was plentiful and soil erosion was not a serious problem. 

Over the past decade, this attitude has changed rapidly, and there is now 
far more awareness of soil degradation and interest in soil conservation. 
There are a nuniber of reasons for this change in attitude: 

b Soil erosion and other forms of land degradation are now so far 
advanced in inany countries that their effects are obvious to even a casual, 
untrained observer. 

b Population numbers have grown rapidly in most developing coun- 
tries, and this is resulting in an ;cute shortage of land in all countries not 
well endowed with reserves of unused land. 

b Many of the large dams built in the 1960s and 1970s, such as the 
Mangla and Tarbella dams in Pakistan, are silting up much more quickly 
than expzcted because of the high rates of soil erosion in the catchment areas. 

The effects of drought in Africa over the last decade are now being 
closely linked with soil degradation. 

The worldwide interest and publicity given to environmental matters 
over the last 10 to 20 years are now having their effect, and the public at-large 
is now much more aware and interested in the protection of the environ- 
ment than ever before. 

Turning this interest into effective programs is not an easy task, however. 
No m e  is sure how much land is lost awually because of soil erosion, 
soil salinity, and other forms of soil degradation, but a number of estimates 
have been made. One of the more conservative of these suggests that 5 
to 7 million hectares of land are lost annually through soil degradation ( I ) .  
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This is an extremely large area and gives rise to the thought that an even 
greater area must be losing its productive capacity as the various processes 
of degradation take place. 

To compound this problem, many countries are now fast running out 
of new land that is suitable for agricultural producti~n, and farmers are 
turning more and more to the steeper slopes, poorer soils, and other areas 
that are not only difficult to farm but also prone to soil erosion. 

The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization has rc:sponded 
to this changing and challenging situztion in a number of ways. One step 
has been to produce the World Soil Charter. This short document, unani- 
mously adopted by the FA0 conference in 1981, outlines a number of prin- 
ciples and guidelines that, if followed, should allow any country to develop 
its land resources without the problems of land degradation. 

As a follow up to the adoption of the World Soil Charter, FA0 has in- 
tensified its work in soil conservation. Efforts have been made to increase 
awareness of the subject, not only to let people know that there is a prob- 
lem, but also to inform them that larld degradation can be prevented and 
controlled. To do this, a number of publications and filmstrips have been 
produced on the subject and widely distributed. In addition, visits have 
been made to countries, when requested, to assess soil erosion problems 
and to advise on solutions. 

Under its field program, FA0  now operates 16 soil conservation proj- 
ects in 15 different countries. In addition, assistance is being given to addi- 
tional countries on the formulation of policies, programs, and projects and, 
where necessary, help in finding external sources of funding. 

FAO's projects in soil conservation are located in Africa, Asia and the 
Pacific, South America, Europe, and the Middle East. They vary greatly 
in size, cost, and objectives. Included are schemes aimed at assessing and 
mapping soil erosion, training programs for conservation staff, policy 
development and planning of national soil conservation programs, developing 
conservation services, pilot demonstration schemes, and watershed man- 
agement activities. The projects may run from a few weeks to several years 
in duration and vary in cost fro111 less than US $100,000 to several miilion 
dollars. 

Few of FAO's projects are aimed entirely at soil conservation. Most of 
the agency's work in this field is integrated with other activities. For ex- 
ample. there may be projects that have as their primary objective general 
rural development, dryland farming, or livestock production, but with a 
soil conservation component. 

Because they are multidisciplinary, it is sometimes difficult to analyze 
the projects in terms of how effective they have been from the soil conser- 
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vation standpoint. Following are thrcc exar~iples of the types of soil con- 
servation projects in ;~hich FA0 has been involved and some comments 
on what can be learned from them. Two of the projects, in Jordan and 
Lesotho, arc cxatnplcs of general agricultural pro-jects with soil conscrva- 
tion included. The third, in Ethiopia, was established primarily for soil 
conservation. 

Examples of FA0 projects in soil conservation 

The Jordaniart project. From 1964 to 1981, FA0 was involved in a suc- 
cession of related projccts in the dryland farrning areas of Jordan. The 
general objectivcs of these projects were to increase agricultural produc- 
tivity in the dryland farming areas and, at the same time, to prevent and 
control soil crosion. 

Over the years, cultivation in Jordan had extended onto steep hillsides. 
Where animals were used as the source of draught power, this was not too 
serious: cultivation was shallow and carried out across the slope with sim- 
ple plows that did not invert the soil. In the 1960s and 1970s, however, 
large numbers of tractors were introduced and deep moldboard plowing 
became fashionable. On the steep hillsides, tractors could only operate 
up and down the slope. This proved disastrous and resulted in a serious in- 
crease in soil erosion. At the same time, only poor crops of wheat, barley, 
and legumes could be grown on the steep, shallow soils. The answer, clearly, 
was to change to a different, stable form of land use for these steeper slopes. 

The solution developed was to build stone walls on the contour, inter- 
planted with perennial crops. The walls slowed runoff, increased infiltra- 
tion of rainwater into the soil, trapped silt, and gradually built bench ter- 
races. Between the contour walls, farmers planted olive trees, fruit trees, 
and grapes. 

As an incentive, farmers were paid food rations provided by the World 
Food Program, while budded olives, fruit trees, and grapes were provided 
by the government at nominal prices. Teams of government technicians, 
who had been trained by the project. marked out thc position of the ter- 
races, ensured that a reasonable standard of work was maintained, measured 
up the completed work, and arranged for farmers to be paid the f o d  rations. 

Since this work began, more than 30,000 hecares of land have been 
treated, the rate of soil erosion has been slowed, and a relatively stablc, 
profitable form of land use has been introduced. The government, by itself, 
is continuing this program of stonewall terracing and planting. 

Reasons for the program's success include the following: 
b Use of stonewall terraces was not ne!v-this type af conserva~on struc- 
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ture had been used in the region for at least 2,000 years-and the tech- 
nique of constructing terraces on the contour was merely a refinement of 
an already known and accepted practice. 

b Once constructed, the terraces require little maintenance, and this 
maintenance does not require particular skills. 

b Use of iood aid, altnough not fully covering the cost of construc- 
tion, and the provision of good quality, inexpensive seedlings proved to 
be adequate incentives for the farmers to undertake the necessary work. 

Farmers were generally prepared to accept the change in land use 
from annual to perennial crops. This can be attributed to ( I )  the farmers 
perceiving a clear economic advantage in the change; (2) olivcs, fruit trees, 
and grapes were well-known crops in this region and their husbandry was 
well understood by the farmers; and (3) adequate supervision and technical 
advice was provided by the government. 

Tlre Ethiopiart experience. Over the past 15 years, the highlands of 
Ethiopia have been subject to two devastating famines. While both have 
been due largely to drought, another cause has been the severe soil ero- 
sion and land degradation that has occurred over the centuries. 

Depleted, shallow soils, stripped of most of their natural vegetation, have 
not been able to respond when rainfall has been low. Whereas in the past 
farmers may have been able to harvest poor crops after years of low rain- 
fall, now they frequently harvest nothing, and there are insufficient reserves 
of vegetation to carry livestock through poor seasons. 

Appreciating these facts, the government embarked on a large-scale soil 
conservation program in the mid-1970s. Faced with the probletns of limited 
resources, few trained staff, and a large, eroded area to deal with (an 
estimated 270,000 square kilometers of the highlands of Ethiopia are 
significantly eroded), the government based its conservation strategy on 
the widespread use of a few simple measures. These consisted of: 

b Construction of earthen and stone contour banks on the gently slop- 
ing land. These structures are closely spaced and aim at the total intercep- 
tion and retention of runoff. 

b Construction of stone contour walls and tree planting on steeper slopes. 
b Building of earth and stone silt traps in gullies. 

Closure of other areas to grazing to allow natural revegetation. 
To support this prograp, food aid was supplied through the World Food 

Program and other donor organizations. This food was distribut~d to the 
farming communities in payment for the conservation works undertaken. 
All work was organized through the country's peasant associations-farmer 
assnti:ltions established in the early 1970s. 
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In practice. this program has provccl effective insol'r~r as i t  has allowed 
a large nunihcr of people to be mobilized quickly and resulted in the con- 
struction 01' marly physical works in a short t i~nc.  In fact, the results of 
the prograni arc spectacular. Since 1979, some 836,000 kilon~ctcrs of soil 
banks i1nd hill tcrraccs have been built on some 650,000 hectares, while 
approxiniatcly 500 million trccs have bccn planted, providing cover on about 
120,000 hectares. In addition, about 313,000 kilometers of fiirm roads have 
been constructed. Other works include the tlevelopmcnt of sprinb:, 15 con- 
struction of small earth dams, cstablishnlent of nur~series, and gully and 
streambank protection works (3). 

While the sheer volun~c of the work clone is in~pressive, the problem 
is vast, and a recent assessment (2) shows that even if the present program 
continues to expand as fast as it has in recent years (about 20 percent per 
;Innurn in  rcal terms), i t  will take more than 50 years to cover the erosion- 
susceptible arcas, which, in turn. arc increasing in size with population 
growth. The ccist would be enormous (more than US $4 billion at 1985 
prices). Even then, the impact niay fall short of requirements. 

A number of other evaluations of the conservation program in Ethiopia 
have bccn undertaken. and whilc all of these have recognized the efforts 
that have gone into the program to date, all have shown some concern for 
two reasons. First, with the incentive of food rations, farmers have been 
willing to work on the program and to help build various works on their 
land. Unfortunately. to date there is little indication that the farmers believe 
these works to be worthwhile or will be prepared to maintain them. Some 
works built only live or  six years ago already are in need of repair. This 
raises the question of the long-term effectiveness of the works and how 
they will be maintained. 

Second, physical erosion control works cannot be expected to solve the 
problems by ttenisclves. I f  erosion is to be controlled, other conservation 
practices will alscj have to be applied, such as improved agronomic prac- 
tices, better tillage techniques, and, in many cases, a conlplete change in 
land use. 

With problenls of' limited resources and few trained staff, the govern- 
ment requested assistance from FAO. A small project was started in 1979 
that concentrated on providing basic training tbr local staff. In 1981 this 
was enlarger! to a second-~hase project that ran until the end of 1986. In 
these two phases, much has been done in the way of training local tech- 
nicians, technical staff, and ;armer representatives. 

A third, four-year pl~ast: to the project started in early 1987. In this new 
phase, the project will continue to help train government staff. In addi- 
tion, more time will be spent helping to develop and introduce systems 
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of conservation farming, which will supplement the work already under- 
vay on the construction of physical conservation structures. 

The L.esotlro project. Lesotho is a small, mountainous country in southern 
Africa with about 400,000 hectares of land suitable for cultivation. Erod- 
ible soils and intense rainfall, coupled with heavy overgrazing and poor 
systems of cultivation, have led to severe soil erosion in much of the country. 

From the time Lesotho was granted independence in 1966, until the late 
IWOs, government agricultural development activities centered on a number 
of "area-based" projects. Because erosion is such an important problem 
in Lesotho, all of these projects included a soil conservation component. 
One of these was the FAO-assisted Khomokhoana project, situated in north- 
western Lesotho and encompassing the 15,000-hectare catchment of the 
Khomokhoana River. About 9,500 hectares in the catchment wt- e cultivated; 
the remaining 5,500 hectares were comprised of steep, rocky hills, roads, 
streams, and villages. 

Some 40,000 people-8,000 families-lived in the area, which was inten- 
sively cultivated and heavily overgrazed. Most of the catchment was badly 
gullied and otherwise eroded. The cultivated land was divided into small 
plots, with the average holding between 1.5 and 2 hectares. Grazing land 
was open for anyone's animals to graze upon, as was the cultivated land 
once crops had been harvested. 

- The project, which ran from 1975 to 1980, was financed by a US $2.8 
million grant from the Swedish government. Basically, it was a general 
agric~~ltural development project designed to tackle probletns in agronomy, 
live: tock production, farm mechanization, farm management, marketing 
and credit, extension, and soil conservation. 

Erosion has long been recognized as a problem in Lesotho, and the proj- 
ect area, together with the rest of the arable land in the country, had been - 
treated in the 1940s and 1950s. Treatment consisted of the construction 
of earthen contour banks on the flatter land and the laying out of perma- 
nent grass strips on the steeper cultivated land. Small earth dams were built 
in many water courses, and limited tree planting was done on badly eroded 
areas. 

Over the years, most of these works had been neglected and had fallen 
into disrepair. But they had served a useful purpose. They forced farmers 
to cultivate on the contour so that, in time, this became the established 
practice Fir the country. 

Briefly, the Khomokhoana project's soil conservation program consisted 
of repairirig and rebuilding the old contour works where possible, $ree plant- 
in, ;,I gullies, on streanibanks, and in badly eroded areas; and construct- 
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ing simple gully control structures. Some works were done mechanically. 
Where possible, however, they were done by hand, and the village people 
were compensated in food rations for their labor. At the salnc time, the 
project actively tried to introduce better cropping practices that would not 
only increase E~rmcrs' incomes but also provide better ground cover and 
reduce erosion. 

Meanwhile, nssistancc was given to farmers as well Ibr improving the 
quality and productivity of thcir livestock. 

The end of the project coincided with a change in thc government's 
agricultural development policy. Emphasis shifted away froni area-based 
activities, toward traditional district agricultural offices and the esti~blish- 
nient of a network of depots and stores aimed at providing basic agricultural 
supplies and marketing serviccs to all farmers. This, in zffcct, meant that 
the project team was dispersed to different duty stations, and the remain- 
ing work was not completed on a catchnlent basis. 

To its credit, the project resulted in thc ~uccessful training of a group 
of young, enthusiastic officers. It also demonstrated how an entire catch- 
ment could be planned as a unit and how the farming: comniunity could 
be effectively involved in the planning and implementation of the necessary 
work. 

The experience gained from this and similar projects in the country 
pointed to the need for an overall policy or long-term plan for soil conser- 
vation. The need is for well-thought-out, long-term gover1:ment programs 
and strategies if soil erosion is to be controlled. Once a sound, long-term 
program has been developed, projects of mrious type.s and sizes can be 
designed and used like building blocks to fit into the overall plan. In this 
way there could be reasonable assurance that the contribution of individual 
projects will be lasting. 

Requirements for successful soil conservatiorl schemes 

There seems to be no one factor that can be singled out as the key to 
successful soil conservation programs. Success generally can be attributed 
to a combination of factors that have led land users to aciopt and then con- 
tinue to use conservation practices. Among these factors are the following: 

The adoption of conservation practices appears to depend at least as 
much on socioeconomic factors as on the physical effectiveness of the 
practices. 

Farmers and other land users need to be involved from the start in 
planning conservation schemes. This involvement must be genuine, in- 
cluding full explanations of what is possible, consultations, and negotia- 
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tion of agreements. 
- P Frtrmcrs will only adopt and continue :o use conservation  neth hods 

if they can see some direct benefit in doing so fix themselves and their 
families in the short-term. 'rhcse benefits arc most likely to be in  the fi)rn~ 
of increased yields, higher incomes, or the reduced need fi~r some input, 
si~cli as labor. Farmers in  the Kitui area of Kenya are now terracing fields 
at their own expense and without the need for much ~nc~~uragement by 
the government. The terraces effectively prevent soil erosion, but they also 
lead to yield increases on the orcler of 40 to 90 percent. Appeals to land 
users to adopt conservation programs for such reasons as national interest, 
the protection of downstream dams, or the need to save soil for future genera- 
tions are not likely to have lasting effects. 

b Land tenure sys!ems also have a bearing on which, if any, conserva- 
tion practices land users will accept. Farmers see no point in investing in 
conservation works on land to which they have no assured long ierm r i~hts  
or control. Many farmers in the Machahos district of Kenya have been 
building terraces on their fields in recent years-at the same time that they 
are being granted legal title to the land. On the other hand, it is under- 
standable that farmers in Lesotho have shown little interest in leaving pro- 
tective crop residues on their fields when they know that anyone can bring 
animals to graze them once the grain has been harvested. 

b The conservation practices and techniques advocated must be prac- 
tical and appropriate to local conditions. In Kenya, the fanya juu terrace, 
a modified form of contour terracing, has been developed to suit local 
conditions. 

The conservation practices advocated must be within the technical 
capabilities of field staff and farmers to apply. Therefore, systems that re- 
quire complex engineering designs and layouts are not practical in cir- 
cumstances where large areas must be treated and where field staff are 
few and their training limited. 

b Implementing soil conservation programs can be expensive in time 
and labor. A combination of incentives, subsidies, and disincentives are 
required to induce land users to take up soil conservation on the necessary 
scale. In recent years, food aid has been extensively used in a number of 
developing countries to encourage farmers to install physical erosion con- 
trol structures. However, the use of incentives or subsidies must be carefully 
thought out, planned, and implemented, or the inducements may become 
counterproductive. Farmers can easily become dependent upon subsidies 
or refuse to do even maintenance work if they are not paid. 

b Experience indicates that conservation can only be achieved if govern- 
ments are committed to seeing through long-term programs. Short-term proj- 
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cct approaches hnvc rnet with little success. It has only been through long- 
tcrm programs, supported by thc necessary legislation, staff', finances, and 
fiicilitics, that worthwhile achievements in conservation have been made. 
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The USAID approach 
to soil conseiwatior 

6 
assistance programs 

Raymond E. Meyer 

Acti~~ities of the U.S. Agcncy for International Development cover a 
wide range of topics. USAID works with host governn~ental institutions 
and implements projects through contractors, so projects with similar goals 
or purposes may be quite different. depending upon the country and local 
situation. The USAID information base includes approximately 100 proj- 
ects related to soil conservatioa. Few of these were called soil conserva- 
tion projects, but many had a component relar:;,g to conservation. Many 
of the types of activities discussed in this book n v y  be sponsored or assisted 
by USAID. 

USAID works at several levels of organization. The most common is 
at the host-country level through the USAID mission in tile country. These 
bilateral projects arc country-specific and generally have no provision for 
dissemination of lessons learned. There are few geographically regional 
projects, although the Africa Bureau ha!: just completed a natural resource 
plan for the region. There is no unified or overall focus on soil and water 
conservation within the agency. 

Some project considerations 

There are several considerations that a donor should take into account 
when deciding upon projects. As soil conservationists, for example, we 
have an important role to play in providing the best possible information 
so that investment decisions and interventions can be made with the most 
likelihood of success. We should insist that decisions be based on scien- 
tific fact rather than rhetoric. If data are not available, research should 
be supported to obtain the necessary data. 

Hoy does a donor decide whether to support activities addressing degra- 
dation in dryland regions or on steep lands, to address soil conservation 
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in an agricultural project or  in a forestry pr.c?ject, to support conservation 
or  hunger relief, to support conservation or irrigation, to train hunlan 
resources or build institutions'? What are some of the trade-offs? What are 
the long-term versus short-term costs and benefits'? How do we measure 
intangible bellefits and relate them to tangible needs? How can we best 
distribute a very limited budget'? 

These are important questions if we want to give countries or  donors 
advice on investn~ent opportunities in sonietirnes difficult political and 
economic climates. Can we really recornniend governmental spending on 
conservation practices when the country has problenls with balance-of- 
payments, fi~od production, health, and e~nployment'? What is the role of 
governmental versus nongovernmental involve~ncnt in food production versus 
quality of life or  long-term sustriinability'? 

What is the information base fbr making decisions? Decisions arc not 
made by soil scientists, but by generalists or politicians. We nlrrst specik 
tlzeir. lcin,q~ccrge. We must learn how to present scientific inforniation in a 
way that the information is usable by national planners. We should not pre- 
sent our personal preferences and opinions as facts. 

We must develop new partnerships and alliances to get the job done. 
How can we better involve the nongovernmental sector in the stewardship 
of soil and water conservation and at the same time provide a better infor- 
mation base so we can make decisions concerning interventions and invest- 
ments on economic and financial criteria'? How can we involve professional 
societies and organizations with their tremendous reservoir of talent and 
expertise'? How do we get environmental concerns into agricultl~ral proj- 
ccts and activities and get agricultural concerns in!o regional environmen- 
tal p--ljects? Some of this is taking place now, but more is needed. Environ- 
mental interests have a constituency, and we need their help. 

A viable agriculture 

It seems almost axiomatic that solving conservation problems at the field 
level is not sustainable if the farm unit involved is not financially viable. 
Neither can environmental concerns at the regional or  watershed level be 
addressed without financially viable farm units. Someone has to pay. We 
have not learned how to solve this problem in the United States, let alone 
in developing countries. 

If we look at the beautihl setting of Machu Picchu in Peru, w2 can under- 
stand that the Incas had a stable ecological relationship in their culture. 
Agricultural terraces require upkeep-they hzd ihe type of society that 
allowed for terraces. Where do we have those types of societies today? D o  
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we know what policies or incentives allow for development and maintenance 
of such terraces? 

If we look at the relationship between runoff and m~ize  yield, based on 
data of 20 or more years ago, we see that i f  yields are extremely high runoff 
is kept to a minimum. Good agronomic practices are the best solution to 
reducing runoff and erosion; they certainly are not mutually exclusive. 
Moreover, good agronomic practices are essential to any long-term solu- 
tion for soil erosion control. Good agriculture should not be considered 
the culprit in environmental degradation. 

We must get the farmer on an income stream-the number one reason 
for changing agronomic practices is projirability. We must express conse- 
quences of erosion in terms understood by politicians, decision-makers, 
and financiers-money-crop yields link money to erosion. Do we have 
the data necessary to predict the costs arid effects of poor agronomic prac- 
tices and/or crosion or runoff on financial or economic systems at the farm 

- level, or at a more aggregated level? 
Sorne data would indicate that annual erosion ogly costs 30 kilograms 

of grain. Who will pay for reducing erosion at that sort of charge? What 
is the incentive? What are offsite effects? What are the costs of not taking 
action? Who puts up the capital for present value versus future costs? We 
must have more basis than just inwinsic value. In the developing world, 
we must also have subsistence for farmers, but, in addition, we need to 

- feed urban populations. How do we program for increasing hture needs 
on a sustainable basis? 

Poor management of natural resources on agricultural land is a major 
cause of environmental degradation. What is driving this poor manage- 
ment? Population pressure perhaps? This may be the indirect cause, but 
there are probably more direct causes. There are many examples of poor 
management in areas with low population densities. Frequently, we use 
population pressures as an excuse for not addressing the real issues of 
research investments, economic investments, and nonviable economic and 
social systems in current politico-economic climates. It often seems easier 
to change the issues rather than to change the politico-economic condi- 
tions. 

Agriculturalists do not degrade land resources as an objective; there are 
other underlying causes-alternative investment opportunity, employment, 
income, a lack of understanding of the biophysical system, or just hunger. 
There seems to be evidence to support the thesis that mining the soil fer- 
tility is a major causal factor of land degradation. Reduced fertility results 
in less return, which results in less time invested in management, which 
again results in reduced return. How do we break this cycle in a cost-effective 
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way? Is anyone rcolly doing the research to answer in n tlefinitive way 
whether fertility is a major causal factor so we can atldrcss i t  ns a resource 
need and implc~ncntation questiona? 

Anyone who has worked in tropical areas has secn many very turbulent 
streams, li>r example, on the eastern Andean slopes in Peru. Thesc gencr- 
ailly halvc a very heavy sediment load. This implies that serious erosion 
is taking place, which is bad. But from whose perspective'? Certainly, the 
downstream firmer in the floodplain who depends upon the sedir~ient 
deposit for renewing his soil fertility docs not necessarily think so. It  is 
doubtful that if the ri;ter were clear downstream farmers' inconic would 
be any higher. What are the othcr offsite costs? In many cases in isolated 
areas there is little activity downstream, so ofkite costs per capita would 
be low regardless. 

To evaluate properly and to propose interventi\>ns, we should know what 
part of the catchment area yontributes most of the sediment and what are 
the offsitc benefits and costs-difficult and costly information to obtain. 
Is it justified? We can go 2,000 to 3,000 miles downstream from the pre- 
viously nlentioned river in Peru to where the Amazon and Negro Rivers 
converge at Manaus and see the treniendous sediment carried by the 
Amazon. But as one of my superiors frequently asks, "So what'?" Who 
is making the investments and doing the research to pravide the necessary 
information and analyses to answer questions of ca~lse a r~d  effect, costs 
and benefits? 

If we look at sonie isolated fields on high, steep slopes, as in Peru, we 
must ask: How much investnient is necessary to maintain these fields? Is 
i t  feasible to ~naintairl them? Who pays? The individual or  society? 

We can also look at a beautiful, well-maintained valley with much of 
what might be considered intrinsic value as well as agricultural value and 
ask what sort of economic/social system is needed to maintain it in the 
firture? Are we obtaining the information now that will be necessary to 
answer those questions? 

We can look at some terraces in Yemen that are currently eroding. The 
country lacks the institutional, economic, and human resources necessary 
to address the problem properly. .Just because the terraces are 1,000 years 
old and should be maintained does not change the basic economic and finan- 
cial questions. Ten years ago during the oil boom, most of the labor in 
Yemen was in other Gulf States, and there was not sufficient labor available 
at a reasonable cost to maintain the terraces. The cost of labor has changed, 
but so has the society, and maintenance still is not being done. 

This situation indicates the complexity of the problem, the international 
linkages. Farmers in most isolated areas are affected by the international 
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economy and do not have the ability to respond in a reasonable manner. 
We can no longer think of solutions in isolation. 

Some trade-offs 

A continuing problem in developing countries is migration to urban areas, 
which results in tremendous social costs. Do we have the data or methods 
of analyses to compare current rural investment in conservation practices 
against future welfare or urban costs'? What basis can we use-increased 
income, improved subsistence, or simply future welfare costs? How can 
we acknowledge the international linkages for isolated rural economies? 
Can we consider terrace construction as a public work, even though on 
private land, as a productive use of national hunian resource balanced against 
food aid in the capital city? 

Another example of lani degradation exists in arid or semiarid regions. 
Sand dunes in many cases can be very destructive, but in other cases arid 
regions can be developed through irrigation. Do we have the necessary 
information and analyses to advise donors on whether investment is more 
productive in alleviating conservation problenls on steep lands than in 
developing new areas through irrigation? Or does investment go to whirhever 
area has the most political support at the moment? Do we know what the 
potential production is in the different situations? Is public investment to 
protect private land against sand dune encroachment more beneficial, from 
a national perspective, than assisting subsistence farmers in the highlands? 
Public financial resources are generally limiting. How do we answer urban 
food needs versus rural income and social needs? 

Decisions should be maae on the best data available. However, they are 
frequently made on the best pi-esentation of data and not infrequently, by 
default, on the lack of data for alternatives. Who has the best data to show 
return or need for assistance and on what basis? Which types of degrada- 
tion are irreversible? Which involve more people? As scientists, we should 
be concerned about obtaining the necessary data and information to make 
the case for conservation. 

There are examples of good conservation practices in many places. How 
do we extract the principles of why they work in sottie cases so we can 
extrapolate and transfer these principles to other situations and develop 
a practice or system that is within farmers' financial and technical reach? 

There are many examples of contoured fields and terrace systems in 
Ecuador, Peru, India, and other countries that are financially and technically 
viable. In many cases, it is improved water management that seems to pro- 
vide the return and best illustrate that good agronomic management is the 
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preferred solution to conservation problems. We need to have a good 
understanding of the soil system in order to make proper rccornmendations. 

Sl~ould we forget about erosion and just try to improve agronomic and 
soil n;,~nagcment'? There are examples in this book where farmers did this 
on their own, without incentives, if it was to their financial advantage to 
do so. 

Establishing a sound information base 

What sort of research is needed most'? We cannot afford to reinvent the 
wheel, but we must understand the constraints and operdtional characteristics 
affecting use of "the wheel." It is not necessary to relearn the basic ero- 
sion processes; but we need to quantify the erosivity of the climate; we 
need to quantify the erodibility of the soils; we need to quantify the land- 
forms; and we need to quantify the effects of indigenous and alternative 
land management practices. We do not need 40,000 plot years of research, 
like went into the universal soil loss equation (USLE), but we need enough 
to verify, to modify, to predict, and to use a similar erosioii estimation rela- 
tionship. It is essential for planning purposes. Resource inventories are 
needed, and research sites must be characterized better so research results 
can be extrapolated and transferred with a greater probability of success. 
Researchers need to be linked together in networks for more cost-effective 
and efficient information development and transfer. 

A strategy of research, education, training, extension, and implementa- 
tion is needed. We need to look at implementation from the farmer's view- 
point. Technologies and conservation practices should be built into farm- 
level models that also include information on soil. water balance, and agro- 
climate so farmers can choose their own aiteri..atives. 

As a society, we have decided that we will not do many things. Therefore, 
those of us who feel that soi! and water conservation is important have to 
find new means of becoming more efficient and effective. We must look 
for ways of leveraging our minirnal input. There is a need to cooperate 
and work in a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary fashion. Econo~nists 
and social scientist must be part of the approach so that we have the 
language necessary to present the case-they cannot be on the outside, after 
the fact, or doing their own thing. 

USA.ID has a new initiative in resource conservation and management- 
fragile lands. This is 2 joint effort by several bureaus and offices. It in- 
volves eight piojects from different offices that address different aspects I 
of the problem. I don't think I need to tell you the administrative problems 
in trying to make something like this work in a governmental bureaucracy. 
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I do feel, however, that if we can make i t  work it may wcll be a model 
for addressing many other problenis more effectively with our current finan- 
cial const:aints. 

More questions than answers 

I have raised many more questions than answers herein. But this is the 
reality. There are many more questions than answers. A solid information 
base is needed for improving decisions on conservation investments. These 
decisioris must not be based solely oil the best presentations or rhetoric. 
USAID is assisting in the development of the information base in develop- 
ing nations. 



International activities 
of the Soil Conservation Service 

- - - - - - - - -- 

Jerry Hamrnond 

Many dcvcloping nations arc faced with low production of food and fiber 
during a pcriod of rapid population growth or overpopulation. The earth's 
population rcachcd 5 billion in July 1986 (2). Most of thcsc nations have 
li~~iitctl resources ;tvailablc to trade ir. the international markets for necessary 
food products. They have a labor-intensive society, little capital, and few 
technical resources. Tu the detrinicnt of world society, these problems oftcn 
lcad to national instability and turnioil. The nations are faced with prob- 
lems of hunger and faniinc unlcss they receive help. 

Recently, U.S. policy has been moving more positively to help develop- 
ing countries solve their food and income problems. The U.S. Department 
of Agriculture is playing an increasingly impoi-tant role in the international 
arena through the U.S. Agency for International Development and other 
international organizations. USDA, the largest single source of agricultural 
expertise in the United States, has unique capabilities af particular impor- 
tance to developing nations. The goal is to help developing countries becot~ie 
more self-reliant in producing food and fiber from limited resources in 
order to improve the quality of life for their people. 

C 
The Soil Conservation Service, a USDA agency, has a long history of 

international involvement. The agency's first chief, Hugh Hammond Bennett, 
and his assistant, Dr. Walter Lovdermilk, traveled throughout the world 
in the 1930s and 1940s to view soil and water conservation problems. 
Dr. Lowdermilk documented his pbservations in a bulletin, "Conquest of 
the Land Through 7,000 Years" 14). During this same period also, SCS 
hosted many visitors from other kountries to show them what was being 
done in the United States to combi~t serious soil erosion and land use prob- 
lems (I ). Not only did early SCS 1t':aders share their conservation knowledge 
with other countries, but they also learned what other nations were doing 
that would be applicable in the United States. 
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Objectives of present international programs (in cooperation with USAID 
and other international organizations) are to (1) help farmers and livestock 
producers in developing countries use their natural resources without 
depleting them; (2) exchange scientific and technological information with 
countries that have soil and water resource conservation problems similar 
to those in the United States; (3) contribute to the overall achievement of 
U.S. foreign policy that seeks to promote economic stability, reduce poverly, 
and solve world food problems; and (4) increase the technical knowledge 
and professional capability of SCS personnel. 

International Activities Division 

The International Activities Division of SCS is, of course, responsible 
for international activities. Specifically, the division must do the follow- 
ing: (I) develop policy and procedures for SCS involvement in providing 
assistance to foreign governments; (2) develop and coordinate plans for 
implementing technical assistance to foreign governments, including iden- 
tifying qualified personnel and arranging for staffing assignments; (3) plan 
and schedule short courses and on-the-job training programs for foreign 
nationals; (4) represent SCS in planning foreign assistance programs with 
officials from USDA, from universities, and from other government agen- 
cies; (5) serve as a contact for foreign visitors seeking assistance from SCS; 
and (6) develop and maintain cooperative relationships with organizations 
and individuals engaged in international activities. 

SCS participates in international conservation assistance by assigning 
technical specialists for international assistance or by exchanging scien- 
tific teams with countries that have agricultural science and technology 
that can benefit the United States. SCS also provides training for foreign 
visitors, giving them the opportunity to observe SCS activities throughout 
the United States. Furthermore, SCS participates in meetings of interna- 
tional technical and profcssional societies and plans conferences with other ' 

agencies involved in international programs. USDA's Office of International 
Cooperation and Development is responsible for coordinating the depart- 
ment's international policy and programs related to technical assistance, 
participant training, and scientific technical exchanges. 

Technical assistance 

SCS provides technical assistance through OICD-administered agreements 
with foreign governments, international organizations, and other U.S. 
government agencies. Employee assignments that provide technical assis- 
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tance to foreign countries may be long-term resident assignrncnts or short- 
term temporary assign~ncnts. SCS has cnlployecs o n  long-term assignments 
in five countries-Egypt. Indonesia, Pakistan, Mexico, ant1 the Gambia. 
Projects havc been recently conlplctctl in Peru and Soucli Arabii~. 

An SCS agricultural engineer who specializes in irrigation is helping 
to analyze the technical, social, and economic factors that inlluencc thc 
development of improved irrigation systems in Egypt. The assignment in- 
cludes helping to design and carry out projects that arc aimed at properly 
tleveloping Egypt's Ministry of Irrigation. 

A team of five SCS conservationists will investigate contlitions, deter- 
mine needs, and provide recommendations for strcrrgthcning Indonesia's 
institutional and technical capability in upper watershed dcvelopment, which 
includes many stcep lands. 

SCS has been assisting the government of Pikistan in its federally admin- 
istered Tribal Areas Development Project. The project is designed to improve 
irrigation efficiency and explore the use of groundwater in this generally 
dry, mountainous region. Project act~vities include the construction and 
maintenance of irrigation systems, test wells, and small well-fields. 

SCS and the World Bank arc carrying out a long-tcrm soil conservation 
project in Mexico. The overall goal of the project is to increase produc- 
tivity by improving the technological and managerial capability of Mexican 
technicians and farmers in the hilly areas of the humid tropics. 

An SCS soil conservationist is assisting the Soil and Water Management 
Unit of the Gambian Department of Agriculture to plan and carry out a 
soil and water management program. A Inore complete description of the 
project can be found in the December 1985 edition of Soil urtd Water 
Conservutiott Ne~tl.~ ( 3 ) .  

SCS provided long-term technical assistance to the Government of Peru 
in  establishing a national soil and water conservation system within the 
Directorate of Water and Soil in the Ministry of Agriculture. This assistance 
included i.-.ctruction in the kinds of soil conservation practices to use, as 
well as how to use the practices, especially on steep lands. 

Nine SCS soil scientists were assigned to work with the Saudi Arabian 
Ministry of Agriculture and Water on the general soil map of the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia. The general soil map with map unit descriptions and inter- 
pretive data has been published in English and Arabic. The five-year proj- 
ect was completed at a cost of $5.5 million and will enable Saudi Arabia 
to identify and plan the use of its arable land. 

During fiscal year 1986, SCS sent a total of 94 employees on both short- 
and long-term technical assistance assignments to 33 countries. Those travel- 
ing on short-term assignments assisted individuals working on resident 
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projects, in addition to their specific short-term activities. SCS cmp1oyc.c~ 
carried out 40 assignments in 23 countries under the Soil Management - Support Services, a USAID project implemented by SCS to provide technical 
assistance in soil survey, soil classification and use, and management of 
soils to developing countries. 

International training 

IJSDA's Office of International Cooperation and Development is also 
responsible for coordinating training of foreign nationals brought to the 
United States under the auspices of USAID, for the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations, the World Bank, or joint commissions. 
SCS training is confined mainly to the principles and techniques used by 
the agency in carrying out its soil and water conservation programs. 

SCS is heavily involvcd with training assistance for officials, scientists, 
and technicians from other countries. During fiscal year 1986, 435 visitors 
from 55 countries observed conservation practices at many locations 
throughout the United States in order to carry adaptable methods back to 
their own countries. In an average year, SCS works with about 240 par- 
ticipants from approximately 45 countries. 

Scientific and technical exchanges 

Scientific and technical exchanges in USDA moved from a scientist-to- 
scientist approach to a more formal government-to-government orientation 
with the sdvent of a direct appropriation of funds for this activity in 1979. 
A fundamentid goal of scientific cooperation and technical exchanges is 
to broaden the capacity of the agricultural community to respond to changing 
economic and ecological patterns in a world in which natural resources 
are becoming scarce. 

SCS has been especially active with the People's Republic of China. It 
has sent 11 different teams to China to investigate various aspects of soil 
and water conservation. 

SCS participated in a roundtable discussion and field trip on soil coc- 
servation technologies held in Budapest, Hungary. During 1986, exchanges 
were also held with Mexico, Bulgaria, China, Romania, and Venezuela. 

- International meetings 

Each year, many SCS employees participate in international meetings. 
Last fiscal year, for example, 35 employees traveled to 11 countries to pre- 
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sent professional pilpers or  attend nlectings of interest ro SCS. 
Examples of the types of meetings that SCS cmployccs attendetl inclutl- 

ed the Agricultural Land Drainage Forum, Canada; Auto-Cartography Con- 
ference, England; XI11 International Soil Science Meeting, Gerrnany; In- 
ternational Conference on Rural Landscape Management, Poland; IV In- 
ternational Conference on Soil Conservation, Venezuela; and International 
Society of Remote Sensing, Scotland. 

In summary 

SCS can point to many success stories as a result of implementing inter- 
national projects sp;;..:;sred by USAID and other international organiza- 
tions. Some noteworthy projects are the Helrnand Drainage Program in 
Afghanistan, the On-Farm Water Management Project in Pakistan, the Soil 
and Water Conservation Unit in The: Gambia, the Soil Conservation Proj- 
ect in G u a t e ~ ~ a l a ,  the Soi! and Water Conservation P r~ jec t  in Peru, and 
the Upland Agriculture and Conservation Project In Indonesia. Unques- 
tionably, the Soil Management Support St.-{ices Project has gained world- 
wide attention. 

Less developed countries need the kind of tec hnical a~ i s t ance  SCS offers 
to help them get the most from their available resources while protecting 
those resources for future use. SCS is interested in knowing about worldwide 
resource developm:nt, utilization, and protection in order to better address 
problems in the United States. International activities make these goals 
possible. 

SCS ivillingly shares its technical expertise with other nations. Its intor- 
national programs focus on sharing knowledge through both development 
assistance and cooperation with other countries. SCS has served .as a coop- 
erating agency with international programs in the past, is doing so now. 
and expects to continue to do so in the future. 
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Sustainable agricultural 
development in f!arth Thailand: 
Conservation as a component 

of success in assistance-nroiects 
David E. Harper and Samir A. El-Swaify 

North Thailand is an excellent laboratory for the study of soil erosion 
and conservation. Almost 90 percent of the Uppcr North is sloping upland 
or highland, and the erosion problem is widespread yet potentially 
manageab:e. Many agricultural assistance projects have been active in the 
region for more than a decade. 

D2mand for sloping lands has increased dramatically in recent years 
because of increased ppuhtion pressure and growing lowland denland for 
forest, water, and recreational resources (7). These changes are increas- 
ing pressures on traditional swidden farmers to adopt permanent, settled, 
sustainable forms of agriculture. The success of settled farming systems 
is contingent upon effective conservation of soil through erosion control. 

The research project described here was designed to evaluate the relative 
success of international assistance projects in fostering soil conservation 
among participating farmers and to test the relationships among soil con- 
servation, erosic,n, crcp yields, and sustainability of production at the farm 
scale. 

Study methodology 

Site and sa~nple selection. This study compared conditions on twc, non- 
project "control" villages with conditions ., .:lree project sites: the Thai- 
Australia Land Developme : Project, the World Bank's Mae Sa Project, 
and the US. Agency for International Development's Mae Chaem Project. 
These projects met the criteria of (1) having a soil conservation compo- 
nent, (2) having completed field activities so that sustainability could be 
studied, (3) being active on sloping lands, and (4) dealing primarily with 
ethnic Thais rather than hilltribes (to reduce cultural variation in the sample). 

T~ble 1 summarize. the characteristics of the project sites. Site loca- 
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tions are shown in tigure 1. The TALD site and its Ban Du Tai control 
arc in Nan Province on rolling uplands (usually defined as under 500 nleters 
elevation, with slopes less than 30 percent). The other two projects and 
their control are in the higher, steeper highlands of Chiang Mai Province. 
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Table 1. Summary of sample projects. 

Proir3cts 

Descriptor TA LD Mae Sa Mae Chaem 

Province Nan Chiang Mai Chiang Mai 

Goals Settle swiddeners, Settle swiddeners, Settle swiddeners, 
raise yields protect forest raise incomes 

Conservation Contour banks Terraces, banks, Bench terraces 
techniques contour ridges, 

hillside ditches 

Construction Heavy equipment By hand, using By hand, hiring 
methods Forest Depart- local farmers 

ment employees 

Slope limits 20% 35% 35% 

Landcscape Upland l-lighland Highland 
class 

Control Ban Du Tai Ban Pong Ban Pong 
village 

Main crops Maizelmungbean Rice, vegetables, Maize, rice, 
relay maize soybeans 

Stratified randoni samples of farm plots were selected. Sample plots had 
to be (1) owned by the same person since the development project was active; 
(2) used for growing food crops, rather than flowers, tobacco, etc.; (3) slop- 
ing, with an average steepness of 9 percent or more; and (4) accessible 
for site measurements and owner interviews. 

Sample plots were selected by means of randomized map coordinates 
if reliable maps were available. Otherwise, lists of project participants were 
used. In control villages, samples were selected by examining tilled areas 
in the field and picking sites that represented the range of conditions and 
farming methods in the area. 

Projcctlvillage description. TIte TALD project. The TALD project began 
in 1967. Involved initially were the Thai Department of Land Developnlent 
and the Australian Development Assistance Bureau. Twelve years later, 
in 1979, the World Bank begail providing loan support for the project, and 
its name was changed to the Thai-Australia World Bank Land Develop- 
ment (TAWLD) Project. The TALD project originally focused its efforts 
in Nan, Phrae, and Lampang Provinces. This research project seyi ;~d sam- 
ple villages of Ban Huai Muang and Ban Nail Luang, which were in- 
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cluded in the TALD project in 1977. 
The objective of the TALD project was "the development and stnbiliza- 

tion of areas of rainfed agriculture which arc currently being firmed on 
an intensive slash and burn or 'swidrlcn' system of shifting cultivation" (17). 
Contour banks were constructed by heavy equipment on slopes of 20 to 
70 percent in areas of high population pressure. The project claims to have 
increased crop production per unit area up to six-fold, mainly by intensi- 
fication of land use. 

Soil conservation was a primary concern in the TALD project. Conser- 
vation was to be achieved by building "graded banks to direct water into 
existing waterways; absorption bank:: to hold water and allow dispersal by 
means of seepage" (17). The project favored per,nanent contour banks, 
which were big enough so they could not be plowed out by farmers. 

Mue Sccprojecr. The Mac Sa Integrated Watershed and Forest Land Use 
Project began operation in 1973. The first phase of the Mae Sa projcct en- 
tailed socioecononiic and physical surveys as well as construction of a 
research and demonstration area. Various structural soil conservation tech- - 

niques were tested at Pong Khrai, including bench terraces, intermittent 
terraces, hillside ditches, contour banks, and orchard terraces. During the 
eight second-phase years, the projcct selected control structures based on 
Pong Khrai results and installed them on about 700 hectares of farmers' 
fields. 

Mae Clluem project. The USAID-sponsored Mae Chaem Watershed 
Development Project seeks to bring about significant changes in the 
320,000-hectare Mae Chaem watershed, traditionally one of the poorest 
and more isolated areas in North Thailand. Until recently, "secllrity in- 
cidents" were frequent and opium was a cominon crop. 

The sweeping goal of the Mae Chaem project is "to raise the quality 
of life of the occupants of the watersheds in Northern Thailand in ways 
which support increasing environmental stability and which are self- 
sustaining." 

Indicators of goal achievement include increasing size and productivity 
of agricultural areas, increased income from cash cropping, improved literacy 
and health, local participation in decision-making, stable or  decreasing 
runoff and sediment yields, and stable or  increasing rates of forest growth. 
The Mae Chaem project is the only one of the three projects under study 
to state clearly indicators of success in its design. 

The Mae Chaem project attempts to solve problems of poorly built and 
maintained roads, swiddening, and forest fires (ofien escaped swidden fires) 
that contribute to high erosion rates. The project includes such components 
as land development (;ilmarily building rainfed and irrigated bench ter- 
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races), irrigation facilities, road improvements, anti public health and cduca- 
tion. The project hires local farmers to build their own bench terraces by 
hand during the dry season. In this way, the project terraced 1,568 hec- 
tares in its first four years, at a cost of about $650 pcr hectare, more than 
90 percent of which was for wages. Extension is conducted by "inter6icc - teams" that live in project villages. 

Control villuges. Control areas were chosen that had not been served 
by assistance projects and that displayed types of agriculture similar io project 

n sites. Two control areas were selected: one for the upland TALD project, 
and another for the highland Mae Sa and Mae Chaem projects. 

Ban Du Tai is the upland control. Most farmers rely upon mulch and 
canopy coverage to protect their soils. As in the TALD fields, most Ban 
Du Tai farms grow a main crop of tnaizc followed by mungbean. 

The highland control is Ban Pong. Most Ban Pong farmers till swiddens 
in the hills above their padi fields. Although most slopes are moderate, - some fields are very steep. The steepest sanlple field had a slope of 74 
percent. Farming practices are roughly analogous to those that would h z ~  - been found on Mae Sa and Mae Chaem fields before the arrival of assistance 
projects. 

Data collection artd processirtg. Results were comp~red among projects, 
and between projects and controls. Field data were gathered by seven re- 
searchers, including five hired and trained Thai university graduates. 
Physical data were recorded on site dimensions, visible evidence of ero- 
sion, crop vigor, conservation methods [using a form modelled on the Soil 
Data Curd Hurdbook (lo)].  Soil samples and bulk density samples were 
analyzed at the Chiang Mai University Soils Laboratory. Researchers also 
conducted individual half-hour interviews with each szrnple farmer on farm- 
ing methods, perception of erosion, yield changes, and project participa- 
tion. Results were compiled and statistically analyzed at the University of 
Hawaii. 

Metltods of estimating erosion rates. The universal soil loss equation 
(18) was calibrated against runoff plot data from research done by the TALD 
project, Department of Land Development, and Royal Forest Department. 
Although many assumptions are needed to make the model operable, the 
USLE nonetheless probably provides the best estimate of erosion on a large 
number of field sites when time and funding preclude actual measurement. 
The following procedures and assumptions were employed: 

Rairlfall erosivity (R factor). The study adapted the regression equation 
of Lo and associates ( 8 ) ,  which calculates erosivity from annual rainfall 
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distributions in Hawaii. Annual rainfall was calculated for various clcva- 
tions in North Thailand and refined ro include slope aspect to reflect the 
dominance sf the southwest monsoon and the paucity of stornis from the 
North. The resulting niean EI,,, R values were 394, 404, 457, 464, and 
563 meter-tons per hectare per year for Ban Du TA, TALD. Mae C h x m ,  
Ban Pong, and Mxe Sa, respectively. 

Soil ero(11hiliry (K jkcror). Most K-factor values published in North 
Thailand have been calculated from Wischnieicr and Smitb's nomograph 
(18). Therefore, we began by calculating Wi~chn i~ ie r  and Smith's K nomo- 
graph values from field and laboratory data. The only reliable bsrc-plot 
K data are from the TALD project (14). Tliesc nicasured results were con- 
sistently lower than noniograph values by a factor of 0.73. Therefore, the 
nomograph-calculated K values were multiplied by 0.73 Ibr all groups ex- 
cept Mae Sa, wliere an adjustnicnt factor of 0.50 was used. 

Crop rncrllugerncJrtt (C jirc.tor). The elnpirical relationships published by 
Wisclimeier. and Smith (!8) for cropland and Dissineyer (2) for forest and 
rangeland v~cre nioditied for use in Nor:h Thailand. The C factor for each 
crop was calculated using erosivity, mulch, and canopy cover for each crop 
stage. A C-factor calculation model was developed for the major upland 
crops: maiz;, mungbean, rice, soybean, potato, peanut, cabbage, and chilies, 
as well as forest and bush fallow. 

Lcrr~d rrzcrrlcrgemerlr (Pjzrror). Surface treatmeat is important with respect 
to soil erosion rates in North Thailand, but practices and conditions are 
often quite different f'rom those described in Agricult~lre Handbook 537 
(18). Contour and bed-and-furrow tillage effects were calculated using Soil 
Conservatio~l Service reconi~nendations for Hawaii and bench terrace limits 
based on Wischmeier and Smith (18). Surface roughness effects were 
cstiinated using Dissmcyer's approach to forest and range areas (2). A 
perlneability subfidctor was calculated by amending Dissmeyer's equation 
for use with bulk-density-based permeability classes. 

Topogruplzy (LS fucror). Slope factor values were calculated using the 
tVischmcier and Smith (18) equation. Sheng (16), however, stated that the 
rate of increase in LS declines on slopes over 20 degrees, falling to zero 
as slopes approach 90 degrees. To reduce the effect of unreasonable LS 
values on erosiorl estimates for sample sites, a maximum LS value of 20.0 
was applied. 

Project results and discussion 

The calculated erosion rates for each group are presented in table 2; 
these are for conditions "with" and "without" conservation structures. 
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Table 2. Erosion rates (mean erosion values within groups, in tonslhec- 
tarelyear, "without" end "with" conservation - structures). 

Without Conseivation With Gsnsen~ation 
Structlrres Stwcturos 

Standard Standard 
Group Mean Deviation Moan Deviation Range ... -- 

TALD (N = 40) 74 60 26 16 5-65 
Ban Du Tai' (N = 41) 39 24 39 24 8-98 
Mae Chaem (N = 40) 155 158 34 33 7-1 83 
Mae Sa (N = 54) 136 99 89 80 5-1 48 
Ban Pong' (N = 41) 284 193 281 195 50-931 
Project (N = 134) 123 116 54 62 5-41 8 
'Control IN =82) 162 1 84 160 184 8-931 

Control sites had both the highest and lowest erosion rates without struc- 
- tures (Ban Pong, 284 tonslhectare and Ban Du Tqi, 39 tonslhectare), which 

highlights the range of farming techniques and physical conditions found 
in North Thailand. The mean erosion rate for project sites without struc- 
tures was 76 percent of rates on controls. With structural conservation, ero- 
sion rates on project sites fell to only one-third of the rate on controls. 
Hence, the structural measures generated a 56 percent reduction in soil 
loss on project sites. Although the niean rates of soil erosion after projects 
were still much higher than probable soil generation rates, the projects 
nonetheless have greatly reduced erosion from former levels. 

In the uplands, annual erosion rates on TALD sites fell from 74 tons 
per hectare before the project to 26 tons per hectare in 1985, a 65 percent 
reduction. Interestingly, farmers in the Ban Du Tai upland controi, relying 
primarily on agronomic conservation methods, maintain a mean erosion 
rate of only 39 tons per hectare, and 34 percent achieve rates lower than 
the TALD mean of 26 tons per hectare. In addition, soil fertility, crop yields, 
sustainability, and farmer perception of soil quality were generally higher 
on Ban Du Tai control fields than on TA4LD sites. 

The most striking reduction in erosion occurred in the highlands, on the 
Mae Chaem sites, where bench terracing reduced annual erosion rates by 
78 percent, from 155 to 34 tons per hectare. However, the wide range of 
values (7 to 183 tonslkiectare) suggests that many plots have terraces of ques- 
tionable performancf.. Terracing in Mae Sa reduced mean erosion by 35 
percent, from 136 tolls per heciare to 89 tons per hectare. Here, even more 
than at Mas Chaem, the range of erosion rates (5 to 418 tonslhectare) was 
unexplained by topographic variability and indicated inconsistent implemen- 
tation of projec: works. Some Mae Sa farmers, unhappy with yield declines 
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and retluccd cultivable area on their newly terraced fields, destroyed thc 
terraces. Their lack of involvcmcnt in the project and poor understanding 
of seasons for conservation contributed to this destruction. 

Because agronomic practices are critical to effective soil conscrva~ion, 
particularly in nonproject areas wi:linut structural nieasurcs, an index of 
agronomic conservation was used to compare groups. The index is simply 
the product of two USLE variables that best reflect the agronomic prac- 
tices of r: farmer: C, the cropping factor, and P, surface treatment (Table 
3). These index values stratify the sites into two groups: upland and highland. 
The uplands have the lower or more conservative value of 0.17. 

This similarity belies the difference in practices between [he arcas. On 
TALD sites. surface roughness from disk plowing generates low P values, 
whereas in Ban Du Tai, heavy use of mulch and heavy canopy cover 
generates low C values. Index values in the highlands are su!:smtially higher 
than in the uplands. Mae Sa sites have the lowest rnean score, 0.23, followed 
by Mac Chaern, 0.25, and Ban Pong. 0.28. This narrow range of values 
sugests that the projects generate relatively little iniprovemcnt in agronomic 
cofiscrvation cffcctivcness. 

Questionnaire results and discussion 

Frtrn~ers' understanding of erosion processes was probed by asking, "What 
things do you think cause soil crosion'?" Their responses, in categories 
relating to USLE variables, are presented in tablc 4. Nearly every respon- 
dent named rainfall as an erosive factor; slope steepness was identified by 
6G percent. Bare soil or  lack of plant cover was named by more than half 
of the farniers in Ban Du Tai, Mae Chaeni. and Mae Sa; one-third in Ban 
Pong; but only ane-quarter of TALD hrniers. Cutting trees and plants was 
identified by a large majority in Mae Chaeni (70 percent), whcre the proj- 

Table 3. Index of agronomic (nonstructural) con- 
servation (mean value of C x P, by group). 

Standard 
Grour, Mean Deviation 

TALD (N = 40) 0.174 0.057 
' - : Du Tai' (N = 41) 0.171 0.053 
Mae Chaem (N = 40) 0.258 0.110 
Mae Sa (N = 54) 0.232 0.084 
Ban Pong* (N =41) 0.279 0.094 
Project (N = 134) 0.223 0.092 
'Control (N = 82) 0.225 0.094 
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Table 4. Perceived causes of soil eroslon (by percentage of cases). 
- TALD Du Tai Mae Chaem Mae Ss Ban Pong Projact Control 

.- (N = 36) (N = 37) (N = 33) (N = 47) (N = 32) (1  15) (68) 

Heavy rainfall 92 100 100 100 100 97 100 
Bare soil or 

lack of cover 25 59 58 51 34 45 47 
Steep slopes 56 57 70 51 63 59 60 

a! Soil types 22 19 24 32 34 26 27 
Farming 

methods 8 11 33 28 13 23 12 
Cutting tr6es 

and plants 25 51 70 38 47 44 49 
Other 8 0 0 0 9 2 4 

Causes 
mentioned 2.4 3.0 3.6 2.8 3.0 2.9 3.0 

Table 5. Source of soil erosion knowledge (by percentage of cases). 
How Did You Leern About Erosion? 

Direct From From TV Project Other 
Group Observation Neighbors or Radio or Government Source 
TALD 8 1 19 3 58 0 
Di Tai' 97 8 8 3 0 
Mae Chaem 100 2 1 0 6 1 3 
Mae Sa 100 10 4 39 0 

- Ban Pong' 94 19 6 3 6 

Project 94 16 3 51 1 
'Control 96 13 7 4 3 

ect has attempted to educate farmers against forest cutting and burning. 
Table 4 also shows that only a minority of farmers recognize that soil type 
or farming methods affect erosion, with highland groups having slightly 
better scores. The last two columns of table 4 show that project and con- 
trol scores were almost identica.1, indicating that knowledge of soil ero- 
sion causes was not improved substantially by project participation. 

To identify how best to disseminate information on soil erosion, farmers 
were asked: "Where did you learn about soil erosion?" (Table 5). By far 
the leading source of knowledge about erosion was direct observation: 9 
of 10 farmers reported seeing soil moving in their fields. Only one respon- 
dent in six @lined erosion information from friends and neighbors. A signifi- 
cant proportion of project participants cited project or government sources 
of eroslon information. In contrast, this proportion was nearly nil in con- 
trol groups. Radio and television provided limited erosion information in 
211 locations. 
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I t  is corl~monly proposed that farmers must expcricncc improved crop 
yields and household welfare if  they ore to adopt conservation. Perceived 
cffects are often as import;uit as real cffccts. Answers to the question "By 
how much have these soil conservation measures changed your crop yicltls'!" 
are showo in table 6. Conservation could be i~~terpreted by project. or  con- 
trol Iirmers as any technique used o n  their fields. A minority of rcsponscs 
were in the "great improvement" category. The nmjority in all other villages, 
except Ban Pong, notcd small to moderate improvements in yields. Con- 
trol farmers were more likely than project farnlcrs to perceive no improvc- 
mcnt in yield due to conservation. Nearly one-third of TALD respondents 
pcrccived declining yields from soil conservation. 

Kcasons for not using conservation measures (or other measures if con- 
scrvation was already practiced) wcre remarkably similar for project and 
control groups (Table 7). Lack of labor and money wcre notcd as the two 
greatest impediments to soil conscrvation. Large groups of respondents 
in all villages were unaware of other conservation methods, or felt that 
erosion was not serious or operates too slowly to be of concern. This sug- 
gests a large role for education in future proiects. Results from table 7 con- 
tradict claims in the conscrvation literature that land ownership is a necessary 
pre-condition for sound resource management. This reflects the continued 
availability of new lands, the security of some farmers' tenure, and the quasi- 
legal recognition of rights of swiddeners to clear and till land. 

Table 8 sumnlarizcs responses to a follow-up question: "What type of 
government or other assistance would cause you to use soil conservation 
measures on your land?" Land assistance was the primary need mentioned. 
Labor assistance was needed on 80 percent or more of highland farms, 
but on half or  less of cases in the uplands. The most commonly mentioned 
need in the uplands was for technical help or  education, or for earth-moving 
equipment. Earth-moving equipment can be viewed as the upland equivalent 
of labor assistance in the highlands. Financial assistance was mentioned 
in 85 percent of Mae Chaem cases, where farmers were paid by the p r j -  
ect to build their terraces, and mentioned much less frequently elsewhere. 
Overall, I1 percent or fewer of the respondents said that no form of assistziice 
would cause them to use conservation measures. The inter-village differences 
in perceived needs for assistsr~ce suggest !:tat projects should survey their 
prospective participants before selecting project elements for delivery. 

Conclusions from project rctsults 

The study results indicate that the three projects have significantly reduced 
soil erosion rates on their respective sites, although erosion on most fields 
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Table 6. Perceived effectiveness of conservation methods for improvlng crop 
ylelds (by percentage of cases). 

Group -- 
Amount of Yield TALD Du Tal Mae Chaern Mae So Ban Pong Projec;t Control 

Improvement (N = 4 1) (N = 37) (N = 39) (hi 49) (N = 29) (129) (66) 

A great deal 2 22 21 16 14 13 18 
Smallimoderate 

improvement 56 60 64 67 28 63 46 
No improvement 2 16 8 8 38 6 26 
Yields declined 32 3 8 8 2 1 16 11 
Yields vary - 7 0 Q 0 0 2 0 

d 
Table 7. What prevsnts use of (other) conservation measures (by percentage 

- of cases)? 

G r o u ~  * 

Reason for Not 
- Using Measures 

Lack of money 
~ a c k  of labor 
Insecure land tenure 
Can use swiddening 
Methods do not work 
Erosion is very slow 
Erosion is not serious 
Do not know methods 
Other 

Du Tai Mae Chaem Mae Sa Barr Pong Project Control 
(N-41) (N=41) (N=49)  (N=39) (91) (80) -- 

'Due to unclear insrructions to interviewers, no responses from TALD sites were 
obtained. 

Table 8. What assistance is  needed for farmers to use conservation meiriods 
(by percentage of cases)? 

- Group .- 
Types of TALD Du Tai Mae Chaern Mae Sa Ban Pong Projacr Control 

Assistance Needed (N = 4 1)  (N = 37) (N = 4 1) (N = 5 1) (N = 39) (1 33) (76) 

iabor assistance 44 51 100 82 92 76 72 
Moneylpay me to 

build them 15 38 85 43 64 47 29 
Technical help1 

education 56 68 49 43 49 49 33 
Earth-moving 

equipment 4 1 59 32 27 5 1 30 32 
Would never use 

methods 0 11 2 10 3 5 7 
Other 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 
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rcm;~ins cxccssivc. Most Ihr~ncrs I'ecl that pr(!ject-built S ~ I ' L I C ~ U ~ C S  have bcch 
:I net Genelit to their lilrms. A n~r!jor point cnlerges l'rom obscrvutiorr of 
the 13an Du Ti~i contrul lilnns: agrononlic mctlitxls alone can he very effective 
in controlling erosion. Conscientiously used mulch and cover management 
not orrly controls raindrop impact ;inti scdirnent transport but benctits soil 
structure and lkrtility us well . Indccd, soil degradation can proceed despite 
the presence of conservation structures if projects ignore agronomic con- 
servation techniques. I.lnlbrtunntcly, agronomic conservation measures de- 
mand more persistent hbor but are less visible and dramatic than are stnlc- 
turcs. They rely ilpon cxtcnsion and education, the weak links in project 
delivery, and "target achievement" is diflicult to Ineasurc. Development 
projects should emphasize agronomic mcthojs if the benefits tc: farm pro- 
cluction from expensive structures are to be realizctl and sustaincrl. Ultimate 
project success in lbstering permanent, settled fanning in swidden areas 
dcpcnrls upon ihc extent to which they generate stable soil fertility and crop 
yielcls. 

The carefill matching ol'conscrvation structures with sits characteristics 
and cropping systems has not becn cmphasizcd by the projects. Even in 
74ae Sa, whcrc sevcrrtl types of structures v;zrc used, the sole selection 
critcrio~l was slope angle. A rnajor design and construction flaw has been 
the exposure of subsoil during terrace construction on shallow soils. The 
resulting lower yields and lertility gradients understandably reduced farmers' 
;lcceptancc of conservation methods. Lack 31' lateral drainage causes storm 
runoff to overtop thc fronts of terraces. eroding risers, and shortening the 
l~scful life of the structures. This has dangerous implications in view of 
the Pact that less than one-quarter of the sample farmers diligently main- 
tain their conservation structures. This is particularly serious for projects 
in which structures and waterways serve the common needs of many farmers 
and the focus of responsibility may be diffuse. in addition, in the long term. 
projects will not achieve their objectives without placing significantly more 
enlphasis on tcaching farmers about soil erosion and conservation, acknowl- 
edging the necessity to provide labor or material assistance to participants 
and securing farmers' conlmitment to maintain fixed investments in con- 
servation. 

A!though projects were cited as important sources of erosion informa- 
tion, they still reached only half of the project participants. Farmers under- 
stand the natural causes of erosion, such as rainfall and slope, but not the 
cultural causes. If farmers understand that erosion can be reduced by chang- 
ing their farming practices, then they are more likely to accept-or 
develop-effective conservation strategies. Knowledge of erosion may be 
insufficient to initiate conservation, but it is an important element in sus- 



taining aid maintaining conservation action, ar~d it csn mduce the incidence 
of destruction of conservation structures by farmers who perceive only 
negative effccrs. 

Labor assistance is the primary form of help that farmers need in order 
,r own structures to use conservation methods. Hiring farmers to build the: 

has scveral bendits: farmers receive needed employment; they become com- 
mitted to the structures; and soils are less likely to b~e damaged than if 
heavy equipment is used. Using heavy equipment makes little environ- 
mental, economic, or social sense in : q i ~ n s  with su~rplus labor. 

The results show that even if farmers understand and implement struc- 
tr~ml conservation tilere is no assurance that their yields v;ill imprcn'e. Con- 
servation packages for extension In less developed countries m ~ ~ s t  focus 
nnt only upon reductions in soil movement but also-and even primarily- 
upon yield improvement or stabilization. These findings indicate that con- 
servationists should work more closely with agronomists and other 
production-oriented agriculturalists if sustainable agriculture on slopes is - 
to be achieved. 

Elements of project success 

The observations summarized above. detailed in the original study ( 4 ) .  
and discussed by other authors ( 3 )  point to certain elements that successful 
conservation program: havc in common. These elements relate tc collcept. 
design. implementzition. :xiintenance. and monitoring. 

Concept. Attaining effective consenation should be included and clearly 
stated among project goals. In so doing. ?:a: :-t goals should acknowledge 
 he follmfing: 

b Conservation is part of a larger 5 .  -id and -;nvironrnental fabric. and 
conservation has !ittle chance of srlcceeding unless it becames part of the 
recipient culture. Decisions to change farming methods, to apply conser- 
vation techniques. and to adopt attitudes of steuardship razher than exploita- 
tion of the land arz made by individuals in the context of' their society. 
* Projects should serve the needs of participants. A s u n q  of hie 

biophysical and social problems and opportunities of the w e t  area can 
provide the basis for understanding these needs. 

Simp!e technological packages are more likely to gain farmer accep 
tance than thosc that are complex or exhaustive. 

W Education is central to consenlation. Farmers will support conser- 
vation only if they understand the economic. environmental. and social 
consequences of their actions. 
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B- Conservation riiust bc associated with clear productivity bcncfits to 
the farmers themselves. off-site inipacts norwithsrantling. Although gov6-rn- 
nlcnt\ r4nd other off-site agencies niust play their appropriate roles, the secret 
to successful nianagernent of soil rcsourccs is t o  devise systcriis ol'soil con- 
servation with ber?efits so apparent and imnicdiare that they will be adopted 
spontaneously by krmers throughout areas of high crosion hazard. 

D P S ~ ~ I I .  TO build upon conceptually sound principles, the design of a 
successful conservation program should display the follo\ving elen~cnts: 

b Match site characteristics with conservation-effective and sustainable 
:and use>. Many conservation appn~aches have been transferred directly 
from flat lands to slopes. techniques that "in the humid tropical uplands 
are inadequate and impractical when it comes to coping with erosion prob- 
lems" (16 1. 

F Balance both social and physical aspects of conservation by incor- 
porating state-of-the-art findings from research, including l ~ c a l  research 
and experience from pilot projects and demonstrations (12, 13). 

F Ensure that farmers are aware of the causes of erosion and how to 
control it.  the reasons for conservation. and the necessity of long-term 
maintenance. 

Involve recipient farniers in identifying problems and potential solu- 
tions and in designing and ir,!plementing the project. A promising approach 
is the Australian technique of the "problem census" and "consensus 
budgeting" i i ~  which farmers help to identify farming p~.oblems and solu- 
tions with guidance from trained extension agents. When farmers help to 
develop the plan. they will understand it and become committed to it (5, 6 ) .  

Emphasize small. incremental improvements in farming systems, 
which are well-suited to conservative peasant cultures. If thc project aims 
to replace completely rather than to improve indigenous agricultural te -h- 
nology. success is rare ( 3 ) .  "The smaller the change required and the more 
dependable the return from the technology, ihe more l i ~ e l y  the change is 
to be acceptable to farmers" ( I l ) .  

D Emphasize agronomic consenation meriscres. supplemented only as 
necessary with engineering structures. Such enlphasis, combined with the 
items listed above. assures slope stability as weli as enhanced crop pro- 
ductivity. 

Impkcmentation. Many well-conceived and carefully design~d projects 
still fail during implementation. To improve the likelihood of successful 
implementation. projects should take the fol1owi1:g actions: 

Share costs with farmers or  Fdcilitate financing. Asistins farmers with 
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costs is a prudent means of securing their support and impressing upon 
them the administrators' strong commitment to conscrvation. 

b Pennit project flexibility, which will allow the project to adapt to new 
knowledge during implementation. Project managers should I~rive the 
authxity to amend piojects. Flexibility requires local control of projects. 

Deliver information efficiently through extension. Successful implc- 
mentation requires ccmmitted extension agents who win the respect and 
coopelation of the farmers. In Thailand, extension agents ir! the past came 
from urban b;rckgrour.ds and had limited skills in extension. It was not 
unusual for farmers' knowledge of traditional food a id  cash crops to ex- 
ceed that of the agents (5 ) ,  so their advice was rarely taken seriously (9). 
The Mae Sa project in 1979 resorted to training village clites to extend con- 
servation farming techniques because of a lack of qualiried extension per- 
sonnel (15). 

Try to reach poor farmers as well as "safe" farmers. To focus on 
safe farmers or the most productive lands because they are most likely to 
succeed will often increase rather than diminish gap!: in productivity ar.d 
income in poor villages (I). 

Maintenartce. Conservation methods sustain their effectiveness only if 
maintained and supported in the long term by recipient farmers. This might 
be secured through encouragement, education, and contractual agreements 
(as a condition of receiving project assistance), or through payment or project 
action. 

Monitoring. Few agricultuml assistance projects with conservation com- 
poiients actually quantify the performance of their activities. More com- 
monly, projects assume that the conservation methods they implement will 
reduce erosion and improve yields; this is a deficient means of evaluating 
project success. Project:, should: 

b Carefully monitor and rccord the progress of the project. 
Monitor the effects of conservation activities on crop yields, soil fer- 

tility, runoff, and erosion. Results of this monitoring can be used to im- 
prove future projects or to correct weakr~esses in existing projects. 

Correct harmful design c r  construction flaws in conservation struc- 
tures and transmit improved agronomic advice to participating farmers. 
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Assessirig economic benefits 
of soil conservation: Indonesia's 

u ~ l a n d  mode! farm prooram 
Harold C. Cochrane and Paui C. Huszar 

Intensive cultivation of steep slopes in the upland regions of Java results 
in high rates of soil erosion. This erosion poses a serious threat to the con- 
tinued productivity of the upland regions. Moreover. eroded soil contributes 
to the siltation of downstrean] irrigat~on systems, which reduces their pro- 
ductive iife, and :o the siltation of riverbeds, which exacerbates the flooding 
threat. To address these problems, the Indonesian govcrnment forn~ally 
began an uplands conservation program in 1976. This paper evaluates one 
component of this conservation program, the model farm program of the 
Citanduy I1 Project. 

While the major goal of the Citanduy I1 Project is to reduce soil ero- 
slon. the project's planners realized that in order to induce farmers to par- 
ticpate in the model farm pragmm more direct benefits to the farmers were 
fiecessary. Therefore, the project was started in 1981 with the multiple goals 
of reducing erosion and increasing farmer incomes and employment. 

The program, a five-year effort, involved establishment of 48 model farm 
units and impact areas. The mode; farm units and impact areas are located 
in the villages of Mekarsari and Cibahayu in West Java and the village of 
Sadabumi in Central Java; all are within the Citanduy watershed. 

The model farm program consists of introducing a package of upland 
agricultural technologies. The package includes construction of bench ter- 
races and use of new cropping patterns, seed varieties, and inputs of chemical 
fertilizers and insecticides on land with slopes up to 45 percent. Land with - 

slopes of more than 45 percent get an agroforestry package. Subsidies and 
credit are provided for the conJtruction of bench terraces and the purchase 
of new inputs. 

Initially, a model farm is established. Recause a farmer's land is typically 
fragmented into a number of relatively small parcels of less than 1 hectare 
each and because an area of approximately 10 hectares is needed to make 
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bench terracing feasible, selection of the model farm site depends upon 
the cooperatioil of a number of farmers on 10 hectares of contiguous land. 
Moreover, iniplementors of the project seek sites with the worst erosion 
conditions in order to provide the most draniatic demonstration of the pro- 
gram's benefits a ~ d ,  presunlably, produce the greatest soil conservation 
benefits. 

After the model famm is established, extension agents try to persuade 
groups of nearby farmers, in what are called the impact areas, to adopt 
the model farm package. The extension activity focuses on those land areas 
with the worst erosion problems. The farmers adopting the model farm 
package also get some input subsidies for threc years and financial credit 
for their activities. 

Nature and significance of benefits 

Data previously collected by the Unit Studi Dan Evalusai Sosial Ekononli 
for 65 farms in each of the three villages of Mekarsari, Sadabumi, and 
Cibahayu were used to analyze the nature and significance of econornic 
benefits of the model farm program. The data were collected two to three 
years after iillplementation of the project and represent the results of per- 
sonal interviews with farmers on the performance of their farms before 
and after the project. 

While the data were collected for the purpose of evaluating the project, 
no apparent evaluation plan was formulated. As a result, only a relatively 
small portion of the collected dsta proved useful for an economic evalua- 
tion. Moreover, iniportant economic variables were not directly measured 
and must be inferred from the data. Finally, no data useful for assessing 
the effects of the project on soil erosion were collectcd. However, data exist 
for evaluating the benefits of the project in terms of incomes and employ- 
ment. 

'hble I summarizes the descriptive analysis of land and labor produc- 
tivity and the use of labor before and after the introduction of the model 
farm program. Table: 2 summarizes the analysis of the statistical significance 
of the changcs in the before and after values shown in table 1. Pecuniary 
va1ue.s are measured in terms of Indonesian rupiah. For gurposes of com- 
parison, the current exchange rate is approximately Rp 1,640 = US $1. 

Value of production. Table I indicates that the total value of production 
per hectare (rupiahlhectare), before adjusting for inflation, for both the 
niodel farm area and the impact area increased after terracing for the en- 
tire area and within each village. These changes are statistically signifi- 



Table 1. Annual land and labor ~roductivitv and labor use. Citandu~ II Proiect, Java. 
Model Farms Impact Area Farms Nonadopter Farms 

Before Affer Before Affer Before 

Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Din % Chg Mean Std Dev Mean Sld Dev Difi 010 Chg Mean Std Dev 

Mekarsari 
Total value per hectare' 300.882 103.969 1,119.015 498.498 818.133 272 234.357 423.554 933.391 1,170,133 699,034 298 799,076 1.61 1,050 
Labor uset 1.418 974 2,619 867 1.201 85 1,204 1.701 2,147 2.115 943 78 799 591 
Labor picductivity$ 284 155 461 231 177 63 274 226 520 403 246 9-73 924 

Sadabumi 
Total value per hectare' 251,339 155.459 403,182 385.768 151.842 60 158.247 102.148 21 7.770 183.773 59,523 38 173.788 152,313 
Labor Uset 1.024 508 3.070 2.501 2,045 200 1,196 720 1,571 820 375 31 1.132 760 
Labor Productivity* 299 260 131 127 -1E9 -56 180 200 172 194 - 8  -4  325 583 

Cibahayu 
Total value per hectare' 161.595 97.413 424.429 146.019 262,833 163 174,655 154,165 430,537 215,751 263,882 151 517,989 781,546 
Labor uset 1,553 837 2,589 791 1.037 67 2.056 1.153 3.228 1.622 1.170 57 1.950 1.474 
Labor productivity* 232 435 180 89 -52 -22 93 66 160 96 67 72 229 193 

Total 
Tctal value per hectare' 232,066 129,732 631.610 478,314 399,544 172 190,086 270,395 539,504 766.876 349.418 184 496,951 1,044,889 
Labor uset 1,349 801 2,746 1.495 1.398 104 1.497 1.308 2,334 1.740 837 55 1,302 1.104 
Labor produclivity* 2669 307 251 207 -17 - 6  180 190 279 306 99 55 492 695 

'Rupiah per heclare. 
tHour per hectare. 
%Rupiah per hour. 



Table 2. Calculated T values, degrees of freedom, and hypothesis test (.01 level) of equal before and after means. 
Calculated Degrees Reject Calcul~ited Degrees Reject 
T Values of Freedom Hypothesis T Values of Freedom Hypothesis 

Mekarsari 
Total .ralue per hectare* 4.71 1 7 Yes 5.435 36 Yes 
Labor uset 3.615 7 Yes 7.506 32 Yes 
Labor productivity* 2.649 7 No 3.294 31 Yes 

Sadabumi 
Total value per hectare' 1.314 7 No 1.921 33 No 
Labor uset 2.316 7 No 2.341 32 I 
Labor productivity* 1.769 7 No 0.252 32 No n No > 

Cibahayu 0, 
9 35 

0 
Total value per hectare' 5.01 1 Yes 9.474 
Labor use7 3.830 9 Yes 5.494 34 

Yes 9 
Yes 

Labor productivity* 0.351 9 No 5.381 34 Yes 8 
Total I 

n 
Total value per hectare' 4.667 25 Yes 6.606 106 Yes > 
Labor uset 4.547 25 Yes 8.047 100 Yes rn 
Labor productivity+ 0.243 25 No 3.537 99 Yes a 3 

m 

'Rupiah per hectare. 
tHour per hectare. 

9 
C 

+Rupiah per hour. r 
0 
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Figure 1. Land productivity, Citanduy project. 

cant at the .O1 level for all cases. except for the village of Sadabumi (Table 
2). On average, the increased nominal value of annual output per hectare 
was 399,544 rupiahlhectare (172 percent) in the model farm areas and 
349,418 rupiahlhectare (184 percent) in the impact areas (Figure 1).  

On average. the group identified in the data as nonadopters of the model 
farm package h ~ d  returns per hectare that were not significantly different 
from the returns on the model farm or the impact farms after adoption 
of the model farm package (Table 1). The nonadopters appear to be eco- 
nomically rational because they would not have gained by adoption. 

This, however, is a spurious result because the "nonadopter" label in 
the data set turns out to mean farmers who did not accept subsidies, thou;h 
they may adopt part or all of the model farm technology. Why they did 
not accept subsidies is not clear, though it may have been due to an aver- 
sion to government interference in their business or because they were not 
eligible for the subsidy prcgram. But direct observation of the model farm 
areas indicates that many farmers in this group used the model farm 
technology in whole or part. 

A better term for "nonadopters" is probably "nonparticipants." The fact 
that these nonparticipants had returns comparable to those of the participants 
in the program indicates that subsidies may not be necessary or at least 
were inefficient in the model farm program. 
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Labor rrse. Annual labor use per hcct-ire (hcurslhectare) increased after 
terracing on both the rnodel t r m  areas and the inlpact areas (Table I ) .  
On avtmge. model farm use of labor incrt,iised 1,398 hours per hectare 
(104 percent) and impact area labor use increased by 837 hours per hcc- 
[:!re (56 percent). Changes in labor use were significant at the .O1 level 
for all cases except in the village of Sadabumi. where the change was not 
statistically significant (Table 2). The model film1 areas used 2.1 times as 
much labor per hectare and the impact areas used 1.8 times as much labor 
per hectare as the nonadopters. The largest statistically significant increasc 
in labor use was in Mekarsari. which had an 85 percent increase on the 
model farms and a 78 percent incrciise on the impact area farms. Labor 
use by nonadopters was significantly lower than by adopters of the rnodel 
farm program. Figure 2 sumniarizcs the results for the entire project. 

Lahorproductisity. Changes in labor productivity (rupiahlhour) on the 
nlodel farms were not statistically significant, while changes on the im- 
pact fitrnms wele statistically significant for !he project as a whole and within 
the villages of Mekarsari and Cibahayu (Table 2). The largest increase in 
impact farm labor productivity occurred in Mekarsari. On the average, for 
all of the villages. labor productivity did not change signifi~antly on the 
~qodel farms, but increased 99 rupiah per hectare (55 percent) on the im- 
pact area farms. These results are summarized in figure 3. 

Figure 3 also shows. however. that labor productivity for the nonadopters 
was, on average, 492 rupiah per hour or  1.8 times greater than for !he 
adopters in the inlpact areas. That is, labor apparently was used more effi- 
ciently on the nonadopter farms. The reason for this difference is not clear. 
though the possibility exists that the subsidies in the model farm program 
reduced the effective wage rate of labor and resuited in labor with a declining 
n~arginal product and, thus, averagc product to be employed. 

Adjusti~zg for inflation. Reliable price indices do not exist in Indonesia 
and, for that matter. in most developing countries. The standard procedure 
for deflating pecuniary values of agricultural inputs and outputs in Indonesia 
and other developing countries where rice represents the major crop is to 
convert these values into rice equivalents. That is, pecuniary values are 
converted into the amount of rice that they could purchase. Using the price 
of rice to deflate pecuniary values. however, assumes that all commodity 
priccs niove together, which may not be the cilse. 

Data for the model farm program do not contain prices, but prices can 
be inferred from the data on the value and quiuitity of production. Over 
the period examined, rice prices increased 19 percent, but corn prices fell 
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Figure 2. Labor use, Citanduy project. 
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Figure 3. Labor productivity, Citanduy project. 
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41 percent. cassava prices increased 4 percent. peanut prices decreased 
11 percent. coconut prices increased 60 percent. coffee prices increased 
152 percent. and the prices of remaining crops fell 9 percent. 

I f  the "before" prices are used to dctlate the "after" value of produc- 
tion, then the effect is to deflate "after" values by approxin~ately 11 per- 
cent. That is. real production increased 336.952 rupiah per hectare per 
year (145 percent) on model farrns and 295.954 rupiah per hectare per year 
(156 percent) on the impact area farms, an avenge increase of 316.453 rupiah 
per hectare per year (150 percent). 

On the other hand. m e  of rice equivalerlts would effectively deflate the 
"after" values by 19 percent. In terms of rice equivalents, the increase in 
production would be calculated as 298,699 rupiah per hectare per year (129 
percent) on model farrns and 263.279 rupiah per hectare per year (138 per- 
cent) on the impact area farms. an average increase of 280.989 rupiah per 
hectare per year (133 percent). Use of rice equivalents thus underestiniates 
the impact of the model farm program by an average of 35.464 rupiah per 
hectare per year (11 percent). 

Using a 12 percent discount rate over 15 years, the present value of the 
properly deflated 316,453 rupiah pcr hectare pcr year of production benefits 
is 2.155.361 rupiah per hectare. While program costs have not been corn- 
puted. it seems likely that they are less than the present value of these pro- 
duction benefits alone. Additional eniploynlent and reduced erosion benefits 
resulting from the project simply increase the benefittcost ritio of the project. 

Finally. we have pcsented pecuniary values in both nominal and real 
terms because of uncertainty regarding whether or  not the inferred prices 
reflect actual prices or  prices implicit in the survey of farmers. Surveyors 
may have assumer4 price levels to convert "value of production" responses 
to measures of "quantity of production," and the statistical inferences here 
merely uncover these assumed prices. Until this issue is resolved. we feel 
it is best to deal with both nominal and real values. 

Causes of changes 

Production per hectare (rupiah/hectare), employment (hourlhectare). and 
labor productivity (rupiahlhour) all increased as a function of the model 
farm prograrn. The model farm package consists of terracing, changing 
cropping patterns, and new input mixes. The following analysis attempts 
to determirle the contribution of each part (?i' the model farm package to 
the observed increase in land productivity. In particular. the analysis isolates 
the contribution of terracing from the other changes. 

The methodology employed was shaped to a large extent by the data 
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available. It  would have been ideal if productior~ functions could have bcen 
estimated fhr the intlividual crops and a niodel ccnstructed to optim~ze the 
mix of labor, cheniicals. seeds, and land prior to and after adoption of thc: 
niodel farni packsge. The data available, however, provided only the value 
of prc)duction by sam@ plot, hours of labor employed, and value of pur- 
chased inputs. At best, before and after revenuc functions could be estimated 
from this information. Given these limitations, the optimum mix of chemical 
and labor inputs were computed before and after the program. - 

Estitnation of tlle valrte jitnctiotrs. A Cobb-Douglas foi-m of value h n c -  
tion -;ras used to estimate the value functions as follow.,: 

VALUE = exp(C) L"' IN:'? [I] 

where VALUE is the value of production in rupiah per hectare. C is the 
constant from the regression equation. al is the coefticient attached to labor, 
a 2  is the coefficient attached to the other inputs, I N  is the other inputs 
measured in rclpiah per hectare, and L is labor hours divided by hectar-. 

The value of production, labor inputs, and chemical inputs were divided 
by plot area. This implies constant returns to scale for all three inputs, 
a restriction we were willing to tolerate because the sample plot areas proved 
to be less than a hectare in almost all instances. Generalizing from these 
data in order to extrapolate to larger farms was considered too risky. 

Ordinary least square regressions were 7erformed on the log transfor- 
mations of value, labor, and chemical inputs for both before and after the 
program. The resulting two revenue functions were used to determine the 
optimal combination of inputs and outputs, before and after implementing 
the program. The difference in output value, given an economically effi- 
cient mix of labor and chemical inputs, should provide a consistent measure 
of the impact of the model farm program. This strdlegy is superior to siniply 
comparing the before and after yields per hectare because it allows pro- 
ductivity changes to be disaggregated between the different components 
of the model farm package. 

Detenninit~g efficicttt levels of inputs. The first derivatives of equation 
1 with respect to L and IN provide the basis for determining how each 
additional labor hour per hectare or  rupiah of chemical input per hectare 
influenced the value of production. The value of the marginal product of 
labor is calculated as: 

VMP, = a 1 exp(C) L(" ' - I  ) IN" ' [21 

The value of the maeinal product of chemical inputs is calculated as: 
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VMP,, = a 2  exp(C) L." IN(;'?-" [3] 

The optinlunl combination of these ingredielits is the one that equates 
thcse marginal values to the resource costs. 

Wages for female and nlale workers were inferred from the available d a h  
by regressing the hired wage bill against the hired worker hours. The 
resulting wage rates and the fact the marginal resource cost of chemical 
inputs was I rupiah were used to solve equations 2 and 3 for thc optimal 
mix of inputs. These were then used in conjunction with equation I to deter- 
mine the opti~nunm revenue for the average farni. 

One problenm inherent in this approach is the nlarginal resource cost to 
charge for family labor. Men, women, and children all have different chores 
that arc likcly to differ from those assigned to off-farm labor. The wage 
bills included in the availabll: data provide infornmation only about payments 
to off-farm help. I t  is questionable whether these rates should be applied 
to fanlily members. No doubt the shadow price of on-farm labor should 
be tied to what one could earn off the farni. But in the absence of any 
better information, we assumed that this shadow price was equivalent to 
that which a hired female worker would earn. It  was thought that the wages 
of hired males would reflect heavy work that might not confomi to the activ- 
ities of the farm family. 

The private benefits received by both the farm families and hired labor 
were conmputed by multiplying the optimal labor hours on and off farm 
by the marginal wage rate. Rents to the landowner were derived by com- 
puting the value of production, via equation 1, and subtracting the wage 
bill and purchased inputs. We assumed that subsidies were not necessary 
and that farmers could pay for fertilizers. seeds, and chemicals. The benefits 
received by the landowners were, therefore, understated by the amount of 
the subsidy. In structuring the problem this way we were able to determine 
whether adopting the model h r m  package was worthwhile even without 
subsidies. 

Optirnurn artd actual input mix for allplots. Prior to adopting the model 
farm package, farmers employed labor up to the point where the value of 
an additional hour was 37.5 rupiahs. This implies significant over-employ- 
ment of labor because the cost of an additional hired female and male worker 
was estimated to be 79 and 206 rupiahs, respectively. Assuming tho: the 
weightcd average marginal cost of labor prior to adoption was 100 rupiahs 
per hour, then 286 labor hours per hectare would produce an economically 
efficient solution. This is admittedly a small number, and we know that, 
on average, farmers actually employed approximately 1,178 hours per hec- 
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tare. The reason for this discrepancy between what is considered econom- 
ically optimal and actual practice may lie in the shadow price attached to 
family labor; 100 rupiahs per hour is likely too high. It is likely that signifi- 
cant underemployment or unemployment exists, thereby decreasing oppor- 
tunity costs. 

It also appears that prior to implementation of the model farm package 
:he value received from the application of chemical inputs was only 25 
percent of their cost, with the subsidy. The efficient level of applicatio~ 
is only 4,900 rupiahs per hectare. One can only speculate as to why this 
might be the case. Additional analyses reported below provide at least a 
partial explanation. 

After adoption of the model farm package. the situation seems to have 
improved significantly. Farmers achieved close to an optimum input com- 
bination after adoption of the package. According to the estimated value 
function, the optimum inpu? mix is 1,450 labor hours per hectare and 51,000 
rupiahs of chemical inputs per hectare. The average farmer actually 
employed 1,774 labor hours per hectare and 57,400 rupiahs of chemical 
inputs per hectare. This is somewhat surprising because chemical inputs 
were subsidized and, normally, one would expect them to be overutilized. 
Perhaps the program limited the subsidies to a level that either by accident 
or by design produced an economically efficient solution. 

Value of terracing. Given the efficient mixes of labor and chemical in- 
puts, it is possible to compute the "best practice" solutions before and after 
terracing; the difference in the value of pmduction represents the contribution 
of terracing. Terracing boosts on-farm income by 79,983 rupiahs per hec- 
tare per year. The present worth of this gain, using a 12 percent discount 
rate over 15 years, is 544,880 rupiahs per hectare. 

While we do not have data on the cost of terracing, researchers in Indo- 
nesia have estimated that the cost of terracing is approximately 330,000 
to 395,000 rupiahs per hectare. If this cost figure is accurate, then terrac- 
ing alone has a net present value of 49,880 to 214,880 nlpiahs per hectare. 
That is, subsidies fo: terracing do not appear necessary, though credit may 
be an important factor. 

Otlier benefits. The magnitude of the potential gains attributabie to ter- 
racing caused us to wonder whether the practice was enhancing the pro- 
ductivity of farm inputs, given the same cropping patterns, or  whether it 
facilitated a change in the mix of outputs. By regressing physical produc- 
tion against farm revenue, we were able to obtain the price of each crop 
before and after the technology's introduction. Applying these estimated 
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prices to the levels of production reported provided a breakdown of farm 
income by crop. Figure 4 reveals that terraci~g significantly altered the 
source of incomes. It induced farmers to shift from low-valued crops, such 
as cassava, to :hose that earn three to five times more per kilogram, par- 
ticularly rice, peanuts, and coconuts. 

Conclusions and lessons learned 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis: 
The nominal value of output within the model farm and impact arcas 

increased by an average of 374,480 rupiahs per hectare per year. Eleven 
percent of this increase may have been due to inflation, so the deflated 
value of the increased output was 316,453 rupiahs per hectare per year. 
Using a discount rate of 12 percent over 15 years, the present value of the 
deflated value of increased production is 2,155,361 rupiahs per hectare. While 
costs of the program have not been computed, it seems likely that the przs- 
ent value of production benefits exceeds these costs, without coasidering 
the employmer~t and erosion control benefits of the project. 

Labor inputs within the model farm and impact areas increased an 
average of 1,117 hours per hectare, and labor productivity increased an 
average of 45 rupiahs per hour. On the other hand, nonadopters used less 
labor per hectare and obtained a higher return per hour of labor used. The 
differences in labor use and returns to labor between the adopters and 
nonadopters may have been caused by subsidies. 

b The actual farming input mix of labor and fertilizer went from being 
suboptimal before the model farm program to nearly optimal with the 
program. 

B- Terracing alone contributed arr average of 80,000 rupiahs per hectare 
per year to the value of output. Discounting at 12 percent over 15 years 
yielded a present value of terracing equal to 544,880 rupiahs per hectare. 
Terracing likely costs between 330,000 and 495,000 rupiahs per hectare, 
so terracing alone has a net present value of 49,880 to 214,880 rupiahs per 
hectare. Erosion control benefits of terracing would increase this value. 

Increased returns from the program were largely associated with 
changing cropping patterns. Cassava production fell from 42.4 percent to 
12.4 percent of the average value per plot, while rice production increased - 
from 7.1 percent to 26.8 percent, and peanut production rose from 3.4 per- 
cent to 17.8 percent. Because cassava production is generally thought to 
contribute to soil erosion, the reduced production of cassava is expected 
to reduce erosion. 

Lessons learned from the evaluation process include the following: 
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b Data collection should be guided by the evaluatio)n to be conducted, 
rather than the other way around. While a relatively larse data set had been 
gathered for the model fhrrn program, most of the data were of little value 
for assessing the economic benefits of the program. The data collection 
effort could have been streamlined and the evaluation enhanced if well- 

(a) BEFORE TERRACING 

CORN (4.3%) 

CASSAVA (42.433 
COFFEE (2.5%) 

COCONUT (13.8% 

RICE (7.1%) 

(b) AFTER TERRACING 

CASSAVA (12.4%) 

COCONUT (26.4%) 

RICE (26.8%) 

PEANUT (17.8XI 

Figure 4. Source of farm income. 
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defined hypotheses had been posited first and then data collected to test 
these hypotheses. 

b Planning for implemeli'Jition of the project should include planning 
for the eventual evaluation of the project. Data collected after implemen- 
tation of the project measuring farm performance before the project is subject 
to greater error than data collected prior to implementation. Lack of baseline 
soil erosion data makes it virtually impossible to assess the soil conserva- 
tion benefits of the project. 

b Deflating pecuniary values using rice equivalents is likely erroneous 
in a mixed crop economy. Using rice equivalents assumes all price5 move 
in the same direction and at the same rate as rice prices; this is likely not 
the case. Use of rice equivalents in this study woul(1 have implied an infla- 
tion rate of 19 percent, when, in fact, that rate appears to have been closer 
to 11 percent. 



Institutional constraints 
soil conserwation 
on s t e e ~  lands 

Stephen B. Lovejoy and Ted L. Napier 

Soil erosion is a problem that exists to some degree in every society in 
the world (8, 9, 10). Some soil erosion should be expected because it is 
a natural process in the environment. This naturally occurriiig soil loss 
is seldom perceived as problematic. However, soil loss generated by the 
use of inappropriate agricultural practices on erosion-prone land is of con- 
siderable concern because the extent of soil loss is often extremely high 
and unnecessary. Such large soil losses frequently create many problems 
for land operators as well as for people living in river basin areas down- 
stream. 

Soil erosion is generally more severe where farmers are forced by popula- 
tion pressures to farm steep slopes, such as, in the Caribbean (1, 2), Europe 
( 3 ) ,  and Indonesia (19). Farming on steep slopes often results in loss of 
sgricultural productivity, sedimentation of river basins and delta regions, 
and degradation of the physical beauty of land and water resources (1, 4, 
6, 14, 16, 17). In some societies the long-term viability of agricultural pro- 
duction is threatened by soil erosion because irreparable damage to land 
resources will occur. Reduction of the erosion problem requires action, 
but the development of relevant conservation programs requires better knowl- 
edge of the factors that prevent the use of conservation practices by land 
operators. 

Some social science research has been conducted on the factors affect- 
ing the adoption of soil erosion control practices outside of the United States, 
and several scholars have suggested that sociological variables are impor- 
tant in determining the success and failure of many soil erosion control 
programs (1, 2, 5, 9, 18, 19). Among the issues noted are the fol!owing: 
(1) lack of relevance of the technologically intensive conservation practices 
being introduced, (2) lack of economic resources by local farmers to adopt 
technologically intensive soil conservation practices, (3)  la^^ of knowledge 
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relative to how technologically intensive practices arc: maintained and 
repaired, (4) inconsi~tencies in terms of national development goals and 
continuance of soil conservation efforts, and (5) an inability on the part 
of conservation agencies to convince farmers there is an erosion problem 
that should be reduced. 

Soil erosion as a social problem 

Predictirhg the adoption of soil erosion control practices is difficult, 
especially in less developed societies. Clearly, erosion will not be eliminated 
by technological solutions alone when the cause involves inappropriate pro- 
duction practices employed by land operators. Production techniques have 
been devised for reducing soil erosion even on steep lands, but many of 
these techniques are not being used by farmers. Many farmers elect not 
to adopt erosion control practices because they are unwilling or unable to 
adopt the necessary techniques. Lack of motivation is one of the most signifi- 
cant barriers to the implementation of soil conservation programs. 111 other 
words, part of the world's soil erosion problem is associated with institu- 
tional and individual barriers to adoption of soil erosion control practices. 
Soil erosion is as much a social problem as it is a technological problem (12). 

Conservation policies and programs are strongly affected by national 
policies in the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors. Conservation is 
greatly influenced by the arrangements and relationships among various 
ministries and agencies that have vested interests in agriculture and con- 
servation. Some of thesc institutional constraints may block producers from 
using conservation practices. In fact, national policies to increase food and 
fiber production can accelerate soil erosio~: as farmers increase production. 

If the conservation goal is to protect soil resources, initiators of conser- 
vation programs and policies must learn to operate within structural con- 
straints. It is unlikely that all national goals will be consistent with soil 
conservation objectives. Eniphasis will shifi from time to time. Conserva- 
tion may periodically surface as an important issue. At other times it will 
be relegated to a lesser role behind issues of full employment, economic 
development, national security, and international trade. 

Conservation policies and programs designed for steep iands must take 
into account a vast array of institutional and social factors. Future programs 
that hope to be successful must address the following social and institu- 
tional constraints: 

Macmeconornic and nracmsocial cotrstmi~tts. Conservation policies and 
programs must be implemented within the context of macroeconomic and 
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macrosocial constraints. Such constraints as high interest rates, low com- 
modity prices, exports, taxes, employment and food policies, trends in crop 
specialization, technalogical intensification, peculiarities of agricultural pro- 
duction, and structural characteristics of society often serve to block or 
hinc'nr producers from using conservation practices. These macroeconomic 
factors affect ovsrall levels of conservation as well as individual decisions 
about land use and conservation. Some suggest that these variables are niore 
important than agricultural and conservation policies (13). In addition, farm 
programs, such as commodity supports, subsidized credit, cheap food poli- 
cies, and export promotion, may be inconsistent with conservation goals. 

There is a definite need to strive for consistency among and betwen 
conservation, water quality, international trade policies, and other agri- 
cultural programs. However, while macroeconomic variables are impor- 
tan1 in terms of affecting individual decision-makers, they are largely beyond 
the control of environmental policymakers and certainly beyond the con- 
trol of individual land operators. 

Conservatioi~ programs have attempted to negate the influence of struc- 
tural constraints by trying to ignore them or by direct confrontation. In 
general, such constraints cannot be ignored, and attempts to bring about 
confrontation have frequently resulted in a loss for conservation. If the ob- 
jective is to protect soil resources, then it must be recognized that pro- 
grams will have to operate within structural constraints and remain flex- 
ible as priorities and issues change. W'nat worked well in the past may 
not be appropriate in the present and in the future (14). While macro- 
economic and macrostructurzl factors may constrain the conservation op- 
tions available for consideration by the individual producer, there are usually 
conservation alternatives within the constrained set of behaviors remaining. 

It should be observed, however, that the dominant rhrust of development 
efforts to promote structural change in the agricultural sector of less de- 
veloped countries has been in the direction of enterprise and regional spe- 
cialization, separation of crop and livestock production, and intensifica- 
tion of production. The result has been a long-term trend toward row crop 
and small grain monocultures, reduced use of crop rotations, specializa- 
tion of production, and intensification of food and fiber production based 
on purchased petrochemical inputs. Such a development model may in- 
crease soil erosion potentials and will likely enhance the probability that 
the agricultural sector will treat soil erosion as an externality of produc- 
tion that can be exported with immunity. 

Coordination of coriservation effoorts. Mechanisms must be established 
to more effectively coordinate the multitude of agricultural programs with 
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conservation efforts. There are a bewildering array of agricultuxl develop- 
ment and environmental protection ideas and processes that have direct 
or  indirect linkages with soil conservation activ~!ies. Among the niost note- 
worthy are aquaculture, agroforestry, fertility maintenance, agricultural 
nioderniz;ltion, forest products development, and ilesertification. 

Cooperation among these programs must be significantly enhanced. 
Coopera~ive efforts can be more effective because limited hunian and 
economic resources can be pooled for greater impact. Sociopolitical alliances 
would also serve to give conservationists greater influence in the deter- 
mination of macro-level policies and the goals to be emphasized. 

Interagency cooperntior; is difficult to accomplish when multiple groups 
are involved. Methods must be devised to ensure cooperation and com- 
munication among the various agencies. Incentives must be created to cn- 
sure that cooperation will be rewarded. Greater cooperation should result 
in increased efficiency and more effective program implementation for all 
parties involved. 

I~tfonnatiort types ar~ddisserninatioa. The types of information provided 
to client groups and the methods used to disseminate the information must 
be carefully examined. The important point is that program planners and 
developers must adopt an approach that concentrates on "selling" soil con- 
servation. It must be recognized that the goal is to alter behavior, not just 
change perceptions and attitudes. 

Fclrmers must be shown how resolution of soil erosion problems on their 
land will benefit them directly c r  indirectly. Farmers are not going to in- 
vest limited economic resources on conservation practices to solve ero- 
sion problenis if the impacts are perceived to be inconsequential in the 
long run. 

Some clients will. need precise economic models that specify the profit 
impacts of alternative production packages. Others will need more general 
information that they can use in their decision-making process without 
sophisticated compuier modeling. Some will need worksheets to assist them 
in their decision-making, while others will require more extensive infor- 
mation so they can do the analysis themselves. Some client groups will 
require personal contact because they will not be able to read printed ma- 
terials. Such people may require basic awareness ir,formation because they 
may know little about the cause-and-effect relationship between soil loss 
and reduction in soil fertility. 

There are at least three strategies for promoting change in human behavior. 
These are as follows: 

The empirical or  rational strategy, which is based on the assumption 



that human beings are rational and will alter attitudes and behavior when 
it is demonstrated that change is in their best interest. 

b The normative or educational approach, which rests on the assump- 
tion that human behavior is supported by a complex system of social and 
community norms. 

The power or coercive approach, which involves the use of force to 
secure target group compliance with a predetermined behavioral objective. 

Evidence to date suggests that the provision of information to farmers, 
the generation of positive attitudes toward conservation practices, and the 
development of beliefs that farmers are stewards of the land are necessary 
but not sufficient conditions to bring about the adoption of soil erosion 
control practices. Awareness programs, by themselves, will prove ineffec- 
tive in motivating farmers to adopt erosion control practices (12, 14, 15). 

Many farmers are forced by economic and market constraints to place 
high priority on short-run productivity and efficiency criteria when mak- 
ing farm management decisions. Environmental concerns and the desire 
to protect soil resources are frequently given a lower priority. As many 
have said, the long run can only be considered if one is around to enjoy it. 

Sptpcific objectives in policies andprogmms. In the course of develop- 
ing soil conservation policies and programs, consideration must be given 
to several factors that will determine the objectives of the efforts under- 
taken. Some of the issues that must be addressed are as follows: Who are 
the clients? Why is there a need for conservation programs and policies? 
Who are the conservation efforts designed to protect? Are conservation 
programs protecting farmers from themselves in terms of long-term pro- 
ductivity losses? Are conservation efforts designed to protect consumers 
from future food shortages? Are they protecting nonfarm users of water 
from a degraded resource? Are they protecting other governmental units 
from sediment damage to reservoirs and roadside ditches? 

Answers to these questions will assist conservatio:~ professionals in devis- 
ing programs and will influence the extent to which program implementers 
can use concepts, such as targeting, microtargeting, purchase of produc- 
tion rights, cross-compliance, mandatory controls, and other mechanisms, 
to address the problems. These decisions must be made prior to the develop- 
ment of strategies to address identified problems. If the goals of conserva- 
tion efforts are not specified, the policies and programs produced will prob- 
ably bear little resemblance to their objectives. 

Action option analysis. Institutional and technological options developed 
using the first four criteria must be carefully analyzed to determine which 
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individuals and groups will benetit, which will lose, and the net social benefit 
for various groups in the society. The analysis to accori~plish this objec- 
tive should be broad-based, and i t  must be conducted in the context of 
nunierous types of costs and benefits. In the course of the analysis, some 
attention should be focused on the issue of altering existing systems of prop- 
erty rights and the implications that tlow froni modifications of existing 
rules of ownership. Hopefully, the outcome of this process will be conser- 
vation policies and programs that will be more equitable for most client 
groups affected by thc conservatior~ effi~rts. 

Relevattce of pmgrorrr to sittmtiort of potential adopters. The implemen- 
tation of conservation policies must be done in the context of relevance 
to the social, political, and economic situation of client groups. The choice 
of implementation strategies is important in every society of the world. 
but i t  is extremely important in  developing countries. The creation of con- 
servation programs that cannot be effectively implemented due to struc- 
tural barriers is an exercise in futility. For example, conservation programs 
designed to introduce technology-intensive practices among poor farmers 
will probably fail in nearly every society of the world. Such practices are 
certainly doomed in poverty-ravished countries. Poor farmers sinlply do 
not have the necessary economic resources to implement and ~naintain such 
technological solutions. 

A large proportion of farmers in  less developed societies are subsistence 
hrniers. They have few economic resources to purchase the basic necessities 
of life. They cannot afford the luxury of protecting soil resources because 
their families may die of starvation if the conservation efforts do not pro- 
duce significant increases in productivity. 

Conclusions 

Among the important conclusions to be drawn from this discussion are 
the following: 

Existing social science research is inadequate to develop comprehen- 
sive soil erosion control programs in iess developed societies of the world. 
Considerable social science research focused on the adoption of soil ero- 
sion control pactices is needed before comprehensive conservation policies 
are created and implemented. 

Institi~tional barriers to adoption are operative in every society of the 
world. Policies established without consideration of these barriers are prob- 
ably doomed to failure. 

The transfer of technical solutions without modificatior~ from highly 



developed societies to less developed societies is questionable. While it 
is important to exchange information iibout adoption of soil erosion con- 
trol practices among societies, strategies for introducing change must be 
relevant to the client group's situation. 

Soil conservati~n programs and policies must be reviewed continually 
and modified to remain relevant to existing situations. What is appropriate 
now may not be appropriate in the future. 
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Conservation lpractices 
and runoff water disposal 

N. W. Hudson 

Most conventional theory on soil conservation methods started in thc 
United States, under circunistances very different frorn the rest of the world 
suffering from soil erosion. So we had. froni the beginning, concepts like 
those expressed by Q. C. Ayes (2). "The first step in any rational solution 
is to restrict opcn cultivated land to slopes and conditions where erosion 
can he held within predetermined limits." The assumption that this is pos- 
siblc is continued in the land capability classification, which rules out any 
land steeper than 12 percent as unsuitable for cultivation. 

This assun:ption is realistic in the United States and wherever flexibility 
exists in the choice of land: in the humid tropics it is largely an irrelevant 
ideal. There are many small countries where excluding all land steeper 
than 12 percent would leave little, apart froni valley bottonis. We must accept 
that in many developing countries there is going to be a lot of farming on 
steep slopes. and this is often going to result in a lot of soil erosion. 

~1 'Thc second mental hurdle to be jumped is that in many cases it is not 
> 

going to be possible to prevent soil erosion. As a result, we should look 
d for ways to reduce erosion or put it to use, for exanlple, in forming terraces. 

I prefer to think of conservation on steep lands as a temporary operation 
until we can get the strrrtegic land use right. In this book, many people 
will describe cases where they think they have a permanent solution, and 

, some of the examples certainly are impressive. I will not attempt to describe 
any techniques in detail. but rather discuss principles. The first of these 
is that before we start to plan or to design soil conservation works we niust 
be quite sure that we know what we are trying to do. 

Defining the problem 

Ttie ttydrartlics. There are no universally applicab!e conservation treat- 
ments, just as there are no universal farming systems. V!.: must be careful 
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not to extrapo!ate by taking a practice that is successful under one set of 
conditions and trying to use it in very different circumstances. For exam- 
ple. a systeni that achieves 100 percent infiltration may prove satisfactory 
with moderate rainfall acd sufficient storage capacity in the profile, but 
i t  could be disastrous on shallow soils sitting precariously on bedrock in 
high rainf:ill areas. Most of us have seen cases where ihe whole soil man- 
tle is stripped off by rnass movement of saturated soils. 

A critical issue is how much runoff is likely to occur. And how often? 
Surface infiltration is fairly easy to measure and to change, but this is not 
the case for subsurface percolation and moisture storage in the profile. These 
are not easy parameters to measure, and they ilre difficult to change. But 
they too nlay affect surface runoff. We also need to know the amount of 
rainfall and its intensities and frequencies. That information, then, can be 
combined with soil data to get an indication of what the hydraulic situa- 
tion will be We can, of course, get the required information on surface 
runoff by direct measurement, but this is a slow and expensive process. 

It should be possible to predict runoff to the accuracy required for design- 
ing soil conservation nieasures by nlodelling runoff from farni land. All 
that is required is some bookkeeping on the inflows and outflows, somewhat 
like flood routing. The mathematical models I have come zcross tend to 
lose themselves in unnecessary complexities, but I once had a student work 
on a simple physical model that I think is worth pursuing (Figure 1). 

Clzoosi~tg tlte tactics. Once we know the hydrdulic situation, we can begin 
thinking about what to do about it. Theoretically, sorting out the land use 
strategy should come tirst. Moving out of food crops into tree crops or  
commodities might be the best solution to an erosion problem, but that 
is not the subject of this paper. We will try to look at that subject in another 
part of this book, but I must just make the point that using land for what 
it is suitable for is alwdys better than trying to overcome the problems after 
using it unsuitably. 

Looking at the nuts and bolts of runoff management, let us consider the 
possible tactics. The first possibility is !o minimize runoff, or perhaps pre- 
vent it entirely. In many cases, this will be ocr first choice, and there are 
several examples of this approach in another part of this book. But minimiz- 
ing or  eliminating runoff is not always possible, for instance, where rain- 
fall exceeds the absorption capacity, nor is it always desirable. Some crops 
are adversely affected if they do not shed some surface runoff. 

The second situation is where we must accept that some runoff is in- 
evitable and aim to control it so that it runs away with minimal damage. 
This approach did vcry well in North America and was the mainstay of 
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the work by the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Soil Conservation Ser- 
vice for decades. It is still appropriate in circumstances similar to those 
in the United States, that is, large-scale, mechanizctl firming on gentle 
slopes. Like other useful tools, its success has led to its wide application, 
including areas where it is not suitable. 

The third situation is where surface runoff is desirable because we wish 
to transfer it either in time or  space. There are many methods of harvesting 
surface runoff. These are receiving particular attention at the moment as 
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Figure 1. Flow diagram for model of runoff. 
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the focus on semiarid lands sharpens, for example, the recent Food and 
Agriculturc Organization soils bulletin on "Soil and Water Conservation 
Methods in Semiarid Areas" (4). We should not forget that steep lands 
are not confined to the humid tropics and that erosion can be severe in 
semiarid climates. 

Some possible techniques 

Avoiding or reducirzg rrtrzoff. Some types of terruces. Bench terraccs in- 
tended to maximize infiltration will probably be level in both directions, 
or possibly with e slight reverse slope. There may also be ridging or tied- 
ridging to increase surface storage. Narrow bench terraces, called step :er- 
races, are used for small tree crops, like tea or coffee. The amount of earth- 
moving is less than for wide terraces, and the depth of soil required is less. 
In many countries the labor is reduced by partial levelling to give outward- 
sloping bench terraces. This is common in the Himalayas, such as Nepal, 
Bhutan, northern India, and northern Pakistan. The effect of reducing siope 
will have more effect on reducing erosion than runoff. 

Intermittent terraces are useful for larger tree crops, such as rubber or 
fruit trees, and are often called orchard terraces. Platforms are short lengths 
of orchard terraces for a single tree or bush. The variation called hexagons 
is described by Sheng (11). The term "hillside ditch" is applied to several 
different types of intermittent terracing, usually involving a small reverse- 
slope terrace, perhaps with an excavated drain to increase the temporary 
storage. This may be associated with "lock-and-spill" drains that have 
pockets excavated in the drain bottom so that some water is held ("locked") 
in the small basins; in heavy storms the runoff can "spill" along the drain. 
This practicc is widely used in the tea plantations of Sri Lanka. 

Absorption terraces are terraces built to impound all or part of the runoff. 
In Brazil the murrundum is a massive structure with a bank 2 meters or 
more high, spaced at a vertical interval of about 2 meters. The system has 
evolved by trial and error and appears to work satisfactorily in spite of occa- 
sional, intense thunderstorms, A study of the probable frequency and quan- 
tity of runoff might indicate whether the huge amount of earth moving using 
large crawler tractors could be reduced, perhaps by designing the system 
to have a capacity corresponding to the 1-year runoff, with an emergency 
spill for the 10-year runoff. This concept is applied to the similar system 
used in India and known as the contour bund. These, too, are large struc- 
tures with a storage volume upstream that is increased by turning both ends 
of the bank uphill. The emergency spillway is usually reinforced with packed 
stones. The system has soil limitarions. It is suitable for the deep, permeable 
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red clay loams in Brazil and Indir?, but on the black clay soils of India 
i t  has proven counterproductive because it tloods the crop. 

Large trenches to store surface runoff are sometimes used in the early 
stages of forest establishment as a temporary lneasure until the vegetative 
cover takes over. They are usually built without my gradieiit and with cros:;- 
ties every 10 to 15 meters to restrict water movement in the channel. 

Errcrcitr: in stages. The labor required to construct bench terraces is 
c1;nsiderabie. It can be reduced in total and spread over a longer period 
of time Lj using downhill niovement of soil to help level the terraces. This 
is sometimes described as using downhill erosion to form the terraces, but 
in tnost cases the downhill movenient of soil resulting from cultivation has 
more effect. 

Maher (8) described the use of this systeni in Puerto Rico in the 1940s, 
where masonry walls were buiit up in several stages over a number of years 
(12) (Figure 2a). A rriore recent application of the same principle occurred 
in Venezuela (15) (Figure 2b). Where stone is not available, the effect can 
be achieved by earth banks, as in the fanya juu system in Kmya (13). The 
name means to throw uphill because the soil to form the bank is exc~vated 
froin the downhili side and thrown up to form the bank. Vegetation is planted 
on the edge of the bank and the downhill bce  to stabilize the bank and 
to increase deposition on the uphill side. Periodically, the process of throwing 
up more soil onto the bank is repeated. 

A useful variation that speeds up the process and sprcads the labor re- 
quirement is to put in fanya juu terraces in two stages (Figure 2c). First, 
terraces are put in with a vertical i~itcrval of 2 meters; then, at a later stage, 
additional lines are put in-between. In Kenya, use of this method has resulted 
in nearly level terraces in as little as 7 years. 

The width and spacing of bench terraces is determined by a few simple 
factors. The width is usually dictated by the method of cultivation. Oxen 
and tractors, for example, need a minimum width to turn. 

On the other hand, the volume of earth moved increases with the width 
of the terrace since: 

where C is the cross-sectioned area (m2), W is the bench width (m), and 
Hr is the heigl.1.i of the riser (m) and is the vertical interval plus the change 
in elevation across the terrace if there is a reverse slope (Figure 3). 

The possible width of the terrace without excavating into subsoil or  rock 
is a function of both soil depth and land slope (Figure 4). A simple design 
method suggested by Hurni (7) is to use a vertical interval of I meter for 
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e:eJ Bench Terrace 

sonry Complelcd D r h l l l l  W r  

a) Puerto Rlco, USDA, SCS 1941 

d0"bl. ,".I1 1111.d 
r l l h  rock d.Drll Olngle-lacod l1n.l wall 

. rol lon a n d  

1 0  - 

b) Venezuela, Williams and Walter 1987 

- - - -  pr:ljy- - - - -  
$--- 

or\+~?-  - 

c) Fanya juu, Kenya, 
Hudson 1987 

_------ 

1. Terraces built at 2-m vertical interval by throwiilg excavated soil uphill to form 
a ridge, which is planted with fodder grasses. 

2. Movement downslope by cultivation and erosion starts to build up a lower terrace. 
3. Main terrace banks built up higher, and intermediate terrace added. Further level- 

ling occurs. 
4. Final profile is nearly level terraces with well-vegetated terrace risers. 

Figure 2. Progressive development of bench terraces. 
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Figure 3. Cross-section of bench terraces. 

Figure 4. The effect of slope and soil depth on maximum terrace width. 

all slopes less than 15 percent; on steeper slopes, the vertical interval is 
2.5 x the soil depth. 

Grass strips planted on the contour are another way of achieving the ter- 
racing effect, and there are many successful examples. In the Philippines, 
single or double rows are used of Ipil-Ipil (LEucanea leucocephala). This 
can be grown from seed or cuttings; it grows rapidly, fixes nitrogen in the 
soil, and is a useful source of feed for livestock. A grass used with success 
in Fiji and India is vetiver (Vetiveria ziutniodes) ( I ) .  This is known as "pat- 
chuli" in Puerto Rico; "khus" in India, where it is indigenous; and "usar" 
in Java. However, it was rejected in Haiti and banned in Java for causing 
erosion when the roots are dug for oil extraction, which illustrates again 
the point that there are never universal solutions. Another grass commonly 
used for contour strips is Elephant grass or Napier fodder (Penniserum pur- 
pureum) (14 j . 

There are dozens of other possibilities. The critical factor is what the 
local farmers prefer, and their choice will be influenced by a number of 
considerations. Is it better to have a palatable fodder that can be grazed 
or cut and carried? Or is it better to have something unpalatable, like vetiver? 
Is it better to use a grass that spreads by rhizomes cr stolons? Or is this 
likely to create a problem by spreading into fields? Is it preferable to have 
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a grass tha: can be propagated from seed? Or cuttings'? Or  division of root 
clunips? Is i t  worth considering grasses that also have an industrial use, 
such as extraction of oils frcmi lavender, vetiver, or citrc~nella'? 

/t~c.rc~a.sitrg it~ilrr(11iot1 \titlroitr rcrrurcitrg. The most simple methods of 
increasing infiltration arc those that can bc incorporated into a farniing 
system without any na~lipulation of the soil surface. These include mulching 
with crop residues. use of nurse crops, or  adoption of one of many conser- 
vation tillage variations. Conservation tillage, an umbrella term, encom- 
passes reduced tillagc. minimum tillagc, no-till, direct drill, mulch tillage, 
stubblc-mulch farniing, trash farming, strip tillage. and plow-plant (9). 
Anything that gives increased cover will lead to niore infiltration and less 
runoff. 

Mechanical manipulation of the surface can also be used to increase the 
surfilcc storage and subsequent infiltration. There is a wide range of methods. 
from simplc. small depressions scratched with a hand hoe to basin listing 
and tied ridging with tractor-drawn machines. Another variation on me- 
chanical works to increase surface storagc is thc excavritioi of open drains 
on a level contour. with thc cxcavatcd soil spread thinly on the uphill side. 
I f  runoff exceeds the storagc. the surplus can then spill uniformly over the 
downhill edge of the drain. This practice in Zambia is called pasture fur- 
rows on grazing land or contour seepage furrows on arable land (5). 

Attempts to improve the absorption of rainfal! usually concentrate on 
improving infiltration at the soil surface because this is most often the con- 
straint. But tilere can also be situations where the critical restriction is below 
ground. If the problem is low permeability in a subsoil. the situation can- 
not easily be changed. But it may be sensible to break up a plow pan or 
a thin restricting layer, such as that conimonly found in oxisols tilled with 
tractor-drawn equipment. 

Controlfitzg nrrtofj l4rric1tiotr.s. The classic pattern of mechanical works 
to lead runoff from amble land is well known and well tested. It has three 
components: a diversion drain or  cut-off to protect the arable land from 
runoff from higher land, gradcd channel terraces to lead runoff away at 
a nonerosive velocity, and a channel to take the water down the slope at 
a nonerosive velocity (Figure 5) .  

A critical part of the design is to estimate the maximum rate of runoff 
that the system should accommodate. We have a number of methods for 
doing this, but all are fairly crude. The rational method requires estimates 
of the time of concentration for each of the parts of the catchment area 
and estimates of the probable maximum rainfall intensity for these times. 
Few countries have sufficient data to construct reliable and accurate tables 

w 
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Figure 5. The classic pattern of mechanical protection. 

or design charts. however. H. L. Cook's method ( 6 ) ,  devised in the 1940s. 
is empirical and depends upon tables built from measurements at instru- 
mented experimental watersheds. Because the United States is the only coun- 
try that has anything close to sufficient data for this purpose, use of this 
method in other countries really depends upon guess work as to how the 
U.S. data should be extrapolated. 

The runoff curve method also requires a great deal of accumulated knowl- 
edge that is seldom available outside the United States. Mxewer, the method 
was really designed to predict the quantity of runoff. Using it to estimate 
maximum rates of runoff requires assumptions about the shape of the 
hydrograph. 
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Even if these deficiencies in data were overcome, there reniains the fact 
that all of these methods were really designed for small wr~tcrsheds of niixed 

1 
use on gentle slopes, and there is a negligible amount of data on catchments 
of less than 5 hectares of arable land with different types of terracing on 
20 to 30 percent slopes. 

The second design variation is the return period associated with estinlates 
of maximum rites of intensity and runoff. The normal concept in engineering 
design is that the safety factor should be related to the damage that would 
occur in the event of failure. Most design manuals favor a return period 
of 10 years for soil conservation structures, but I am coming to tlie view 
that this leads to over-design. I think if  I were a farmer I would use a orie 
or  two year return period and accept the slightly higher risk. 

The third design question is whether it is practical to establish and maintain 
grass-lined channels when the rainfall is low or erratic or when long, dry 
periods are common. 

Drfic~r1ric.s. Channels for water disposal are difficult to construct on steep 
slopes. Grassed waterways are not really practical on slopes steeper than 
about 10 percent; to keep the flow rate down to a nonscouring velocity 
requires a low hydraulic radius, that is, a broad, shallow section. Possible 
ways to overcome this difticulty are to increase the roughness coefficient. - 
for cxaniple, by using a tall grass or  mixture of grasses. or to increase the 
permissible velocity by strengthening the channel lining. Use of design 
vclocitie:; up to 5 meters per second was reported in Taiwan, but this must 
bc a special casc because few grassed waterways could tolerate such 
velocities. This might be done by improving the quality of a vegetative lin- 
ing or by strengthening the lining with brick, stones, concrete, etc., or  
possibly reducing the slope with the use of drop structures. The difficulty 
is that all of these options add to a project's cost. complexity, and the need 
for regular maintenance. A number of alternatives tested in Jamaica are 
discussed elsewhere (11). 

The second difficulty is that mechanical works to control surface runoff 
are not practical on small units of land. For holdings of 1 or 2 hectares, 
it is not practical to have a separate cutoff or  disposal channel for each 
farm unit. To some extent this can be overcome by designing the system 
for a group of landowners. One can then have a single cutoff drain protect- 
ing a number of holdings. Theoretically, it might be possible also to have 
graded channel terraces that cross several properties, but it is more dif- 
ficult to get agreement for this. There also remains the problems of locating 
the shared waterway and maintaining shared works. L 

In the Kenyan program assisted by the Swedish International Develop- 
ment Authority, the policy is that the program pays for the construction 
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of shared works, provided there is a written agreement for maintenance. 
But terracing on a single holding must be built and maintained by the owner. 
These problems of handling runoff disposal on steep lands and small 
holdings are a powerful incentive for preferring techniques that either 
eliminate surface runoff or  keep it dispersed. 

Schemes that involve concentrated flows of water in designed channels 
always require regular care and maintenance of the channel's shape and 
either keeping the channel clean or  looking after the grass. The concept 
of regular maintenance is not usually well developed among small-scale 
subsistence farmers. 

Eticouraging and collectitig ntnoff. In low rainfall areas, an dlternative 
to catching and holding the rain where it falls is to collect the runoff from 
a catchment area and lead it to a run-on area to augment the rainfall. Dif- 
ferent ways of achieving this are discussed in the FA0 soils bulletin pre- 
viously mentioned (4). so it is sufficient here to mention briefly just a few 
examples. 

A practice used in the drier parts of thc southwestern United States is 
the conservation bench terrace. Level bench terraces large enough for mech- 
anized cereal farming each have a larger catchment area above the terrace. 
The size of the catchment is adjusted so that runoff from it, together with 
the rainfall on the terrace, provides sufficient moisture for a crop where 
the rainfall alone is insufficient. 

Another water harvesting method being tested in the semiarid areas of 
Kenya is the use of collecting drains to pick up runoff from grazing land 
and lead it to selected areas where it is spread on arable land. 

The ancient water harvesting methods used in the Negev Desert in Israel 
arc well documented (3) .  Surface runoff is encouraged by shaping the catch- 
mcnts and by removing the surface stones, then leading the runoff down 
to farms in the valley bottom. Similar ancient systems exist in North Africa 
and other semiarid regions. 

Sometimes these collecting systems can be made more effective if the 
runoff is temporarily stored. The water is then used to maximum advan- 
tage for supplementary irrigation during drought. An example is the broad 
bed and furrow system with storage tanks developed by ICRISAT scien- 
tists in India (10). 

The key steps in disposing of runoff 

There are many alternative conservation practices for managing runoff 
on steep lands. It is essential, first, to think out what the objective is. Is 
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it to try to eliniinatc runoff? To improve infiltration and control the re- 
maining runoff? To encourage surface runoff and make use of it? Or some 
combination of these'? 

Then, one must think out which practices are suitable and appropriate 
for thc circunistances of land use, soil, rainfall, availability of labor, and 
so on. Finally, but most important, i t  is critical to tind out which practices 
arc preferred by the farmers. 
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Soil arid water conservation 
lessons from steep-slope 

farming in French-speaking 
countries of Africa 

Eric Roose 

For historical reasons (colonization. large plantation con~p;inics. etc.) 
and recent demographic pressure. deforestation and cropping in some 
tlevcloping countries in Africa have been extended to :;lopes of 40 to 80 
percent. High rates o:'soil erosion on steep slopes without permanent c:c,.;r 
illustrate how serious the dcgriidation of soil fertility and water eflicicncy 
is in these countries. Because there is no place for then1 to move. the native- 
born people are condemned to subsist on the hills, with a very low sran- 
dard of living. Under these conditions. a soil and wirer conservation striitcgy 
based on the universal soil loss equation and the rcstauration des terrains 
en montagnc (RTM = soil restoration in mountainous areas) is no longer 
applicable because i t  requires that those steep slopes be kept under peren- 
nial vesetative cover (grass or even forest). 

"'Top-down" engineering approaches. b:!sed on mechanical protection 
(structures) more than on population needs. have led to many fiiilures in 
soil conservation programs throughout Africa. What can be proposed to 
improve the situation'! One possibility is a run1 development approach aimed 
cr increasing production and responding to people's needs. This approach 
is based on three main points: 

b It assesses the needs of farmer5 and environmer~tal conditions. How 
do farmers perceive erosion, runoff. and soil fertility problems'? This 
approach involves F~rmers not only in its csecution but also in the pro- 
gram's conception. 

b It offers simple. cfficient. cheap, and acceptable management methods. 
some of which farrriers will choose. These methods disperse rainfall and 
runoff energy. and they promote a balanced production of crops. animals. 
and trees. 

It foresees a general scheme for management of the whole landscape. 
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from individual farmers to the rural comn~unity, from individual fields to 
an entire watershed. 

Research on deforested steep slopes in Ivory Coast 

Some basic data are available on the erosion risk related to deforestation 
of steep slopes on plots at Adiopodoume, Ivory Coast. Under rainforest 
conditions, runoff and erosion remain low even on steep slopes, for exam- 
ple, 1.2 percent runoff and 0.46 ton per hectare per year of soil loss on 
a 65 percent slope (Table 1). Replacing the forest with cassava or ground- 
nuts resulted in substantial increases in runoff and erosion-to levels nearly 
as high as bare ground. Average annual runoff was multiplied 50 times, 
and the maximum percentage of runoff for a storm event increased from 
3 to 77. Erosion increased even more dramatically, from 0.05 ton per hec- 
tare per year to 750 tons per hectare per year (Table 2). 

Experiments on slope and cover show that (a) runoff does not always 
increase with the slope gradient; it decreases on bare plots and does not 
significantly change under pineapple cover; (b) runoff is strongly influenced 
by cover and crop residue management; (c) erosion increases exponentially 
with the slope on bare plots; (d) under pineapple, erosion increases dra- 
matically on slopes between 7 and 20 percent; (e) under mulched pine- 
apple, runoff and soil loss are negligible on all slopes up to and including 
20 percent (Table 3). 

Clearing steep slopes obviously induces a high erosion risk. There are 
two possible ways to reduce this erosion risk under cropping. One is to 
reduce the slope steepness with bench or progressive terracing. The secolid 
is to cover the soil with dense crops (or crop associations) and a surface 
mulch. 

Conservation systems in Burundi and Rwanda 

Before the independence of Burundi and Rwanda, Belgian technicians 
imposed tied ditches on the contour and niulch under coffee plantations, 
which were reasonable technologies on those permeable soils. Nowadays, 
the government promotes the system of ditches on the contour. Farmers L 

thought the tied ditches did not improve production. Ditches were not effi- 
cient in stopping the soil fertility degradation 2nd losses of topsoil, the 
farmers contended, and they used up cropping surface and required too 
much time and labor to dig and maintain. Because they did not like the 
ditches, farmers did not support their use. Gullies increased and mass move- 
ment of soil developed as a result. Farmers today more easily accept pro- 
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Tabh 1. Effect of slope gradient on runoff and 
soil erosicn (tonslhectarelyear) under a rain- 
forest near Abidjan. 

Slope Runoff Erosion 
Gradient (010 of annual rainfall') (Vha/yr) 

7% 0.2 0.03 
1 2010 0.3 0.04 
2 2 010 0.5 0.05 
6 5 O10 1.2 0.46 

"Rainfall = 2,100 millimeters within four seasons 
(1 year includes two dry seasons and two rainy 
seasons). 

Table 2. Effect of rainforest clearing on runoff and erosion. 

Cassava Feanuts Bare 
Median on Mounds on Flat OnceNear 

1956-1 965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

Rainfall amount (mm) 2,321 1,496 1,673 2,084 1,951 1,655 
ausa index 1,390 614 990 861 989 1,251 
Annual runoff rate (%) 0.5 18.3 2 5  24.7 26.1 -31.2 
Maximum runoff rate(%) 3 75 77 65 76 68 
Erosion (tlhalyear) -- 0.05 -. 162 _- 421 622 564 747 

Table 3. Effect of cover (pineapple); slope gradient of 4 percent, 7 percent, 
and 20 percent; crop residue management on runoff and erosion at 
Adiopodourne on 12 runoff plots under natural rainfall on a sandy clay soil 
(Ultisol). - 

Runoff (010) of 3,337 mm rainfall in a 16-month cycle of pineapple 

Bare Pineapple Residues Average 
Slope Cultivated Burned/Plowed Plowed Mulched per Slope 

- --- -- 

4% 45 7.3 1.7 0.9 13.6% 
7% 35 4.4 1 0 10.0% 

2 0 010 29 7.5 3.4 0.1 10.3% 
Average 

treatment 36010 6 010 2% 0.6% 1 1.3% 

Erosion Itons/hectare/l6 months) 

Pineapple Residues Average 
Slope Bare Burned/Plowed Plowed Mulched per Slope 

4% 45 1 0.7 0.1 12% 
7% 136 4 0.8 0 3 5 010 

20% 410 69 33 1 128% 
Average 

- treatment 200% 25010 1 1 010 0.4% 58% 
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grcssivc terracing with hedges or grass barriers be,.ause this priictice en:ibles 
them to produce fruits, forage, mulch, etc., and there is no space lost tor 
production. 

Work by Durand in Burundi showed crosion of 440 to 880 tons per hec- 
tare per year from bare soil on a 40 percent slope ( I  ). Mulch with coffee 
and cassava and pine forest with no weeding reduced erosion to essentially 
zero on 50  percent slopes. Two grass strips (Tril).scrcuni) with cassava were 
much less effective-29 to 55 tons of soil loss per hectare per year on 49 
pcrcerlt slopes. Bench tcrraccs with stone walls reduced erosion to 5 to 
I1 tons per hectare per year on 49 percent slopes, but these required 800 
man-days per hectare to build. Traditional cultivation methods for maize 
and beans allowed 150 tons of soil loss per hectare per year, while tradi- 
tional methods for cassava on bunds allowetl 70 to 90 tons of soil loss per 
hectare per year on 49 percent slopes. 

Working on an agroforestry project in Rwanda, Egli conducted a search 
for improved conservation farining systems (2  ). To feed a family of four 
tir five people on 1 hectare, production must be diversified and soil fertil- 
ity improved. Egli suggested an association of tree cultivation (300 trees/ 
hectare), animal breeding in a feedlot (producing manure), and cropping 
in rotation with forage. He also suggested such conservation practices as 
cover improvement that would produce a maxin~um of biomass, manure 
and compost, and the planting of hedges and grass barriers. Figure 1 shows 
his proposal for a niodel agroforestry farming system. Around the house 
is grouped the feedlot, the compost pit, a banana plantation, and an orchard 

Banana trees Fruit trees 
and crops associations and crops 

1: Maize and Niebe and Peanut 

Rotations 2: Cassava and Soya and Sorghum 
3: Cassava and Sorghum and Cajanus 
4: Cajanus and Mucuna 

Figure 1. Agroforestry farm on the Central Plateau in Rwanda, Nyabissindou 
Project (1 ) .  
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with associated crops. Next to this intensively cropped area is 0.2 hectare 
of coffee plantation with mulch, then a quadriennal rmtion of cereals. 
legumes, and cover crops. Finally, there a:: some strips of grass and wocd, 
but each strip is bordered by a hedge of legumes and trees (Greviica) pro- 
ducing fruits, forage, mulch, and wood for fuel. 

Soil conservation practices in Cameroon 

On Kapsiki volcanic steep slopes, people driven out of the plains by Muslin 
pressure developed a system that included bench terraces with sto~e-wall 
backs, improved surface detention capacity as a result of tied ridging, and 
improved soil fertility with the use of organic residues. 

A very different approach was developed by the Bamileke people on fer- 
tile, steep (. 1 to 30 percent) volca~lic soils in a humid, tropical area of 
southwester., Cameroun with a high population density (150 inhabi- 
tantslsquare kilometer and more) (18, 19). The "broadridge-along-the-slope" 
system was coverzd the entire year by a. high density of mixed crops: cassava, 
maize, and sweet potatoes on the ridge and rice, banana trees, and coffee 
trees with mulch in the furrows. Because rills could develop in the fur- 
rows dclring severe storms just after seeding, some technicians tried to build 
t l~e ridges on the contour. On the steep slopes, however, ridges on the con- 
tour only slightly increase surface water detention; at the same time, they 
increase the risk of gullying ; : r ~ ~ l  sliding. The key to this traditional manage- 
ment system is covering the soil completely during the entire year and 
limiting the catchment area of each furrow. An improvement ;vould be grass 
barriers that reduce runoff velocity. 

Improving soil conservation in the Sudano-Sahelian zone 

In the Sudano-Sahelian area of western Africa, people have had a major 
impact on landscape degradation as a result of overgrazing, bush fires, exten- 
sive cultivation, and a high density of human and animal populations. This 
is in an environment that is fragile because of high-frequency siorms, poor 
vegetative cover, nutrient deficiency, unstable soil structure, and low infil- 
tration of the soil surface when it is overgrazed or cultivated. Field studies 
have revealed an extension of eroded and desertified spots (4, 9 ) .  Mea- 
surements conducted in Burkina Faso on runoff plots on f l percent slopes 
have shown high levels of runoff (20 to 40 percent of annual rainfall, 70 
percent during heavy storms) and a high risk of selective sheet cr even 
gully erosion (16). 

In Burkina Faso, the Forest Administration and a soil restoration group, 
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Groupcment Europecn dc Rcstaurntion cles Sols, developed a soil conser- 
vation program between 1960 ant1 1965 on Inorc than 200.000 hectares 
aroutld Ouahigouya. The project includccl 35,000 kilometers of tlivcrsion 
ditches; low latcritc walls on natural waterways; 24 earth dams; and nu- 
merous, small crescent-shaped earth dikes in an attempt to retain runot'l' 
water for herds near the pasture and to protect the cultivated lowlands. This 
big pmject, which received considerable financial and technical assistance, 
is particularly interesting from a technical point of view, but it failed because 
the local people were not involved. They were not even equipped with the 
plo~vs necessary to maintain the tlitches (9) .  

Since 1972, many i~nprovcnlcnts have bcen made under the Fund Ibr 
Rcgior~al Developn~ent, then the Fonds dc I'Eau et tle I'Equipment Rural, 
by involving groups of hrmcrs in drcision-making, building diverson dikes, 
and maintaining thc~l: (10). However, these works arc relatively limited 
(only 18,000 hectarcs in  7 years) when cc~nlparcd with the problem's mag- 
nitude. 

Therefore, traditional soil conservation techniques must be applicd (13, 
14, 1.5, 16, 21 ). Soil tillage is traditionally very limited on the Mossi Plateau. 
With the first rainfall, a hoe stroke is made every mcter; if available, a 
handful of manure is deposited in the stroke hole. Fivc to 10 seeds of millet 
or  sorghum arc dribbled into the hole, and the wet soil is compacted with 
the hcel. Subsequently, two weeding operations at 1-month intervals break 
up the soil-sealing crust. Each operation leads to a temporary incr:,ise in 
infiltration. 

Another traditional Mossi practice is "ZAI," which involves small, hand- 
excavated basins that retain surface water. Infiltration is increased by the 
activities of termites (trinervitermes) that carry organic ~nattcr underground 
through tunnels in the dry season, leaving holes that increase downward 
nlovcment of water during rains. Manure and cut leguminous shrubs are 
placcd in the ZAI basins for the dual purpose of improving fertility and 
encouraging the termites to improve infiltration. 

Permeable contour lines of grass or  stones are used to accomplish two 
objectives. In dry areas, these are built across a field to slow down runoff 
and encourage infiltration and sediment deposition. Similar stone bunds 
are used to intercept runoff from hillslopes above a ~ a b l e  fields. In both 
cases, there is a seif-terracing effect from the trapped sediment. 

These permeable micro-dams (Figure 2) have been widely adopted 
because the farmers are able to manage their own fields (14, 15, 17, 21). 

In the cotton belt of Southern hlali, rural development is diminished by 
the problems of soil fertility degradation and runoff (5, 7). 

Learning from the experience in Burkina Faso, a procedure has been 
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developed for application in southern Mali: 
B Discussion with farmers about their own perception of environmental 

degradatioa and also their own solutions. 
b Selection of simple, efficient, acceptable niethods for improving in- 

tiltrdtion on their fields and checking the runoff energy with various kinds 
of micro-dams (hedges, grass barriers, stone lines, etc.). 

Application of a :vatershed managenlent schedule to balance the 

Permeable Microdams 
Stone line or bund 

lead to Progressive Terraces 

Crop residue line 

Ploviing on the contour on the downstream side 
Water erosion + Mechanical transport 

4 to 10 years later 

embankment 

- Most of the work is done by nature Branches 
- High efficiency even during severe storms + ] Cutting 
.- Easy management even w~thout a topographer Rools 
- Cheap, easy to maintain 
- No surface losl for producing; cultivated fields Pmcesses: 

with constant width Runoff velocity reduction by permeable - Creation of sub-horizontal terraces in 4-10 years ,,,icrodarns - Diversification of the production (wood-forage-fru) ~ ~ , - ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  organic subslances 
- Decrease of wind speed effectslerosion and coarse particles - Rainfall excess does not ac2umulale locally Infiltration rate increase 

but irrigate the whole hillslo e - The biomass produced on t t e  embankment Mechanical earth transport by cultivation 
improves the nutrient and organic contents practices 
of topsoil (* 1 to lOUha for one soil work) 

- Facilitate the introduction of modern, intensive Slow earth creeping 
agriculture practices such as: lmprovclment of positive biological 

fertilizers, pesticides, hubricjdes interaction between roots, crop 
mechanical cultivation pract~ces. I esidues, mesofauna 

Figure 2. Permeable micro-dam and progressive terracing systems. 
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development of crops, ciittle breeding, and tree production frorn the in- 
dividual farm field to the watershed (15, 20). 

The Mali fanners decided to set as their objectivcs: (a) protection against 
water running from the hillslope top (protection bunds and waterways. or 
perrncablc stone burlds); (b) protection against cattle (hedges around their 
ticlds): (c) in~proven~cnt of ficld infiltration capacity (hedges or stone bunds 
every 25 meters, plowing on the contour, and tied ridging); and (d) manage- 
nlcnt of lower lands for irrigation (little permeable rock dams a d  gabi- 
ons). In the Yatenga province. the Mossi farmers prefer beginning with 
stonc bunds around and in their ficlds, then management of the river cn- 
vironment. These Sudano-Sahelian areas have few steep slopes cropped, 
but the historical evolution of the procedure could be interesting elsewhere. 

The "engineering" approach to soil restoration in Algeria 

At the beginning of the century, crosion began to destroy cultivated slopes 
on some overgrazed mountains and to accelerate sedimentation problems 
in the reservoirs of Algeria. After Putot's first works (1938) and following 
Lowdermilk's visits to Algeria (1939-1945). the administration developed 
an Algerian channel tcrrace system, based on thl: Saccardy equation, giv- 
ing the Vcn~ca l  spacing of terraces in relation to the slope steepness (3, 
11. 12). 

According to Heusch ( 6 ) ,  this system was suitable for inrercepting sur- 
face runoff, preventing possible scouring action in the case of loamy soils 
by short, intense summer thunderstorms. Unfortunately, in the Mediter- 
ranean area there are long periods of winter rains, and the clayey soils, 
widespread in the area, are quickly sr!turated. The system failed and prob- 
lems of overland flow, forming of active rills and gullies, and even a start- 
ing landslide were observed. 

Because of the world economic crisis and a nlcpre realistic evaluation 
of the economic and sociological costs of terraces, the Algerian administra- 
tion has now practically stopped all terracing works on the hillslopes. 
Reforestation, along with gully and riverbank stabilization, are being con- 
tinued to preserve roads, buildings, and reservoirs. 

Farmers had not been involved in this action and were afraid of losing 
their ficld property if the administration carried out land restoration manage- 
ment. Few managed fields were correctly used and maintained; many were 
temporarily abandoned; some terraces were even obliterated and the planted 
trees uprooted (6). The problem of soil conservation seemed so crucial 
to the engineers that they advocated a large-macliinery approach. Therefore, 
few things were done to improve cultivation practices (yield and cover are 
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vcry low), and the traditional soil ccnservation systems, such as draining 
furrows across the plowed fields, stone walls, ar?d cactus or grass barriers 
at the end of the fields, were not used. 

The mechanical logic and the development approach 

Tile "equipment logic." The equipment logic (8) holds that.: 
b There is one teclztlicctlly good solzttiort to each erosion problem. That 

solution is often an hydraulic or a mechanical one. 
It is the engineer in charge of the project conception who defines 

this solution, and he will use high safety margins that increase the costs. 
b In taking into account the general interest of the nation, the engineer 

will define the structures (roads, bridges, terraces, etc.), and if really 
necessary, he will try to weaken the resistance of the individual farmers. 

This engineer is "the representative of knowledge" for he comes lioln 
a high school. The peasants have not been to school and are, therefore, 
considered not competent. 

Conception, execution, and maintenance are different jobs shared 
among different people with different qualifications; these people have little 
dialogue. 

b A good project must be carried out in a slzort tirne; planning engineers 
rarely meet the people in charge of maintenance. This explains some 
repeated failures in soil conservation projects. 

The "development logic." This new approach must take more account 
of the socioeconomic constraints and the variability of the physical and 
biological environment. The agronomist concerned must compromise 
according to the way the peasants welcome the approach and the efficiency 
of the methods in the field. He must work for the benefit of the population 
and needs to go through information processes, training, and practical 
demonstrations in the field. It takes time to find a solution, then it is more 
often a biological one than a mechanical one. 

This route to rural development looks quite different from the previous 
one: 

b The agronomist concerned must check the farmers' points of view: 
How do they perceive tlie problem? Do they prefer certain solutions? There 
is mutual exchange of information. 

b The agronomist must propose cheap, reliable, and efficient methods 
of dispersing rainfall and runoff energy, improving soil fertility, and pro- 
moting balanced production of crops, cattle, and trees. 

b The agronomist must also provide a general scheme for management, 
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allowing for reorganization of individual fields. but preparing the progressive 
improvement of the entire watershed managenlent in the rural coniniunity. 

General conclusions 

Research data have shown that on steep slopes there is little erosion under 
natural cover, but much more after clearing. There are two ways of reduc- 
ing erosion under cropping: 

To reduce the slope steepness by different terracing systems. 
To increase the cover with strips of pasture and forest, rotation of 

suitable associated crops, and mulching. The hedges are useful because 
they provide both mulch and slope reduction. 

Different solutions have been applied by different people under different 
conditions with different advan:r;ges. Clearly, mechanical systems are often 
cxpcnsive and both space- and time-consunling. They require maintenance 
and do not always improve production (16). 

Permeable micro-dams (hedges, grass barriers, stone bunds) efficiently 
reduce erosion on gentle slopes in the Sudano-Sahelian zone (14, 15). This 
concept (hedges and progressive terracing) could also be useful on steep 
slopes. 
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Conservation of cropland 
on steep slopes 
in eastern Africa 

Donald B. Thomas 

The concentration of people in hilly or mountainous areas of eastern 
Africa is mainly a reflection of higher rainfall than on the plains, less risk 
of crop Fdilure, greater availability of water in the dry season, fertile land 
of one-time forest origin, and reduced risk of malaria. Security from raiding 
has been an added reason in the past and remains valid in some areas. The 
relatively favorable environment, coupled with improved medical facilities, 
has permitted rapid population growth. Kenya, for example, has a growth 
rate of about 4 percent per year, and the country's population is expected 
to grow from 21 million at present to 35 million by the erid of rh': century. 

The expansion in population has affected land use in s.:;(:rai ways. Fi~st ,  
there has been a move to higher elevations that are cooler, wetter, and in- 
volve a change in cropping pattern and diet, for example, from maize to 
potatoes. This upward thrust has led to encroachment on indigenous forest, 
which has been severely depleted in some countries, notably, Ethiopia. 
Deforestation is less severe in countries with a colonial history, such as 
Kenya, where extensive forest areas were demarcated and preserved. 

Second, population growth has led to the subdivision of land, reduced 
holding size, reduction or eliniination of fallow, and cultivation of valley 
bottoms and steep slopes that are less easily managed. The small size of 
holdings (Table 1) has forced many men to seek employment in urban areas. 

Third, there has been outnligrarion to lower elevations and drier areas 
where farming is more difficult and where problems of drought and en- 
vironmental degradation are common. r 

Statutory control of land use 

In Kenya, the Agriculture Act (basic land usage rules) of 1965 states that 
"any person who cultivates, cuts down or destroys any vegetation, or 
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depastures any livestock on any land of which the slope exceeds 35 per- 
cent, shall be guilty of an offense; except that an authorized officer may 
authorize an owner to cultivate, depasture, cut down or destroy vegetation 
on the land subject to such conditions as he may decide." An attempt has 
been made to revise the figure to 55 percent, but land up to 80 percent 
slope is comnionly cultivated without permission. Any attempt to stop 
cultivation on steep slopes would be difficult to implenient and unpopular 
because of the !ack of alternative land. What could and should be done 
is to use tlie law to support proper conservation measures. But there is 
still some uncertainty about the best measures for any given situation, and 
enforcement of unpopular or  unsuitable measures could have negative results. 

In Ethiopia, the government or  local authorities have decreed that cer- 
tain hillslopes should be closed because of degradation and either planted 
to trees or  left for bush and grass to regenerate neturally. Once regenera- 
t i ~ n  has taken place, people may be allowed to cut and carry fuelwood 
and fodder. People whc have been moved from hillslopes are forced to find 
alternative land for cultivation and grazing. Most land is held under the 
jurisdiction of Peasant Associations, so some readjustments can be made. 
But in Kenya, where most of the land is under individual ownership and 
spare land is not available, this kivd of land redistribution is no longer pos- 
sible; closure of hillslopes would be difficult to implement. 

Cropping systems on steep lands 

Cropping systems can be grouped by those in which perennial crops play 
a major role and those in which annuals predominate. 

Table 1. Percentage distribution of holdings by holding size and province 
in Kenya (6). 

Size Province 
(ha) Coast Eastern Central Rift Nyanza Western Total 

0' 29.0 19.7 21.8 36.8 15.8 8.7 21.6 
.01-0.4 12.4 18.4 27.6 18.1 34.6 28.0 25.2 
0.5-0.9 16.8 22.1 19.8 11.1 23.5 26.3 20.1 
1 .O-1.9 17.8 21.4 14.5 9.4 14.6 21.8 15.8 
2.0-2.9 7.2 8.9 7.6 7.6 5.9 7.3 7.3 
3.0-3.9 6.0 3.0 4.8 2.7 2.1 2.7 3.2 
4.0-4.9 2.7 1.7 1.3 3.5 0.6 0.9 1.6 
5.0-7.9 5.8 1.4 1.6 5.9 1.1 3.3 2.8 
8.0 + 2.3 3.4 1 .O 4.9 1.8 1 .O 2.4 

'Holdings indicated as having zero hectares include nonagricultural households, 
households with livestock only, and households that cultivate land on a temporary 
basis. 
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Pererztrinl crop systetrts. Examplcs of systems bascd mainly on peren- 
nial crops include the fi~llowing: banrna and coffee culture on thc slopes 
of Mt. Mcru and Mt. Kilimanjaro in northern Tanzania, enscte culturc in 
Ethiopia, tea cultui:- in Ken:;-1, and coffcc culture in Kcnya. 

Bananas are the staple fc,,)d crop on the slopes of  Mt. Meru and Mt. 
Kilimanjaro in northern 'Ciinzania and throughout much of Uganda. In Tin- 
zania, they are growr n close association with coffee and various fruit 
trccs, which togcther provide a good canopy cover and minimal risk of 
soil crosion. Cattlc ilre kept inside and stall-fed on chopped banana plants 
and fodder grasses. The return of manure to the land and the traditional 
use of irrigation lead to a stable, productive farming systcm that can sup- 
port a high population. 

Ensctc (Etrsete eclltlis) is grown cxtcnsivcly in southern Ethiopia. I t  is 
sometimes referred to as a falsc banana because its appearance is similar 
to the banana plant. However, its leaves are more erect, and i t  is grown 
for the rhizomes and inner parts of the stem that provide the main food 
of the Guraghc people. It has been said that ensete can support more people 
pcr unit area of land than any other crop. and the system of prcscrving 
the mashed up food material in pits, where it ferments, is an insurance 
against famine. 

Tca is grown on an incrcasing scale in eastern Africa, both on commer- 
cial and peasant farms. particularly in central and western Kenya. Once 
established, tea plants provide an exczllent canopy covcr, and there is often 
a mulch of prunings to covcr the ground. Kenya has recently embarked 
on a plan to establish a tea belt around the perimeter of indigenous forests 
so that encroachment on the latter can be prevented. 

Coffee is grown widely in Kenya. Uganda, Tanzania, and Ethiopia. When 
it was introduced on small farms in Kcnya, the colonial authorities insisted 
on the prior construction of terraces. This is still a common practice. 
However, some farmers have ignored the need for terraces or  have tried 
to construct them after the coffee has been planted. In these situations ero- 
sion is sometimes severe. Where coffee is well managed, there is usually 
a good canopy cover and the ground is well protected against erosion. Use 
of mulch is less common than it was due to the lack of suitable material 
and prior needs of stall-fed livestock for fodder and beddicg. However, 
increased use of herbicides and no-till has improved the mulching effect 
of weeds. 

In all of the above situations, erosion is kept under control so long as 
there is a good cover, either from the canopy or  from surface mulch, or 
both. The main risk of erosion is during the establishment phase. Othieno 
(5) has shown how this can be controlled in tea by such simple practices, 
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as mulching or  interplanting with narrow rows of oats (Table 2). After three 
years, the canopy cover should be sufficient to protect the soil. 

The perennial cropping systems require a humid environment with a long 
growing season andlor irrigation. They are appropriate for steep slopes, 
they can minimize erosion, and they can support a high density of popula- 
tion, provided that prices and markets are favorable. 

Arlrtrral crop systerns. Annual crop systems predominate in those arcas 
that are less humid, have a shorter or  cooler growing season, or  are other- 
wise unsuited to perennials, for example, because the soils are too shallow 
or marketing arrangements do not exist. Systenls of particular inkrest in- 
clude finger millet in Kenya and Uganda; barley, wheat, and teff in Ethiopia; 
and maize and beans in Kenya and other parts of eastern Africa. 

Finger millet (Elelcsine corac(~tza) is an important, traditional crop grown 
on steep or  very steep land in certain parts of Kenya and Uganda, such 
as the escarpments of the Rift Valley and adjacent mountain ranges. Most 
of this land is cultivated by hand or by ox-drawn plow. Seed is b~:,:r!f:.:3st, 
grows quickly, and provides a thick cover once established, but thizt: is; 
a serious risk of soil erosion during land preparation and estah!isk\,::*ri~.. 
In some places this is countered by means of brushwood barriers p:;~g;.:! 
to ihe ground. In other areas, hedges of Coleiis sp. serve the same fi~ncrion. 

The cereal-growkg areas of Ethiopia are extensive and inclucle ir:~;zh 
land that is steep. Elevation ranges from 1,500 meters to 3,700 meters, and 
climate varies from humid, with a long growing season, to subhumid, with 
a short growing season. Land is cultivated by means of the ox-drawn "ard," 
which is capable of working in very stony situations. It breaks the surface 
but does not invert the soil, like a moldboard plow. The ard is, therefore, 
capable of leaving a bigger proportion of crop residues on the soil surface. 
Seedbeds are prepared thoroughly by repeated cultivation to destroy weeds. 
These cultivations are not always on the contour because of the need to 
cross plow to control weeds. Contour or  graded terraces, which are being 
promoted, complicate these traditional cultivation practices. The growing 

Table 2. Soil loss (tlha) on a field of young tea after plan'ting (5). 

Treatment 1971-1972 1972-1973 1973-1974 Total 
Manual tillage 161.28 48.28 1.23 210.79 
Herbicide (no-till) 168.08 80.71 6.09 254.88 
Oat strips between 34.90 4.31 0.42 39.63 
Mulch 0.46 0.14 0.08 0.68 

LSD (P = 0.05) 17.01 19.66 :2.32 14.75 
Rainfall (rnrnl 2.083 2.045 71.985 
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of teff (Eragrosti.~ a/~~:vsir~ictz), which has a very small seed that is broad- 
cast, can increase the risk of erosion because of the need for a very fine 
seedbed (land may be cultivated up to six times) and the practice of plant- 
ing sonic time after the rains have started. Once cstablislied, however, teff 
provides a good cover. 

Erosion is a serious problem throughout most of the Ethiopian highlands 
because of steep slopes and annual cropping. Sonie control is :~chicved by 
crop residues, but *.'.ese are generally consumed by large numbers of low 
quality livestot:i cr used for fuel. Even dung is used for fuel if there is 
nothing else available, though much is being done to establish fuelwood 
plantations. Control of erosion is assisted by rotation of cereals with 
leguminous crops, such as horse beans and Icntiis. Terraces, some of which 
are ancient and others more recent, are also quite common. 

Maize and beans are grown extensively in Kenyil and are frequently inter- 
cropped. Land is generally prepared by hand or with an ox-drawn moldboard 
plow. The small size of holdings does not warrant use of tractors. In the 
more humid areas at higher elevations (above 2,000 meters), with a long 
growing season, It is not unconlmon to find the practice of relay cropping- 
one crop is being established before the previous one has been removed, 
and several differe~t  crops at various stages of growth are found together. 
In the lower and drier areas, maize and beans are often combined with 
such crops as pigeon pea, cowpea, cassava, and pumpkin. Crop residues 
play some role in conservation, but residues are also being used as fodder 
and increasingly as fuel (4). Residues that are not removed are likely to 
be eaten by termites. Terracing is common in dry areas. 

An agroforestry study by Ngugi and Kabutha (4) has shown the great 
importance of trees in the farming system in central Kenya. Trees are im- 
portant as a source of cash and for poles, fuelwood, and other uses. In 
the coffee zone, for example, the rzsearchers found that the area under woody 
biomass was equal to the area under coffee. Black wattle (Acacia rneanlsii) 
is the most common species in the coffee and tea zones and Grevillea 
(G. robusta) and mango in the maize and bean zone. Both trees and woody 
hedge plants are clearly playing an important role in the farming economy 
and in controlling soil erosion on steep lands. 

Terracing practices 

Terracing has been widely used to reduce runoff and soil loss in eastern 
Africa. The textbook approach, complete with diversion ditches, graded 
channel terraces, and natural or  artificial waterwzys, is rarely found on 
small farms, though it has been common and is still found on some large 



farms. What is more common on small farms is an assorted ~iiix of diver- 
sion ditches (cutoff's), various types of terraces, and waterways that are often 
gullied and rarely designed or constructed to take all of the runoff that comes 
from farmland, roads, and building areas. 

Traditional terrace systems are found in parts of Ethiopia and Tanzania. 
Two types in Ethiopia exemplify these systems. First, in the low rainfall 
area of Konso in southwestern Ethiopia, there are stonewalled terraces of 
ancient origin. Second, in parts of the northern Shoa region and Wollo 
region there are terraces that may have arisen over centuries from un- 
cultivated strips of land and the combined effects of sediment deposition 
on the upper side and excavation by plowing on the lower side. Many of 
these terraces, especially in northern Shoa, are in poor condition. Irr cer- 
tain areas, conventional channel terraces have been superimposed in re- 
cent years, giving a dissected appearance to the landsc*~..pe. This situation 
is further complicated by the traditional practice in some more humid areas 
of constructing small drainage ditches diagonally down the slope in order 
to remove excess water during periods of temporary waterlogging. These 
are, in effect, man-made rills. Because they are inany in number and because 
each carries a small discharge, they are not as damaging as might be sup- 
posed. Farmers have sometimes continued with this practice in areas where 
the government has installed channel terraces (under food-for-work pro- 
grams). Hurni (2) advocates systems of terracing that control erosion but 
also allow for good drainage when needed. 

On less steep land in the Wollo region, there are some large terraces 
similar in appearance to the steep, grassed-backslope terraces common in 
western Iowa. To what extent these terraces are the result of deliberate inter- 
vention or the consequence of cultivation practices is not clear, but again, 
more recent terracing, often in the form of stone bunds, has been super- 
imposed on an older system. 

Recent terracing practices in Ethiopia include the "fanya juu" system 
adopted from Kenya, where it has been widely used, especially in areas 
of marginal rainfall. If properly executed, this system leads to the forma- 
tion of bench terraces that may be level from front to :ear so that rainwater 
infiltrates more or less uniformly. More commonly, it leads to the forma- 
tion of outward sloping bench terraces with water infiltration either above 
the embankment (8), in a channel at the foot of the embankment (9 ) ,  or 
in both places (2). 

In Tanzania there is a traditional system of terracing that uses what are 
known as ladder terraces or step terraces (7). These terraces are made 
by laying crop residues and vegetative material in rows on the contour and 
covering them with soil pulled from the upper side. The high organic mat- 
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ter content, free-draining structure of thc soil, and changed prolilc of the 
slope arc effective in controlling erosion. In the same areas the practice 
of bench terracing, which was pron~otetl (luring the Colonial era, was 
strongly resisted and unsuccessful. 

In the coffee growing areas of Kenya, bcnch terracing has bccn witlely 
practiced. On steep land the benches are generally made to  accommodate 
a single row of coffee, and banks nlay be stabilized with a grass, such as 
Bmcl~iuritl tlec~itnlbe~~s or Purriclrrtr tricltoclrrl~tnl, though this is not done 
as reg~iarly as i t  should be. Ccrtain grasses, such as Bana grass and 
Guatamala grass. have proved less satisfi~ctory because of competition with 
the crop. Tcrracing of coffee land is less conimon in Ethiopia, where much 
of the coffee is grown in association with n forest canopy. However, bench 
terracing for chat (Ct~tlln etl1tli.s) is common. 

Terracing of land for maize and beans in the hulllid areas of central Kenya 
has been less popular. 011e explanation is that the benefits are less con- 
spicuous than in drier areas where water is more often limiting. Another 
is a negative association with the terracing that was imposed during Col- 
onial rule. A third possible reason for the slow adoption of terracing for 
annual crops niay he thc fact that erosion is less conspicuous because rills 
ar'c removed regularly by cultivation. Erosion in a coffec field exposes roots, 
and the need for conservation measures is immediately apparent. The soil 
conservation project, which was started in 1974 with support from the 
Swedish International Developmei~t Authority, initially laid much emphasis 
on cutoff drains that were dug with paid labor. Terracing by the fanya juu 
method was also encouraged but not subsidized, apart from some assistance 
with tools and layout. Although rnany cutoffs were effective, it is not un- 
conlmon to find widely spaced cutoffs on a long slope with few or  inade- 
quate terraces between (3 ) .  

One major problem with graded cutoffs and terraces in the densely 
populated areas of central Kenya is the difficulty of finding sites to discharge 
water. Land consolidation led to the demarcation of small holdings that 
are sften long and narrow and aligned with the slope from ridge to valley. 
Natural waterways are few and far between, and runoff sometinles discharges 
onto footpaths between holdings, thereby creating gullies (I). Procedures 
for the design and construction of small waterways cum footpaths need it;- 
vestigation. Stone for lining channels or building drop structures can be C 

useful but is not often clase zt hand. The lock-and-spill ;)stem has been 
used ! iuc~es~fully in some areas, but its suitability for different situations 
needs further study. 

Some farmers in central Kenya have found their own solution to the prob- 
Ic.m of wnoff by digging large retention ditches to hold water until it in- 
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tiltrates. The design rcquirements Ibr thcsc rctcntion ditches have not yet 
been spccilied. They are said to be in common use in Rwnntln. On steep 
slopes with certain soils, such as andosols, the ditches will increase the 
risk of landslips. In other situations they are appropriate anti can be ilscd 
advantageously. 

Another system adopted by farmers is a colnbinatiou of the Iiinya juu 
terrace and a cutoff, which is referred to locally as a fainya juulchini (4). 
The merits of this systern have not been fully evaluated. 

Thc storage of runoff in small tanks and ponds for supplemental irriga- 
tion in the dry season has been carried out successfully by some farmers 
in the Himalayan foothills and might also lind application on hillslopes 
in eastcrn Africa. A systems approach to tl;? control, utilizatioi~, andlor 
disposal of' runoff is needed. 

Stabilization ofterrace banks is often neglected. Stone is ideal but rarely 
uscd either becnuse of the labor required or  lack of ready material. Stone 
could and should be used more widely in areas where it abounds, such 
as the escarpments of the Rift Valley in Kenyn and Ethiopia. Grasses uscd 
for stabilization of terrace banks include Napier grass (fit~rtisetum pltr- 
purelrtt~), Bana grass (I? plirprtreltni x I? att~eric~trlum), Nandi Setaria 
(Sercrria citlccps), Guatamala grass (Trip.suc.itttl lr\-l trtl) .  Brcrhicrricr 0ec1ttt1- 
betls, and Pc~nicvtlr trid~ocluditm. In the drier areas, Makarilcari grass 
(Pctnicunt colorcrt~rtrl Var. rt~crkcrr.ikarietlsis) is still the most popular. The 
colnpetctive effect of vigorous, productive grasses, such as Napier, Bana, 
and Guatamala, on the adjacent crop can be severe, especially in seasons 
of low rainfall. This may not be too significant where terraces are widely 
spaced. Where land is steep and terraces close, however, the competition 
rnust be taken into account. 

In areas where there are high-grade, productive dairy cows, the grass 
produced on terrace banks can be used for feeding, and any competition 
with the adjacent crop must be weighed against the milk sold or  consumed. 
Fodder grass is becoming a cash crop in some areas, and in certain loca- 
tions near Nairobi, farmers are even removing wattle trees and replacing 
them with Napier grass for sale. 

Stripcropping and grass strips 

The system of stripcropping commonly advocated in the textbooks is rarely 
found on steep lands in eastern Africa, though there has been an attempt 
in Rwanda to devise cropping systems with strips of perennials, biennials, 

- and annuals that would maintain productivity and reduce soil erosion (I1 ). 
Narrow grass strips arc quite common in the humid areas of Kenya. 
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Experimenz:iI work inclicates that, although they arc or~ly a partial solu- 
tion to the erosion problem, the strips can be very beneficial. The input 
01 labor required for cstablishnlent is a fraction ofthat rccluired Ibl !crrac- 
ing. Moreover. the strips providc fodder that can be ilsed or sold for cash 
whcrc there ;Ire high-graclc dairy cattle nncl a ready market for inilk, and 
they encourage the natural forn~ation of tcrraccs. In an experinlent using 
runoff plots on a 10 percent slope at Kabete in Kenya, narrow strips of 
grass (0.5-1.5 meters) reduced soil loss by r:bout two-thirds i!~ld water loss 
by about one-half (10). Thc retarding cffcct of the grass was foi~nd to cause 
deposition ofsedinlent in a band up to 2 meters wide along the upper edge 
of thc strip. Present observations suggest that several narrow strips spaced 
rclatively ciosc would be much rnore effective than a few wide o m s  far 
apart, assuming the total area under grass were the same in both situa- 
tions. Grass strips have been widely and successfully used in Swaziland 
and appear to have a useful role, in con-junction with other methods, in 
stabilizing steep slopes. There can bc problems from r,ts that hide within 
the strips and cause damage to the adjacent crops, hol-lever. - 

Conclusions 

b Perennial crcps can be useful In controlling erosion if'thcy are carefully 
established and well managed. However, the demand for cereals and pulses 
ti)r food n:sult.s in large areas of land under annual crops. Because mulching 
with crop residues is rarely practiced, land under annual crops has a high 
risk of soil crosion between planting ot the onset of the rains and establish- 
ment of crop cover. 

b Terracing has an important role to play in cuntrolling soil erosion, 
but its effectiveness depends a great deal upon the way the terraces are 
formed and maintained. The benefits are most easily rec~gnized in areas 
of low rainfall because of water conservation. 

b Conservation measures, such as terracing, are given most attention 
where cash crops, such as coffee or vegetables, are grown. 

The loss of land in terracing can be compensated for if the banks 
or  risers can be used for fodder grass, assuming that there are productive 
~~ninials  that can use the fodder. 

b The design and formation of terraces, whether by excavation or by 
evolution, should be carried out skillfully, and care should bc taken to 
stabilize banks with appropriate plants or stone. 

Narrow grass strips can play a useful role in reducing runoff and soil 
loss where slopes are not too steep and can lead to the fr-rr.yltion of terraces. 

b Cutoffs or  diversion ditches are useful, provided there are proper 
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disposal areas or waterways to take the runoff. 
b Retention-typ ditches are being used by farmers on steep lands where 

there is no place to discharge runoff. The design requirements need to be 
investigated, as does the possibility of integrating runoff control and water 
storage for supplemental irrigation. 

b Vanya juu terraces, which are similar to steep, grassed-backslope ter- 
races, ut smaller and closer, have proved popular in Kenya and are being 
tried elsewhere. To be successful, however, they need good consolidation 
and stabilization of the embankme~lt. 

b A systems approach to the control, utilization, andlor disposal of runoff 
is needed. 
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A review of watershed 
development projects 

in South Korea, Indonesia, 
Jamaica. and Ethionia . 

B. C. John 

The causes of soil erosion and the problems it brings arc all well known. h. 

In an attempt to rectify the problems, there are many soil and water con- 
servation programs at present being implemented throughout the world. 
Their number has steadily increased since the 1950s. The United Nation's 
Food and Agriculture Organization alone in 1986 operated 16 conserva- 
tion projects in 15 different countries. Nevertheless, severe soil erosion 
continues in many countries. Undoubtcdly. conservation programs through- 
out the world will be intensified to nlcet this challenge. Before embarking 
on new programs, however, questions should be asked about how successful 
those programs already implemented have been and what lessons can be 
learned troln this past experience. 

Some conservation programs have been more successful than others. Some 
may even be termed "disasters." Orre project in Korea, in the early 1960s, 
by being poorly designed and constructed actually jeopardized the imple- 
mentation of new soil conservation measures. 

Drawing on the experience gained in the operation of four large-scale, 
multidisciplinary projects and by reviewing their objectives, inputs, and 
outputs, it is hoped that some factors might emerge that will assist in form- 
ulating and implementing successfU1 soil and water conservation pro-iects 
in the future. 

It is difilcult to judge the success of a soil conservation project that has 
only been operational for a few years. It may have achieved its object;ves 
on paper, but this does not necessarily mean that the benefits of conserva- 
tion will be sustained over the years. - 

Multidisciplinary projects may be judged on the success of the components - 
that produce the more rapid benefits, such as irrigation development. On 
the other hand, soil conservation benefits are not immediately realized in 
every case and may initially result in crop yield reductions. Providing overall 
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production is increased or at least maintained, however, success in v ~ l c  

component should lead to success in others, including the long-term and 
less obvious benefits of soil conservation. 

The four projects reviewed here were all in areas of severe or poten- 
tially severe soil erosion. They were widely separated in location; they 
were in different ethnological regions; and they were ir. three different cli- 
matic zones. This made direct comparison of the projects difficult. Another 
factor that coniplicated project comparison was the level of development 
in the country where each was being iniplemented. 

In chronological order of operation, the four projects were located in 
South Korea, Indonesia, Jamaica, and Ethiopia. The Korean project was 
probably the most successful. It was also the largest and featured the most 
inputs. 

All the lrojects were operated by FA0 and funded by the United Na- 
tions Development Program. The Jamaican project received additional 
funds-in-trust from Norway. With the exception of Jamaica, the labor in- 
put was funded wholely or in part in the form of "food-for-work" by the 
World Food Program. 

The projects 

Soutlz Korea: Uplarlds development artd waterslted martagemertt. This 
large-scale project, with a final budget of US $5.2 million, became opera- 
tional in 1967 and ran for five years. The principal objective was to demon- 
strate the economic feasibility of comprehensive watershed development 
and management. Emphasis was to be placed on increasing agricultural 
productivity through improved soil and water management. Mismanage- 
ment and neglect in the past had led to serious denudation of steep uplands. 
Soil erosion was severe, and the siltation of rivers made widespread flooding 
common. 

Initially, the project commenced on a fairly small scale. During the first 
two years, the international staff consisted of only a project manager and 
three watershed rnanagement advisers. The project manager was located 
at the project headquarters in Seoul; the advisers were out-posted at three 
widely separated provincial offices. Within each of the provinces a water- 
shed of approximately 100,000 hectares was selected for development. Each 
was subsequently divided into subwatersheds of 1,000 to 2,000 hectares. 
Development activities, on a comprehensive basis, were concentrated in 
selected subwatersheds. 

Comprehensive watershed development involves many interacting com- 
ponents. The full benefit of one particular component may not be realized 
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until another is in~plcrnented. For example, bench terracing will increase 
productivity when followed by the availability of improvcti seeds and recom- 
mcndations for q t i m u m  fertilizer use and crop rotations. Another cxam- 
plc is the construction of a water reticulation system and method of water 
application after dam construction. I t  was found in the Korean project that 
thc benefit could be increased as much as 50 percent by reducing channel 
losses and improving water application to the fields. 

Although the international staff covered a range of disciplines, specialists 
in sonic areas were missing. In piirticular, nlorc emphasis was needed on 
farmer involvement and extension. This led to a request for a major ex- 
pansion of the project, which was later approved. 

Table 1 lists the main components identified as critical to the successful 
completion of the project. The list is a fairly conlprehensive one, but it 
omits one ni~ijor component-tbrestry. This component was no1 forgotten; 
because of its importancc, a separate project was formed that ran concur- 

Table 1. Major components of the Korean project. 

i. Preparation of subwatershed development plans 
ii. Design and construction of soil conservation measures 

- physical 
- vegetative 

iii. Design and construction of water conservation measuros 
- dams 
- fish ponds 
- tubewells (galleries) 

iv. Design and construction of flood protection measures 
- river training 
- hillside levees 
- torrent control 

v. Wasteland reclamation 
vi. Land rearrangement 

- consolidation of paddy land 
. for irrigation, drainage and access 

vii. Irrigation development 
- basin 
- sprinkler 

viii. Improvement of pasture and rangeland 
ix. Introduction of improved seeds 
x .  lntroduction of fish culture 
xi. Demonstration of heavy equipment and farm machinery use and 

operation 
xii. Socioeconomic improvements 

- village and community development 
- farm management 

xiii. National staff training, including overseas fellowships 
xiv. Economic evaluation of the major components implemented by the 

project. 
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At Project Headquarters 
(providing backup to provincial units) 

Project manzger (agronomist) 
Agricultural economist 
Forclgelpasture expert 

Aqaaculture expert 

I I I i r - - 1  

I I Provincial Unit A Provincial Unit B Provincial Unit C 
WIS management WIS f~lanagement WIS management 

aaviser 1 adviser ! ! adviser 

Extendoii Unit 
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Home economist 
Structure engineer 

Agricultural extension expert 

I 

Heavy Equipment Unit 
(rotating between provinces) 
Heavy equipment manager 

I 

Figure 1. Disciplinary composition of international staff. 
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rently with the uplands project and in the same watersheds. For the plan- 
ning of comprehensive subwatershed development, this was not an ideal 
situation. Fortunately, good cooperation existed between the two projects 
at the provincial level. P1c.n~ were prepared jointly; where necessary, forestry 
work was scheduled for completion one or two years before the other work. 
This applied partic~llarly to catchment protectiol~ before dam construction. 

The composition of the international staff assigned to the project after 
the expansion is shown in figure 1. Each member had a full-time national 
counterpart with two or three assistants. In addition, a large number of 
technicians at the district aid lower levels were engaged on the project as 

(soil and water 
conservation 

expert) 

(civil engineer1 
agricultural 

machinery expert) 
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required. In Korea, the national counterpart involvcnicnt and enthusiasm 
were cxccllent, which undoubtedly contributccl n~uch to the project's suc- 
ccss. This counterpart involvcnicnt is csscntial. Ilntbrtunatcly, i t  is not always 
so apparent in some pro-jects. 

Many pcople wo~lld argue that in an agricultural devclopnient prc~jcct 
i t  is the farmers who hold the ultimatc key to success or  Failure. This may 
be so, and coniniunication with the Fdrniers is an extremely important aspect 
of watershed clevelopnient. However, experience has shown that getzuitzc~ 
farmers have always been cooperritivc, enthusiastic, and ready to exchange 
ideas, providing there is an open approach bascd on sound technical 
information. 

The project covered a wide range of activitics, as did the disciplines of 
thc staff members. These two factors, together with the positive support 
of the national staff, contributed most to the success of this project. 

Perhaps surprisingly, somc of the niore profitable improvements intro- 
duccd by the project did not always prove to be the most accept;ible anlong 
the sniall f ~ r n ~ e r s .  Grassland development and sprinkler irrigation were 
two cxamplcs. The former was important in the soil conscwation program. 
and the project had expertise in this field. Unfortunately, there was no ex- 
pcrtise in animal husbandry. Possibly, grassland development would have 
bcen niore acceptable had the additional inputs been available to help Farmers 
improve their livestock. Experience proved that in locations with access 
to good markets the cost ol'installing sprinkler irrigation equipment could 
be recovered from the increase in returns in about two years. Yet it proved 
cxtrcnlely difficult to organize smallholders into user associations for the 
disciplined use of the equipment. Possibly, too many individuals were in- 
volved. Sometimes there would be as many as 20 farmers using the equip- 
nient on a rotational basis. 

On the other hand, water storage dams: basin irrigation; flood prolec- 
tion; and, particulary, dua!-purpose water storagelfish ponds were readily 
acceptable. Perhaps the farmers had a greater understznding of these coni- 
ponents, although fish ponds were new to mcrsr of them. 

Bench terracing for sustaining yields, although economically justified 
for slopes up to about 25 percent, was not readily acceptable. These dry- 
lands, usually with poor soil, needed fertilizers and carehl management 
to obtain good returns. Furthermore, two-wheeled power tillers were begin- 
ning to be introduced and were difficult to operate on narrow terraces. The 
construction of orchard terraces, specifically built and spaced apart to scit 
fruit trees, proved more acceptable. 

In a large-scale, multidisciplinary project, structure is important. In Korea 
there were 11 international staff members, all making field visits and advising 
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ing on various aspects of the work. These visits were arranged by the pro- 
vincial adviser, and he was expected to be involved in the work and respon- 
sible for any follow-up action. 

Although a number of in-service training courses on specialized sub- 
jects were held in all three provinces, this activity tended to be limited to 
on-the-job training, which was a daily occurrence. 

This project was judged primarily on what it had achieved in the field 
by way of demonstration. Based on socioeconomic surveys, demonstra- 
tions were concentrated in a number of subwatersheds for visual impact. 
This may be termed saturation development and included virtually all aspects 
of economically sound agricultural and community development. Credit 
unions were built up by the villagers from the increased returns as a result 
of the development inputs. These funds were used to finance such diverse 
works as village water supplies and the construction of conlniunity centers. 
bath houses, and drying floors. These activities may be far removed from 
soil conservation, but by creating stronger community spirit, there is greater 
will among villagers to face and overcome other problems. 

Iltdonesia: Upper Solo watershed rnanagertlent and upland develop- 
ment. 'The Upper Solo watershed project, located in Central Java, ran from 
1973 to 1976. The total budget of US $2 million for the three years was 
considerably smaller than that of the Korean project. This reflects the shorter 
duration and the absence of a heavy equipment unit. 

The project was in a densely populated, severely degraded area. Much 
of the land was in such a critical state, through soil erosion, that it had 
virtually been abandoned for agriculture. 

The government's cooperating agency was the Directorate of Reforesta- 
tion and Land Rehabilitation. For implementation, however, more use should 
have been made of the Daerah Aliran Sungai and Instruksi Presiden, both 
departnients within the Ministry of Interior. 

The main objective of the project was to strengthen, by demonstration 

! 
and training. the government's capacity to carry out an expanding program 
of watershed management and soil conservation. Emphasis was placed on 
watershed development planning and on-the-job training. Practical demon- 
strations were implemented in selected subwatersheds, but these were 
restricted mainly to forestry, agronomy, soil conservation, and improved 
farm management. Socioeconomic surveys revealed that farmers regarded 
irrigation facilities as the key to development, and although this activity 
was included in the watershed development plans, it could not be fully 
demonstrated because of the lack of funds for materials. 

Field work was carried out in four watersheds, with activities concen- 
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trated in seven subwatersheds. The watersheds wcrc all in fairly close prox- 
imity to one another, which enabled the project to be ccrrtrally located. 
All staff operated from project headquarters. This had both advantages and 
disadvantages. The main advantage was easier coordination during the plan- 
ning process. Without anyone having overall responsibility for field activities. 
however, competition for field technicians and labor did occur at times 
among disciplines. 

The project was successful in proving that agricultural production in the 
degri!ded watersheds could be increased and sustained by about 50 per- 
cent. Furthermore, the counterparts were trained in the techniques to ob- 
tain this increase. Table 2 lists the components covered by the project. They 
were fewer than in the Korean project. The main difference was the greater 
emphasis on planning. Composition of the international expert staff was 
the same in number as in Korea, but the extension unit was reduced to 
a single extension education specialist, with a forester and hjldrologist added 
to the team. 

Three niain difficulties were identified by the project. These were not 
entirely solveci and would present problems for any follow-up, whether 
implemcntcd by government or an international agency. The first was the 
vertical structure of the govcrnnient. The Directorate of Reforestation and 
Land Rehabilitation came under the direction of directorate-general of 
forestry. As a result, there was a strong emphasis on forestry. Other coni- 
ponents tended to be neglected. and it was difficult to coordinate the re- 
sources of the Departments of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, and Irri- 
gation. 

The weakness of the Exterision Service was another problem. Frequently, 

Table 2. Major components of the Indonesia11 project 
i. Preparation of watershed and detailed subwatershed development plans 
ii. Design and construction of soil conservation measures 

- physical 
- vegetative 

iii. Design and construction of flood protection measures 
- hillside leveeslinterceptive drains 

iv. Forest plantations 
v. Farm management 

- introduction of improved seeds varieties, optimum fertilizer use. 
vi. Extension education 
vii. Hydrology 
iix. National staff training 
ix. Economic evaluation of components identified in the development plans 
x. Farm road irnorovement 
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farmers were unaware of the seriousness and the effect of soil erosion. Nor 
were they aware of the measures that could be taken to reduce or eliminate 
the problem. In some subwatersheds the project established demonstra- 
tions that showed the actual rate of soil loss at tinies an~ounting to a depth 
of as much as 2.5 centimeters per rainy season. 

The third problem was the traditional top-down approach. Local people 
were involved only as workers. This did not instill any sense of identity 
with the works being done for their benefit. Not surprisingly, subsequent 
maintenance of the works by farmers posed a problem. 

Ja~naica: Strertgthening the natiortal Soil Consenfation Program for 
irttegrated ~vaterslted development. The Jamaican project, located near 
Kingston, was operational for two and a half years, from 1980 to 1982. 
In structure and composition of international staff, it was similar to that 
in Indonesia, the exception being the addition of a training specialist. The 
total project budget was US $3.1 million. 

At the time, the main objectives of the government's agricultural and 
rural development policy were to increase agricultural productivity and ex- 
pand rural employment opportunities as a means of reducing migration 
to urban centers. To assist in meeting this objective, the project aimed 
(1) to strengthen the operat~onal capacity of the Soil Conservation Divi- 
sion of the Ministry of Agriculture through staff training, (2) to produce 
a preliminary appraisal (includir,g economic implications) of integrated 
watershed development and demonstrate its implementstion in selected sub- 
watersheds, and (3) to prepare target development plans for a number of 
watersheds suitable for possible externa! financing. 

The selected subwatersheds were situated on t l~e southern slopes of the 
Blue Mountains; the subwatersheds formed an arc immediately to the north 
of Kingston, where the project headquarters WAS located. These subwater- - 
sheds exhibited many constraints to the development of hillside farming 
and were recognized as being among the most difficult on the island. In 
addition to the physical constiaints, there was widespread absentee owner- 
ship, and many residents showed little interest in farming, even with in- - centives. Some derived their income from commercial activities, while 
others were retired farmers. Thirty percent were over 60 years of age, and 
many were caretaking the land for relatives abroad. Even in the selected 
subwatersheds it was found that only about 40 percent of the farmers showed 
any willingness to cooperate with the project, and seluom did they accept 
all the proposals. 

Under such conditions, integrated watershed development could not be 
effectively demonstrated. The project made the alternative approach of idcn 
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tifying the full-time, interested fhrmcrs (about 10 percent) and concent~nting 
ils efforts on this group. The aim, of course. was to create a snowball effect. 
Evcrltually, about another 30 percent of agricultural households responded, 
to some cxtent, to the stiniulus of the progressive group. On this basis, 
the project recommended that the development plans be based on a limited 
i~pproacli. 

The developnient components were similar to those irnplcmented in 
Indonesia, but with more emphasis on in-service training. Some 16 courses 
of formal in-service training were conducted. Seven technical training man- 
uals covering the various components of watershed development wcre 
prepared, together with lecture notes, and used during the courses. Un- 
doubtedly. the project was successful in lnccting its training targets, but 
it does not necessarily follow that this will lead to a strengthening of the 
Soil Conservation Division. 

Many of the 100 staff nienibers who attended the courses and the 16 who 
wcre sent on overseas fellowship training left the agency during the life 
of the project. Of the 10 professional counterparts who wcre assigned to 
the project at its inception, only five remained at its termination. Most 
of the national stafT nienibers were recruited specifically for the project 
from a university or  college and without any guarantee of being retained 
on its completion. 

Etlriopia: Assistarzce to soil and water corzservatiort program. In terms 
of international staff, this was the ;niallest of the four projects. initially, 
there were three watershed management advisers outposted to regions. The 
team leader and a silvipasture adviser at project headquarters in Addis Ababa 
providcd back-up to the regional advisers. 

The project was operational from 1982 to 1986 and had a total budget 
of US $3.5 million. The ot~jectives were similar to tliose of the other proj- 
ects. namely, to assist the government in carrying out soil and water con- 
servation campaigns in the mountainous catchments in order to arrest ero- 
sion of fertile soil and to niiriimize the sedimentation of rivers and the effects 
of floods and drought. Because this cbjective was to be attained by strength- 
ening the government department responsible for tile work, the emphasis 
was on training department staff members at all levels. In addition, the 
project was to prepare a methodology for comprehensive watershed develop- 
ment planning and to implement demonstrations according to the plan in 
selected subwatersheds. 

At the field level, the development needs and activities appeared obviou~, 
and it seemed the project could make a significant contribution to the govern- 
ment's objectives. Progress in the regions was reasonably good in spite 
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of nunicrous petty problems, such ,IS lack of mntcrials anci funds Ibr opcr- 
ating vchicles and liniitcd travel allowance for counterpart slaf'f. Ncvcr- 
thcless, by building on solnc of the good work implcn~e~ited u ~ ~ d c r  the super- 
vision of national staff, small pilot demonstration areas werc cstablishcd 
with thc generous incentives ol'thc World Food Program (food-for-work). 
Tlie demonstration of comprchcnsivc watershed dcvclopmcnt could ncver 
bc full!: achieved because the approach was too narrow. Only soil conser- 
vation and reforestation coniponerlts were implcme~ited, and even these were 
restricted to the inputs of labor alonc. Thcrc was virtually a complete lack - 
of construction ~natcrials and agricultural inputs and nothing to create a 
spontaneous acceptance by farniers of the development activities. Insecurity 
of land tenure was an addcd disincentive for f~ rmers  to cooperate in im- 
plementing soil conservation programs. 

Midway through the project, the Ministry of Agriculture was largcly 
decentralized, and the project's coordinating agency was changed from the 
Soil and Water Conservation Development Department to the Community 
Forestry and Soil Conscrvation Development Department. The decentraliza- 
tion should have benefitted the project's progress, particularly at the regional 
level. The regions, or zoncs as they were to be know~l, were strengthened, 
given more autonorliy, and all agricultural activities canic under the direc- 
tion of the i:onal director. Comprchensive watershed development plan- 
ning and implementation should have become more feasible as a result, 
but it was at this time that the project's activitics were centralized and 
weakened in the zones. 

The deceritralization of the ministry coincided with a major revisicn of 
the project, and unfortunately, the two events were not coordinated. From 
the cxperience gained during the first two years of the project's ope ratio;^, 
it was decided by a review mission that there should be more emphasis 
on training and the project's area of influence expanded. Because no addi- 
tional funding was available, one of the regional adviser's posts was abolished 
to finance the extra training. most of which was overseas, and the two re- 
maining watershed management advisers were centralized at project head- 
quarters to cover seven regions. Originally, associate experts were to have 
been assigned to assist with the field work in the regions. This was pos- 
sible to the extent that associates were wailable, but even their supervi- 
sion was inadequate. The project had insufficient streng::i to make a signifi- 
cant impact on field activities, as weli as the preparation of training manuals 
and the arrangment of and participation in in-se~ vice training courses. Fur- 
thermore, many of the more experienced counterpart staff members were 
on overseas training, which compounded the problem when the, project 
staff made field visits. 



Of'thc bur prc!jccts, Ethiopia had by far the largest lbrmnl training cum- 
poncnt. Forty counterparts received n total of390 miin-~nonths of'ovcrscns 
training. This included 14 who attended degree courses generally o f  two 
years' duration. Thcrc wcrc 45 in-scrvicc triiining courscs supported by 
the project. Fouriecn technical training n~nnuals were specially prepiired. 
;is well as lectf~re notes f i~r  the in-service courses. A largc quanhty of audio- 
visual training materials was also provided through the projcct. 

Some results and conclusions 

With different degrees of emphasis, there were three nuin objectives in 
all four psojects. First, there was the training of national staff-~~verscas 
fellowships, f'or~nal in-service courses, and on-the-job training. :,ccond, 
there was the preparation of plans for comprehcnsive watershed u?velop- 
Inent. Thitd, there was the practical dcnlonstratiorl of watershed deve!op- 
nlent by ir-nplementation. 

Korea. I11 Korea, the emphasis was on practical, on-the-job training in 
all aspects of co~nprehensive watershed development. The socioeconomic 
considerations were given particular attention during the preparatic!~ of 
the developiment package. The project was able io demonstrate a wide range 
of development activities. With the exception of sprinkler irrigation, it was 
found from the socioeconomic surveys that the development of traditional 
irrigation facilities (dams, channels, paddy land) was high on the list of 
farmers' priorities. Specisl attention was paid to this activity, which un- 
doubtedly led to greater farmer cooperation in the imple~nentation of some 
of the less attractive comprlnents, such as bench terracing or r:iosure of 
hillsides, required for long-term watershed protection. 

On completion of the tive-year project, there was a nucleus of well-tnined 
national staff, with some practical experience, at project headquarters and 
in each of thc three provinces. In addition, a nutnber of subwatersheds had 
been treated carefully to servc as lasting demonstrations of comprehensive 
watershed development. With the departure of international staff, water- 
shed developtnent was continued by national staff along the lines established 
by the project. 

Indonesia. In Indonesia, project efforts were more evenly divided be- 
tween the preparation of watershed development plans and their implemen- 
tation. There was little formal in-service training and no overseas fellowsnips. 
On-the-job training figured largely in the normal daily functions of the 
project. 
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The addition of an hydrologist to the pro.jcctls intcr~li~tionrrl staff should 
have permitted a niose sophisticated approach to wntcr-related matters in 
the planning process. But possibly ill1 irrigation engineer or an h\ldri~ulic 
engineer would have been more suited in view of the co~~struction work 
involved. In any case, it was not possible to demonstrate any iniprovctl irri- 
gation facilities due to laclc of fiinds, ancl this stemmed from the vertical 
structure of the government's coordinating agency. 

The presence of a forester facilitated the comprehensive planning pro- 
cess, but at the implementation stage, competition for labor bctween forestry 
2nd soil conservation tendeci to causc problems. Differentials in labor rates 
were another source of trouble. These problenis tended to occur at the field 
level and, while not insurniountablc, did draw attention for the need to 
plan labor inputs at uniform rates. Labor availability 2nd seasonal farni 
requirements should also be taker1 into account. 

The comprehensive watershed dc~~elopment plans took into account the 
villagers' nceds that were identified in the socioeconomic surveys. It is 
important that components in development plans focus on t h ~  villagers' 
most urgent needs. 

Preparation of development plans was assisted by the presence of up-to- 
date, large-scale orthophoto mosaics and aerial photographs. However, some 
of the first plans prepared relied on field surveys because mosaics were 
not availab!~. The big difference between the two methods was the time 
factor. Within the life of the project, it would not have Seen p,)sbible to 
prepare such detailed plans for whole watersheds without the use of up-to- 
date, large-scale aerial photographs. 

Jamaica. The project in Jamaica was similar to that in Indonesia: in fact, 
four of the eight international staff members served on the Indonesian proj- 
ect. The main difference was the stronger training component. A training 
specialist was included in the team, and formal in-service courses and 
preparation of technical training manuals formed a significant part of the 
project's activities. 

As in Indonesia, aerial photographs and mosaics were specially prepared 
for the project, and comprehensive watershed development planning pro- 
ceeded on similar lines. In Ja-aica, the development proposals were, to 
some extent, limited by the extreme steepness of the terrain. 

The project encountered difficulties in establishing demonstration water- 
sheds because some farmers were reluctant to cooperiiie. There was also 
a lack of community spirit. Waterways, for example, could not be run from 
one farm to another. Another problem was the high turnover of national 
staff due to their insecurity of position. This certainly would have a detri- 
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mental cffect o n  iiny continuation of'thc prc).jcct's activities by govcrnlnent LY 
aftcr its tcr~llination. Even the national project dirccror IAi the pro.jcct (luring 
its lilk. 

At the tirnc of' the project's inlxption, there nl~pcarccl to bc a strong 
.justification fijr its prcscncc and location. It  was only alicr the rcsl~lts of' 
the socioeconomic surveys bccamc known and the attitude ofthc inhabitants 
realized that doubts began to cmc:rgc as to what success the project would 
have in establishing field dt.monstration areas. Also, i t  was not known at 
rhc beginning thnt the pro-jcct was t c ~  opcrrttc during n time of political change. 
It may be lbr this reason thnt project counterparts fr~ccd i~security in their 
positions. 

a 

EtI~iopin. Although thc original objectives ol'thc Ethiopian prc~jcct were 
similar to those of the other pro.jects, fundamental differences in projjc: 
composition, organization, and government rlircction had a marked im- 
pact on results. Stal'f training, both overscus and in-service, and prepara- 
tion of training materials don~inated project activities. Preparation or com- 
prehensive dcvelopmcnt plans :~nd the establishment of demor~stration sub- 
watersheds should also have formed an important part of the projeci's activ- 
ities. However. because of the lack of support both from within thc project- 
due to insufficient staff and resources-and from the government, little 
was achieved. 

This does not infer that there was little soil conservation work carried 
out. Indeed, vast areas were treated under the World Food Program food- 
for-work campaign, but not as part of an integrated watershed develop- 
ment packagc. Except for the benefit from greater water retention, it will 
be some years before crop yield iiicreases are realized. This will not lead 
to a spontaneous acceptance of soil conservation measures, and it is ques- 
tionable ss  to what extent the work will be maintained. Instances have 
occurred whcre new soil bunds have been built between old. This may not 
be the norm, but it suggests that the work is being irnplen~ented as a task 
in return for food rather than a desire to conserve soil. In areas where there 
are shortages of food, inefficiency in a food-for-work campaign may be 
acceptable, but at no time shoilld it have a negative effect on soil conser- 
vation or afforestation. Obviously, there is a lack of understanding by some 
farmers, and this ciearly indicates the need for a stronger, more energetic 
extension service, with possibly a better irlessage. Wherever there is a food- 
for-work campaign, whether by World Food Program or another agency, 
a prerequisite should be the availability of competent field supervision. 
This should not be confused with emergency food aid in areas of famine, 
which is another matter. 
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Table 3. Detalls of overseas trainina. 

Overseas Fellowship Troiriirry 
Number of 

Countby Project Candidatcs Man-months - - -. - - - -- - 
Korea KQRl671522 27 65 
Indonesia IND1721006 
Jamaica JAM1781006 16 90 
Ethiopia ETHl811003 40' 390 - - -- - 
'Including 14 candidates who 2ttended degree courses of one to three years 
duration. 

Training. Formal training, whether in-service or overseas, was justified 
in all projects, but it should have been oriented to meet the needs of the 
country. Details of the overseas training provided by the four projects are 
shown in table 3. 

It is important that training be balanced between the immediate and long- 
term requirements. Possibly the immediate requirements, usually at the 
lower level, cnn best be met by in-service training. In a country, such as 
Ethiopia, where the level of development is in the early stages, it is ques- 
tionable whether the emphasis on overseas training was justified. In any 
case, overseas training should be restricted to neighboring countries that 
have similar co~iditions and the facilities to train. 

Greater importance should be placed on improving facilities and tailor- 
ing the training to meet the resources available in the home country. Many 
months may be authorized for overseas training, but all too often in-service 
courses are restricted to a week or so. To have real impact, these courses 
must be carefully graded, with a progressive sequence, and the participants 
chosen using some criteria for qualification. 

It would seem elementary to have a logical in-service training program 
that could easily be coordinated by a counterpart. But it needs continuity, 
and counterparts in this seemingly nonessentI:,l task often are reassigned 
at a moment's notice. If a project is to contnin ,I Baige in-service training 
program, it is imperative that there be a ri~!\-ti~iie training officer. 

Of the four projects, Jamaica was the only one that contained such an 
officer, and only in this project was a reg~llar* in-service training program 
established. Even if many of the participants subsequently departed from 
the project, their training may still be put to some use. This cannot reflect 
adversely on the project. 

Maps for watershed development pdanniug. For watershed development 
planning, it is essential that the basic matena:~, maps, and aerial photographs 
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are available or  can readily be obtained. After the socioeconomic survey 
of the area, and this includes contact and exchange of ideas with f 'irmers, 
sonic form of base map is rcquired on which is recorded the physical and 
present conditions of the watershet!. So that sufficient detail can be shown, 
maps or aerial photographs to a minimum scale of about 1:15,000 are re- 
quired. These are seldom availabie, however, and it becomes the task of 
the planner to prepare them, using th.: best information available, sup- 
plemented with field observations. 

Preparation of the base map in Korea relied largely on field observa- 
tions, but this task was greatly ~ssisted by use of large-scale cadastral plans 
;IS planemetric controi. In addition, there were topographical maps and 
aerial photographs, both at 1:50,000 scale. In both Indonesia and Jamaica, 
controlled orthophoto n~osaics at a scale of about 1:15,000 were specially 
made for the project. 

Preparation of base maps in Ethiopia was more difficult. In most areas 
the largest scale maps were only 1:250,000, and the aerial photographs, 
at 1:50,000 scale, were more than 20 years old. Therefore, a considerable 
amount of field work was involved. 

In all four projects, watershed developmerlt planning was possible. In 
some, however, basic maps and aerial photographs were lacking. Where 
this occurred, additional field work was required. 

Dernonstmtiort arzas. Only in Korea was the establishment of comprehen- 
sive watershed development demonstration areas fully realized. Indonesia 
lacked inputs in water development. In Jamaica, farmers showed little in- 
terest, while in Ethiopia, the inputs were mainly limited to manual activities. 

Composiliort of staff. The composition of the international staff and that 
of the national counterparts should be closeljl related :o the objectives of 
a project. If the objective is com~rehensive watershed development, then 
it is inevitable that a broad range of disciplines should be covered. Unfor- 
tunately, possibly because of budgetary constraints, there were frequent 
gaps in expertise. in such cases, it is important that the projcct have the 
mechanism to enlist expertise from other projects 01 departments. Train- 
ing is a component often omitted on the assumption that the various spe- 
cialists are capable of imparting their skills. However, training is a spc- 
cialized subject as much as other disciplines, and it requires experience 
in presentation and coordination of programs. 

Fanner training. Farmers' training, it may be argued, must be an activ- 
ity of national counterparts because of the difficulties with language. This 
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is true, but it was evident in all projects that some impetus is required. 
All too often the necessary training aids are not available unless they are 
a project input. It was significant that in Ethiopia, where Fdrmers and many 
junior technicians had little or no knowledge of English, not one of the 
project's technical training manuals was translated into Amharic. These 
included some that were specifically prepared for junior technicians and 
leading farmers using simple terms and diagrams. 

Residerzt adviser. For watershed development and training, the ideal com- 
position and structure of a project is to have a resident adviser as close 
to the site of work as possible, with access to backup expertise as necessary. 
The resident should have a broad knowledge of watershed development 
activities. Possibly someone with a background in farm management would 
be most suited. More important, he or she should be able to identify areas 
where development opportunities exist and not be shy in seeking additional 
advice when necessary. 

Government structure. The vertical structure of government departments 
that is found in many countries can be a serious obstacle to comprehen- 
sive watershed development. Yet it is the comprehensive approach that 
greatly assists the successful implenlentation of a soil and water conserva- 
tion program. 

The department responsible for soil and water conservation must cover 
or have access to a broad range of disciplines. Perhaps a title such as "Land 
Rehabilitation" or simply "Watershed Development" might infer a more 
general approach and move the policymaker away from the idea of rigid, 
monodisciplined departments with little coordination. 



Demonstration and extension 
of soil and water conservation 

Latin America 
Jerome E. Arledge 

Most countries havc used soil conservation practices for many years, 
sornc for centuries. Why, then, havc not more hectares of adequate con- 
servation measures been installed where they are so badly needed? Why 
have not masses of people learned from others who have applied conser- 
va;ion work'? 

Perhaps part of the answer is the extreme poverty among farmers in 
developing nations. The immediate need of the people may outweigh the 
concern for resource conservation. It is then unrealistic in such cir- 
cumstances to expect soil and water conservation to be given a high priority. 

The primary intent here is to offer some conservation ideas, philosophy, 
principles, and guidelines for individuals and groups working in develop- 
ing countries. In addition, successful experiences are reported that help 
answer the following questions. How does one approach and deal with peo- 
ple? How does one develop a sales pitch or demonstration? What factors 
must one keep in mind during the approach and the follow-up stages to 
assure the program objective of increasing agricultural production by uni- 
formly trapping and infiltrating, as much as possible, the available moisture? 

The soil and water conservation system described herein has been applied 
in many areas in Central and South America and in the Caribbean. The 
system of demonstration and extension has even broader application for 
other countries. Keep in mind that there is never only one right way to 
reach an objective. There are many alternatives, and one or more of these 
may fit any specific condition encountered in the field. 

Principles of soil and water conservation consist of increasing infiltra- 
tion to furnish water for plant use instead of contributing to runoff. This 
can be done by covering the soil with living or dead vegetation to slow 
runoff or stop runoff with terraces or contoured ridges and storing that 
runoff until it infiltrates. Al! farmers, technicians, bankers, lawyers, doc- 
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Table 1. Watershed manaoernent ~ractices. 

Conservation Practices 

Level bench terraces 
Contour farming (level ridging) 
Natural seeding 
Short-duration grazing 
Small infiltration ditches 

(1 ft. x 1 ft. x ?ft. long) 
Watering holes 

(t!niformly distributes grazing) 
Mulching (residue management) 
Gully plugs 

(darns less than 1 m h;ahl 

Land Uses Where Practices Apply 

Cro~land Grassland Forestland 

tors, nurses, houscwivcs, or anyone else who controls land should be able 
to understand and apply these simple principles. 

Changing land use 

Conservation leaders have the responsibility to show a con~~nunity how 
to use conservation practices to manage their steep lands, whether in crops, 
grass, or trees, for niinirnum loss of water and soil. Those farmers who 
are accustomed to farming steep cropland need to be shown how to in- 
crease producticn while at the same time conserving water and soil. How- 
ever, the community already has established a way of life with priorities 
well entrenched. Every community has its own means of making a living. 
The objective is to work as much as possible within the constraints of this 
established land use, or, alternatively, if necessary, to try to convince 
operators that land use must be changed. 

Comparative field trials 

Conservation of soil and water usually is not accepted unless it increases 
returns to farmers. Five thousand small, comparative conservation plots 
in Peru demonstrated 13 to 1,019 percent increases in production of 42 dif- 
ferent crops. The usual 50 worldwide conservation practices were reduced 
to eight. These eliminated runoff and increased production of crops, grasses, 
and trees. The eight practices that proved effective are shown in tabie 1. 

Comparative field trials established by the land users on their own land 
have been very effective (1, 2, 3). Other land users naturally compare their 
neighbor's new system with their traditional method of operation. Farmers 
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arc always interested in how time and expense can be reduced while 
simultaneously increasing yields. 

The coniparativc field trial method of testing and demonstration brings 
conservation directly to thc land users with little cash outlay. It takes CI , d vari- 
tage of'opportunities for improvement, and in existing systems h e  results 
have been very successful. The comparative method has Ibur important 
advantages to farmers. He or  she gains awareness that there are other ways 
to improve productivity with conservation of water and soil; gains prac- 
tical experience by doing the job himself; gains expertise by repeating the 
operation many times; and gains confidence to teach his neighbors. which 
spreads the successful irnprovcnients very rapidly by word of mouth. 

The comparative test plot system is designed with the flexibility to niake 
iniprovements in a practice at any time. For example, a young Guatcnialan 
fanner devised a method to save the topsoil during the construction of bench 
terraces and leave the valuable topsoil on thc surface of the bench without 
moving the topsoil twice. Two Guatemalan technicians designed a method 
to save 50 pcrccnt of the labor required during the construction of wide 
bench terraces. 

On cropland, level bench terraccs. level ridging of contour rows, mulching 
(residue management), and gully plugs were tested and demonstrated. No 
matter what crop the hrnier grows, at least two essential practices, level 
bench terraces and level contour rows, should be compared with the tradi- 
tional method of land preparation. On gri~ssland, practices that proved effec- 
tive were natur~l  seeding, short-duration grazing, small infiltration ditches, 
watering holes. and gully plugs. For existing trees and for establishing any 
type of new trce crops, terraces, natural seeding, level absorption ditches, 
residue management, and gully plugs proved adequate. The minimum size 
of comparison plots were 3 meters long and 5, 7, and 30 meters wide for 
cropland, trec land, and grassland, respectively. Plots were laid out on the 
contour, with a 30 x 30 centimeter level protection ditch along the upper end. 

Only differences between the conservation practices (land preparation) 
should be compared the first year. After 100 percent of the moisture has 
been uniformly absorbed, the agronomic practices can be compared (usually 
the second year). 

Contour planting 

Every 10 meters, a farmer marks a contoured, baseline row across the 
field using the "A" frame or equivalently simple level (1 ,  2). Parallel to 
this level base line, he or  she then plants five parallel rows uphill and down- 
hill. The short rows are releveled and fit into +he remaining spaces. The 
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farmer's planting, cultivating, and hilling-up (sometimes 30 centimeters 
high) of each row forms many absorption ditches on the contour. Each row 
is expected to store the rain that falls between each row. The contour plant- 
ing and hilling-up practices will eliminate 80 to 90 percent of the erosion 
occurring even on steep mountain soils (1 ). The effectiveness of the method 
will depend upon the soil's infiltration rate, intensity and duration of rain- 
fall, steeprless and length of slope, and the human factor (accuracy of layout 
and uniformity of height of the ridges). 

Level bench terraces 

Farmers realize they must construct terraces above contour rows broken 
during heavy rains. This approach provides flexibility and allows a farmer 
to plan bench terraces only where they are needed (2). An adequate ter- 
race is exactly level along she front edge and the base of the slope. The 
cultivated bench must be inclined into the mountain (15 percent or more) 
enough to store all of the rain that falls on each terrace. The counter slope 
of the flatter area depends upon the soil type and the amount and intensity 
3f rainfall. 

The entire backslope must be protected by a rock wall or by planting 
perennials. Many grasses and other perennial plants can provide slope 
protection. 

Before terracing, farmers would not sacrifice any of their land to plant 
grass for cattle feed. Now, as a result of terracing, crop yields are greater, 
less fertilizer and seed are used, less land is cultivated, and cattle feed or 
other economical crops, such as cut flowers, herbs, and spices, are pro- 
duced on the terrace backslopes. 

Farmers have increased the land area in crops by means of terracing. 
On slopes of 30 percent, bench terracing increases the productive land sur- 
face by 25 percent. In other words, for every 4 hectares of bench terraces, 
a farmer gains a fifth hectare. Flatter slopes produce less than a 25 per- 
cent increase; terracing on steeper lands produces more than a 25 percent 
increase. Bench terraces require considerable labor, but once constructed, 
maintenance is minimal (2). 

Gully control 

Gullies may occur in any land use system and may need treatment. After 
all the cropland, grassland, and land in tree crops have been prepared for 
the uniform infiltration of rainfall, then only a minimal amount of rain will 
concentrate and run off through the gully. The gully may heal itself and 
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not ncccl the additional work of constructing gi~lly plugs, especially if  live- 
stock is excluded from the gullied area so nat~~rill vegetation is itble to pro- 
vitlc protective cover. However, i t  may be neccssary to establish vegeta- 
tion in addition to excluding grazing. 

Sonlctinlcs alicr conservation nlcasurcs have hccn cstablishccl ;tbovc the 
gully, chcck cl:~nls may still be rcquirctl. Chcck tla~ns no nlorc thar~ 1 meter 
high are rcconimcndctl. Dan~s  placed in n stairstep fishion shorten length 
of slope, rctlucc runoff velocity. and thrm terraces when sedimentation 
occurs. The elevation ol' the base 0 1 ' ~ ' i i ~ I i  dam should equal the top of thc 
dam inimcdiotcly below (Figure 1). Chcck dams may bc made of rocks, 
stakes, living plants. sod. or sacks ol' various materials. The top of the dam 
should be concave in shapc to provide maximum capacity for the rising 
water of heavy rains. Once chcck dams arc constr~rcted, the walls of the 
gitlly can be shaped to the angle of repose and vcgctated. 

Success of principles 

'The soil ant1 water conservation principles described here have been suc- 
ccs:il'ul over 14 years in  nine Latin American and Caribbean countries, 

Figure 1. Gully plugs constructed with sacks, sods, sticks, rocks, living plat%, 
etc. 
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c.spccially Guatemala, Peru, Saint Vincent. Barbi~dos, ant1 li>r the past two 
years in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Island. They have prorluccd substdntial 
increases in yields of 42 crops that were compared. Frtrmcrs arc working 
hard to conserve their fields. Appropriate conscrvatlon practices (hat in- 
crease production and use lcss fertilizer, labor, arid seeds arc :;cceptablc 
and attractive to farmers. 

For the past nine years. Guatemalans have been in a position to retire 
45 to 59 percent of thcir most highly erodible cropland acres because of 
the 81 to 141 percent average increase in production over traditional Sarm- 
ing methods on their remaining acres (1, 2). Where cropland ~s not retired, 
farniers opted to diversify thcir crops instead of overproducing the demand 
and flooding the markets. Overall production was achieved by uniformly 
infiltrating thc available rainfall by installing conservation practices, which 
immediately increased their standard of living. Guatemala's version of a 
low cost (only technical assistance) Conscrvation Reserve Prograni (U.S. 
system of retiring erodible land) is wcll underway. 
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Soil taxonomy 
and stees lands 

Thomas E. Calhoun, R. W. Arnold, 
Maurice J. Mausbach, anld Bobby T. Birdwell 

Soil classification is a means of ordering our knowledge of soils. For 
example, one classification scheme rnay catalogue soil properties that relate 
to the characteristics and conditiorls of soils as they occur in natural land- 
scapes. Another scheme may group soils by perceived processes of soil 
formation. Soil classification can help to communicte knowledge from 
one place to another. There is a need to predict what may happen as steep 
lands are used. Soil classification systems can serve that need. 

Researchers are currently looking for ways to compress the knowledge 
from centuries of trial and error in agriculture on steep lands into an accel- 
erated, one-generation program for today's developing world. How can 
it be done? We contend it can be accomplished through agrotechnology 
transfer. 

C 

Planning agricultural land use 

111 the process of de\reloping agricultural systems, the major difficulty 
if not in developing a1tc:rnatives but in predicting the outcome associated 
with alternative actions. The whole system needs to be understood in order 
to evaluate changes in any single component of the system. Such an 
approach brings together existing knowledge of the production system, 
identifies the major components and processes and their interactions, and 
seeks to identify the bottlenecks to improve:d performance (I). 

Historically, the inability to establish satisfactory farming systems on 
some land has bee11 due, in part, to the domination of the people in one 
area by those elsewhere; on other land it has been due to people attemp- 
ting to force a pattern of use on new land that is not suited to them (4). 

In deciding the patterns of use on new land, system simulation is an 
effective process. A useful concept is that farms should not be established on 

L 
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land so poor that, in the experience of the ftirmers of the region, the in- 
come cannot be made to provide a level of living consistent with the stan- 
dards of the region and at the same tinic maintain the farm capital required 
for continued farmin '7). These kinds of decisions [nust be based on fac- 
tual data that provide reliiible estimates of the chances for success. 

In niost instanc'es thcse decisions need to be made by government pian- 
ners, as farnmrs arc the least able to afford a Fiilure. Some soils 3re especially 
suited to certain plants, but other plants may not be able to grow in them 
at all and rcquire ill1 entirely different combination of characteristics. People 
havc discovered these things by trial and error. By the time they learn, 
however, many m:iy have lost everything-wealth, labor, spirit. If such bad 
relationships betcveen soils and man's use of the soils are to be avoided, 
thcse things must be known in advance and account taken of them (4). 

As Caguan (2) points out. small, individual operators make up the bulk 
of farmers througliout the developing world, and the aggregate tctal of their 
farms holds the greatest potential for increased production through proper 
application of agrotechnology. He says that for this reason all government 
programs are targeted toward individual farmers. Society wants the small 
farmer to absorb and use more sophisticated technology to produce enough 
food for its nonfarming citizens. This paradox exists, he suggests, because 
society itself has not invested in the development of the small farmers so 
that they are able: to absorb and use the technology that increased produc- 
tion requires. 

Now, what about situations where lsnd has slopes greater than 75 per- 
cent7 This land is considered by most to be marginal for farming, but the 
social s:;d economic pressures nre strong enough in some areas to bring 
this land into production. In these situations there is a need to know the 
prior responses ~f such soils to management in areas that have similar kinds 
of soils and climate. 

Soil scientists have learned how to combine the experiences of farmers 
with the technology of soil science to predict the probability of successful 
agricultural development. Soil scientists have learned some things of im- 
portance to those who wouid manipulate steep lands. 

Different soils result from interactions of parent material, climate, tirnz, 
position on the landscape, and biology. Soil scientists have learned to read 
the effects and relate them to the way the soil will respond to management. 
They have also learned t r~  show the location and the extent of soils and 
to group soils that are dike in morphological properties and in response 
to different managernci:t. Through this process of soil survey and soil 
classification, soil scientists can take what is learned about a particular 
kind of soil in one part of the world and apply that knowledge to other 
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irrcas wllcrc si~liili~r soils occ~rs. 111 otllc~. wortls, tlicy contrih~~tc to el'lkc- 
rive agrotcclinology tnrrlsli.~.. 

Ma~lagirig soils o11 stccp slol~cs nor~~-r;rlly ~~ ic : i~ i s  clcirling with rates ol' 
ru~lol'l', r;rtcs ol' inlilt ration. I'ilfCb 01' LV;IICI. percolirtion. s11;111ow soils ovcrlyi~~g 
1.oc.k or pir~.i~lithic n~;rtc~~ials. aricl high risk 01' nlirss ~novc~~icn t  when soils 
arc s;~turatcil. 

I-lu~itlrccls ol' year:; ol'cxpcricr~cc Ililvc shown us that stccp lands can he 
crop!xtl v~licrc tlicsc prohlc~l~s can he dealt with succcssli~lly through proper 
~ i i ~ ~ n i ~ g u ~ ~ c n l .  'I'hc j>rinl;rry I I I ; I I I ~ I ~ C ' I I I ~ I I ~  ~~r ;~c t i cc  LISCCI is tcrr;~cing. 'I'crr~~ccs 
scrvc to conlrol erosion, to pr'oviclc n stable hcdcling arcit Ibr crops, to pro- 
vitlc it  sccu~.c li)oting li)r hirncl lirhor or 1i.r uni~nal-drawn or mechanical 
tillage iniplcrncnts. ;rncl to aid in ~naking cl'li.ctivc use ol' wiitcr. Terracing 
is il satisli~ctory pri~cticc where soil ~natcrinls arc pcr~nlcablc, wlicrc there 
is ir sul'l'icicnt rooting dcptll li)r tllc crop to be grown, and whcr~c s~rrlilcc 
watcr cirri i>c controllctl. 'l'hc soil ~ l ~ ~ ~ t c r i i i l s  s l io~~ld  he ~~~cclianici~lly st;rble 
or ;I so~11.c~ 01' sto!ic or rock i~v;rili~hlc to huilcl ~ c t i ~ i ~ ~ i n g  structures. Tcr- 
races arc Inost suc.ccssli~l in  scmiirrid c l i~~ i i~ tc s  or  in cli~natcs with il distinct 
t11.y season. 

Using soils information in technology transfer 

Soil X/ir.\.r;tro;t!\.. the systcrii of' soil classification developed and used in 
the U~litctl States. is a system hasccl on grouping soil properties that arc 
thought to 1i;tvc tlcvclopccl in ;I similar Innnricr (6).  I t  hay bccn clearly 
cIcn~onstr?rtctl tliirt soils having similirr propcrtics (a group) will respond 
si~nilirrly to rn;~nugcrncnt practices. Clitsscs in Soil 7&.votror1?\l arc nlutually 
cxclusivc: they ilrc dclinccl by a set ol' propcrtics that iirc operationally 
tlcl'inctl (spccilicd set ol' proccdurcs). Hcncc, Soil 'lir-wnor~y is piirticularly 
~rscfirl li,r technology tr.;rnsli.r. I t  is now an approved system fc?; grouping 
soil inli)rmirtion in  nlorc than 40 countries throughout the world. 

Altho~~gh .Toil Tr.votrotry. tlocs not deal spcci fically with slope gradicnt 
except in cases o f  very wet soils-level or  sloping-it does, generally, pro- 
vidc infi,rrnation on soil depth, soil moisture. soil tcmpcraturc, lithic and f 
par;rlithic contacts. particle sizc. calcar-zous ant1 reaction classes, coarse 
I'r~rgmcnt content. iind soil niincrology. 

Using this type of infi~rnlation. predictions can be made about the in- 
filtration ancl percolation of watcr in soils. For cxample, soils with coarse 
particle sizc classes, no strongly contrasting particle sizes within the soil, 
high amounts of coarse frag~ncnts. and volcanic piircnt ~i~aterials (ashy, 
cinclcry. puniicc, ctc.) tcntl to be pcrri~cable, have rapid infiltration rates, 
and arc relatively stable ~ : i t h  a high watcr contcnt. This information on 
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sleep soils ;litls i l l  the tritnsl'cr 01' Iccl~rlology to other ilrcils. 
r ,  I 11c tcr~~pcrittitre ant1 ~noisturc rcgi~llcs usctl in ,Soi l  'lir.votrortq~ i~ltliciltc 

the nnlount ol' water that might occur in the soil i~ntl the gcn1:r;tl c l i~ni~tc 
ol' the area. 'I'llc lithic subl:roups u~ltl sllallow lilniilics intlicutc the volume 
ol'soil nvitililblc li)r moistuw storage ant1 cl'l'cctivc rooting tlcpth. Mineralogy 
olicn provitlcs insight into the stitbilily ;111d l'crtility ol' the soil. Soils wit11 
knolinitic or micnccoirs :nincralogy o n  stccp slopes tcncl to be susceptible 
to mass movclncnt undcr conditions ol'high moistl~rc. For cxamplc, Vilnclnlia 
itntl Upshur soils in the Appitlnchi:ul Mountilins of thc eastern Unitctl States 
arc known to be unstable soils, very susccptiblc to slumping. Both of these 
soils arc classified as tine, mixed, mcsic Typic H;~plutlallB. 'That is, thcy 
have u tine particle size class ol'mixcd clay mineralogy in an argillic sub- 
soil horizon, have a nacsic tc~iiperalu~.c (mean annual soil tcn~pcruturc at 
20 crn bctwccn 8" and 15" C), ant1 ale moist lniich oftlic time (udic moisture 
icginic). Laborrltory tlata show the mineralogy to be high in montmorillonitc 
clity, but not high enough to class as montomorillo~~itic. Interprcting this 
inlbrmution indicates that these soils are in an area with high prccipita- 
tion; thcy are also high in 2:1 intcrlatticc clay content. This combineltion 
allows the soils to absorb large aniounts of ~lloisturc that. in turn, greatly 
increases the totill Inass. The 2:l clays expand i~pon wetting and, wit11 ?he 
increased Inass, the ~naterinls on steep slopes begin to crccp downslope. 
Continuing prccipitatio~: can, by lubricating the structur~tl t~lccs, cause these 
materials to slip downslope. Similar soils o n  stccp slopes :lscwhcrc can 
be expected to behave similarly. This is information transfer. an important 
part of agrotechnology transfer. 

These fcutures deal primarily with the mechanics ol* keeping thc soil in 
place, maintaining water in and on the soil, and providing a stable area 
for cropping. Where the soil resources arc so limited that croppinb 7 IS ' ex- 
tended to Fteep lands, these features are paramount. 

Where conditions are conducive to terracing, such land is ofien developed 
for cropping. The physical characteristics of a site may bc the major limita- 
tion to use, whereas, thc chemical characteristics influencing productivity 
can usually be manipulated. Thus, the husbandry of the soil, that is, the 
care needed to produce the crop, is commonly of secondary importance. 
Soils on steep lands can be managed so long as the sites are fbund to sup- 
port agriculture. 

Preventing land degradation 

The t~ansfer of agrotechnology through thc usc of Soil Tcrxor~otrzy and 
soil survey technology can help in the identification and selection of steep 
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lands most physically suitable for agriculture. Using this inSonnation car1 
lead to more successful farming. It can o'.;o help to prevent the damage 
thiit results fiom fiirming that fails: erosion, loss of productive and frc- 
qucntly shallow topsoil, and off-site sediment damages. 

Usually, soil is abandoned in ;.I poorer s!ate than its natural condition. 
In many places soil erosion is a result, n syniptom rather than a cause of 
declining fertility and rural distress. The decline in productivity happcns 
partly because of the inability ofthe people to establish conservation farm- 
ing systcrns. This cornmonly is due to the selection of soils not suitcd to 
the use. Many areas on steep lands were previously fbrestcd and would 
have better been left as forcst land. By choosing suitable sites and appropriate 
technology with the use and application of Soil Tcuonot~zy and soil survey 
techniques, i t  may be possible to prevent the degradntic n sequence of cut- 
ting the trees on these areas, converting the land to cropland, abandoning 
:he fields, increased erosion, loss of fertility, and the inability of vegeta- 
tion to recover. 
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terraces in Venezuela 
Lynden S. Williams and Bob J. Walter 

In 1961 :he Mini?'-y of Agriculture in Venezuela initiated a major soil 
conservation program in several states in the central and western Andes. 
One of the projects focused on the construction of agricultural terraces in 
small highland valleys. Terracing was accomplished by building strong rock 
walls along the contours of the slopes and allowing the normal actions of 
erosion and cultivation to level the surface. 

This "controlled-erosion" construction method resulted in terraces large 
and stable enough to use animals or machines for cultivation. Terraces of 
similiar dimensions built by physically leveling the land would require far 
more labor, perhaps prohibitive amounts. Controlled-erosion terraces are 
durable, and they may be suitable where long-term soil conservation is a 
prime objective. However, the benefits of higher yields through increased 
water absorption are postponed or reduced when this method is used. 

The Venezuelan case study illustrates a successful terracing project that 
may have application in other tropical highland regions. Of specific con- 
cern are method of terrace construction, advantages and disadvantages of 
the controlled-erosion method, and the social and econonlic impacts of 
this form of soil conservation. 

Field investigation was conducted in August and September of 1985 under 
sponsorship of the U.S. Agency for Internatiorlal Development. This work 
included a comparison of the controlled-erosion system used in Venezuela 
with the methods of terrace constnrction being used in Peru and Guatemala 
in two USAID-sponsored projects (12;. 

The geographic setting 

The terracing project f~cused on small valleys at elevations ranging fromh 
1,600 to 2,500 meters. As ir? most tropical highland regions, environmental 
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conditions vary widely. Precipitation ranges l i o ~ n  600 to 1,200 milli~ticters, 
and incan annual tcnqxrriturcs lange l.rorn rlbout 12 to 20 dcgrccs centigrade. 
Tlicrc is n pronounced dry season during the low sun pcriod from three 
nlontlis in  the wetter areas to six or seven months in the drier areas. Kill- 
ing I'rosts arc rare at these elevations; conscqucntly, with irrigation, multi- 
cropping is possible. The small vallcys usually have slopes ranging from 
10 to 40 percent i l l  the direction of primary drainage and arc enclosed by 
ridges with steeper slopes. 

Before 1960, the more lcvcl areas wcrc used Ibr pasture, and most of 
the population practiced shifting cultivation o n  steep slopes. Although rela- 
tivcly close to major urb~ui ccntcrs, the region was isolated by poor highways 
:uid the ;~bscnce of feeder roads to local farm conin~unities. There was lit- 
tle opportunity for off-farm employment, and living standards were among 
the lowest in Venezuela. 

Beginning aboui 1950, population growth in the region and the increased 
demand for marketable production in regional cities led to a rapid increase 
in the intensity of land use. The fi\llow pcriod was reduced or eliminated, 
and larger fields on steep slopes were cleared of natural vcgctation. De- 
forestation was common, and soil erosion incrcaml. Because fertilizer and 
organic matter wcrc generally lacking, soil fertility tended to decline rapidly 
under continuous cultivation. For many farmers, thc problem of obtaining 
subsistence and a meager income from marketable surplus production 
became incrcasing1;l dif'licult because of resource scarcity and environniental 
deterioration. 

Purpose of the ttvracing project 

The S~rhsidio C o t z s c r ~ * ~ ~ i o n i .  (conservation subsidy), as the Ministry 
of Agriculture program was called, aimed primarily at achieving long-term 
conservation objectives. It began in 1961 when a large amount of capital 
was available and the government was searching for labor-intensive invest- 
ment schemes that would reduce rural unemployment. In the case of ter- 
race construction, a cash subsidy was paid to rural workers according to 
the amount of rock retaining wall built. The payment, set initially at five 
bolivars (about US $1.25 at that time) per cubic meter of wall, along with 
the economic benefits of terracing, was sufficient to motivate participation 
by many landowners and other rural workers during thc program's early 
stages. 

Justification for the soil conservation program was not tied directly to 
the achievenlent of short-term economic benetits for participants. Payment 
of the subsidy was made partly to reduce unernployment in the region, and 
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it may have been assumed that short-term econoniic benefits would be forth- 
coming from successful conservation. Nevertheless, the cost accounting 
uscd did not require the justification of specific  expenditure.^ on the basis 
of increased yiclds or profits from tlie land affected. 

The package included a nuniber of features that resulted in important 
short-term economic benefits. Penetration roads, constructed in part to allow 
vehicles and heavy machinery to be brought in for the construction pro- 
ject, improved accessibility to markets. The rernoval of rock from the fields 
for wall construction improved and increased the cultivated surface. Agron- 
omists who directed the programs frequently cnco~iraged farmers to use 
their subsidy payments to pay for improved farming infrastructure, notably, 
the installation of sprinkler irrigation systems, and probably sparkcd many 
innovations in land use practices. 

Over the past quarter century, other changes only indirectly related to 
the conservation program have profoundly altered the economy and soci- 
ety in the region. The most important was the rapid growth in demand 
for vegetables in regional cities; the high valleys possess the climatic, sucial, 
and locational characteristics needed to serve those markets. The valleys 
are cool enough to allow for the production of high quality vegetables, but 
they can still be cultivated throughout the year. The high man-resource 
ratio, where farmers generally work from 0.25 to 1 hectare of land, made 
intensive cultivation desirable. These conditions, along with the direct and 
indirect effects of the soil conservation program, led to an almost total 
transformation of the region, from one of the poorest in Venezuela to a 
highly productive, intensive farming area with a much improved standard 
of living. 

Ironically, the economic improvements in the region made it increas- 
ingly difficult to maintain the project's original conservation focus. Pov- 
erty and unemployment in the region had made the modest subsidy pay- 
ment for conservation sufficient for farmer participation. New employment 
opportunities in horticulture, along with rapid out-migration to urban aseas, 
greatly reduced uilemplfiyment and increased the ~ r a l  wage. Although the 
subsidy was raised periodically, eventually reaching a level more than triple 
the original paynicnt, farmers became ever more reluctant to build terraces. 
By the late 1960s and early 1970s, the inclusion of other infrastructure proj- 
ects, especially the building or upgrading of irrigation systems, had generally 
become an essential pdrt of the incentive package for farmer participation. 

During the middle and late 1970s, when public funds became more scarce, 
terracing and other suil conservation aspects of the program were phased 
down, and attention was directed more narrowly to the achievemcnt of short- 
term economic goals. The Ministry of Agriculture program was shifted 



out of the conservation office to another agency (Corporuciorr cle 10s Andes), 
with a mandate to improve social and economic conditions in the region 
and only an incidental commitment to soil conservation. Given the enor- 
mous ecorlonlic impact of irrigation systems and penetration roads, it was 
perhaps inevitable that the focus of attention would shift away from long- 
term co~iservation objectives. 

Terrace construction methods 

Terrace construction was accomplished by controlling the natural pro- 
cess of erosion. Substantial rock retaining walls were constructed along 
the contours of a slope at intervals of 10 to 40 meters. Thereafter, erosion 
and downslope plowing provided the fill behincl the retaining walls. 

Selection of the controlled-erosion method appears to have resulted from 
the diffusion of ideas from the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Soil Con- 
servation Service and from Inca terraces or other native techniques of rock 
wall construction. A translated version of an SCS manual apparently was 
used as a model for the construction of rock barriers along the contours 
of the hillsides ( 9 ) .  From the manual, it appears that the rock barriers were 
originally envisioned as little more than stacks of rock that would break 
the downslope flow of water. However, when combined with expert rockwall 
building techniques, these barriers becamr strong walls with a firm foun- 
dation in the subsoil that could retain soil that eroded or was deliberately 
plowed downslope. Tne result was the evolution of terraces over a period 
of a decade or two. It seems probable that many of the ancient Inca ter- 
races were constructed with the controlled-erosion method (13). 

Advantages of the controlled-erosion method 

The obvious advantage of this form of terrace ccrlstruction compared 
with conventional bench terracing is the reduction in the work requirement 
for moving soil and subsoil. Also, it tends to produce cultivation surfaces 
that are relatively large and stable. In fact, for functional utility and s~?bility, 
controlled-erosion terraces are likely to be sinperior to those constructed 
by alterrrative methods. Disadvantages include the work and skill required 
for wall construction and the postponement of benefits that may result from 
surface leveling. 

The retaining wall need not be designed to allow for complete leveling 
of the cultivation surface. Potential benefits of achieving a level surface 
are postponed for a decade or more. Thus, the initial builders may have 
little incentive to expend effort to this end, and they may be only vaguely 
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aware that leveling will take place. In Venezuela, the wall height required 
for complete leveling was given little attention; rather, wall height was 
dependent mostly upon the a~nount of rock on the surhce, thc degree to 
which removing the rock was desirable to enlarge or improve the cultiva- 
tion surface, and the willingness of the farmer to expend additional labor. 
Wall height does correlate to some degree with slope. On gentle slopes, 
walls are usually no nore than 1 to 1.5 meters high; on steep slopes, higher 
walls were sometinles constructed. 

The amount of work required per unit of land terraced is mainly a func- 
tion of the distance between the walls, that is, the work is inversely pro- 
portional to terrace width. There is a strong incentive, therefore, to save 
labor by spacing the walls at wider intervals. The result is a wider cultiva- 
tion surface, but one that will probably retain considerable slope after the 
lcveling process by controlled erosion has been completed. In Venezuela, 
wide terraces were essential because the land is worked with oxen. However, 
even if the land were to be worked by hand, there would be a strong incen- 
tive to space the retaining walls at wide intervals simply as a means of 
reducing the labor requirement. 

When the land is worked by animal or machine, a wide cultivation sur- 
face is desirable, if not essential. Even when hand laboi is used now, a 
cultivation surface suitable for animal or machine traction may prove useful 
in the future. In Japan, many tiny terraces have now been a~andoned because 
they are unsuitable for the small farm machines used today. 

Soil erosion on steep slopes is a function of rainfall intensity, the amount 
and velocity of runoff, and sometimes as a landslide or soil slip in response 
to extreme weather or seismic events. Building retaining walls along the 
contours of slopes and leveling the surface behind the walls can reduce 
the velocity af runoff by reducing the length and degree of the slope. A 
more level surface will also promote increased water infiltration and thus 
reduce runoff. Terraces built with the controlled-erosion method will prob- 
ably tend to rank high as erosion control systems. 

Limitations of the controlled-erosion method 

The most obvious limitation of the controlled-erosion method of terrace 
construction is that achieving level terraces is postponed indefinitely and 
will probably remain incomplete unless an additional construction effort 
is undertaken later. The time required for leveling (to the top of the wall) 
depends upon local conditions and farmer treat,ment, such as downslope 
plowing. In Venezuela, soil fill-in by the processes of soil erosion and cultiva- 
tion was generally sufficient to reach the top of the retaining wall in about 
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Figure 1. Alternative slope patterns on controlled-erosion terraces in 
Venezuela. 
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10 years. In cases where the land had been in pasturt much or all of the 
time, the proccss was much slower (about 20 to 40 centimeters of soil accu- 
 nul lit ti on behind the wall per decade in the snlall cumber of cases exam- 
ined). Even after the soil reaches the top of the retaining wall, the cultiva- 
tion surface will usually have a substantial degree of slope. In effect, the 
coatrolled-erosion method reduced slopes from 20 percent to 10 percent 
and from 45 percent to 25 percent. Some of the slope patterns that can 
develop are shown in figure 1. 

The benefits of inccased water retention and reduced loss of nutrients 
will gradually increase as the terraces form. This can be a disadvantage 
where short-term benefits are needed as an incentive for the farmers or 
as a justification for public expenditure. 

The controlled-erosion metiiod of terrace construction will tend to be 
cost-effective only in those cases where relatively wide terraces are pos- 
sible. It has been estimated that the terrace must be at least 8 meters wide 
on steep slopes or 15 meters wide on gentle slopes to achieve a reduction 
in labor requirement over alternative methods (12). It follows that on a 
slope of more than about 40 percent the farmer must choose between an 
extremely high retaining wall, a very steep final cultivation surface, or a 
more narrow terrace. If he chooses the latter, he may find that physically 
leveling the surface and building a single-faced wall will be more cost- 
effective and provide the added benefit of immediate leveling. 

In Venezuela, the terraces were built with rock retaining walls because 
the rock was available nearby, usually from the field. Indeed, the removal 
of rock from the cultivation surface was one motivation for building the 
retaining walls. If rock were not available in the field, the labor cost for 
transporting materials to the construction site from a remote location would 
be great. 

The controlled-erosion method can be used in conjuncti~r! with a vege- 
tative rather than rock barrier. Terraces of this type are reported in Pzru, 
Honduras, and Africa (4, 7, 11); they have the advantage that the work 
requirement is minimal compared with building stone walls. 

If the walls are built as shown in figure 1, they will not be big enough 
to support level terraces. In this case it may be appropriate to build a new 
wall, as in figure 2. Whether the farmers (or their children) will be will- 
ing to make this effort remains to be seen. 

Social and economic impacts 

The immediate anci short-term economic benefits of terracing appear to 
have been minimal in the Venezuelan highlands. Some studies argue that 
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terracing resulted in higher yicltls and reduced costs, but the work failed 
to allow for the t~lnsition to intensive horticulture (1, 2, 10). Unquestionably. 
agriculturr~l output and land values incrcriscd substantially during the period 
of terrace construction, and most fi~rmcrs achieved major gains in living 
standards. However, there is no way of separating the impact of  soil con- 
servation from that of irrigation and othcr changes in technology, nor fi.oni 
access to markets. 

The conservation program did have sonic direct impact on production 
and the transformation to intensive horticulture. Terrcicc constr~~ction i ~ n -  
proved the cultivation surface by renioving rock and in sonic cases tilling 
in poorly drained areas. Surface lcveling is not essential for intensive hor- 
ticulture, but it does make 1)lowing and many othcr operations easier. 

l'he indirect i~npact of the :onservation program was enormous. Agron- 
omists who directed the proj lets suggested and encouraged many innova- 
tions, and subsidy payments for wall constructicn were frequently used 
to pay for improved farming infrr~structure. In some cases, the conserva- 
tion project came as a package that included irrigation and other essential 
infrastructure. Nevertheless, terracing per se was probably not the critical 
factor. and intensive horticulture on steep slopes is by no means confined 
to terraced land. 

Most farmers reported that reducing the rate of erosion and leveling the 
land resulted in little or  no increase in yield or  reduction in costs. This 
view was expressed both by those farmers who had terraces and those who 
worked steep slopes. We were surprised by this view, but thcre are several 
possible explanations. First, the effect of increas'ed water absorption is 
diminished by the hci  that leveling takes place over a long period of time. 
I t  is possible that yields do increase with surface leveling, but that farniers 
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Figure 2. Second-stage controlled erosion: hypothetical. 
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do not notice becausc of the slow pace of change. Also. almost all terraced 
land is irrigated. 

Second, Venezuelan fzrmers use other conservation nicasurcs to reduce 
erosion under normal weather conditions. These include contour plowing, 
digging drainage canals arourld the tops c J f  fieids to carry off excess water 
during heiivy rain, heavy appiication of organic matter, and frequent tillage, 
which increases the absorptive capacity of the soil and reduces runoff. 
Farmers sometimes prefer steep slopes because they permit a more upright 
position i ~ ) r  hand cultivation, planting, and harvesting. 

It appears that the most damaging aspect of erosion on steep slopes is 
the major slopc failure during extreme weather events that occur at inter- 
vals of 10 to 50 years. Incremental erosion does not seem to affect yields 
sufficiently to attract the farmer's attention. Although Venezuelan farmers 
are aware of the danger of mass niovemznt during extreme weather events, 
they may not realize that the current system, in which large area$ are per- 
manent;~ stripped of perennial vegetation, represents a greater threat than 
the previous system of shifiing cultivation. Those farmers interviewed 
appeared to be unaware of (or unwilling to acknowledge) the connection 
between their use of the land and major erosion disasters. The Venezuelan 
Ministry of Agriculture had hoped to "eliminate the attitude on the part 
of the farmer that he is sinlply a spectator of the forces: of erosion that 
drain away his future income" (3). Clearly, this goal has not yet been 
achieved. 

Lessorbs learned 

The terracing project in the Venezuelan highlands provides a number 
of lessons. First. the project demonstrates that terraces can be constructed 
without physically leveling the land. The method makes use of the natural 
forces of erosion to the advantage of the farmer. Rock on the suhce  becomes 
a resource rather than an impediment to cultivation. Second, the method 
requires little knowledge of terrace engineering, though the final result may 
have a form and functional utility that suggests such technical knowledge 
and skill. Third, the advantages result from the natural tendency of the 
builder to reduce his work effort and use convenient, simple methods. 

However, the achievement of long-term conservation objectives was 
largely incidental; it wds a result of the method of constt-uction used rather 
than purposeful actions on the part of the builders. Indeed, Venezuelan 
farmers seem to have relatively little awareness of, or concern for, the con- 
servation objectives achieved by terrace construction. The possibility that 
farmera elsewhere in the tropical highland may share that lack of concern 

I 
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is oisturbing; i t  suggests that volt~ntiiry and purposeful cl'brts at soil con- 
servation niay be limited to those cases where conservation is couplctl with 
short-term economic gains andlor public subsidies. 

Signiticantly, rrlost tcrnicing in Venezuela was co~nplctcd just bclbrc maijor 
gains in living standards through intensive horticulture. We arc son~cti~nes 
tempted to nssunlc that environmental conccrrls must bc given a lower prority 
than economic issues on grounds that pcoplc will be better able to deal 
with conservation after they have achieved significant gains in income. The 
experience ol' V(~nczuela suggests otherwise. When incomes were low and 
tindercmploynicnt coninion, relatively modest subsidies were sufficient to 
motivate farmer participation in the terracing project. As living standards 
and employment opportunities improved, i t  became increasingly difficult 
to niotivate fiirrners to pursue conservation objectives. There mzy be a "win- 
dow of'opportunity" for soil conservation in many poverty-stricken highland 
areas that will tend to close with success in economic devclopment schemes. 
That possibility suggests the need to move with haste in the area of soil 
conservation. 
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Elephant grass 
for soil erosion control 

a~ad livestock feed 
- - - - - -- 

Grant W. Thomas 

lJsc of elephant grass (Perrrrcsetunt plclpureutn) for soil erosion control 
apparently has been rather limited. Sac:~deve and associates (5) used 
elephant grass and a relaid species to control ergsion in waterways in Nepal 
with considerable success. Baker (2) used elephant grass in st! ips as a wind- 
break in fields uf tomatoes and reported good results. He warned of the 
necessity to control its growth to avoid reducing yields of adjacent crops. 
Bhutia (3 )  tcported using elephant grass in crop systerns in India similar 
to those repor;ed herein. In addition to thebe reports. elephant grass has 
been tried in various countries for erosion control without reports having 
been published or published in English (1, 4, 6, 7). The work reported 
herein describes the use cf elephant grass as livc barriers and grass strips 
for erosion control and livestock feed in the Dominican Republic. 

The conservation work reported herein was done under the Natural Re- 
sources Managemegt Project by the government of the Dominican Republic 
and the U..S. Agency for International Development. This work wils set 
up on both a nationa: and a lccal pilot scale. 

The pilo: project was in the Ocoa River Valley waterslred, located about 
60 miles west of Santo Domingo. The valley rises from sea level to an alti- 
tude of 2,000 meters. hlost of the project work was done at altitudes of 
400 meters or more, where many farms are or, steeply sloping land. Ero- 
siorl is a serious problem because of the lack of soil cover and high rainfall 
intensities, coupled with a distinc! wet-dry seasonal pattern. 

.4verage rainfall and calculated evapotranspiration poient~al are shown 
in figure 1 for San Jos:: de Ocoa. Notice the extremely dry period in the 
winter and early spring and the exceptionally wet month of May. Notice 
also the fact that the!-2 is insufficient water in most months of the year. 
In practical terms, this meacs that the chances of crop failure are always 
fairjy great. 
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MONTH 

Figure 1. Monthly rainfall and potential evapo- 
transpiration for San Jose de Ocoa, Dominican 
Republic. 

Soils in the zone are either very young or relatively young and, except 
for !wels of phosphorus, arc relatively fertile. Only on the mountain 
ridgetops are the soils very acidic. On the slopes below the ridgetops, soils 
are slightly acid to neuiral, and their basic cation and potassium statuses 
are adequate. Soils high in phosphorus are a result of past fertilization, 
usually of potatoes or vegetables. 

Conservation practices 

Farmers in the Ocoa Valley have used contour planting for many years, 
su the first conservation treatments used on the steep fields were hillside 
ditches protected by live barriers of citronella (Cymbopogon nadus). The 
citronella was used because animals would not eat it, giving it a good chance 
to survive. The ditches were designed to catch runoff water and transport 
it to a drain. In addition, the hope was that additional water would soak 
into the land from the ditch. 

In general, the ditches were placed farther apart than the slope would 
warrant. The result was that in a tn;.iy heavy rain they failed, causing more - 
damage than if there were, no ditch. Moreover, the ditches were relatively 
expensive. Nevertheless, the combination of ditches and live barriers gave 
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visibility to conscrvaticn work in the watershctl. A practice that is cheaper 
and probablv more effective is the erection of rock barriers on the contour. 

In  early work we tried no-tillag,.: and minimum tillage as conservation 
practices. They werc very successful in reducing erosion, ,moderately suc- 
cessful in producing crops, and not very successful in adoption. A niajor 
problem was the need for herbicides, which cost money. An even greater 
problem was that the falling value of the peso tripled the price of these 
herbicides in z few months, killing most interest in the practice. 

The sori~eo 

In the spring cf 1984, personnel at the project in Ocoa, under the guidance 
of Fcderico Poey, Billie de Walt, and Romeo Solano, conducted an informal 
survey ("sondeo") in three para of the watershed roughly representing three 
cropping systems. One of the most interesting findings of the solldeo was 
this: Whilc everyone either had or wanted livestock, none had sufficient 
feed for them. The types of livestock mos: common in the watershed are 
work stock (horses, mules, and oxen), cattle, and swine. 

As a result of the sondeo, research was begun on the production of feed 
for these livestock, keeping in mind soil conservation at the same time. 
One of these lines of research was the use orC elephant grass (Pertttisetunt 
pltrpurc.urrl) as a live barrier with the hillside ditch or as a wider grass 
strip without the ditch. The idea was to use the soil trapping qualities of 
elephant grass, along with its forage capabi~;:ies, as r; dual-purpose plant 
on farms in the Ocoa Valley. 

Establishing the elephant grass 

There was little elephant grass in the Ocoa Valley in the spring of 1984. 
That which did exist was in clumps near houses. None was planted as con- 
tour strips. To get material for the first plantings pl,oject, personnel begged 
and occasior?ally stole cuttings from the existing clumps. Availability of 
cuttings turned out to be such a prci:)lem that a small nursery field was 
eventually established in Sabana Larga, near Ocoa, tq ensure planting ma- 
terial for the future. This has been used over and over again since early 1985. 

Between spring and late summer of 1984 enough cuttings were obtained 
to establish live bzrriers along ditches andlor grass strips without ditches 
on several different farms. The first objective of these plantings was deter- 
mining su~vival and growth; the second objective was measuring yield. 
As soon as these plantings were established, the amount of elephant grass 
planted as live barriers and grass strips by farmers increased noticeably. 
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Table 1. Yields of elephant grass, with and without 1'~1tilizer, at two sites. - 
Yi!~lc at 45 days (kg/ha) -- 

Community T v ~ e  of Planting Cutting - F~?rtilizer + Fertilizer 

El Rifle Live barrier I st 18,500 31,219 
2nd 3,574 6,254 

Los Almendros Grass strip I st 6,006 12,012 
2nd 2,252 2,583 

Mean 7,583 13,017 

Marly farmers who were not project cooperators planted strips, morz or 
less on the contour. 

Although farmers iiked citronella as a live barrier, they strongly disliked 
the idea of using their scarce land for a plant having no economic use. 
It is highly probable that the good reception given to elephant grass was 
due to its potential as livestock feed. From observation it  was and is widely 
used. It should be noted also that even though elephant grass is not very 
high quality forage it is at least as high in quality as other grasses available 
in the zone. According to Pucrto Rican experience (8) ,  elephant grass is 
about 55 percent digestible when cut or grazed between 45 and 60 days 
of growth. 

Experiments on yieids 

Yield experiments have been carried out on elephant grass plots at two 
locations and only for a short time. One of the locations is near El Rifle, 
at an elevation of about 1,300 meters; the other is near Los Almendros, 
at an elevation of about 1,00(? meters. Yie!ds measured thus far at El Rifle 
were taken from a live barrier of a single row, those at Los Almendros 
from a grass strip of three rows. 

Table 1 shows the yields at the two locations. First cuttings at both loca- 
tions yielded much higher than second cuttings. This was due to an ex- 
tremely dry period in late summer, which gives an idea of yields under 
stress conditions. In addition, it should be mentioned that yields taken under 
these conditions in strip planting are likely to be unusually high because 
there is a strong border effect on practically all the samples harvested. Even 
so, the yields represent those of elephant grass planted in this manner where 
nearly all of the plants get extra sunlight, water, and plant nutrients. 

Unfortunately, there are no yields available as yet for an entire year. It 
could be expected that seven to eight cuttings per year could be made. Of 
these, two or three should give a relatively high yield and the rest a con- 
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siderably lower one. It also is probable that without fertilizer the yields 
will decline unless the adjacent crop is heavily fertilized. Rough calcula- 
tions on fertilized elephant grass indicate that the equivalent of between 
0.1 and 0.15 hectare of grass planted in strips would maintain a dual-purpose 
cow on a mountain farm. although protein would be marginal. 

Erosioiu control 

In terms of erosion control, no real nieasurenients were made, but from 
observations. grass strips of tv.0 to four rows are more effective than the 
single-row plontings. One three-row strip established in August 1984 had 
built up a terrace about 30 centimeters in height by February 1986. One 
comparative measurement that is needed is the loss of soil on an unprotected 
slope and on a protected slope with various nunibers of rows of elephant 
grass. 

Elephant grass also quickly and effectively stabilizes gullies. In fact. it 
is the only available grass that has the potential for gully control in relatively 
short time (a few months). 

Although the crown of elephant grass spreads gradually so tlfat i t  covers 
more and more of the soil surface, it can be controlled manually and does 
not establish stems at a distance. The biggest effect on adjacent crops is 
shade This can be controlled ic) a degree by frequent cutting (about 45 
days), ,.i schedule that tends to optimize yield and quality of elephant grass. 

Farmer acceptance 

Farmer acceptance of elephant grass as a conservation measure and as 
a forage has beerr rapid. Not only was elephant grass accepted by the great 
majority of farmers to whom plant material was offered, i t  was also planted 
by farmers who were not even cooperating with the project. In La Nuez, 
in the upper part of the watershed, there was no elephant grass at all in 
1983-1984. In February 1986, there were elephant grass strips established 
on a majority of the fields. It seems to have been a case of working with 
some farmers, then having the rest of them copy their neighbors-in a very 
short time. 

Summary 

Use of elephant grass as live barriers and grass strips was first attempted 
in the Ocoa River Valley in late spring 1984. It was planted as a response 
to the twin problem of soil erosion and a lack of animal feed. Observa- 
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t ions indica!e that  it is effective in  reducing soi l  erosion,  especially w h e n  - 

planted in two  o r  more rows. W h e n  cu t  a t  45-day intervals and fertilized. 

it ha s  grea t  potential for augmenting an imal  feed o n  a srrlall farm. Accep- 

tance of elephant  grass  for the dua l  purposes o f  e ros ion  control and animal 

forage has  been rapid and  noi  limited to project  cooperators .  
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The Kenyan model 
of soil conservation 

Carl G. Wenner 

A soil conservation service was established in Kenya as early as 1937. 
Under Rritish colonial rule. graded channel terraces were constructed on 
most large farms in the "White Highlands." On native farmland the policy 
of instructing. sometinles forcing, the peasants to carry out conservation 
works generated much resentment and was not always successful (4). 

After indepencience in 1963, therc was initially a move against soil con- 
servation: soil conservatioc stations with tractor service. establishment of 
laws for soil conservation, and appointment of staff to check the obedience 
of laws. However. during the decade after independance. more terraces on 
small-scale Fdrnms disappeared than were constructed, and the government 
sought to reestablish a soil conservation program. At the 1972 Stockholm 
Conference on the Environment, the government of Kenya defined soil 
degradation as a major national problem and requested assistance from 
the government of Sweden. This eventually led lo the Swedish Interna- 
tional Gevelopment Authority program, which I planned and initiated and 
was involved with full t i r x  from 1974 to 1981 and part time since (5, 6). 

Conservation objectives 

The objectives defined by the government of Kenya were that the soil 
conservation program should (1) be limited to high and medium rainfall 
areas; (2) concentrate on densely populated, small-holder areas: and 
(3) be labor-intensive with low costs. 

The technical director of the Ministry of Agriculture formulated the 
strategy for the program to include (I) strengthening the soil conscrvatio~~ 
input in the general extension package, (2) close supervisiori of the xten-  
sion staff in its promotion of soil conservation, (3) individual sppr~ach 
by the extension staff to the farmers in the dry season when there is time 
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for soil conservation activities, (') bcttcr transportation for the extension 
staff, and ( 5 )  acceptance of public responsibilities for structures extending 
beyond individual landowner's responsibility. 

Applicatiori technique 

Possibie use of tractors or  earth-nioving machinery was ruled out at the 
start, niainly because they are not suitable on small plots and steep slopes, 
hut also because the record of government-operated tractor service in Africa 
is extrenlcly poor. Nor was i t  logical to introduce machinery in a country 
with troublesome unemployment. On the other hand, the traditional methds  
of building terraces by hand were seen as acceptable to Pdrmers and effec- 
tive. One of them is the "fanya juu." It consists of d ig ing  a drain across 
the slope and throwing the excavated soil uphill to form a ridge above the 
ditch (Figurc 1). Soil is moved downhill by erosion and during cultivation 

1 Unploughed strip Leav in~  a strip of land unploughed is a sim- 
ple and cheap type of terracing, especially 
on previous pasture. 

2 Grass planted Fodder grass (or other perennial plants) can 
be planted in one or more rows, or seed 
broadcasted. Especially in high #,linfall areas 
and on gentle slopes. 

3 Trash laid Trash collected into ridges will be decom- 
posed and grass will grow up. Not always 
suitable in dry areas where trash is used for 
other purposes or eaten by termites. 

4 Fanya juu Fanya juu is Swahili language meaning 
throw up, because excavated soil is thrown 
uphill to form a ridge. The channel is dug 
firstly to form the ri, e. :scondly I : 
discharge overtopping water, if an/ (see 
Figure 2). 

. . 
5 Stone wall 

. . .  :..::. A stone wall can be constructed when 
material and labor are available. 

Figure 1. Different ways of developing bench terraces in erodible soils. In high 
rainfall areas conservationists have sometimes been too eager to introduce 
the fanya juu method instead of leaving the choice of terrace construction 
mothod to farmers as recommended. 
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C o n s t r u c t  i o n  

B e n c h e s  d e v e l o p e d  

Figure 2. The bench terrace permits collection of dispersed soil particles, plant 
residues, water, and nutrients, which increases crop yields. Perennial grass 
on the edge of the terraces (or a cover ,f stones) will protect thc:n, and the 
undisturbed riser will infiltrate water. This ingenious type of terracing fits 
slopes with erodible soils, especially in climates with unreliable or marginal 
rainfall. 

anti builds up behind the ridge, icading to a progressive development of 
nearly f! at terraces (Figurc 2). Whcn the land behind the ridge has filled 
level with the ridge, the process is repeated by more excavation from the 
channel at the foot of the ridge, again using h e  soil to build the ridge higher. 

The bank riser is planted to perennial crops, usually grass for cut-and- 
carry feeding to animals and sometimes fruit trees. Being able to use all 
the land constructively overcomes one of the main objections to temcing- 
that of losing some land tur production. 

Even in areas with bctter than average rainfall, the distribution is uneven 
and erratic, with drought periods. Terracing by the fanya juu method leads 
to better ir~filtration and moisture storage, and significant increases in crop 
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yields arc frequently observed immediately afier terr~cing. The fi11.nlers 
qi~ickly atlopt a prilcticc that offers an immediate advantage ( 1 .  2). 

Approach to farmers 

Poor small-holders cannot be expected to bcgin terrricing to sacr. the future 
national food base. or even to save soil Ibr their grandchiidren. Better reasons 
for tcrriicing arc needed, especially when the results of severe erosion are 
not obvious. Tangible, short-term benefits to the hrrncrs are the most per- 
suasive reasons for them to rtccep[ terracing. Sonie of these are (I) that 
terraces maintain or  increase crop yields (Figure 3); (2) that edges of ter- 
r x e s  can be used for highly productive fodder grass, providing for more 
or better cattle and producing manure to increase crop yields (Figure 4); 
(3) that terrace edges can also be used for planting bananas or trees (Figures 
5 2nd 6); and (4) that. consequently. te.; racing does not mean sny loss (if 
land (the yield of grass or trees is more valuable than thc yield of :I cor- 
responding strip with grain) (Figure 7). 

The frirms on which conservation was to be applied had to be visited 

Figure 3. Developed bench terraces generally mean static or increased crop 
yields. Fanya juu terraces can bring about benching within a year. The farmer 
in this case said his maize yield increased (Southeastern Zone in Ethiopia, 
October 23, 1986). 
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Figure 4. Terraces do no: result in lcss o: land because their edges can be 
used for a perennial crop, in this case elephant grass. Them is no rnonoculture~ 
On the field above the riuzr, traditiarral cultivation occurs, with a mixture of 
various crops; below the riser, maize and beans are intercropped. This is a 
rather wet farming area (Nyeri District in Kenya, Na.ember 21, 1984). 

Figure 5. Edma of termcas can be plrntod to brnrnrr, which hrvs 8 smrli 
mot system.-in wsD areas bsnanrr 8m plantbd above the riaor; in dry c,ieas, 
as here, below the riser (Mschakos Diatrlct In Kenya, March 6, 1980). 
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Figure 6. Terrace edges can also be used for trees. Farmers accept only small 
and useful tree species, preferably with a tap root and with a thinly wooded 
canopy. Thesc perch trees produce fruit at a higher value than the maize on 
the terraces (Machakos District in Kenya, December 13, 1984). 

Figure 7. In dry amas of Kenya, fanya juu terracing Is a prerequisite for crop- 
ping, especially during drought. Above the riser with fodder grass, them Is 
a row of small trees (Bixa omllana); below the riser, ridging with pineapple 
(Kwale District in  Kenya, March 28, 1980). 
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Table 1. A summaw of the Kenvan conservafion training Droaram. 
Agricultural Staff Administrative Staff 

District Extension Agents -d Other 
-, Budgei Officers Agents Retraining Officers Sub-chiefs Teachers Farmers 

Year (1 Week) (2 Weeks) (1 Week) (3 Davs) (1 Dav) 
1974-1 975 
1975-1 976 
1976-1 977 
1977-1 978 
1978-1 979 
1979-1 980 
1980-1981 
1981 -1 982 
1982-1 983 
1983-1 984 
1984-1 985 

Total 

- 
by extension agents because farmers cannot lay out terraces properly without 
some experience. Farmers also needed advice on how to integrate soil con- 
servation into farm planning and cultivation patterns. Farmers should do 
the terracing work themselves using the measures they prefer. As a prin- 
ciple, farmers should receive assistance with things they cannot do them- 
selves, such as (1) design and construction of cutoff drains (diverting water 
flows coming from areas outside the farm), (2) lay out of terraces or infil- 
tration zones, (3) acquisition of cuttings or root splits of a good fodder 
grass, and (4) acquisition of seed or seedlings of useful trees (trees are 
not so much for erosion control, but to prevent removal of terraces and, 
above all, as an incentive for terracirig). 

Approach to extension agents 

The program recognized that the main contact with the farmers had to 
be through the existing network of extension agents. A strong training pro- 
gram for the extension service was, therefore, devised (Table 1). This in- 
cluded training courses of varying lengths for officers at all levels. Retraining 
of agents consisted of visits to treated areas for discussions. There has also 
been a major effort of arranging visits to good sites for groups of farmers. 

Development from trial areas 

The program began tentatively with one area in each of four districts. 
These were selected in different tribal areas with different styles of farm- 
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ing traditions. There were about 160 sn~all-scale fi~rmers in each trial area. 
Ftinya jau terraces were introduced and conlpared with other nlethods. 

such as open drnins, tnish lines, and grass strips. The local extension officers 
closely monitored the trials. and this experience w:is used to plan a national 
program that cxpandecl. Beginning in 1974 with trial areas in the Ihur dis- 
tricts. the program expanded rapidly to 22 districts after two years and to 
30 districts after three years. The government of Kenya paid all of the pro- 
gram costs except for one expert. Further, expansion to a national pro- 
gram embrzcing 40 districts was safegurirded by funds from SIDA. 

Other components 

It was recognized that the national program should use every opportun- 
ity to reach the greatest number of people. Frirmer Training Ccnters and 
District DeveEopment Centers operated through the Department of Agri- 
cul!urc were strengthcned by the provision of equipment and material so 
that all their training courses could include soil conservation. A small pro- 
gram of demonst:ation farms was tried for a year or  two. but this was soon 
~lbandoncd bccail:ie of nepotism and frvoritism in the selection of farms. 

Another component with rather disappcinting results was the school's 
program. One of thc idcas was that home econon~ics officers should start 
soil conscrvation and tree planting on school canlpgrounds or  adjacent 
slopes. A later attempt was to support and encourage selected teachers ?o 
generate an interest in soil and water conservation through school vegetable 
plots or tree planting. This prc gram has now been replaced by the idea 
of introducing conservation thinking into the curriculum at al! teacher train- 
ing colleges to ac1;icvc a niore widely based national impact. 

Tree nurseries 

Tne main purp(I:ie of establishing tree nurseries was to ensure the avail- 
ability of supplies to small-scale farmers actively carrying out soil conser- 
vation. Ar~other goal-supplying farmers with tvee seed or  seedlings to be 
planted anywhere on their farms-was thought to be a cheap, efficient way 
to incrcaw the country's wood resource. The tree r.vrsery program has had 
a mixed record of achievement. There are now al:;g oth:r tree nursery pro- 
grams in the country run by other agencies. 

Hand tools 

The basic hand tool in peasant agriculture in Africa is the hand hoe. 
The hoe is useful for cultivating soil, but inefficient for moving soil. Pro- 
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- 
viding other hand tools, particularly shovels, has been an important part 
of the program. These may 5e loaned to casual laborers or farmer groups, 
or as payment for work on cut-off drains or othcr group work, such as 
gully control. 

Gully control and rehabilitation 

Gully erosion is common in overgrazed and semiarid areas with erod- 
- ible soils. These areas were not included in the soil conservation program. 

However, there was pressure to control gullies on farmland. Gully studies 
of design and cost using check dams and other meaures were not continued 
or followed up, but outlines for gully control were written later (7). The 
policy of the Ministry of Agriculture must be to concentrate on control 
in thc early stages of formation while control is still reasonably inexpen- 
sive. With large gullies, estimates niust be made about possible fbture growth 
and loss of land and a decision made whether or not to control based on 
these considerations. 

Funds were supplied to districts for development of methods to rehabilitate 
degraded and unused land near land being cultivated. Some of these trials 
were interesting. Again, however, there was no follow-up, and there is still 
no program for rehabilitation. 

Important features of the Kenyan program 

Hudson ( 3 )  reported that this program ' ' l l , . -  undoubtedly been very suc- 
cessful. There have been relative strengths a:x! weaknesses among the activ- 
ities; there have been changes, mostly minor; tnere have been disappoint- 
ments. fortunately few; but on the whole, this program has gone from 
strength to strength and, in many respects, provided a model from which 
other programs can learn." 

Aspects of the program leading to its success, according to Hudson, are 
as follows: 

b It is a long-term program, not a fixcd-period project. It has already 
run successfully for 13 years (1974-1987) and will hopefully continue as 
long as the assistance is welcomed by the Kenyan government. 

The policy is to work entirely through the existing government stnlc- 
ture and within existing government policies. The program may seek to 
give a lead where it feels that changes would be beneficial, but always work- 
ing with the government, never opposing !t. 

b The main components are institution-building and institution- 
strengthening through a staff training program. There is also an operational 
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prograrii of field soil conservation, working through the exi~ting dcpart- - 
mental structure, with a rnajor component of approach to farnicrs. 

The assistance is all grant, not loan. The budget is not large (currcntly 
about US $2.75 million per year). The lin1it;ition is not how much riioney I 

is availa5le but how rn~~cl i  can be usefully absorbcd by the program. 
Concerning pc~.sonal leadership, any reasonably sounct project can be 

- 

made successful by good leadership, or  spoiled by poor leadership. This 
program was a one-man show in tne car!;. stages, but it had time to develop 
its own strength so that when the original lcadcr left it could continue. 

Application of the program outside Kenya 

The basic idcas of the Kenyan soil conservation program have made it 
successful for many years, at least in parts of Kenya. The concept ~f the 
Kenyan model of soil conservation is being studied in detail in neighbor- 
ing countries-Zambia, Tanzania, and Ethiopia-and there is a strong ex- 
change of idcas among these four countries through visits and training pro- 
grams. The model is also becoming known over a 1:;ider area in Africa, 
particularly in the neighboring countries of South Africa. r 

When considcring the possibility of applying the Kenyan model in other 
countries, one should bear in niind that each country, and even different 
parts of the same country, need a separate approach carefully built up and 
tested in small areas before starting regional or  national programs. 
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Demo~mstrating conservation 
practices on steep 
lands in Jamaica 

Ted C. Sheng 

Dc~nonstrations arc often necdcd fhr soil conservation projccts in new 
areas. At thc initial stage of the first United Nations Food and Agriculture 
Organiz~tion fbrestry and watcrshcd management project in Jamaica in 1968. 
the government requircd the project to select and esldblish proper demonstra- 
tions in a watcrshcd in the northwest part of the island. After a survey. 
two denionstrations werc selected for subsequent treatment. one on public 
land and the other on private land. This paper discusses the expericncc 
of setting up the demonstration on public land. called the Sriiithfield 
Demonstration Center. and explains its results and impacts. 

Seventy-five percent of Janiaica is hilly land that is used to produce 
domestic food and some export crops. Soil erosion has long been recognized 
as a serious problem. The need for soil conservation was pointed out in 
the 1930s. A lack of proper institutions. trained personnel, and effective 
conservation practices has greatly hampered progress in conservation. The 
objectives of the demonstration were (1) to demonstrate soil conservation 
practices together with proper land use and cropping; (2) to collect arrci 
analyze data on costs, returns, and soil erosion for future planning; and 
(3) to serve as a national training center in w2tershed conservation. 

The average annual rainfall at the site is 3,300 millimeters, with inten- 
sities of 75 to 80 millimeters per hour common. Slopes range from 10 to 
35 degrees (18 to 70 percent). The site had been used for many decades 
for cultivating yams. Erosion was severe. In many areas, topsoils werc eroded 
away, and gullies were as deep as 2 meters. 

A new "treatment-oriented" land capability classification 

The land capability classification. based on the U.S. Department of Agri- 
culture system used in Puerto Rico and i~troduced in Jamaica in 1953 (lo), 
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caused a dilemma for farmers and the government. More than half of the 
land in Jamaica exceeds a slope of20 degrees (36 percent), and many small 
farmers were making a living on such slopes, which were excluded froni 
cultivation by the classification system. 

A new, practical "treatnient-oriented" land capability classification based 
on experience in Taiwan was introduced. The central idea of the systenl 
is this: If land can be treated and protected from s ~ i l  erosion, it  should 
be approved for intensive cultivation. Figure I portrays the schcmc of the 
system. Implementation details are given elsewhere (4, 7). 

This systern permits cultivation of land with dccp soils on slopes up to 
25 degrees (46 percent). Fruit trees, tree crops, or  agroforestry are allowed 
on slopes up to 30 degrees (58 percent) if conselvation p~ictices arc applied. - 
This new treatnient-oriented classification was tested in the demonstration 
area, together with proper land use, and has since been used in Jamaica 
El Salvador. Honduras, Thailand, and other countires. 

Conservation treatments for steep lands 

Grass barriers, contour furrows. and stripcropping, the major conserva- 
tion practices used in Jamaica, are mainly suited for gentle slopes and areas 
of lower rainfall. These practices had failed to control erosion ( I ,  2).  Con- 
tour furrows were expensive to build and broke easily if they were not 
precisely on the contour. Outward-sloped bench terraces also failed. 

Eight structural practices and seven waterway types were introduced to 
this area of steep slopes and frequent, intense rainfall with inevitable runoff. 
The eight structural practices were bench terraces, hillside ditches, individual 
basins, orchard terraces, intermittent terraces, convertible terraces, natural 
terraces, and hexagons (Table I, Figure 2); their details are described 
elsewhere (6. 8). Diagrams of the waterways and their use are shown in 
table 2, figure 3. Other work included gully control, slope stabilization, 
road drainage improvement and protection, and revegetation. 

Soil loss data 

For demonstrating erosion control effect, two sets of soil loss and run- 
off plots were established. A check plot in yams lost 133 tons per hectare 
per year of soil over a four-year period compared to 17 tons per hectare 
per year from bench terraces with continuous mounds and 32 tons per hec- 
tare per year from hillside-ditch plots (9). A subsequent five-year study 
using bananas instead of yams showed similar soil losses from the check 
and bench-terraced plots. Plots treated with hillside ditches, individual 
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Most intensive use 
soil - slope - depth 

example: 
c2 

3 2 - 2 - 0  

Gently 
sloping 

< 70 

means: 
Cultivable Land 2 

Wirefence Clay Loam - 70 to 150 - 36 in. 

:8-20in. My.~<l ; I I (20-50 cm) 

very 
Shallow(VS) C1 
<8  in. 
(20 cm) 

1. Symbols for most intensive tillage or user,: 
C,: Cultivable land 1, up to 7O (12%) slope, requiring no, or few, intensive conservation measures. 

e.g.. contour cultivation, stripcropping, vegetative barrier, rock barrier, natural terraces, and 
in larger farms, broadbase terraces. 

C2: Cultivable land 2, on slopes between 70 and 150 (ZOh), with moderately deep soils needing 
more intensive conservation e.g., bench terracing, hexagon, mini-convertible terracing for 
the convenience of four-wheel tractor farming. The conservation treatments can be done 
by medium-size machines, such as bulldozer D5 or D6. 

C3: Cultivable land 3, 150 to 200 (360/0), needing bench terracing, hexagons and miniconvertible 
terracing on deep soil and hillside ditching, individual basin on less deep soil. Mechaniza- 
tion is limited to small tractor or walking tractor because of the steepness of the slope. Ter- 
racing can be done by a smaller tractor with 8-foot-wide blade. 

C4: Cultivable land 4,200-250(460/0), all the necessary treatments are likely to be done by manual 
labor. Cultivation is to be practiced by walking tractor and hand labor. 

P: Pasture, improved and managed. Where the slope is approaching 250, and when the land 
is too wet, zero grazing should be practiced. Rotational grazing is recommended for all 
kinds of slopes. 

FT: Food trees or fruit trees. On slopes of 250 to 300 (580/0), orchard terracing is the main treat- 
ment supplemented with contour planting, diversion ditching and mulching. Because of 
steepness of the slopes, interspace should be kept in permanent grass cover. 

F: Forest land, slopes over 300, or over 250 where the soil is too shallow for any of the above 
soil conservation treatments. 

2. Any land which is too wet, occasionally flooded or too stony which prevents tillage and treat- 
ment should be classified as: (a) below 250: pasture; (b) above 250: forest. 

3. Gully dissected lands which provent normal tillage activities: foresUpasture. 
4. Mapping symbols: It could be labelled as follows: 

Deep ('4 
>36 in. 
(90 cm) 

Moderately 
Deep (MD) 
20-36 in. 
(50-90 cm) 

Shallow (S) 

Or, it could be simply labelled as C2. 

Moderately 
sloping 
70-150 

c2 CI 

C1 

Figure 1. A tmatment-oriented land capebllity classification scheme for 
Jamaica. 

- 

Steep 
250-300 

FT 

c2 

Strongly 
sloping 
150-200 

c3 

Very Steep 
> 300 

F 

c3 F 

Very strongly 
sloping 
200-250 

C.I 



Table 1. Specifications and applications of eight types of land treatment structures. Y 
0 

Specifications Applications 
Width of Horizontal Reverse Riser Land VI Auxiliary 

Structure Type Flat Bench Length Grade Grade Slope Slope or Spacing Treatments 

1. Bench terraces 

(a) Hand made 2.5-5.0 m < 100 m up to 1% 
S x W,t 

5% 0.7511 7O-25' loo_ s 0.75 - 
SxWb 

(b) Machine built 3.5-8.0 m < 100 m 14/0 5% 1:l 7'-20° l o O - S x l  

2. Hillside ditches 1.8-2.0 m <I00 m 1% 

3. Individual basins 1.5 m 
(Round) 

4. Orchard terraces 1.75 m 

S +4  S + 6 Agronomic conservation 
10% 0.75:l <25O or 

10h 0.75:l <30° :fi:r::e Hillside ditches, orchlrd 
terraces, and agronomic 
conservation measures 

11-13 m Agronomic measures, 
looh 0.75:1 250-300 along slope individual basins 

5. Intermittent 2.5-5.0 m < 100 ni 1% 3 times Agronomic measures. 
terraces 50'0 0'75:1 70-250 bench terrace individual basins 

6. Convertihle 3.5m <loom 1% 
as hillside Agronomic measures, 

terrace?, 5% 0.75:l 7O-20' ditch individual basins 

7. Natural terraces 8-20 m - - - 0.751 <7O 1 m VI Agronomic measures 

8. Hex2c~ns 
(a) Terraces ana Individual basins, 

operation 3.5 rn <loom 1% 5% 1:l 7O-20° 8-13 !n agronomic measures, 
routes along slope grass or marling 

-4 

(b) Peripheral 
..."A Cross dra i~s  
I uau S J  

'VI is vertical interval between two succeeding terraces, which determines spacing. V) 

t S  is slope as percentage, Wb is width of bench. m I 
$To be applied mostly between the ditches (or on the individual basins) such as contour planting, close planting, cover cropping, mulching, etc. z 

D 
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Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of eight types of land treatment structures. 

( A I I  e r r  - s o  B e n c h e s  ) 

basins, and cover crops lost 7 tons of soil per hectare per year, while plots 
with cover crops alone lost 22 tons of soil per hectare per year. 

I  B e n c h  T e r r o o r s  

2 H ~ l l s t d r  D ~ l c h e s  

3 l n d ~ v ~ d u o l  B a r ~ n ~  

Cost-beriefit analysis 

6 C o n v r r t t b l r  T e r r a c e s  

7 N o l u r a l  T e r r a c e s  

-8 Peragons 

In cost analysis it was found that one man-day was able to cut and fill 
3 to 4 cubic meters of soil material. A D-6 bulldozer could move 40 cubic 
meters in an hour. One hectare of hillside ditches on a 20-degree (36-percent) 
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Table 2. Maior tvues of protected waterways, their uses and limi!s.' 
Velocity 

T Y ? ~  Shape Channel Protection Limit Slope Limit Uses 

1. Grassed waterway Parabolic By grass 1.8 m sec-' <11° (19%) For new waterway or depression 

2. Grassed waterway Parabolic BY grass and con- -1 Between two structures: 3%. For discontinuous type of channel 
with drops crete or masonry overall slope <1l0 (20%) 

By stones or stones sec-l 
3. Ballasted waterway Parabolic in wire mesh <15O (27%) Where stones are available 

4. Prefabricated 
(a) Parabolic 

waterway hrabolic By concrete struc- - 
tures and grass 

By concrete struc- - 
(b) V-notch chute 90° V-notch and grass 

A stilling basin is usually needed 
and where rainfalls arr frequent 
and flows are constant 

Same as above and on very steep 
slopes 

Parabolic By grass and con- On grass 
5. Stepped wzterway and crete or masonry part: Overall (360/o) For 4-wheel tractors and in the 

rectangular drops 1.8 m sec-' middle of bench terraces 

6. Waterway and 
road ditch 

By grass and stone 
ballasting 3 m sec-' <8O (14%) Far Cwheel tractor mechanization 

7. Foot-path and chute Trapezoid or By concrete or - >20° (36%) For paths on small farms and on _I 

complex rectangular masonry structure very steep slopes rn 0 
'These limites are approximations for general reference. In practice, the volume and velocity of runoff and site conditions should all be taken 
into consideration. cn 
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Figure 3. Major types of waterways, as described in table 2. 

slope required about 80 man-days, whereas a hectare of 3-meter-wide bench 
terraces on a 24-degree (45-percent) slope required 470 man-days to 
complete. 

Detailed cost and returns for cropping were published (3) and the annual 
cost of terracing was examined (5). The annual cost of bench terracing 
per hectare (including waterway) on moderate slopes was about US $175, 
while the net returns of yams per hectare was about LJS $1,850. The yam crop 
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produced on the project was always 100 percclit higher per hectare than 
local yields. 

Hillside ditches plus agronomic conservation measures rcduced soil ero- 
sion 80 percent or more. yet the cost per unit area was only on:-third to 
one-fifth of the cost of bench terracing. 

Labor was generally reduced because tractors could be used. Steep land 
could be kept ullder permanent cultivation without reversion to fallow as 
before, thus greatly increasing production. Estimates showed sediment 
delivery coald be reduced by 20 tons or  niore per hectare. 

Results and Impacts 

The project has served as a practical and educational niodel for proper 
use and conservation of stoep slopes in the Caribbean and Central America. 
The project has provided basic data for watershed and conservation proj- 
ect planning. Moreover, about 300 technicians were trained at the site, and 
experience from the demonstration was used in developing conservation 
policy and in formulating a nat~onwide soil conservation program for 
Jamaica. 
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Integrating conservation 
into farming systems: The 

Malawi experience 
M. G. Douglas 

1 Agricultural rcscarch workers in eastern. central, and southern Africa 
have rccently begun to address the problen~s of sma!lholder farmers within 
rt frirming systems perspective. This is in recognitio~, of the fact that many 
recommendations o n  improved agricultural practices are not adopted because 
they are inconsistent with the circumst~nces in which farmers c,Frate. There 
is an urgent need for soil conservation and land use specialists to adopt 
the same approach. It is increasingly clear that many conservation pro- 
grams fail because little consideration is given in their design to the 
economic, social, and political environment in which farmcrs actually make 
decisions about land use and farm management practices (10). 

To be successful, crniervation must be viewed as an integral part of a 
productive fidrming system rather than a separate land management ptac- 
tice. So far, farming systems work in Africa has tznded to concentrate on 
agronomic aspects of crop production. Conservation concerns, such as soil 

. erosion control and fertility maintenance and regeneration are only likely 
to be considered when conservarion specialists become integral members 
of interdisciplinary farming systems teams. 

The corrventional soil conservation approach 

The Land Husbandry Branch of the Ministry of Agriculture in Malawi 
until recently followed the conventional "lop-down" approach to soil con- 
servation typical in much of Africa. Conservation "experts" would go out, 
identify the problem in the field, arrive at a solution according to pre- 
determined guidelines in their technkal manual, and only involve the farmers 
through an extension package at the implementation stage. 

Such an approach has been found to work reasonably well with com- 
mercial farmers, notably tobacco estates, where there are few constraints 
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(such as I;~nd. labor, and finance) to implementing n conservation farn~ 
plan. Attempts have been made to follow this approach in tackling the prob- 
lems of soil erosion at the sniallholder level, but with little success. Ex- 
perience leads inevitably to the conclusion that for small, resource-poor 
Eirrners whose primary goal is to satisfy their families food needs. the 
socioeconon~ic circunistances are more iniportant considerations in design- 
ing an effective conservation package than the constraints imposed by the 
physical environment. Such hrrners are rarely able or  willing to adopt im- 
proved conservaiion and land use practices solcly for the sake of conserv- 
ing the soil, particularly because rnany of the standard reconimendations 
require the fitrmer to forego short-term benefits for the sake of long-term 
zustainability. For instance, farmers with only I or  2 hectares of land, strug- 
gling to produce sufficient food for the family, cannot afford to take land 
out of food crop production to put it under physical conservation struc- 
tures. nor can they be expected to adopt a crop rotation that may require 
(in the case of land classed as C Arable (equivalent to Land Capabi!ity 
Class 111) 40 percent of the land to be under perennial crops 1 t  any one 
time (19). 

The Lilongwe Land Development Program 

Conventional conservation thinking regnrds the catchment as the appro- 
priate framework for planning purposes. This is the basis for the approach 
to ronservatioli in the Lilongwe Land Development Program, an agricultural 
integrzted rural development project covering some 280,000 hectares and 
100,000 farni finilies in the central region of Malawi. Between 1968 and 
1977, an integral network of 357 kilonieters of crest roads, 7,325 kilometers 
of diversion ditches (bunds), and 933 kilometers of artificial waterways 
were constructed using heavy earthmoving machines. The total cost was 
K 5.5 million (approximately US $5.0 million). 

As an attempt to stop soil erosion in one of the most prodt~ctive parts 
of Malawi. it was an expensive failure. The program sought to prevent ero- 
sion by intercepting and controlling runoff from farmers' fields, but failed 
to tackle the primary cause of erosion in Malawi, namely raindrop splash 
caused by rainfall and poor ground cover. The conservation program was 
designed and implemented by outside experts without directly involving 
the farmers on whose land the structures were constmcted. These farmers 
were unin~pressed by the alleged long-term benefits and were not prepared 
to commit scarce labor to maintain something they did not construct or  
ask for. Lack of maintenance has led to the stnrctures silting up and over- 
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topping, the net result being an aggravation of previous erosion problems 
(14 ) . 

Integrating conservation, extension, and research services 

The Ministry of Agriculture in Malawi undertook a major review of its 
activities in the 1970s. This review culminated in 1978 with the introduc- 
tion of tile National Rural Development Program focusing the bulk of its 
resources on the smallliolder farming sector. Under the program, the various 
extefision technical services were amalgamated with the conservation ser- 
vice (Land Husbandry Branch) to form one Department of Agriculture. 
The Land Husbandry Branch changed from being a separate technical divi- 
sion dealing mostly with the commercial sector to one in direct contact 
with smallholder farmers. With subject matter specialists working at a!! 
levels of the extension service, the branch is able to integrate conservation 
into the agricultural extension messages going out to farmers. 

The Department of Research underwent a similar reorganizatior! in the 
early 1980s, and the introduction of "on-farm research with a farming 
systems perspective" has provided z means of bringing research. exten- 
sion, and the farmer closer together. Sonie land husbandry officers have 
been invoived with this work, and their experience has led to serious ques- 
tioning within the branch about the applicahllity of the existing consel-va- 
tion recommendations to the smallholder situation. Out of this has come 
the realization that good land husbandry can only be promoted withir. the 
context of arca-specific farming systems. 

Integrated land use 

A new approach to conservation and land use planning is emerging in 
Malawi known as "integrated land use." This approach seeks to integrate 
fully within a farmer's individual holding the production of annual crops, 
pastures, iivestock, and trees with the aid of a contour layout. Its basic 
aims are to: 

F Increase the total productivity of the land per unit area on a long- 
term, sustainable basis. 

Enable farmers to make the most efficient use of available resources 
(i.e., soils, climate, water, crop residues, cash or credit, and labor). 

Meet as many of the farmers' basic needs as possible from their own 
land (i.e., food, firewood, building materials, and cash). 

b Cut input costs while maintaining and increasing yield levels through 
better use of orgcqic materials, such as compost, animal manures, mulches, 
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green manures, and crop residues. 
Farmers in Malawi already practice a form of integrated land use, cvcn 

if at a somewhz1 low and inefficient level. Trees are a part of the farming 
scene. Mango trees occ-br in most hrrn fields, and many indigenous species 
were left whefi ;he ariginal woodland was cleared for cultivation because 
farmers value tile products they yield. A rapid survey in 1981 showed that 
niost of the indigcnous specie!: growing in the fields were leguminous and 
potentially compatible with crop production (15). Farniers arc aware of 
tree and crop interactions and will cut back the side branches ,vhen the 
trees compete excessively for light and nutrients with adjacent crops. 

Livestock are an important feature of many snialllioldcr farming systems, 
and manure is frequently used for crop production. The successful 
sniallholder dairy program in Malawi is based on planted Rhodes grass 
pasture. Much of the country's beef production conies from steers fattened 
in stalls on crop residues during the dry season. 

From the technical point of view. the catchment should be the framework 
for conservatio~i planning. But this is a less natural unit of perception and 
action for the farmer than his or  her own holding, where the boundaries 
arc determined more by social and administrative needs, rather than con- 
forming to the natural features of a watershed (10, 18). Individual catchments 
are likely to contain many farmers with separate holdings and niarked dif- 
ferences in fanning skills, education, interests, and needs: this makes work- 
ing together for the conservation of resourccs not solcly their individual 
responsibility difticult. The priority with integrated land use is to motivate 
individual farmers to adopt good land use and conservation practices within 
the boundaries of their own plots. 

Components of integrated land use 

Integrated land use consists of the following components (4) (Figure I): 
All annual crops to be grown on boxed contour ridges, aligned parallel 

to the contour with the aid of permanent, raised contour marker ridges. 
Good crop husbandry practices to be adopted (i.e., early planting, 

optimum plant spacing, complementary intercropping, and use of fertilizer 
and organic manures). 

Incorporating into the field layout permanent contour buffer strips 
planted to productive perennial crops. 

Integration of livestock into the farming system through the planting 
of pastures, growing fodder crops, feeding crop residues, and using the 
manure for crops. 

Integration of trees into the farming system by planting them on the 



Weathered r a k  . . . - 
J o ~ n t e d  bedrock / / / 

1. Khaya nyasica (Mbawa) p!anted to protect mango fruit trees underplanted with a le- 
the streambank with an initial shadelnurse gume ground cover, which is cut and car- 
crop of Sesbania sesban. Mbawa lo be used ried to stall fed livestock. 
eventually for timbsr. 11. Field of maize interplanted with beans on 

2. Sisal hedge lo control livestock. Old leaves boxed contour ridges. 
to be cut and the fibers extracied and used 12. Raised contour marker ridge planted wilh 
for string and making sisal csmenl roofing, Acacia albida (Nsangu), which enriches the 
stleels for the house. soil by dropping its leaves at the start of the 

3, Improved permanent pasture for grazing, rains. Inbetween the Nsangu trees leu- 
some natural trees like Mtet (Acacla spe- caena is planted on the contour ridge. 
cies) left for shade and to provide thorny 13. Field of soya beans planted on boxed con- 
branches for temporary fences. lour ridges. 

caena (Hawaian Giant cultivar) used for fod- 
5. Buffer strip on Ule contour of Guavi.s -1nder- der, fertilizer, building poles, limber and 

planted with a legume ground cover, which firewood. 

contour ridges. 
6. Field of groundnuts on boxed contour 16. Woodlot unuerplanled In first few years of 

rotation with sweet potatoes and cow peas. 
7. Raised contour marker ridge planted to leu- 17. Bamboos plcnted in pockets of deeper soil 

caena (Cunningham cultivsr) used for fod- on a rocky hillside. 
der, fertilizer, thin poles, and firewood. 18. Natural trees left on rocky hills to reduce 

8. Bananas planted on the contour and heav- surface runoff. Can be carefully cropped for 
firewood, poles, string, local medicines, etc. 

9. Planted pasture of Rhodes grass/legume A useful place to put a bee hive. Bees will 
mixture grazed by livestock. help pollinate many of the crops qrown on 

10. Buffer strip on the contour of citrus and the farm, both annuals and perennials. 

Figure 1. Schematic representatlon of an Integrated land use layout for the 
Nathenje Area, Lilongwe Nndheast Rural Development Project, Malawi. 
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marker ridges, in the buffcr strips, as hedges and in woodlots, :mi using 
them to providc fuel, fruit, tbtider, fcrtilizcr, ctc. 

Contour crop ridging 

Growing crops on ridges is a practice conlmon throughout most of 
Malawi. Therefore, much of the land husbandry extension effort is put 
into assisting farmers to align their ridges with the aid of pegged contour 
r~iarker ridges. Farmers are encouraged to plant raised marker ridges to 
a perennial crop, such as leucaena, Napier grass, or bananas, thus ensur- 
iug that the part of the field under the structure contributes directly to total 
farm production. Boxing the crop ridges (ties every 2 to 3 meters in the 
furrow) requires extra labor for field preparation, and those farmers who 
feel the practice is worthwhile have adopted the recon~mendation to con- 
serve water because of the benefits to crop growth rather than to conserve 
soil. 

Good crop husbandry 

The crop husbandry practices required for good soil conservation coin- 
cide to a great extent with those required for increased crop yields (7). 
Practices, such as early planting, correct spacing, use of fertilizer, and 
l!se of improved seed, produce vigorous crops that provide increased 
groundcover, thereby diminishing the amount of bare ground exposed to 
rainfall impact (4, 18). Recommended g o d  crop husbandry practices may 
be difficult to follow for a variety of reasons, and from a conservation point 
of view, it will be more productive to identiljl these and overcome the con- 
straints to adoption within the farming system than to spend time design- 
ing earthworks. 

Many traditional cropping practices have a sound ecological basis (16) 
as well as a productive rationale. Of particular interest is mixed cropping- 
growing two or more crops together-which has many advantages to the 
subsistence farmer. It maximizes the chance of obtaining a food supply 
by spreading risks; it provides increased variety in the diet; and it requires 
less labor than would be needed to grow the crops separateiy (20). It also 
has major conservation benefits because most traditional intercrop mix- 
tures will provide at least 40 percent mean ground cover, regarded as the 
critical figure for reducing soil loss (3, whereas many poor, unfertilized 
monocrops do not (20). Adaptive research trials in Malawi have shown 
that maizelbean and maize/pigeon pea mixtures are more productive per 
unit area than pure stands of maize. Such intercropping is currently recom- 
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mended as a way of increasing crop production, soil nitrogen levels, and 
ground cover. 

Contour buffer strips 

Contour buffer strips on the uphill side of the marker ridge are reconi- 
nicnded to serve as infiltration zones and sediment traps when the boxed 
contour ridges zie unable to cope with the rainfall received during a severe 
storm event. Farmers are advised to use the strips to grow perennial crops 
that are both productive and provide good ground cover, for example, fruit 
trees undersown with a grassllegun~e mixture. strips of livestock fodder 
for feeding on a cut-and-carry basis, or firewood. The important thing is 
that the perennial crops should be productive and used io nieet sonie of 
what households see as their needs. 

integration of livestock 

Integration of livestock into the farming system by planting pasture as 
part of a clop rotation, by using crop residues as feed and livestock bed- 
ding, and by applying manure to the land is a realistic and profitable way 
for fsrmers to improve the surface condition of their soil and maintain 
organic matter levels. Pastures can be used for dairy and beef production, 
farm enterprises that can produce higher returns than the equivalent land 
area under annual crops (3). Farmers are being advised that pastures, such 
as a Rhodes grass/silverleaf mixture and Napier grass, can be successfully 
t-siiiblished under a maize crop without significantly reducing the maize 
yield (17). Farmers are also being encouraged to fatten steers on crop 
residues in a stall during the dry season. thereby converting an otherwise 
low-value farm resource (crop residues) ' , . to high-value beef and organic 
fertilizer. 

Trees in an integrated land use layout 

A variety of a farm family's basic needs-fuel and shelter-can be met 
with trees. In an integrated land use system, trees can also be used to enhance 
land productivity and sustainability (12), which are important for small 
farmers with limited access to purchased farm inputs. It is recommended 
that suitable trees be planted on the contour marker ridges, in the buffer 
strips, or along field boundaries. In an integrated layout the need is for 
species that offer several benefits to the farmer with a minimum of adverse 
side effects on crops. Leguminous species are ideal, especially if they grow 



rapidly, prvduce protein rich leaves or  pods, can be used ils green manure, 
and supply good quality firewood and poles. /cuenetla lcucocepk(rl(i is one 
such species that farmcrs are bcing ~ n c o ~ ~ r i ~ g c d  '(1 plant where soil and 
climatic conditions permit. A specific recommendation is that i t  should 
be planted in association with Acfrcifr trll~icln along the contour marker ridges. 
Acacia seedlings should be planted at 10- to 15-nictcr intervals, with Icu- 
caena direct-seeded between (2, 3 ) .  

Acclciri fi//lit/(l is a moderately fast-growing, indigenous species valued 
by farmers and retained for its agricultural benefits. Its fine leaves arc shed 
at the onset of the rains and rapidly docornpose. releasing valuable nutrients. 
Soil analysis has shown that the organic matter content and nitrogen levels 
are consistently greater beneath the trees than away from them. Sanlples 
from under one tree near Saliriia in central Malawi produced increascs of 
113 pcrccat for organic niatter and 125 percent for nitrogen, respectively 
(13). Where sufficient niaturc trees occur in farmers' fields. as in parts 
of the Rumphi District in northern Malawi, reasonable maize yields can 
be obtained without using purchased inputs (personal obsel-vation). 

Woodlots 

Where farmcrs are interested in trees as n cash crop for fuelwood and 
polcs and have enough land, they are advised to have a woodlot. This should 
be contour-ridged, with the tree seedlings planted in the fiirrows and a 
shallow rooting crop, such as sweet potatoes, on the ridges. The contour 
ridging and cover provided by the food crop reduce the erosion hazard 
associated with the practice of clean weeding, which is necessary for 
eucalyptus establishment. Once a closed canopy is obtained, the woodlot 
can be undersown with a pasture legume and grazed by livestock. 

Live fencing 

Successful planting of perennial crops in many parts of Malawi requires 
a goat-proof field boundary. Barbed wire. while a simple form of fencing, 
is too expensive for most smallholder farmers. The altcrnat~ve is to plant 
a live fence. A number of plant species already are in use by farmers. These 
include sisal, Cciescilpitliu deccrpetala, Conuniphora ufiicatza, and Eziphor- 
hia tirriccrlli. Additional multipurpose species must be sought. 

Organic manures 

The rapid increasz in fertilizer prices in the early 1980s has led to re- 
vived interest in the use of organic manures. Farcncrs are bcing encour- 
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aged to make compost, to collect and use animal manure, and to bury surplus 
crop residues as a means of fertility maintenance and regeneration. 

Adaptive research trials have shown that fertilizer costs can be reduced 
for maize production by using planure as a basal dressing and only apply- 
ing the chemical fertilizer as a top dressing. Similarily, the use of fresh 
leucaena prunings (2-4 percent nitrogen) as a green manure has met with 
favorable results in terms of grain yields when compared with the recom- 
mended chemical fertilizer rates, i.e., in 1983-1984,4,259 kilogramsthec- 
tare and 4,320 kilogramsthectare for 18.5 tonsthectare prunings and 92 
kilogramsthectare nitrogen, respectively (11). 

Alley cropping 

Investigations are underway on the potential for alley cropping with leu- 
caena as a low-cost nitrogen input farming system and as a way of permit- 
ting sustainable cultivation of annual crops on steep slopes. The locally 
devised system is to plant single rows of leucaena by direct seeding be- 
tween every row or every two rows of maize, the maize being grown on 
contour crop ridges at the standard recommended spacing of 90 centimeters. 

Each year, leucaena hedgerows are pruned to a height of 30 to 40 cen- 
timeters some two to three weeks before the first rains are expected and 
the prunings laid on the intervening crop ridges. When the first rains occur, 
the woody stems are removed and used as firewood, leaving a mulch of 
leaves and fine stems through which the maize is planted. During the crop- 
ping season. the hedgerows are periodically pruned to prevent them from 
shading the maize, and the prunings are left on the crop ridge as a mulch. 
Near the end of the season, the hedgerows are left to grow unchecked to 
give maximum regrowth and leaf production before the next season. 

The trials were conducted on 7 percent and 40 percent slopes on the 
grounds of a farmer training center, where they have provoked much Fdrmer 
interest. The results are encouraging. Reasonable maize grain yields have 
been obtained without chemical fertilizers (4,600 kilograms/hectare in the 
1983-1984 season, 4,130 kilogramsthectare in 1984-1985). On the 40 per- 
cent slope, much soil has been lost from the pure-stand maize control plot. 
In the leucaena plots, meanwhile, terracettes have formed with leucaena 
stems as the risers (personal observation). 

A synthesis 

Within an integrated farming system, individual fam, enterprises can in- 
teract beneficially with others to enhance the total system. For example, 
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fruit trees planted on buffer strips not only produce fruit but act as wind- 
bre;.ks and check erosion. When livestock is grazed on communal hillsides, 
much of their dung and urine is lost. By stall feeding animals or grazing 
them on planted pasture, their manure is retained within the farm. Groundnut 
haulms have a high protein content, making then1 a valuable livestock feed, 
which increases the financial value of the crop above the cash value of the 
shelled nuts alone. Legumino~~s trees grown for fuelwood or fodder can 
also raise soil nitrogen levels for the benefit of nitrogen-demanding crops, 
like maize. 

To the farmer, integrated land use offers a means of increasing produc- 
tivity and satisfying a variety of needs within the resources of the farming 
system. The long-term sustainability of the system comes about by enhanc- 
ing soil fertility (manures, pasture, etc.), protecting the soil surface by in- 
creasing the ground cover (good crop husba~dry and perennial crops, in- 
cluding trees), and controlling runoff with boxed contour ridges. buffer 
strips, and raised marker ridges. In other words, conservation is integrated 
into farm practices that make productive sense to the farmer. 

As yet, there is probably no farmer in Malawi who is implementing the 
fully integrated land use package. but many farmers have begun to incor- 
porate one or  more components into their systems. The approach is delib- 
erately flexible and aims at a "bottom-up" adoption and dissemination, 
with farmers investigating for thenlselves which of a range of demonstrated 
land use and farm management options are actually economically, ecolog- 
ically. and socially appropriate to their particular circumstances. 

Reports from Lilongwe Agricultural Development Division, the most 
advanced region in terms of adopting this approach, indicate an increasing .. 
demand from farmers for assistance in realigning crop ridges through the 
pegging of marker ridges. Several f;irmers have put in contour buffer strips 
(Rhodes grass for feeding to livestock being the most popular use of these 
so far), and many farnmers have begun using compost heaps (Table 1). 

Table 1. Land husbandry activities, Lilongwe Agricultural Development Divi- 
sion. Malawi. 1984-1985 and 1985-1986. 

Number of Farms 
Number of Planned with Area Pegged with 

Rural Development Compost Heaps Buffer Strips Marker Ridges 
Project 1984-1 985 1985- 1 986 1984-1 985 1985-1 986 1984-1 9851 985-1 986 

Ntcheu 600 1,385 4 8 NIA 750 ha 
Dedza 2,280 6,849 8 6 NIA 459 ha 
ThiwilLifidzi 400 723 2 NIA 332 ha 
Lilongwe NE 407 1 4 NIA 80 ha 
Lilongwe 1,540 2,510 3 2 NIA 
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Although alley cropping is still under investigation by Land Husbandry 
Branch staff, farmers are keen to try it for themselves. In the 1985-1986 
cropping season, some 61 I'armers in Ntcheu, Dedza, and Lilongwe 
established small plots of leucaena for use in the 1986-1987 cropping season. 

The next few years will be critical in determining whether the concept 
and practice of integrated land use will take root in Malawi and be incor- 
porated into the farming systems of smallholder farmers. By starting at the 
level of the individual farnlcr and working within the existing extension 
system, the ideas can spread without the need for a massive ilijection of 
donor funds. The initial farmer interest gives one hope that the ideas are 
acceptable and will be adopted. 

Staff training 

To be certain that what is recommended arid demonstrated to farmers 
as part of an integrated land use approach is appropriate, i t  is necessary 
to develop among trained soil conservation and land use officers an 
awareness of the economic, social, and political environmenls in which 
a farmer makes decisions about land llse and farm management. The Com- 
monwealth Secretariat, in conjunction with the Malawi government, has 
developed a four-week in-service course to meet this need. 

This course draws upon principles outlined in the Food and Ai;riculture 
Organization's "frdmework for land evaluation" (6 ) ,  the International Coun- 
cil for Research in Agroforestry "diagnosis and design" methodology (8, 
9), and the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center "farming 
systems" approach (I). It airns to introduce participants to the critical issue 
of how to balance ecological and socioeconomic considerations in design- 
ing conserkation projects targeted to the sn~allholder farmer. Recommen- 
dations then are not only technically correct but appropriate and accep- 
table to the situation in which they are expected to be implemented. 

Integrating conservation into the Fdrrning system involves taking a problem- 
oriented or  diagnostic approach to land use planning. The training course, 
therefore, has as its primary activity a practical exercise whereby the par- 
ticipants must diagnose the land use problems and farmer circumstances 
within a nearby study area and then make appropriate recommendations 
for improved, area-specific land use practices (4). 

Some final paints 

When seeking to integrate conservation into smallholder farming systems, 
the following points need to be borne in mind: 
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b The social, political, and economic circtlmstances of the farmer need 
to be considered, along with the environmental conditions. 
b A bottom-up approach aimed at motivating individual I; ,irrners to con- 

serve their own holdings, while slow to start with, is likely 10 be more 
successful than the top-down approach in the long run. 

b Conservation must be an integral part of the farming system, rather 
than a separate exercise, so that crop husbandry, animal husbandry, and 
land husbandry become one and the same. 

b Agronomic conservation practices, including good crop management, 
must precede, not follow, physical conservation measures. 

b Traditional practices offer a good starting point for the development 
of improved, area-specific practices because they have evolved from the 
needs of the farmer and generally have a sound ecological basis. 

b Techniques recommended to farmers ideally should be (1) simple, 
so they can be readily demonstrated and understood by farmers; (2) low 
cost, within the financial reach of farmers; (3) productive, leading to substrn- 
tially increased benefits (i.e., higher crop yields, increased fuel wood, 
guaranteed fodder supplies), preferably in the first year of operation; (4) 
sustainable, requiring limited effort or  purchased inputs to maintain them; 
and (5) acceptable, practices farmers are willing to implement themselves. 
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The Eppalock 
catchment project: A soil 

conservation success story 
D. W. Sanders 

In 1960 the Government of Victoria, Australia, started constr~~ction of 
the Eppaldck Dam. The 2,ilOO-square-kilometer catchment was seriously 
eroded, and sedimentation threatened to reduce the effective life of the dam 
if left untreated. The governnient agreed to make available US $110,000 
annually for 10 years to do the necessary conservation work. 

Erosion in the catchment 

The catchment originally had been a dense eucalyptus forest. I11 1960 
it consisted large!y of poor, eroded grazing land. This resulted from clear- 
ing of the land for firewood and timber during the gold mining period, 
over-cultivation of land not suited to cultivation, followed by over-grazing 
by sheep and rabbits. 

In the drier northern area, where annual rainfall is less than 650 
millimeters, the shallow soils were extremely erodible. Extensive tunnel- 
ling and gullying was present. Sheet erosion produced stony surfaces on 
steep slopes, which, in turn, produced high runoff and more gullies. In 
some places the altered hydrologic system resulted in greater seepage and 
dryland salting. This was a;] example of land degradation rarely paralleled 
in other parts of Australia. 

The central area, with poor granitic soils, was dso badly eroded. However, 
most of the steeper southern part of the catchment, in a higher rainfall area, 
was not badly affected by soil erosion. 

Apart fmm some state-owned forests, most of the land was held by private 
farmers. Holdings varied in size from about 4,000 hectares to plots of less 
than 10 hectares. Many small landholders were part-time farmers who also 
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owned small businesses or worked part-time at woodcutting, shearing, or 
'casual labor. 

Approach to the problem 

It was not considered fair to expect the landowners to bear the cost of 
repairing the erosion damage. Conservation work, it was said, would pro- 
tect the dam, and the community as a whole would benefit. Therefore, a 
policy was developed uncier which the cost of cor~servation measures would 
be shared by landholde~s and the government. 

The conservation measures were divided into two categories: "nonproduc- 
tive" and "productive" works. Nonproductive works included such things 
as construction of guily head structures, fencing out and retirement of gullied 
areas, and building of silt traps or groynes. The cost of these would be 
wholly met by the government, with landowners resporlsible for future 
repairs and maintenance. 

Productive works ir;,:lul;':.d those leading to a direct benefit for the land- 
owner, usually through increased production. Here, the bulk of the expense 
would be met by the landowners, even though they were subsidized to some 
extent by provision of services, such as laying out contour lines, arranging 
for contractors, and paying for one chisel plowing of eroded land. Individual 
subcatchments of between 2,00C) and 5,000 hectares were delineated and 

- assessed for priority treatment. 

Planning and implementing the scheme 

Farmers were included at all stages of planning and implementation of 
the work. When the Soil Conservation Authority was ready to begin work, 
the broad aims of the project were explained to landowners and their sup- 
port solicited. Planning began when a majority in a subcatchment favored 
the project. Landholders were included in planning of both the nonproductive 
and productive works. Work was phased over a number of years and so 
fit in with seasonal conditions and what it was possible for the indiv~dual 
farmers to do. 

After planning was completed in a subcatchment, each landholder received 
a map of his property with all planned works and a contract to sign agree- 
ing to carry out certain productive works and to maintain the nonproduc- 
tive warks installed by the SCA. The contract bound the SCA to carry out 
the necessary nonproductive works and to provide certain services. 

The conservation officer who had done the planning was responsible for 
supervising the implementation of the plan. This personalized service helped 
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to build a feeling of trust between the farmer and the SCA and no doubt 
played a significant part in the succcss of the project. 

Technology used 

Conservation plans had to include measures to control and reclaim the 
most severely eroded areas and to improve management of the land to break 
the cycle of excessive runoff and erosion leading to yet more runoff and 
erosion. The nonproductive works chosen to control erosion and reclaim 
erodcd land included (1) fencing out and planting of trees on badly eroded 
sites, (2) control of headward erosion in gullies with concrete structures, 
(3) prevention of strcambank erosion with groyncs and silt traps, and 
(4) reclamation of salt-affected areas with fencing and planting of salt tolerant 
species. 

The biggest challenge was to develop, on a large scale, practices that 
would lead to a more productive but stable form of land use. Fortuitously, 
i t  was discovered by the Victorian Department of Agriculture that the soils 
were deficient in molybdenum. At the same time a simple, quick, and effi- 
cient system of pasture iniprovement had been developed that could be used 
on all but the steepest and rockiest land. A mixture of superphosphate, 
niolybdenum, and lime was sown with subterranian clover (Trifoliu,n sitbter- 
rcrt~c~um) and grasses, such as Wimmera ryegrass (Loliiutl rigidurn) and 
Phalaris (Phalnris tuberoscc), which established quickly and easily. The 
resulting dense, improved pasture, if properly managed, nearly eliminated 
erosion, and stocking rates were three to four times those possible on unim- 
proved native pastures. On land too steep or  rocky to be chisel-plowed, 
fertilizer and lime-coated clover seeds were spread from the air, and a good 
ground cover developed. 

An economic evaluation 

By the end of the project in the early 1970s, the government had invested 
more than A $1.2 million, and it was estimated that landowners had spent 
a similar amount. To appraise the project, an economic evaluation was con- 
ducted between 1975 and 1977 by an independent consulting company. 

Briefly, this evaluation indicated that the interrelated set of soil conser- 
vation and farm development activities carried out at Eppalock was a sound 
investment for the community as a whole. A net present value (1975) of 
A $2.91 million, an internal rate of return of 25.4 percent, and a cost-benefit 
ratio of 2.0 were indicated by the evaluation. Without the SCA's involve- 
ment, the soil conservation works and land management practices would 
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have becn implemented more slowly, the same increases in production would 
not hiive been achieved, and the denionstratian value to other areas would 
have becn inuch less. 

Why was the project a success? 

By thc early 1970s, the SCA's objectives in the Eppalock catchment had 
been achieved. The severely eroded portion of the catchment-830 square 
kilonieters-had been treated. Only an estimated one-sixth of the previous 
amount of sediment WJS reaching the reservoir. The sparse, overgrazed 
native pastures, which suffered from sheet, tunnel, and gully erosion, were 
replaced by improved pastures and newly pliinted trees. Farm production 
had changed from only wool to fat lanib and cattle production. Farm pro- 
duction had increased threefold in many places, and a more siable land 
use and an effective systeni of soil conservation, which could be used as 
an example in other parts of the state, had been introduced. 

Reasons for the success of the project are thought to be the following: 
b 77ze tinzefi(~trze: A period of 10 years was planned; this was extended 

two or three years. Even 27 years after the start of the project, a skeleton 
staff remains, advising and helping farmers. 

b fintzer involvettretzt: Farrncrs were fully involved in both the plan- 
ning and iniplementation phases. Every effort was c a d e  to meet the indi- 
vidual preferences and capabilities of the different farmers. That the works 
could be carried out over a period of years was extremely helpful. 

b 77ze rrpl>rouclt to cost-sharitzg: Dividing the works into productive 
and nonproductive elements, coupled with a simple system of subsidies 
and services, played a key role in the project's success. The fact that farmers 
contributed as much to the program as did the state convinced the govern- 
ment that its rnoney was being well spent. 

b Assur~edfrcndinp: The available sum of A $100,000 annually for 10 
years meant the project was able :o go ahead with a long-term plan. This 
is a great advantage over a situation where funds must be appropriated each 
year. 

9 b Vze teclltzology: The project was helped by some new technology in 
pasture improvement. This technology would, in all likelihood, have been 
adopted by farmers eventually, but it is unlikely that such a large area would 
have been treated so quickly, or  that new techniques would have been adopted 
by so many farmers without the technical advice, services, and subsidies 
the project supplied. 

b Project otgartimtiotl, adninisrrtltior~, and stafirtg: A simple, straight- 
forward system of.command and communication was established with head- 

0 
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quarters. Staff responsibilities werc clearly defined, and staff nlembers wkre 
not burdcircd with additional responsibilities. Project staff wcrc general 
soil conservationists/agricultcrists, but they werc supported by a core of 
specialized engineers, agronomists, and soil scientists. There were some 
staff nlovements during tlie life of the project, but these wcrc not frcquerit 
or excessive. One officer was responsible for both planning and implcrnen- 
tation in a subcatchment. This led to an intimate knowledge of the area 
and to a close, trusting relationship between conservation officers and 
Ihrniers. 
I, Ot/zrr.]irc'~or:s: A close working relationship developed between govern- 

ment departments at the tield level. Also, there was adequate publicity 
through local television and newspapers and through a documcnti~ry film 
madc by a national television station. Finally, a feeling of pride in the proj- 
cct was created anlong people living in the catchment area. 



Evolutioa of soil 
conservation practices 

on steep lands in Taiwan 
Mien-chun Liao, Su-cherng Hu, Hui-sheng Lu, and Kuang-jung Tsai 

About two-thirds of the Islantl of Tiiiwan is rugged. ~nountainous coun- 
try. The central mountain rangc runs from North to South. Torrential t y -  
phoon rains, steep topography, young and weak geologic Iormations, and 
eru3ible soils are unf:~vorable natural factors contributing to rapid rates of 
geologic erosion. In addition to these natural conditions. population pressure, 
diversified cropping, small size of individual f'arnis. abusive cultiv ‘I t '  1011 on 
hills, and socioeconomic pressure for more land makes the soil erosion 
prol>leni even worse and more complex. 

Expe~.ience and expertise of countries advanced in soil conservation are 
not applicable. so Xiiwrin must rely on its own research ~ n d  tlevelop~ncnt 3 for much of  the technology used in m:inaging its diverst, soils and crops. 

The soil conservation program in Taiwan has evolved over 30 years. 
Because a permanent solution to erosion problems ulds sought during the 

A early phases, a few "safe" practices were given ~!ndue eniphasis. Then, 
a niultitreatment approach evolved. In recent years. conservation farni plan- 
iling has been aimed at saving labor. not only for economy of operation 
and suitability for mechanical operation, but also to integrate soil conscr- 
vation with farm management. 

Early bench terracing 

The design of a soil conservation program depends upon the degree of 
land problenis dealt with and the intensiveness of conservation practices 
relied upon to meet soil conservation needs. To solve the problenis of steep 
slopes, intense rainfall, a long dry season, highly erodible soils, and thus 
a tremendous amount of soil loss, bench terraces were adopted. 

This oldest of soil conservation practices worldwide was considered the 
most effective means of conserving soil, despite high construction costs. 
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Bccausc of low wagcs in thc past, cxtcnsion of tcrracing was rclativcly casy 
from a labor standpoint. 'I'hc key problems wcrc a shortage of rcscarch 
findings on bench tcrracing and an apparcnt lack of nlorc cconomical and 
cf'fcctivc 1:lcasures to replace it  as a practice. 

Development of a new approach 

Based on thc results of a series of expcrimcnts and concurrcnt field obscr- 
vations, thc practice of hillsidc ditching wit11 contour fhrrning was con- 
sidercd an cff'ective nlcthod for protecting soil from erosion on both pine- 
apple and sugarcane plantations. After demonstration and intensive exten- 
sion, this becamc the standard soil conservation measure for these crops. 
The combined mcasure is much cheaper and more easily constructed than 
bench terraces. Also. the traditional concept of no continuous cultivation 
of pincapplc on thc mine field changed because of yield increases with 
the new techniqucs. 

From eastern to central and southern Taiwan, hillside cultivation-the 
application of agrononiic methods of soil conservation combined with 
hillside ditchcs-became popular. This approach repi~ccd thc extension 
of only bench terracing for soil and water conservation. 

Problems of bench terracing and their solution 

Seven1 problenis plagued bench ten-acing Tkc runoff rate from pineapple 
plots on reverse-slope bench terraces was greater than with other treatments, 
and crop yields were lower than on contoured land. The high cost of crop- 
ping and transportation, damage to inner rows of pineapple by machines 
on terraces, interference of mcltirow planting with field work, as well as 
high construction costs, all posed problems (4). 

To deal with these problems, a soil conservation research program was 
initiated to explore (1) methods to develop bench terracing more economical- 
ly and (2) econon~ical alternatives to bench terracing. 

Among the methods used for gradual formation of bench terraces are 
the following: r 

b Vegetative barriers. A series of grass barriers are plantpd on the hillside 
to accumulate the soil transported downslope. This is an economical way 
to form bench terraces (Figure 1). 

b Rock barriers, where stone is available. F. rock barrier is used to 
form terraces. Because of the economic advantages of rock removal and 
use at the site, rock barriers becamc one of the major practices on the old 
slluvial land in eastern Taiwan. 
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Figure 1. Grass barriers will convert to bench terraces gradually. 

b Hillsicle clitches. The improved hillside ditch was actually a terrace, 
and more would be established later between two built ditches to complete 
a terrace system. 

The method used to replace bench terracing consists of the following: 
Orchard Izillsicfc clitclles. These are more economical to build than 

bench terraces. Orchards at the intervals varied the spacing of fruit trees 
grown (Figure 2) (1 ). This practice proved to be labor-saving and effective. 

Development of hillside cultivation 

Soil and water losses were found to be slight from a cover of bahiagrass 
in citrus and banana plantations. Bench terraces of the level retention type 
had almost the same effect as bahiagrass on controlling soil and water loss, 
but other types of bench terraces were not as effective. Positive effects of 
cover crops and mulching on citrus plantations provided evidence of the 
feasibility of hillside cultivation. 

Improvement of hillside ditches 

The application of hillside ditches on sugarcane plantations in 1956 
resulted in lower yields. Then, the design of the ditch was modified into 
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a broad, V-shaped cross-section by Mien-chun Lii~o. The improved cross- 
scction design proved to be hydraulically sound (2, 3). The cross-section 
is more stable, maintenance cost are low. and soil moisture content in the 
ditch soils is high. 

I t  was fcund that the improved hiilsidc ditch could be built by bulldozcr, 
whilc the hillside ditch with a trapezoid cross-section could only be con- 
structed by hand labor. Most importantly, the ditch bottonls of the inlproved 
hillside ditches could be cropped (Figure 3), and they could be used as 
hrni roads for small machines, including transportation and pesticide spray- 
ing equipment. and for providing drainage. Because of these advantages, 
the i~ilproved hillside ditches were soon adopted on a large scale in Inany 
other countries. 

Characteristics of cover crops with potential for orchards 

Reduccd yield of banana was found to be due to the toxicity of centrosema. 
Bahiagrass, on the other hand, had no negative effect and was more adapt- 
able than ccntrosema. Evapotranspiration rate of bahiagrass was greater, 
but water consunlption declined significantly after mowing. Soil hydraulic 
conductivity was also comparatively high under bahiagrass. Therefore, strip- 
cover and mulching are recommended. 

This combined practice, consisting of grass mulching on rows of fruit 
trees and a strip cover of bahiagrass, is as effective for erosion control as 
a con~plete cover. The effectiveness of bahiagrass in reducing soil and water 
losses was proven on slopes ranging from 46 percent to 58 percent, which 
indicated that replacement of bench terraces with a bahiagrass cover is prac- 
tical even on these steep slopes. 

Bahiagrass has several favorable characteristics: (1) it is easy to plant 
and has a high survival rate. (2) it grows rapidly and thus covers quickly, 
(3) there is no root extension to the mulched area, and (4) there is no in- 
terference with fruit trees of a clinging stem. 

Application of grasses for soil conservation 

Planting or  leaving suitabrle grass species on the riser of terraces car! 
be effective in soil stabilization and good for weed control. Bahiagrass is 
most effective in erosion control. 

Centipede grass, Paspalum spp., and bahiagrass are suitable species for 
waterways. Weeping lovegrass and guinea grass were used on the front and 
back slopes of hillside ditches for protection. Bermudagrass and Paspalurn 
spp. were used on the bottom of hillside ditches to prevent weed growth. 
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Figure 2. Orchard hillside ditches serve as farming paths for farm operations. 

Figure 3. Planting sugarcane on the edge of hillside ditches can increase 
production. 
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Bahiagriiss was suitable for planting on farm roatls (Figure 4). The number 
of grass species available tilr cliSferent situations is increasing. 

Alternation of major practices 

Following arc the revisions niadc in the sccontl edition of the Soil Corl- 
si~r-~.rr/iorl h'rrrrtli~ook: "Orchard tcrracc" was rcmovctl hecause of its in- 
tcrlkrcncc with machinery operations. "individual h;~sill" W;IS abandoned 
bccailsc bahil-igrass or Irlrli,gc~i>!rr .sj)ic.rrrtr could prcvcrlt soi, loss and reduce 
runoff. "Orchard hillsitlc ditch." which is a combined treatment of cover 
crops. nnluiching. and hillside ditching with grass planting. is promoted in 
cxtcnsio~i progranls. O ~ ~ t ~ i ~ r l l - ~ l o p ~  bcnch terracing combined with hillside 
ditches and bahiagrass planted on the riser is also inclutlcd tor extension. 

Formation of a farming system 

Soil conservation practices Sor slopclantl Il~rrns. mainly orchards. con- 
sist o f  previously adopted bcnch terrace5 allcl newly dcvclopcd hillside 
c~lti\.~iition using hillside ditches. For arcas where bench terracing is desired, 
such as clean cultivation. cash anti high-value crop production areas, and 
high-altitude hill-land vegetable nurseries, consideration should be given 

Figure 4. Hillside ditches are stabilized and covered with grass. 
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Figure 5. Hillside ditches covered with a well-developed stand of grass. 

to the layout of road systems for farm machines and to drainage structures 
and maintenance (5) .  

The new systenl of hillside cultivation, supplemented with cover crops, 
hillside ditches with grass planted on side slopes and bottom (Figures 4 
and 5), and grass planting incorporated into road systems and grass water- 
ways (Figures 6 and 7 ) .  has been applied for overall extension on orchard- 
dominant slopeland in Taiwan. The systematic installation of these prac- 
tices is not only effective and economical but can accomplish the objec- 
tive of labor-saving management through machinery operation. 

Conclusion 

Thc design and application of soil conservation practices in Taiwan have 
been developed into a series of economically effective measures based on 
the results cf long-term observations and experiments. All of the practices 
applied aim at labor-saving management and the provision of farm road 
systems, aniong other things, on modern slopeland farms. Extensive ap- 
plication of grass is a common feature in the practice of bench terrace im- 
provement and new hillside cultivation. Bahiagrass can be used as a cover 
crop, a waterway crop, and forage as well. Advancenient of land use and 
utilization of the grass resource are simultaneously attained. 
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Figure 6. Planting grass on farm roads can protect the surface of the road 
from erosion. 

Figure 7. A grass wsterway was ~ c d  successfully on steep slopes. 
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Soill conservation 
in Peru 
Jeffrey Vonlc 

Beginning in 1981, the Peruvian Government, with assistance from the 
U.S. Agency for International Development, embarked on a pilot project 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of ~larious soil conservation practices in 
sclected areas of the Peruvian Andes. Soon after the arrival of the project 
technical advisor, Jerome Arledge, the focus of the project was expanded 
to shift emphasis from a "testing" activity to an implementation activity. 
The ultimate goal of the project then became the establishment of a national 
soil conservation program in Peru. 

In addition to the technical advisor and USAID project manager, the proj- 
cct sttqff consisted of a Lima-based team of technical specialists headed 
by a project chief. This tecm assisted the field staff located in 10 different 
cities in the Peruvian Sierra, from Cajamarca in the North to Puno in the 
South. Each field office was staffed with two or three paid technicians who - 
were charged with carrying out soil conservation activities in communities 

- 

within their region. I served as technical advisor to the project after Arledge 
left the program. 

Methodology used 

Most people know that Peru has a rich history and tradition in soil con- 
servation that pre-dates Incan times. Unfortunately, for various reasons, 
many of the Incan terrace and irrigation systems are in disrepair and not 
in use today. Despite this rich conservation heritage, most Andearl farmers 
needed to be reoriented and trained in the reasons for and use of soil con- 
servation practices in their farming activities. 

It is important to understand that the climate of the Peruvian Andes is 
semiarid. Soil moisture is generally consiciered the main limiting factor 
to plant and crop productivity. Erosion control niethods generally result 
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in bztter water management (i.e., more infiltration), which makes more 
moisture available for plant consumption. This results in imlnediate and 
obvious (to the farmer) increi~ses in production. UndcrstLlnding this, the 
soil conservation project in Peru followed these basic principles: 

b Attempt to infiltrate all water where it hits the ground. 
b Keep all practices simple-the farmer needs to understand and be 

able to install the practices without a lot of outside technizal as-' dstance. 
b Keep the farmer/landuser directly and actively involved. He or  she 

is the decision-maker and serves as a model for all his or her neighbors. - 
All conservation practices used in this project were based on the farmer 

being able to establish a line on the contour. The simplest techndlogy we 
found to enable the Andeen farmer to do this was the basic A-frame level. 
Once constructed and understood by the farmer, he or she could then estab- 
lish the contour lines on the farm and, based on these, install the indicated 
practice(s). In Peru, we used level terraces, infiltration ditches, contour 
farming, crop rotation (where feasible), and rotational grazing. 

All conservation activities throtrghout the Sierra were community-based. 
Regional conservationists worked with communities, helping them to 
organize conservation clubs and women's groups oriented towarc: soil and 
water conservation. In most cases, a volunteer soil csnservation leader was 
identified for each community. This person provided leadership for activities 
in his or  her community and was given extra training by paid project staff. 

Test-plot methodology was employed by project field staff as a means 
of selling soil conservation to skeptical Andean farmers. A f a m ~ i  was nor- 
mally asked to do a side-by-side comparison, planting a small plot of land 
in the traditional way and then an equal-sized, adjacent plot using terraces, 
infiltration ditches, or contour farming. 

The crop planted and fertilizer and irrigation practices used (if any) were 
constant for each plot. The results in nearly every case were dramatic; the 
conservation plot nearly always yielded more of a crop than the plot planted 
in the traditional way. This was an effective conservation selliag tool because 
each farmer was involved in his own test plot, and the result:; were nearly 
always obvious to the eye without having to take measurements or yield 
weights. The publication "Impacto de la Conservation de Suelos y Aguas 
en la Sierra Peruana," released in April 1986, discusses on a crop-by-crop 
and practice-by-practice basis the yield increases measured during the 1984 
crop year by project personnel. Table 1 consists of data from that publication. 

Observations and considerations 

Maurice Cook, in his chapter in this book, mentions three aspects or 
constraints to the successful implementation of soil conservation: infor- 
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rnation and education, technology, and data. 
In the Peru project. an ntternpt was madc to ad(1rcss all of thcse simul- 

taneously. Wc placed heavy cn~phosis on infbrmation ant1 education. A rncdia 
specialist was on stal'f at the central oflicc: in Lima who used all media 
fhrms nvailable, both nationally and regic~~ally. Radio was used both for 
pron~otional purposes (radio spots) and for announcing regional and national 
meetings. Newspapers, both local :ind national, willingly provided space 
to proniotc soil conservation, announce meetings, and rcport the results 
of the mccr;ngs and progrcss being made in the licld. 

In thc policy arena. the ultimntc goal fronl the beginning was to develop 
ii national soil conservation system and establish that system by law. For 
this reason. kcy political figures were always kept abreast of program 
dcvclopments and accomplishnlcnts. Special cffbrts were made to personally 
brief' thcse individuals and provide thcm with copies c ~ i '  any manuals, 
bulletins, and newsletters producccl by the project. 

A proven technology and n~cthodology was used that allowed for con- 
tinuous testing, revision, and improvement. It also required active pnrticipa- 
tion by all fitrmers involved with the program and allowcd them, through 
their own efforts, to evaluate the w ~ r t h  of soil and water conservation prac- 
tices. 

The prqject in Peru. a governmcnt-sponsorcd program aimcd at isolated 
comrnunitics in the Peruvian Andes, also touched on some social and 
political concerns and values. For thc small, isolated high-mountaiil corn- 
munities. soil conservation providctl a social focal point and activity area. 

Table 1. Average crop yields obtained in the Sierra of Peru. 

Yield on Yield on 
Test Plot Treated Plot Ir~crease Number of 

Crop fkg/ha) (kg/ha) kg/ha 010 Plots 

Level terraces 
Potato Fertilizer ! 2,206 17,436 5,230 43 7 1 

No fertilizer 4,581 11,091 6,550 142 4 1 
Wheat Fertilizer 2,432 3,603 1,161 48 8 

No fertilizer 723 1,113 390 54 25 
Rye Fertilizer 1,333 1,910 577 43 56 

No fertilizer 740 093 253 34 97 

Contour farming 
Potato Fertilizer 14,312 17,539 3,227 23 99 

No fertilizer 4,750 6,628 1,678 40 15 
Corn Fertilizer 1,121 1,577 456 25 11 

Note: Drama!ic results were obtained from all crops examined, but the number 
of repetitions was small in many tests. The complete data can be obtained from 
the publications cited. 
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Much of the training and physical implementation of practices was done 
in  group work sessions, providing a con~munity activity thnt was positive 
both for the individual and for the community. I t  was a governmcnt-to- 
people program that provided outreach to the poorest of the poor in Peru's 
highlands. 

While working in these isolated communities, onc often heard the com- 
ment that the soil conservation prograni was the first Peruvian Govern- 
ment prograrn to reach out and try to help them. In a country like Peru. 
with anti-government groups like the "Shining Path" guerrillas, which prey 
on these isolated communities, the political value of this type of prograni 
can be immense. 

The final subject for discussion is that of the use of incentives to cn- 
courage land users to participate. Based on limited experiences with the 
Peru soil conservation project, as well as observations of other rural "food- 
for-work" programs, a general recommendation would be to avoid using 
incentive payments-especially for soil conservation. In those few areas 
where incentives (either food or monetary payments) were used by the pro- 
gram. farmcrs basically missed the point for installing and using conser- 
vation practices. They tended to do what was necessary to receive the in- 
centive payment rather than to install conservation practices for the good 
the practices would provide. The focus became the payment rather than 
resource conservation and productivity improven~ent. Once the payment 
was received or  the incentive progranl removed, conservation work nor- 
mally ceased. 

However, if incentives are to be used, they should be something that is 
a part of the agricultural production system. In other words, stay away from 
food and monetary payments, and utilize such things as improved seed 
varieties, fertilizer, and/or farming tools. In this way, at least the payment 
is tied to the agricultural process, maintaining the focus on resource 
management. 

Summary and recommendations 

It is often difficult to look back and judge defin~tively whether or not 
a project, such as the soil conservation project in Peru, was a success or  
not. By the following measures, I would judge the project to have been 
quite successful. First, it was, by foreign assistance standards, a relatively 
inexpensive effort-US $1.6 million over a tive-and-one-half-year time 
frame. 

Second, it provided improved technology (albeit simple) to a large number 
of peasant farmers in isolated areas of the Peruvian Andes. 
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l'liird, the lest-plot n~ctliodology ant1 co~n~n~~~~i ty -h i i sc t l  iict ivity allowccl 
fi)r a n;ultipIicr cl'fcct; that is, the pro.jcct directly reached many more pcoplc 
thiir~ cxpcctctl, and those pcoplc transli.rrcd their ncwli)untl knowlcc!gc to 
their n~igllbors. This ~llultiplicr el'l'cct is dcnlonstratr:d by the l;rct that dur- 
ing the lirst Ii~ur years of the pro.jcct i~pproximatcly 5,000 tcst plots wcrc 
cstablishctl. During the next one year; 3,500 new tcst pldts were cstab- 
lishcd. all with the same level of pro.jcct staff ant1 resources. 

Finally, when USAID lilnding cndctl, the Pcruviun Govcmlncnt took over 
the program and continued the activity without Ibrcign assistance. This 
speaks well thr both the v:tluc ofthe activity as well as having the positive 
cff'cct of keeping political decision-makers infbrmed about the activity. 

Rccommcndatio~~s fhr future action include the following: 
b Continue to scck, (levclop. and use n~etliodologics and technologies 

that will keep the labor investmcnt to a minimun~ (c.g., use slow-forming 
terrace construction methods as opposed to direct construction n~ethods). 

b If one is going to depcnd upon incrciiscd productivity and yield as 
the incentive for using soil and water conscrvation (as in Peru), one needs 
to tlcvclop u market for that increased production. 

b Simplc soil conservation tcchnology in developing nations should 
bcconlc the primary and principal tcchnology u:,ed by extension agents in 
the field. Too often. extension efforts focus on attempting to transfer higher 
technology without Iir:;t dealing with the basic soil and water resource 
~nanagcnlcnt problems. 

W Use of low-interest credit programs to assist small-scale, peasant 
b~rrncr.s is generally incffectivc. Most of these farn1c1.s are afraid of these 
programs because thcy do not understand thcm and arc generally unwill- 
ing or  unable to learn about them. 



Community participation 
in soil and water conservation 

Davi Nathan Benvenuti 

Colo~~ization 01' the 'li)lcdo region in I'asan;~ Stiii~, Rrazil. began in the 
1940s when tlic" area was tiiviclccl into 25-licctarc plots. 'rhc plots wcrc scl 
out in long. narrow stsips l'ro~n a watcrcoursc at the lowcr cncl lo a ro~id 
i~lo~lg the crest at the upper enti. 

Initii~lly. the arcas were cultivated by hantl. Stumps 01' trccs or arcus 01' 
tlic original lijrcst re~naincti iimong the liclils. 13ut tlic soil was lkrtilc, the 

- purchasing power oftlic fiirrncrs was rising. 2nd govcrnliicnt incentives 
were tlirected toward mcchanizat ior~. 'I'licsc tllctors, together with the short- 
term views 01' the fnrnicrs who cnnlc to the new region with the clrcarn 
of getting rich. were sul'licicnt to ensure that in n few ycars the arca that 
had formerly been ti~rest was transformed into an arca of'soya and wheat, 
cvcn o n  thc slopes of the hills and along tlic margins of the rivers. 

At that point the problcms began: pollution of' rivers, gullying down the 
property 'oo~~ndnrics. serious scdi~ncntation on the roatls after every rain, 
loss 01' krtilc topsoil, and soil compaction with heavy niachinery. As a 
result, fitrrncrs' profitability declined, niainly bccai~:;~ of their having to 
increase fertilizer and lime applications and hccausc of lowcr yields. 

Concern for conservation 

There a r o x  simultaneously among both lilrmcrs and technical staff a 
concern about conserving what remained and maintaining levels of pro- 
ductivity to cover the high costs of investments that were being made in 
agriculture. 

On September 9, 1976, by means of the Portaria 670 of the Mi~!istry of 
Agriculture, Toledo was included in the list of Municipios in which soil 
conservation became obligatory. This was valuable for instilling in farmers' 
minds' the necessity for soil preservation, but the means of undertaking 
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this obligatory conservation was not tlctinccl. 
,L\ canlp;~ipll was developed by thc technical com~nunity with the objcc- 

tivc to solvc, once ant1 fix all, :!:e problems of soil erosion and envrronment;ll 
pollution. Consideriny the soil charr~ctcristic:; that prcdonlinate in the Toledo 
rcgion-latosols. which are deep, have good internal drainage, and are flat 
to slightly undulating topography-the tirst idca was to build terraces in 
huch a way ;is to retain all the water within the property. This was suc- 
cessful in a majority of cases. But the problems, such as gullies along the 
property boundaries, damage to roads. and pollution of rivers, continued. 

It was then, after many studizs and vsing the experience of technical 
staff in  the region, that thc first trial of intcgratcd conservation was in]- 
plcrnentcd in the Municipio of Nova Santa Rosa by the joint action of the 
M i ~ e d  Crop and Stock Coopcrativc of West Parana and the local extcr.- 
sion office. Working together with the group of faimcrs in the Planalto 
community, this trial succeeded, which led to plans :; lr applying the system 
to s111:llI catchr,.ents. 

Conservation in a small catchmenl 

Thc program of intcgratcd conservation in small catchments envisages 
thc following: 

b Corrstruction of slow-absorption terraces, alternating with broad-based 
terraces, carefully d~mensioned and demarcated after a det~iled survey of 
the area, constructed on the dead level, and ignoring property boundaries 
so as to retain all rainwater on the property. During construction, each gully 
or old terracc is filled in and eliminated. Both municipal and private roads 
are studied and realigned or  relocated where necessary. Where a road must 
cross a terrace, a 'bolster' is constructed so that the road does not inter- 
rupt the terrace's el.fect. In places where terraces encounter home paddocks, 
forests, or  dz:ply cut roads, their ends are cJascd to prevent any otltflow 
of water. 

b Management of the soil after installation of the terrace system. Where 
a plow pan occurs, subsoiling is essential to increase water infiltration. 
Liming and organic manuring must be undertaken in the channels to re- 
juvenate the soil from which the fertile layer has been scraped away to build 
a terrace. This assures crop uniformity throughout thc field from thc begin- 
ning. Emphasis is also given to crop rotation, a practice fundamental to 
soil conservation. 

ReFlanning the property on the basis of capability classification of 
the soils. T h i ~  i->-ludes establishment of small paddocks on steep slopes 
and construction of small dams at the heads of streams, which allows for 
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further use of terracc construction equipment, usually bulldozers. 
P. Reforestation is increased along river margins, lakes, and springs, 

with a view to protection of the water and to the preservation and recupera- 
tion of the region's fauna and flora, in addition to the production of timber 

I for use or sale. 
B Treatment of a small catchment does not end with the construction 

of terraces. On the contrary, it starts there. The work is slow and step-by- 
step, with a view, fundamentally, to educate the farmers in the proper use 
and management of natural resources. The objective is to introd1l.e more 
complex techniques and practices over time, such as direct drilling and 
making use of the lowland 'varieas' (wetlands) that up to now have not 

il 
been put to use. Also, the work includes the increased use of green manuring 
and other biological manures (compost, dung, etc.) produced on the prop- 
erty or bought at reasonable prices. 

3 

A sequence of activities 

Making the work k:to)vn. The first step is to create a conservation atti- 
tude among farmers, alerting then: to the specific problems of the regior. 
and presenting rc;lutions. This can be done in various ways-television, 
radio, meetings, posters, and visits to farmers. In the Toledo region, this 
information was already being disseminated efficiently by the extension 
service of Parana, prefectures, secretariat for agriculture, unions and coop- 
eratives, and technical community, which enabled work to proceed to the 
second phase. Farmers who were working alone are now grouping together 
and calling on the technical staff for more information, or even to install 
the system. Even so, the attempt to make the work known must not stop. 
Resistant farmers must also be reached, with a view to acl~ievirig complete 
participation in the region. 

Prelitninary meeting. Once a conservation attitude has been developed 
among farmers, a desire for more information follows. The second phase 
of thc process is a preliminary meeting in the locality. Such a meeting should 
be arranged and run by a technical person who has knowledge of a region's 
specific problems. 

During this meeting, all criteria for the system must be clarified. Leaders 
can be elected to serve as linkages and as a means of stirring enthusiasm 
on the part oi the community group. The purpose of this meeting is not 
to obtain an immediate solution to the problems. It serves chiefly to clear 
up doubts, to form a conservation point of view, and to strengthen the ideas 
already awakening interest in the minds of the most resistant farmers so 
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that these people will join the systenl of their own free will. 
At this stage, a list can be coniplcted of those who occupy the area to 

I le conserved. Thc ~najor  problcms to bc studied in more detail arc listed, 
together with the names of the most resistant farmers. Thcn a Inorc con- 
centrated sclling campaign can be undertaken with these larmers, using 
local leaders or neighbors and visits to spct:itic properties. 

Together with this list, a map must be made of all the properties togcher. 
This gives a better overview and facilitates the survcy of the properties 
to be undertaken later. Airphotos of the area are used. and custozi-made, 
rectified topographic maps of the properties are ~nadc. The layoul of the 
river catchment is defined by the marking of contours. 

hlcetirlg f~rfirrrlir~g up the work. After contacts with local leaders and 
assurance that all the fnrr,iers are aware of the advantages the system offers 
and of the problems, a meeting is scheduled with the property owners who 
will be involved to firm up work proposals. In this meeting the costs of 
ilnplenlentation arc discussed, along with types of machines to be used. 
I t  is recommended that, on this occasion, the work be contracted out to 
lirnls capable of providing the services required. Addresses of the firms 
in the region are supplied so as io facilitate thc contacts by interested people. 

At these meetings, all anticipated operations are decided. such as dividing 
among farmers the costs of terracing and the costs of filling in the gullies 
at property boundaries, and the delimitation of each stage of work for the 
next period in the small catchment. A survey is made of those who are 
to prepare projects that will justify financing the work. The probable costs 
nf inlplenientation are analyzed. It is then possible to fix a date for the 
oeginning of the work, al!owing enough time for the necessary survey work 
on individual properties. 

At the same time, arrangements for maintenance of the system, planting 
of riverside forest, and possibilities for getting on with execution of soil r 
preparation work, planting. and cultivations, or even joint purchasing of 
machinery, can be discussed. 

Field survey. It is important that each property owner participate in the 
field survey. In the survey the ~ossibilities of changing roadlines, home 
paddocks, and defining the manner of closing up the gullies are studied. 
along with the levelling of old terraces and trash lines. By digging pits, 
any pans in the soil can be detec:ed and the necessity for any subsoiling 
decided. At the same time, samples can be taken for analysis. During the 
same survey, the places to be reforested can be decided and the places for 
possible building of dams, use of wetland "varzeas," and constnlction of 
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slurry pits can be considered. The details of this survey are carefully writ- 
ten down for the elaboration of future projects and for checking on the 
work done. After all the individual surveys are completed, the project plan 
for the catchment as a whole is developed. 

Corrtact lvitli various bodies. AFter the field survey, it is possible to define 
the various bodies that will be involved so the necessary actions can be 
taken. Conditions of financing, financial resources available, interest rates, 
and repayment periods will be determined in conjunction with the banks. 
Possibilities for changing roadlines, construction of culverts, road main- 
tenance, and production of forest seedlings (in conjunction with the In- 
stitute of Lands, Cartography and Forests and with cooperatives) will be 
determined jointly with the prefecture. 

Wntirtg up tlrepmjects. After making the plan, budgets can be prepared. 
These budgets are presented in a form prescribed by the Banco do Brasil 
S/A. The principal items include: (a) identification of the preperty; (b) 
income from agricultural activity; (c) inventory of 1ives:ock and equipment; 
(d) technical project for agricultural activity for the period of financing; 
(e) calculation of costs, defined according to each different operation, to 
be incurred in the implementation of the conservation system; ( f )  calcula- 
tion of capacity to repay, definition of forms of payment, and payback period 
(usually 1.5 to 2 years); (g) recommendation of adequate technology, as 
much in the methods of implementation as in the type of machinery to 
be used, along with the form of construction. maintenance, and manage- 
ment of the system as a whoie; and (h) statement by technical staff on the 
viability of the investment and the benefits it is expected to bring. 

Executing tlte work. Construction work must begin at the upper end 
of the land. 

Spacing of terraces: The equatiori used for areas of purple latosols is 
VI = 0.14 S + 0.8. where VI is the vertical interval in meters and S is 
slope in percent. For slopes of 3 percent or less, VI is 1.22 meters. 

k>carion of terraces: The terraces are set out on the level contour, not 
permitting the lateral movement of water from one property to another. 
These are also started at the top of the slope. Stakes are set about 20 meters 
apart, or nearer if the land is irregular. Each line is mxked with a plow- 
cut, and the stakes removed, avoiding problerns with stakes being moved 
or removed by other people. 

Choosing the gpe of terrace: The association of terraces most used are 
as follows: up to 3 percent slope, only broad-based terraces; 3 percent to 
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8 percent slope. one "murundum" (high broad-based) to two broad-based 
terraces; 8 percent to 12 percent slope, one niurundum to one broad-based 
terrace; and 12 percent and above. only murundunis. 

In cases where the soil is compacted, it is important to subsoil areas 
on which terraces are to be constructed. Subsoiling improves the output 
of soil-moving machinery. Alier terrace construction, it is essential to subsoil 
along the terrace channels so as to facilitate infiltration and to permit ade- 
quate crop root development. 

Plutt~tirtg of ntrtnicipcil a ~ d  loccil rocu1.s: Where adjustmenis are necessary, 
planning is done jointly with the prefecture. In-farm and between-property 
access roads are located exactly on the contour wherever possible. Where 
this is not possible, it is necessary to minimize the roads that cross terrace 
lines, although it is always necessary to leave ;; broader crossing of the 
murundunis at one of the property margins to allow for entry of machinery 
into the fields. 

C/teckittg the activiricls: The presence of a technician is essential during 
construction to make sure that the work conforms to specifications arid 
recommendations. 

Coordination arid techrtical assistarlce in rnairtterlarlce of the systern. 
The Banco de Brasil requires three supervisory visits during the period 
of financing. For the types of work to be undertaken, however, three visits 1 
are insufficient. This is especially so in the first year when changes in soil 
preparation and natural resources management on the property are en- 
couraged. 

M(ittcigenrertt of terrcices: After construction, terraces must be managed 
in such a way that they do not lose their efficiency. It is possible to cultivate 
them annually and thereby avoid weeds. Equipment exists for cleaning 
murundums mechanically. Also, people are alerted to the need for main- 
taining broad-based terraces during seedbed preparation for each crop. 

Murtugerrtertt of rite soil: This system of conservation ensures that all 
cultivation is done on the level contour, but it is important that during each 
visit advice is given on improved farming methods, such as green manur- 
ing, organic manuring, and direct drilling. 

Reforesturiort: h r t  of the plan is the reforestation of river margins, springs, 
and dams with a minimum strip width of 10 meters. Windbreaks io protect 
homesteads and home paddocks are also included. Native tree species should 
be introduced to achieve better ecological balance in the region. - 

Erfaluation. Each stage must be evaluated so as to correct faults before 
passing on to subsequent stages. In the end, the program as a whole must 
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be thoroughly evaluated to ensure that it operates withi11 the proposed 
objectives. 

Irrtegmticn. To achieve the expected success of the program, total in- 
tegration is necessary, both of the colnmunity and of institutions. All must 
work together and with the same objectives. 

An expanded program 

After the experience in the Toledo rc~ion,  the work was expanded to 
the entire region of West Parana. With the results obtained, the state govern- 
ment launched a state prograni in 1982 that embraces the entire State of 
Parana. This has produced excellent results, with the involvement of diverse 
secretariats of the state. The program, called "The Program of Integrated 
Management of Soil and Water of the State of Parana," is coordinated by 
the Secretariat for Agriculture, and all of the secretariat's units are involved. 
The program also has the cooperation of the Association of Agricultural 
Engineers of Parana, which is the technical coordination agency respons- 
ible for training technical staff. 

At the regional and Municipio levels, coordination of the work as well 
as elaboration of projects are the responsibility of the extension service. 
Together with other organizations, both at the municipal and the state levels 
existing in the municipality, the extension service is technically respon- 
sible for the implementation, supervision, and follow-up of the work under- 
taken. 
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Watershed management in Java's 
uplands: Past experience 

and future directions 
- - - - - - 

Achmad M. Fagi and Cynthia Mackie 

As one of the most densely populated islands in the world, Java encom- 
passes only 7 percent of Indonesia's land area but contains 100 million 
people, about 60 percent of the total population. A central range of volcanoes 
covers approximately two-thirds of the island in hilly, mountainous terrain 
more than 200 meters above sea level. From 1960 to 1980, the population 
density on cultivated land jumped to more than 1,000 per square kilometer 
in some areas. It is now estimated to be 700 to 800 per square kilometer 
in many areas. 

Continuous population pressure has led to an expansion of subsistence 
agriculture. Such agricultural systems and poor conservation practices are 
viewed as a major cause of soil erosion and land degradation. The high 
sedimentation rate in Java's rivers threaten lowland plains mostly in the 
northern coastal parts of the island, where irrigated rice is grown. 

With an increasing awareness of the linkages between upstream land use 
patterns and the downstream water supply for irrigated rice, and to im- 
prove the livelihood of upland farmers, the government of Indonesia has 
devoted considerable attention to watershed management. 

Various strategies have been used to meet this challenge. Currently under- 
way is a research program, the Upland Agriculture and Conservation Proj- 
ect, a joint effort by the government of Indonesia, the U.S. Agency for 
International Development, and the World Bank. 

Present status of Java's watersheds 

At present, 33 watersheds in Ii~donesia are considered to be in a critical 
state of land degradation. The government has given priority to 13 densely 
populated watersheds. Among these are the Jratunseluna watershed in Cen- 
tral Java (Jratunseluna is taken from the names of its five major rivers: 
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Table 1. Average sediment contrlbutior: over 
selected watersheds in Java. 

Sedimentation 
Selected Samples Rate 

of River Watershed (t/ha/~r) 

Brantas, East Java 34 
Kalikonto (pre 1979) 34 
Kalikonto (1979-1981) 10 
Karangkates 34 

Jratunseluna, Central Java 
Jragung 38 
Lusi 21 

Citanduy, West Java 
Citanduy 
Cimuntur 
Cikawung 
Ciseel 

Range in Java 9-1 20 
Range outside Java €1-11 

the Jrugung, Zttztang, Serang, Licsi, and Juwunn) and the Brantas water- 
shed in East Java. 

The Jratunseluna watershed is home to about 5.9 million people. It covers 
790,000 hectares, of which 105,000 hectares are considered critical land. 
About 12 million people live in the Brantas watershed, which covers 1.18 
million hectares, 150,000 hectares of which are in a critical condition. These 
two watersheds are the target areas of the UACP, launched in 1984-19b5. 
This effort represents an expansion of the improved approach used earlier 
in the Citanduy Project in West Java. 

Upland agriculture is one or the most marginal of farming practices in 
Indonesia. Crop yields are usually low because of severe production con- 
straints, especially soil erosion and consequent poor soil fertility. Erosion 
has received special attention because it influences downstream river char- 
acteristics. Sedimentation of waterways represents a serious environmental 
problem in Java, where di2re is a great dependency on irrigation for lowland 
rice production. In addition, all rivers in Java are dammed for hydroelec- 
tric power, flood control and other purposes. Although there is little his- 
torical data, it appears the rate of sedimentation in the major river systems 
has increased steadily since the upland forests were converted to planta- 
tions during the Dutch colonial administration. 

The sedimentation rate in Java's rivers may be among the highest in the 
world (Table 1). This is due to a combination of the natural erodibility of 
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the soils, the rugged terrain. and land use priictices. Table 2 lists the rate 
of erosion for different vegetative covers o n  Andosol soil with a 10 percent 
slope in Ciparay, West Java. 

Strategies for watershed manageriient 

Previous approaclt ore-1980). More than (1 decade ago, the government 
of Indonesia began devoting considerable effort to upland management. 
Primary objectivcs are to reduce the high sedimentation rates in waterways 
and to improve the livelihood of upland farmers. This renewed attention 
cornes aficr a long, successful campaign to increase the production of ma- 
jor food crops. Indonesia has now achieved self-sufficien~y in rice, following 
an irnpressivc annual rise in rice production averaging 4.5 percent over 
the past 10 years. This success has sharpened the awareness of the threats 
posed b:; soil erosion, declining land productivity, tloods, and drought to 
the sustainability of past agricultural advances. 

Starting in 1976, new programs were initiated to counter this trend. 
Reforestation programs were initiated on both state and private land. The 
major thrust on state land has been to allow annual cropping by subsistence 
fiirnlers for the first few years of timber plantation establishment (e.g., teak. 
pine) in return for planting and maintenance of tree seedlings. This pro- 
gram has had limited success because of the poor quality technical inputs 
(such as seed), the lack of cooperation by farmers (who prefer to cut the 
tree saplings when they start to compete with food crops) ( 4 ) ,  and poor 
econoniic incentives to participate. 

Reforcstation of private land (called the regreening program) is funded 

Table 2. Erosion levels and runoff under various vegetative covers on Regosol 
soil, 10% slope, Ciparay, West Java. 

Erosion Runoff 
Crop Cover ft/ha/~r) f O/O) 

Potatoes planted up-and-down slope 136.1 17.3 
Grasses 0.2 0.7 
Contour potatoes planting 43.5 14.3 
Onion 11.0 6.2 
Onion pl~.r;, d on terrace 3.1 4.7 
Forest 0 2.0 
Trees without shrub 29.1 33.0 
Trees without shrub, mulched 1 .O 9.0 
Shrub, mulched 0.4 7.3 
Trees, cultivated underneath 27.1 36.8 
Trees, cultivated and mulched 6.8 13.1 
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Table 3. Effects of soil and water conservation techniques and cropping pat- 
terns on soil erosion and runoff in Oxisols, Citanduy watershed, West Java 
(1984-1986). 

Soil and Water Erosion Runoff 
Conservation Techniques - Cropping Patterns 

.- 
;Uha/yr) (m3/ha/Lr) 

Bench terrace Upland rice + cowpea + corn - 1.5 21,646 
Cultivated areas cowpea + soybean - peanut + 

corn 

Risers Brachiaria grass 

Ridge terrace Cowpoa + corn + Brachiaria - 5.7 49,635 
Cultivated areas cowpea + corn + Leucena 

Ridges Brachiaria grass 
individual terrace Centrocema + corn - cowpea 9.6 48,732 

with Gliricidea strip corn + Brachiaria grass 

Farmer's technique Upland rice + corn + cassava 12.6 42,634 
Cultivated areas 

by the Ministry of Forestry and administered by provincial and district 
governments. It originally focused on disseminating fuelwood and other 
tree crops for farmers to plant in their upland fields. The response was 
disappointing; farmers frequently cut trees when they began to interfere 
with food crops or planted the trees in their home gardens. Marketing pros- 
pects also proved uncertain, particularly because many of the tree species 
produced low-value products. 

The regreening program was more recently revised to focus on bench 
1 

terracing on the more gentle slopes (less than 5G percent) and accompary- 
ing food-crop-based cropping systems. Several foreign assistance projects 
were initiated to help develop a technological package for upland areas and 
to promote more integrated watershed management planning. This was 
demonstrated in the Bengawan Solo River Basin in Central .lava, supported 
by the Food and Agriculture Organization (3). Subsidized denlonstration 
farms, thc dissemination of seedlings and other inputs for expansion areas, 
and on-farm research were undertaken. 

Present approacit Cpost 1980). That early effort has led to development 
of a model farm system in the Citanduy Project funded by USAID. The 
system is based on an intercropping of cassava with corn, upland rice, and 
peanuts, using improved varieties, and on the feeding of Brachiaria and 
Setaria grass to goats and sheep. Grasscs are planted on terraces (risers) (I). 

In the case of Citanduy, the dryland terrace system has spread throughout 
the basin and measurably red[:, thc rate of surface soil erosion (Table 
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3). However, the cxpor! price fbr c;lssavil has risen sharply of late, which 
is inspiring frirrncrs to return to thcir previous system of land cultivation. 
This reversal calls into question the extent to wl~ich underlying problems 
and constraints filcing fr~m~crs in the uplands are being i ~ d t l r e s ~ ~ d .  The watcr- 
shed managenlent ellbrts hove also bcen plagued by poor coordination with 
local government, leading to delays and conflicting extension programs. 
A further problem has bcen reliance on a single farming model for a diverse 
set of physical and socioeconomic conditions. The siting of project activities, 
li)r cxample, has often proved inappropriate l i ~ r  both technical and economic 
rCilSons. 

Experiences fiom the Bcngawan Solo and Citanduy Projccts h;rve ~nspired 
:.I more con~prchcnsive approach in the UACP fix improved managcmcnt 
in the Jriltunseluna and Brantas watersheds. Realizing that upland agriculture 
faces more conlplicated environmental, hiotcchnical, socioeconomic, and 
institutional constraints, integration of activities and responsibil~tics has 
bcen encouraged at the national, provincial, and district levels. 

In the field, farming systems research ant1 sustainable upland hrming 
systems were started at the same time and will end in the same period. 
Prime concerns of thc research itre to dcvelop site selection criteria and 
soil and water conservation technologies. ns well as mechanisms for 

- 
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Figure 1. Comparisons of farm inconle before and after model farm, Citanduy 
watershed, 1981-1982 through 1984-1985. 
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Table 4. Farming systems, including soil and water conservation packayss, 
tested at family systems research sites, Jratunseluna watershed, Central Java 

- and Brantas watershed, East Jnvn, 1985-1986, 1986-1987. - 

Effective Soil Depth 
> 90 cm 90-40 cm >40 em -- 

Slope Low High Low High Low High 
(010) Erodibility Erodibility Erodibility Erodibility Erodibility Erodibi1it;l 

<15 B ' B B B C C 
15-30 B B B C C C 
30-45 B C C C C D 
> 45 D D D D D D 

*B, bench terrace: 75% food crops, 25% perennial crops plus livestock. 
C, ridge terrace: 25% food crops, 75% perennial crops plus livestock. 
D, contour alley cropping, nearly 100% perennicl crops. 

technology transfer aimed at thc adoption and expansion of' susrainable fhnn- 
ing systems. 

Some results and their evaluation 

An evaluation of the farming system model demonstrated on the model 
farm in the Citanduy watershed tias had uneven succcss. Crop production 
after the model farm was developkd was much higher than before the model 
farm in 1981-1982. From 1982-1983 through 1983-1984, the production gap 
narrowed; in 1983-1984 the gap was negative (Figure I). It was reported 
recently that the productivi1.y on successful model farms declined sharply 
after a few years. 

Figure 1 suggests that bench terracing niay reduce surface soil erosion 
at the expense of soil fertility. Based on this result, slope, effective soil 
depth, and erodibility were used to improve farming system models (Table 
4). 

The research conducted to date suggests the criteria system is still im- 
perfect for classifying land and recommending appropriate soil conserva- 
tion technologies. In particular, the appropriateness of bench terracing does 
not seem to be predictable by the slope, soil depth, and erodibility criteria 
only. 

Economic analysis of cropping system models developed on two land 
categories in Klari showed that introduced cropping patterns in bench ter- 
raced plots with gentle slopes (less than 45 percent) increased productiv- 
ity. Contour alley crop?ing in plots with steep slopes (greater than 45 per- 
cent) had low productivity "Lcause a thick canopy of trees reduced space 
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for li~ocl crops. Vi~rintion in ~~rocluctivity wits ohscrvccl witliin thc hcnch 
terraced plots, indicitting hctcrogcnuous soil Pkrtility. 

A contrasting pattern ol'soil erosion was ohscrvcd a1 tlic Sririlulyo l l~r~ll-  
ing systc~n research sitc, Malung, and the Sumbcrkcrnbar frlrming systcrn 
rcsc;~rch sitc, Blitar, which arc located i n  the Brantas watcrshctl. Bench 
tcrrnccs 1.csu1tcd in lower soil erosion than ridge terraces at both sitcs. How- 
cvcr, bcnch-terrace expansion in Surnbcrkcmhnr should be donc with care 
because i t  has il high risk of  collapsing alicr a long period. This is because 
of the high li~ncstonc contcnt in the subsoil nncl because ~nontrnorillonitc 
clay causes instdbility. 

Not all filrrncrs have uplands suitnblc li,r bench terrace Ihrming systems. 
Thcrcti)rc, a more holistic solution has to be cxplorcd, rather than focus- 
ing cxclusivcly on the uplands. This rnay be donc by improving produc- 
tion potentials of other agricultural resources. Figure 2 shows that upland 

Figure 2. The range in land holdings (average of 12 communities), each in 
Jratunseluna watershed, Central Java, and Brantas watershed, East Java. Pro- 
portion of total land owned for each field type is shown by percentages. 
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filrlllcrs also hiivc wctli~~ncl piltlcly ant1 honlc g;irtlcns, which ;ire 111o1.c S I ; I I I I ~ :  
in terms ol' soil erosion ant1 protluctivity. 

Fcrture directions 

1 
Wiitcrshctl lllanngclllcnt in J ~ I v ~  poses trc~iic~~cloi~s dil'li~ultics bcci~iisc 

01' the isliincl's high population tlcnsity, rapid rate 01' soil erosion, anti tllc 
clivcrsity of ~)hysicul iinti sociocconor~lic conclitions. 'l'hc cxpcric!lcc gainccl 
ill Incloncsia to cope with this cllallcngc is pertinent to other Asian coun- 
tics ancl clscwhcrc in the hunlid tropics. 'The fhllowing rcscnrch issues arc 
cnlcrging as the most importitnt to tackle il' li~rrning systelns research is 
to proviclc UACP with the necessary irlfi>l.mi~tion itnd guitlancc to stil~lulatc 
soil conservation and to ilnprove far111 income. 

Developittg- srtitahle farnritrg- ,sy.stettt ttroclels jbr cliffiret~t uplatrd cotr- 
cliiiotrs. The conccpc of a single agricultural package tl~:!t ciui be easily 

m disseminated throughout the uplnncls has proved unrealistic. Instcatl, the 
great variability in topographic, soil, ant1 other physical condi:ions neetls 
to be accounted fbr in  planning a system. Of special importal~ce is the 
dcvelopmcnt of bettcr cr i t~ria for determining appropriate soil conserva- 
tion technologics ir: the uplands. Additional field studies are needed to 
dcvclop alternatives to bench terracing on problc~latic soils. Of particular 
interest is the potential of clif'lkrcnt leguminous cover crops l i ~ r  lancl stabiliei- 
tion and fodder production. 

~Chre atlention to "ir~direct " tneatis of watersired protectiotz. The im- 
portance of upland fields as one component of a larger hrn~ing system is 
convincing us that niore attention needs to be placed on lowering the risk 
of agricultural intensilication. This requires a rcconsideration of where 
agricultural interventions should bc focused, including the potential for im- 
proving home garden and sawah production. This would meet upland 
household subsistencr and other financial needs without increasing pressure 
on critical uplands. For this reason, we are devoting more attention to low- 
input agrofbrestry and silv~pasture systenis that can stinlulate rural induairics 
in, for example, postharvest processing. 

Understatzdirtg koztselrold decisioti-making. One of the recurrent 
weaknesses i f  watershed management programs in Java has bccn the lack 
of understanding about why farmers are not always eager to adopt superior 
soil corlservation technologies that protnise to increase upland productiv- 
ity. We are discovering that conventional surveys cannot provide the answer 
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without supplementary studies that take :i problem-oriented approach. For 
example, n studj  of labor mobility will c l ~ ~ c ~ d i ~ t e  hov; off-f:~rnl activities 
by households afl'cct agricultural decision-making. Another topic c?f im- 
portance is the allocation of labor within irpiand households. T11c role cf 
women us managers of tree crops or  as collectors of fodder, for example. 
still needs to be investigated. This will filcilitate the extensioil program so 
that the appropriate household menibers arc contacted. 

The diversity of cxisting agricultural systems in the uplands remains poorly 
cloc~rmentcd. An invclltory 01' agroecosystems and existing tree cropping 
anti silvipasturc practices will help identify how upland communities are 
now managing their natural rcsourcc:;. This inventory will enlploy the 
agroccosystcm analysis and rapid rirrnl appraisal techniques developed by 
KEPAS (Agroecosystcms Study Group) to create a typology of agricultural 
practiccs. By using a problem-oriented approach, the inventory process 
is also expected to reveal the key environn~ental and :;ocioeconomic con- 
s t ~ i i . . ~  to sustainable agriculturu in the uplands, particularly to agroforestiy 
and silvipnsturc systems on the most critical lands. Particular attention will 
be given to analyzing the "best" and ''v/orstW land use pr;*.ctices in the 
project areas. The "best" practiccs will help guide on-farm and field labor- 
atory research and provide clues to the costs and benetits of different 
agroforestry and silvipasture syste~ns. By understanding why farmers use 
"worst" practiccs. specific steps can be taken to overcome these constraints. 

Ecortornic uspects of agro~~~strylsilvipast~~t~. Special attention is needed 
with respect to the econonlic prospects of different perennial crap coni- 
~nodities and livestock raising. The agroforestry and silvipasture elements 
of the upland farming systems are the least well-knqwn, but the most im- 
portant for ensuring long-tcrm soil .conservation and agricultural sustain- 
ability. There are high risks associated with tree crop research because of 
the long lag time between planting and research results. If the research 
is misdirected, many years of effort are lost. There is an imperfect under- 
standing of current patterns of fuelwood and fodder collection by upland 
households. This information is critical, as well as that about commodities, 
if research is to test appropriate species and practices. 

A related issue is how to improve the ecoironly of scale of perennial crop 
production so that upland farmers are producing enough of a particular 
product to serve the demand of a local factory or market. Presently. a chaotic 
array of crops is planted. and there are pcor connections between small- 
scale farmers and rural industries. One strategy we are exploring is the 
possibility of localized zones (perhaps on the scale of sub-districts) of tree 
crop specialities. This approach has to be carefully balanced against the 
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r~eed to avoid the risks of monocultures. The prices of niany tree crops, 
such as coffse. histarically have fluctuated from year to year, bringing hard- 
ship to farmers who rely too heavily on one commodity for income. There 

1 is also a need to reappraise the economic policies that act as constraints 
to small-sszle conlmercial production of tree crops. Price supports, the 
lack of credit, and othcr policies seem to act as disincentives for Fdrniers. 

Overcorrtirtg irtstitz~tiortal constmirtts. Among the greatest challenges we 
1 Lice are the many institutional constraints to cooperative research and 

developme~~t in ths liplands. The problems of upland conservation cut across 
sectors and involve inherent conflicts between the gorls of different govern- 
ment institutions. It is becoming evident that farming systems research must 
take active measures to overcome these constraints rather than just passively 
observe them. The technical expertise in Indonesia is difficult to draw from 
because of historical rivalries bctween different disciplines, most notably 

1 agriculture and forestry. The exchange of information between universities 
and govertiment research programs is also weak. We are actively explor- 
ing mechanisrns to overcome this problem by concentrating on cooperative 
efforts in the field and technical workshops. 

A similar difficulty arises with interaction between researchers and e,. 
tension agents. The research component of UACP is managed by the Agen~y 
for Agricultural Research and Development, a line agency. Extension efforts 
are administered by provincial and district governments. By physically 
locating research sites adjacent to model farms (or even on them), as well 
as by organizing joint training programs for junior staff, we hope to break 
down some of the traditional barriers of communication between research 
and extension. 

Summary 

Most of Java's watersheds are in a critical state. Immediate actions have 
to bc t;i';eri 'O prevent more losses due to severe sedimentation of rivers 
a d  ic.icivoirs and consequent reduction of water supply for rice and elec- 
tric power, flood damage, and drought hazard. Surface soil erosion reduces 
suil fertility and land productivity, which, in turn, incites upland farmers 
to further open virgin land for food cultivation, fuelwood, grazing, and 
so forth. Most importantly, negligence of upland farmers who are poorer 
than farmers staying in lo1.vlands with better living facilities may increase 
social and security problems. 

Previous approaches used to improve watershed management and utiliza- 
tion (reforestation and regreening) were unsuccessful. Through better un- 
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derstanding that h o d  security and cast] are prime concerns of upland 
fa-mers, a farming systenis approach has been Ibllowed in the Upland 
Agriculture and Conservritior: Prnject, which is jointly funtled by the govern- 
ment of Irrdonesia, USAID, and the World Bank. The main objectives are 
to increase farm inconie and reduce soil erosion. Integrrition of activities 
and responsibilities of various governnient agencies is initiated at the na- 
tional, provincial. and district levels. 

The Agency for Agricultural Research and Development. Ministry of 
Agriculture, is responsible for development of farming systems and soil 
and water conservation technologies. Land slope, effective soil depth, and 
erodibility are used to select the most suitable soil and water conservation 
techniques in combination with optiniuni composition of food crops, peren- 
nial crops. and silvipasturc-livestcck systelns. 

Preliminary observations on various con~binations of conservation tech- 
niques ant1 cropping systems indicated that the criteria used were still ini- 
pcrfect. The appropriateness of bench terracing did not, in particular. seem 
to be predictable by slopc, soil depth, and erodibility criteria. 

In most locations, however, prcliniinary data showed that land suitable 
for bench terrace farming systenis was most productive, but not all farmers 
have uplands for such systems. Therefore, a rnore holistic solution must 
bc explored, rather than focusing too exclusively on the uplands. Income 
dues not dcrive froni uplands only. but it  is a total from upland, wetland 
paddy, and home gardens. The latter two are relativeljr more stable in ternis 
of productivity. 

The UACP is relatively short-term (until 1991). while the areas to be 
covered are large. For the purpose of expanding sustainable upland farm- 
ing systems. an inventory of agrlli .*ulogical potential, site selection criteria, 
imprc~vement of conservation criteria. and mechanisms for the adoption 
of technology Lire the focus of research. 
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The Natural Resources 
Management Project 

Frederick Charles Tracy 

Honduras, the second largest country in Central America with an area 
of 112,088 square kilometers, is also one of the poorest in Latin America 
in terms of people's standard of living. The rural population, which con- 
stitutes almost two-thirds of the country's approximately 4 million people, 
is growing at an annual rate of 3.3 percent. Owing to this growing popula- 
tion and the expailsion of export commodities (bananas, beef, and sugar) 
that have displaced corn production on flat land, smaller landholders have 
been forced ofito marginal land, especially hillside areas. In these areas 
the well-being of rural families as well as natural resources are degenerating 
because of inadequate conservation practices. 

The pressure on hillside land in the central and southern regions of Hon- 
duras increases with cach passicg day. Although some farmers use one or 
more improved techniques, a majority still employ traditional agricultttrdl 
systems. The lack of incorporation of conservation practices has resulted 
in severe degradation in the upland watersheds of the region. Investigation 
has shown that rural farmers worry little about the soil erosion problem 
and rarely understand the cause-andeffect relationships involved. This indi- 
cates the necessity of an intensive campaign to raise consciousness before 
prescribing conservation activities. 

Soil conservation in Honduras 

In the last 10 to L5 years, numerous projects have promoted soil conser- 
vation in Honduras, as in the neighboring countries of Guatemala and El 
Salvador. Hundreds of farmers have received tnining and tried one or 
another conservation practices on their land. These experiences have clearly 
demonstrated that farmers are capable of learning and applyiris conserva- 
tion practices, substantially reducing soii erosion on their fields aid realiz- 
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ing significant yield increases within their production systems. However, 
exploitation of marginal hiliside Innd remains not only a national probleni 
but an increasingly regional concern as well. 

Strategy of the Natural Resources Management Project 

The principal focus of the soil and water conservation component of the 
Natural Resources Management Project is the transfer to the farrner of the 
understii!iding and skills to incorporate appropriate soil and watcr conser- 
vation practices into his production system. Analyzing the experiences of 
other projects in the region, certain criteria have been identified that are 
aimed ai maximizing farmer participation in the learning process, trial, 
and adoption of conservation practices at the farm level. The most impor- 
tapt criteria for a conservation program include: 

b Participation by the farmer in the analysis, selection, and realization 
of the practices. 
b Use of practices that are compatible with the farmers production sys- 

tem and produce rapid. positive results. 
b- Use of a practical training system, easily understood by the farmer 

and readily transmitted to other farmers by him. 

A procedure for the conservation of a field 

The basic principal in implementing conservation systems is to not pre- 
sent a fixed package but rather a selection of practices from which the farmer 
can select the combination that best fits the conditions of his land and his 
personal resources. Soil conservation practices for small hillside farms 
should integrate conservation structures and agronomic measures to pro- 
tect the soil and sustain or impn,ire its productive capacity (Figure 1). 

On small hillside farms, the most important conservation structures can 
be grouped into three categories: barriers, ditches, and terraces. The struc- 
tures used in the Natural Resources Management Project include live bar- 
riers, hillside ditches, individual terraces, drainrtge canals, rock walls, 
narrow-base terraces, bench t e r m s ,  and rock checkdams. The agronomic 

- 

measures most widely accepted by farmers are contour cultivation, applica- 
tion of organic fertilizer, conservation tillage, and agroforestry practices. 

Application of the csr~sewation methodology: Some results 

A soil conservation methodology incorporating this procedure has been 
implemented since 1984 in d majority of the project area. Results of a ques- 
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tionnaire involving 170 larmers/participants on the impacts of the Natural 
Resources Ma~agement Project showed that beneficiary farmers had 
achieved a high level of learning in the technical and practical aspects of 
erosion control measures. For example, 97 percent of the farniers acknowl- 
edged that the principal advantage of conservation structures is not an in- 
crease in productivity bu; the control of erosion. Also. 75 percent of those 
responding felt capable of marking contour lines for the construction of 
ditches and terraces. 

Flold roconnalssance 

callbralion of the 

Marklng and corrocllng 
contour llnos 

organlc fortllizor 

consorvatlon 

agronornlc moasures 

Figure 1. Systematizing ths conservation of hillside fields. 
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The challenge of'transferring a conservationist mentality to farmers and 
providing them with the knowledge and skills to modify inadequate land 
use practices continues to be very real, especially on marginal hillside land. 
Conservation systems must be further simplified; greater ernphasis placed 
on practices that prodcce higher, mole secure yields (i.e., mulching, green 
rnanuiing, productive live barriers, and agroforestry); and greater el'lort 
placed on transferring knowledge and skills to farmers. 



Erosion research 
on steep lands 

in the Dorminkan Re~ubiic 
Rafael A. Veloz and Terry J. Logan 

'Nater erosion in the Cordillera Central of the Dominican Republic is 
:;evere because of cultivation by small subsistcncc Farnicrs of soils on slopes 
from 20 to 50 pcrcent. Slash-ad-burn techniques arc ~ s c d  to clci~r thc 
land, followed by clean cultivat~on of mixed annual crops. 

Conservation practices are seldom used, although conservationists have 
been experimenting with a number of cross-slope practices, such as rock 
walls, grass strips, and hillside ditches. Terraces are not suited to these 
soils because of their shallow depth (often less than 30 centimeters). 

A soil and water loss study 

An experinlent was established in 1984 to measure runoff and erosion 
in the Rio Ocoa watershed of the southern Cordillera. Ten plots, each 15 
meters long and 3 meters wide, were established side-by-side on a shallow 
soil (20 centimeters deep, loamy mixed iso-hyperthermic Typic Tropor- 
thent) with a 30 rercent slope. 

The treatments consisted of a mixed cropping system of groundnuts (Arcc- 
clzis l~pogeu) ,  maize ( 2 u  ~nccy.~), beans (Pl~useolus vrtlguri.~), and pidgeon 
pea (Cujunu.~ cujart) with clean cultivation and the following conservation 
prac~ices: rock wal!, grass strip (Cyihopogo~t cirrclnrs), hillside ditch, and 
hillside ditch with grass strip. Other plots included mixed cropping with 
clean cultivation but no fertilizer, mixed cropping with no tillage, rriixed 
cropping with minimum tillage, pasture (Pu~tiacnl mcruimum), and bare soil. 

Surface cover a key 

A total of 58 events were sampled in 13 months, during which time 
cumulative rainfall was 1,530 millimeters. Table I sumnlarizes soil and 
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Table 1. Soil and water losses from 10 cropping/conservation treatments, 
Cordillera Central, Dominican Republic. 

Treatment Cumulative Soil 
Conservation Runoff Loss 

Plot Crops Tillijge Practice fmm) (tons/ha) 

Mixed 
(no fertilizer) 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Mixed 
None 
Guinea grass 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Mixed 

Typio~l  

Typical 
No-till 
Minimum 
Bare plot 
None 
Typical 
Typical 
Typical 
Typical 

None 

None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Rock wall 
Grass strip 
Hillside ditch 
Hillside ditch1 
arass strip 

water losses on the 10 treatments. 
These preliminary results show that rainlhll erosion is great on these clean- 

cultivated, steep soils in the Cordillera of the Dominican Republic (and 
certainly on the steep lands of Haiti as well). The only viable approach 
to erosion control on thcsc steep, erodible soils appears to be maintenance 
of surface cove; either by conversion to pasture or through residue manage- 
ment. The conservation practices alone do not reduce soil loss to anything 
near acceptable limits. The question that .must be answered, therefore, is 
whether residue management alone provides sufficient erosion control or 
whether, when this treatment is taken to the field, additional practices are 
required to make it effective. 



Sail erosion and conservation 
on steep volcanic sails 

of Santiaerog Island, Cape Verde 
L. Darrell Norton 

Soil and water losses on Santiago Island, Cape Verde, are severe because 
of the island's steep slopes and intense, erratic rainfall. Those soils with 
an erosion hazard are on steep slopes and very shallow, generally less than 
1 meter to bedrock. Many areas once cropped have been abandoned due 
to the loss of the entire soil profile. Infiltration in these areas is negligible, 
and catastrophic runoff occurs often. 

In areas where cultivation is still possible, hand tilling and planting maize 
(20 mays L.) disturbs the soil and leaves it very loose. After emergence, 
weeds are removed and stones are placed in small piles. The areas between 
the stone piles are smooth and susceptible to splash detachment and overland 
flow. Surface sealing is extensive, making the infiltration rate very low. 

Current efforts to control runoff and soil erosion start at the bottom of 
a watershed with the construction of large check dams and gabions to retard 
runoff and sediment discharge into the channels. Control work ends with 
the construction of small rock walls or calderas on the contour for plant- 
ing trees. Overland flow often concentrates and small gullies develop. These 
coalesce to form larger gullies with a flow energy sufficient to breach the 
structures. In 1984 half the check dams on Santiago lsland washed out in 
one catastrophic rainfall event. Removal of sediment deposited on roads 
and repair of washed-out roads are major financial burdens on the Cape 
Verdean government. 

Three paired watersheds with different practices were established and 
monitored for soil and water losses by Food and Agricultur~ Organization 
scientists (3). The universal soil loss equation was applied to the study 
watersheds by Mannaerts (2). He found that estimates using the USLE 
were inconsistent with actual watershed data, even using a sediment delivery 
ratio. 

In a new study now vnderway, three computer models that operate on 
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the IBM personal computer were ch .)sen, in addition lo the USLE, Ibr 
testing the cffccts various conservation practices arc having o n  a wates- 
slied. Thcsc lnodels are ANSWERS [Areal Nonpoint Source Watershed 
Environ~ncnt Response Silnulation ( I ) ] ,  Guess [Griflith University Ero- 
sion Scdimcntntion System ( # ) I ,  and EGEE (Ephemeral Gully Erosion 
Estiniator (5)i. 

In addition, five sets of standard Wisc'lrncier runoff plots have been estrtb- 
lishetl on tlic Mannaerts waterst~eds to &ather soil and watcr loss data for 
input in the niodels. The treatments in thesc plots stress rough tillage f ~ r  
niore surface storage and leaving the stones undisturbed for surface cover. 
This new study is just getting underwiiy. Results will bc reported as they 
are forthcoming. 

I. Reaslcy. D. B., ;lnrl E. J. Monkc. 1980. ANSLYEKS: A t t~o(k, l f ir  ~~~rrtc~r ,s lrc~rlpl~~rrrr i t~g.  
Transactions. American Society of Agricultural Engineers 23: 938-944. 

2. Mannaerts. C. 1986. Cotltrihrttiotr ( I  I i~rrrlrirrtiot~ (kc] I i~n),siotr rles .sols art C { I ~  Kv~ .  
Work D(xunlcnt No. 5. R~rcstry PRI-icct, Rcpublic of C;lpe Vercfe. Fcxxl and Agriculture 
0rganizii:ion. United Nations, Rotlie, Italy. 43 pp. 

3. Mannaerts. i'. 1986. Etriclc~ c/c,s pclr(rtrrcJtrc..s I1~tlro1ogir~rrc.s srrr rut systc~ttrcl rk trois pctits 
htr.sitrs rncr:scrtrts corrri,yrrs itijl~retrc.c, rlc I irtrretragettrct~t j~rc~st i i~r-rz~,sr i l t~~t .s  ( 1 ~ ~ s  ttre.srtrcls 
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1t;lly. 25 pp. 
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siotl. Pilpcr No. 86-2020. American Socicty of Agricultural Enginccrs. St. Joscph. 
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Sail and water conservation 
on steep lands: A sumrnary 

of workshop discussions 
D. W. Sanders 

The conservation-on-steep-lands workshop in San Juan, Puerto Rico. was 
a particularly lively workshop in which every participant became invcjlved' 
i r ~  the discussions. Many different aspects of soii and water conservation 
on steep lands were raised. These varied from broad methods of approach 
and fund~menta! principles to debatc on the relative benefits of some specific 
practices. But the recurring themes that ran throughout most of the discus- 
sions were to be found in these questions: How can soil and water conser- 
vation be applied more effectively on steep lands'? What are the factors 
that lead to successflul soil and water projects? Conversely, what are those 
factors thai can lead to failure? 

Following is a summary of the main points that came out of these 
stimulating discussions. 

Some general conclusions 

First, no matter whether we are dealing with high or low rainfall regimes, 
densely or sparsely populated zones, sophisticated and advanced farmers 

.? or poor subsistel~ce peas;ints, the basic principles and approaches need to 
be much the same. On the other hand, the necessary practices to bring 
about soil and water conservation tend to be site-specific. 

The criteria for successful projects can, therefore, be applied under any 
conditions. However, there is no simple package of conservation practices 
that caq be taken and applied anywhere or everywhere; these need to be 
carefully developed to suit the particular ecological, economic, social, and 
political circumstances in which they are to be applied. 

Second, a close and often intricate relationship usually exists between 
the different forms of land use in any area. This is particularly so in develop- 
ing countries, where land users, be they arable farmers or graziers, or for- 
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esI~!t'$;, IllaIy II;IVC t ~ ~ ~ ' f ~ ~ ' ~ ! l l t  I ' ig~ll~ ; I I I L ~  IIliIy 11SC 1 1 1 ~  S;llllC Iitlld i l l  d i l ' l b ~ ~ l ~ t  
wiiys. I;or cxuniplc, in Inalny parts 01' iil'ric;~ i111t1 tllc Mitltllc Enst, ;I land- 
owllcr only has con!rol over his Iarntl while ;I c1.01) is growing. Once the 
crop is hi~rvc~tccl, anyone nlay lving his or hcr ur~inl;lls to graze tllc rcsitlucs. 
This, ol'coursc, may n~ilkc clcsirablc pratcticcs, such as s lul~l~ic mi~lc l l i~~g,  
clil'lic~~lt i l '  not impo!;siblc. 'l'llis poil~ts to the necessity li)r carcli~lly con- 
:;iclering I(icr1l custorils, tratlitions, anil relevant laws in dcvcloping i~ntl ill]-  

plcn~cnting pro.jects, wl~crcvcr they niay be. 
'I'hirci, in Inost countrics 1hc1.c is now growing nncl solnctimcs fierce cam- 

pctition l i ~ r  land l i ~ r  dil'l'crcnt i~scs. In Ethiopia. lbr instnncc, only 3 to 4 
pcrccnt of'thc Innd remains unclcr (i)rcsts, although the dcilliintl fix filclwood 
ailtl timber l i ~ r  building is rapiclly increasing. In some o:hcr countries more 
than I0 pcrccnt of the lanc! is now taken up Ibr buildiil!;s, roa~ds, airports, 
and other fi)rri~s of nonagriculturr~l use. Such lilclors arc leading to incrcascd 
competition for land and a ncccl li)r all governments to cvaluatc card'ully 
thcir Ii~nd rcsourccs, assess thcir present rind lc~turc requirements, and then 
carefully pli~n for the wise and rational use 01' the land that is available. 
Failure to do this will only lcatl to land exploitation, degradation, and 
poverty. 

Fourth, wntcr marlilgcmcnt must bc sccn us one ofthc keys to soil con- 
servation o n  steeply sloping land. While gencrillly the aim must bc to in- 
crease infiltration, due attention must also be paid to the safe disposal of 
exccss water. Particular care must be taken on those soil:; ihat are subject 
to nlass niovcnlent or that arc vulnenlblc to leaching. Thcrc is also the spccial 
case of crops that recluirc good drainage, for example, yaiils that workshop 
participants saw grown on ricigcs on vcry steep slopes in  Puerto Rico. 

Fifth, the effccts cf macroeconomics on farmer behavior and, conse- 
clucntly, land i~sc  were stressed. Although this subject is normally well out- 
side the control of the nornlal field practitioner, he or shc should always 
bear in mind the effects that a c h a ~ ~ g e  i l l  the price of a particular crop, 
the shortage of a vital input, or the lack of a market can have on the way 
a farmcr responds. 

General approaches to soil and water conservation 

There was general agreement that few land users are interested in soil 
and water conservution from the standpoint of controlling or preventing 
erosion. Directly or indirectly, the land user, whether he or  she be involved 
in growing crops, livestock production, or  forestry, is interested in biomass 
production from the land. However, the most effective way of controlling 
and preventing erosion undoubtedly is to ensure that the land is densely 
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covered with vegetation. 
'The I(,gical approach to soil and water conscrvation, therefore, !ies in 

assisting the land user to produce and to m:rnagc bioriiass effectively. This 
leads to the conclusion that soil and water conscrvation should be looked 
upon and tackled as the desirable side effect of improved land use and of 
biological production. 

The question then arose as to what circumstances would induce the land 
user to change, not just his or her attitude, but his or  her behavior so that 
the required changes in land use and increased vegetative production are 
achieved. From the discussions it would sccm that, short of coercion, the 

- land user will only change his or her usual practices if he or  she perceives 
that the changes will minimize risks, increase income or make yields niore 
reliable, and/or reduce inputs, be these inputs of money or  labor. 

The prime efforts of the soil and water conservationist should, therefore, 
be channelled into assisting the farmer to increase and riianagc the vegeta- 
tion that hc or  she produces on the land. 

While the production and managerflent of vegetation is of paramount im- 
portancz, the supplementary need for physical conservation measures must 
not be forgotten or  underrated. For example, in many circumstances it is 
impossible to produce crops on steep slopes without rile use of at least some 
physical conservation structures. 

4 
Criteria for success 

Many workshop participant. were keen to examine and discuss the fac- 
tors that they believe played an important part in attaining the objectives 
of the projects in which they had been involved. Froin these discussions 
it Has possible to develop a Iist of factors that it was generally agreed were 
needed if a project was to succeed. Similarly, it was possible to gather a 
number of factors that it was ger..:ally claimed would hinder or even pre- 
vent a prqiect from succeeding. 'dhile these factors are given below with 
a little detail, it is worth mentioning that factors most cited as essential 
elements :or success In many presentations and discussions were the need 
for long-term programs, flexibility in project design, ~ n d  the need :I* 

volve farmers at all s~ yes of planning, implementation ,nd maintenance. 
There was general ansensus  that the following factors must be taken 

into accouct if any soil ;iqd water project is to meet with a reasonable degree 
of success: 

P The project or program must be long-term. Short-term projects seldom 
ac':~,-ve much. The reason is that successful soil and water conservation 
pr;.-r .*.es ir!;idive tile introductioti of chenges ir farmers' behavioral pat- 
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terns. (The point was made that it is not cnoughjust to intluence attitudes; 
;rctu;il behavior patterns must change.) Becousc change is a process, tirnc 
is important. 

b To ensure the I'ull participation ofthe f;irmcl- (and local adrninistra- 
tion), the project must address needs that ore perceived by the f;irmer to 
be relevant and important. It was stressed that in doing this appropriate 
tbrrns of communication must be used. (It was interesting to hear that forms 
of mass media, like television, had been relatively ineffective in getting 
t'armcrs to adopt conservation practices). 

b A project, to succeed, must offer short-term benefits to the farmer. 
Farmers frequently cannot afford to wait for long-term benefits from their 
activities and are seldom prepared to underrake soil and water conserva- 
tion for some alt~uistic or off-farm benefit that does not affect them directly. 

b The need for flexibility in a project was stressed by many participants. 
I t  was suggested that any project should frequently and regularly review 
its own progress and then change and adapt its program as i t  proceeds. 
Such a procedure implies a built-in system of monitoring and evaluation. 
A number of participants warned against starting projects that set out with 
rigid objectives and target figures. 

b Projects tend to be successful when they only attempt to expand grad- 
ually and systematically. The rate of expansion must depend upon the rate 
at which land users are prepared to change and the facilities and manpower 
of the project. 

b Although there was not a clear consensus of views on the subject, 
it would seem that the existing land tenure systeni can have an effect on 
the success or  failure of a project. Obviously, a farmer who is likely to 
be evicted from the land he or she is working is not likely to be interested 
in investing heavily in conservation practices. On the other hand, participants 
did report on successful activities in different countries where various land 
tenure systems are in operation. Perhaps the lesson to be learned from this 
is that any soil and water conservation project must be fully aware of and 
understand the local land tenure system and then tailor its program to fit 
in with that system. 

b Full use should be made of existing organizations and administrative 
structures. and projects should aim at developing these. Several participants 
warned against projects that aimed at establishing new units within govern- 
ments. These units frequently collapse at the end of a project. It was recom- 
mended that projeccts should make F.11 use of nongovernmental and vol- 
unteer organizations where possible; through these, projects can be helped - 

to expand and to attain continuity. 
The actual conservation practices presented must be seen by farmers 
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as ways of minimizing their risks, increasing returns, reducing labor, or 
taking thc drudgery o ~ t  of farm life. Furthermore, the suggested practices 
should normally fit easily into the prevailing fam~ing systems and be within 
the physical and managerial abilities of the farm family. This does not mean 
that cor~lpletely different farming systems should not be considered if they 
are likely to be effective and acceptable to the farmers. 

Conversely, it was agreed that failure is likely to result if soil and water 
conservation projects and programs: 

Do not adequately consult the farming comn~unity. 
Do not consider the short-term needs of farmers. 

b Do not provide for maintenance and follow-up to conservation works. 
b Attempt to expand the program too ra~~idly. 

Do not have flexibility. 
b Create political antagonism. 
Although most, if not all, of the criteria needcd for a successhl project 

may appear obvious, it was clear from the discrlssions that few projects 
do in practice start with a design that meets all of these requirements. On 
the other hand, most projects appear to contain at least one of those fac- 
tors that make success difficult. 

a 1 . Soil and water conservation practices for steep lands 

Although soil and water conservation practices were discussed to some 
extent, the only clear conclusion that could be drawn is that practices tend 
to be site-specific and must be tailored to fit into local farming ystems, 
markets and supply systems, customs, and environmental conditions. 

Agroforesrry was discussed in some detail. From these discussions it would 
appear that agroforestry does have potential under all agroecological con- 
ditions, even though some object to the term agroforestry as inappropriate 
and would rather just talk about the use of trees and shrubs in farming. 
In any case, before agroforestry is generally accepted by farmers, a number 
of problenls will have to be overcome. These include: 

b The need to emphasize the "agro" aspects of agroforestry. Normally, 
this is the farmer's prime concern. Trees must be managed in a way that 
they will be useful to Fdrmers; this may mean that traditional forestry prac- 
tices and advice may have to be changed. For example, farmers are usu- 
ally not interested in thick logs of wood, such as foresters traditionally aim 
to produce. The farmer's requirement may be relatively thin poles for 
building, fencing, and firewood. This implies the earlier and more frequent 
harvesting of trees and selecting varieties that will coppice. 

b The need to develop agroforestry systzms that farmsrs perceive to 



be both usefi~l and within their physical and n~anagcrial capacities. This 
may mean making more use of mulripurpose trees and varieties that tvill 
produce at least some fruit or timber in the short rerrn. 
* The need to oveicome problems of land tenure and land use rights 

in some countries. Farmers who do not have long-term tenure on their land 
are unlikely to be interested in planting trees. However. it may not bt pnc- 
tical to try to intrcduce agroforestry systems in those regions ~vhert: farmers 
do not have the pwer  or right to control grazing on their lagds. 
* The nccd to overcome some practical problems in some countries. 

For e.uample. suitable varieties of seedlings must be nztilable ar a reasonable 
price near where the. are to be planted. and farmers may need advice and 
assistance on how to best plant and then manage the young trees. 
* The need to develop new markets if the introduced agroforestry s-stenls 

result in the production of. for inzunce. more fruit than the farmer's fam- 
ily can consume. 

The need for more rexarch 3 n  s p c i e ~  ;.J owrcome some of the prob- 
lems nou- being encountered. For e .~zi~ple .  both eucakptus aad mangoes 
have frequently been advocared for use in agroforestr). systems. but par- 
ticipants mentioned cases of farmer resistance to these two spccies because 
eucalyptus tends to compete with crops for moisture while mangoes pro- 
duce too much shade. 

There uas general agreement that in consenation more empfiasis should 
he placed on !curer nratla,gntenr. So important is !his subject that some par- 
ticipants suggested that we should talk of uarer and soil consenation in- 
stead of soi1 consenation or even soil and water consenation. 

.A numbi: r of participants mentioned the necd to design conservation 
measures. bo:h vegetative and physical. in such a uq- that maximum or 
even total infiltration is achieved. On the other hand. other participants 
uarned of the problems of increased w te r  infiltration leading to mass 
movements and possible deleterio~ts effects on ~ i e ld s  of crops requiring 
good drainage. It also appared from the discus~ions b52t not very much 
is knmn yet about the effects of leaching on ternced lands in high rainfall 
ar23S. 

Related to this xas another problem that has uurried soil co~er;ationists 
for a long time: how to safe]. and cheaply dispose of excess water from - - 
steep. terraced lands. .A number of solutions were suggested. including the 
use of precast concrete channels. Regrettabl~. most effective solutions are 
too expensive for farmers unless some high-due crop is grown on the 
temces. 

1tbre.r i1anesrirz.g would seem to be a topic requiring more research and 
dmelopment. It was por,nted out h r  vegetati\-e measures as well as phys id  
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works should be looked at as a means of harvesting water. An interesting 
case from Indonesia was described by one participant where the infiltra- 
tion rate of vertisols had been increased by filling the soil cracks with crop 
residues during the dry season. This counteracted the effects of surface 
sealing, allowed greater infiltration and storage of water, and led to a marked 
increase in crop production. So effective has this technique been that one 
island has changed from being an importer to an exporter of rice. 

Soil sealing in particular and deteriorating soil structure in general are 
increasingly being recognized as major causes of excessive runoff and ero- 
sion. The point was made, therefore, that soil conservation measures must 
aim at increasing soil fertility by improving both the physical and chemical 
properties of soils. With good management, this should lead lo a greater 
production df biomass, leading, in turn, to reduced runoff and erosion. 
In relation to this, some delegat~s stresscd the importance of such prac- 
tices as mulching and the use of compost to build up soil organic matter. 

The problem of erosion caused by overgrazirtg was discussed in some 
detail. In many developing countries this has proved to be the most dif- 
ficult problem for soil conservationists to overcome. It clearly is a subject 
that requires special attention. 

A number of approaches to dealing with the problem of overgrazing were 
debated, such as stall feeding 2nd "cut a d  carry," which l-;dve appeared 
promising. It was agreed that more attentioil must be given to other pos- 
sible practices, such as controlled rotational grazing, contour ripping, and 
the reseeding of degraded grazing land. 

The value of fences and hedges was emphasized. It would seem that the 
economics of fencing needs to be looked at more closely, while more work 
needs to be done on selecting and introducing suitable varieties of plants 
for hedges. 

Errension is important if soil conservation practices are to be adopted. 
The need for effective forms of communication was stressed. Each exten- 
sion message put across must be relatively simple and always within the 
grasp of the target audience. 

Use of food aid, subsidies, and credit 

Food aid, subsidies, and credit schemes have been used in the past and 
still are being used to encourage farmers to adopt soil conservation prac- 
tices. In retrospect, it seems that the results from using these three incen- 
tives have been varied and often disappointing. Some participants claimed 
that farmers had become dependent on food aid in some projects and that 
little had been achieved in the way of erosion control while agricultural 
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production had decreased. Irr othcr cases, farn~ers have come to expect 
government subsidies for carrying out soil conservation works and will 
not even carry out the necessary niaintenance unless they are paid to do 
so. Credit schc~ncs have often proved expensive to administer and incffec- 
tivc. i'*leverthelcss, it appears from the discussions that thcrc is a place for 
all of these forms of assistance. The lesson to be learned is that food aid, 
subsidies, and credit schemes must all be well thought out, administered 
properly, and implenicnted with care and sensitivity if thcy :ire to be cffcc- 
tivc. If used in the wrong way, thcy can all prove to be countcr-productive. 

The catchment approach 

Should soil and water conservation be approached on a catchment or 
watershed basis, or should the emphasis be placed on the individual farm 
ant1 hrmer? Alternatively, should conservation works be planned to coin- 
cide with administrative boundaries? 

All three views were expressed by different participants during the 
workshop. The traditional approach to wate!shed management was criticized 
by some for its top-down approach and the fact that it ignores the particular 
necds and capabilities of the individual farmer. The view was also put for- 
ward that the catchment or  wa:ershed concept was meaningless to the in- 
dividual farmer. On the other hand, the problems of dealing with perhaps 
hundreds of smallholdings individually in a reasonably short time were 
pointed out by other participants. Other participants also put forward the 
view that a village or  administrative area was the unit that should be used 
fur planning purposes because this was understood by the people and meant 
that administratively the work of a project could become easier. 

In conclusion, i t  could perhaps be said that if emphasis is placed on 
biological and agronomic measures, rather than on physical practices, to 
achieve soil and water conservation, these approaches need not be mutually 
exclusive. The aim may ultimately be to treat a whole catchment, but this 
may best be done by working progressively from the individual farm units. 

If any scheme is to succeed, however, great care must be taken that the 
decision-making unit, whether it be at the farm level, village level, or  
political-administrative level, is never ignored or bypassed. 
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